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Saturday, July 1, 2017

Niraj Kumar created the group «Azure Talk»

V Murali Krishna Raju

Hi

Harish Reddy joined group via invite link

Jorge Castañeda joined group via invite link

Jorge Castañeda

Niraj Kumar

Hi created this group now people can join and we don't hit the 
limit here.

Shakti Ranjan joined group via invite link

Sree Harsha MS joined group via invite link

Shakti Ranjan changed group photo

 ()

Ram joined group via invite link

Shakti Ranjan removed group photo

Niraj Kumar upgraded the group to a supergroup

https://web.telegram.org/
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Rukhsar Ahmad

Welcome to new group

Niraj Kumar

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw)

Sree Harsha MS

Can we login to telegram via web?

Niraj Kumar

Yes

Sree Harsha MS

Ok cool

Thanx Niraj.

Lalit Rawat joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

https://web.telegram.org/#/login 
(https://web.telegram.org/#/login)

You can also download their app

Lalit Rawat

Thanks Neeraj and rucksaar

Krishna Rayaprolu joined group via invite link

Himangshu joined group via invite link

Srinivasan Rayaprolu joined group via invite link

Gaurav Kala joined group via invite link

Abdur Rehman joined group via invite link

Vishal Awasthi joined group via invite link

Vishal Awasthi

Thanks Niraj 

Aman Ankit joined group via invite link

Aman Ankit

Thanks Niraj. I have installed telegram to join this group

Jijo Varghese joined group via invite link

tg://join?invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw
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Saakar joined group via invite link

Gaurav Kala

Thank you so much Niraj

Salman joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar changed group photo

 ()

Niraj Kumar changed group photo

 ()

Maniraj KV joined group via invite link

Kalyan Chakravarthi joined group via invite link

Rajiesh George joined group via invite link

Suresh Mallela joined group via invite link

Kalyan Chakravarthi

Hello All.. Glad to see this group evolve.. Thanks for all your time 
on this Niraj 

https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
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Suresh Mallela

Thanks Niraj. i just joined this group. so which one will be active, 
WhatsApp or Telegram?

Deepak Bijlani joined group via invite link

Ashish Gupta joined group via invite link

Soumitra joined group via invite link

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing useful things if
you don't learn

joined group via invite link

Balachandran joined group via invite link

Ranga Kumar Mada joined group via invite link

Ranga Kumar Mada

ThanksNiraj

For inviting me here

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

The best way is for telegram because you can invite more people 
to talk

Shetty Nilesh joined group via invite link

Azhar Shaikh joined group via invite link

Rahul Ambhore joined group via invite link

Ali Zafar joined group via invite link

Vishagan Ramasamy joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
The best way is for telegram because you can invite more pe…

Pramod joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Hope fully we will have focussed members here because only 
those who are really interested in Azure will install Telegram and 
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join here. 

Shibin Ayikal joined group via invite link

Shibin Ayikal

Thanks Niraj !!

Ram

 real observations ..

Still 43 compare to 257 in WhatsApp

Niraj Kumar

Ram
Still 43 compare to 257 in WhatsApp

I know. That means either lot of people  don't have Telegram 
account or there were people who were not really interested in 
our discussion. We bored them. 

May be you guys can share link to join this group on LinkedIN. 
That will generate enough interest.

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw)

Ram

Yes many not use ..I have installed first time

Shibin Ayikal

I have a question. I have set up a Azure Container Registry. We 
now want to ensure it's backed up. As of now there is a no direct 
backup option available for ACR. I am thinking of backing the 
storage account beneath the ACR just in case . Do you guys have 
a good backup suggestion for ACR that is seamless and easily 
tesable.

Niraj Kumar

Why would you back it up? Isn't it maintained and made available 
by Microsoft? Organize your containers with TAG

Erion S joined group via invite link

Rukhsar Ahmad

Like velocity development... Velocity knowledge sharing... Thanks 
Niraj

Shibin Ayikal

Niraj Kumar
Why would you back it up? Isn't it maintained and made avail…

This is a customer requirement. They wanted a way to backup 
the ACR  itself. At this point  ACR backup is not maintained. I 

tg://join?invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw
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have a Microsoft support case opened and they also said that 
might come in the future.

Niraj Kumar

Shibin Ayikal
This is a customer requirement. They wanted a way to backu…

Where would you back it up? The storage account gives 3 copies 
for LRS and 6 copies of GRS

To another storage account?

Shibin Ayikal

Yes . I'm thinking of that. But the customer requirement is now 
more than keeping redundancy. They want point in time restore.

It seems an overkill.

Niraj Kumar

Well in that case the only choice you have to use azcopy to copy 
it to another blob storage. Schedule azcopy using Azure 
automation!

Shibin Ayikal

That is a good suggestion. I will try. Thank u..

Niraj Kumar

You welcome!

Niraj Kumar

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6286910204
952997888 
(https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:628691020
4952997888)

Linkedin
Sign Up
(https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6286910204952997888)
400 million+ members | Manage your professional identity.
Build and engage with your professional network. Access
knowledge, insights and opportunities.

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6286910204952997888
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6286910204952997888
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Jay Baxi joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Guys promote this on LinkedIn so that others can also join our 
group!! Thanks!!

Raghu Iyengar joined group via invite link

Muhammad Usman joined group via invite link

Hariharasudhan joined group via invite link

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
Guys promote this on LinkedIn so that others can also join o…

Done

Alps joined group via invite link

Suresh Guntha joined group via invite link

Y joined group via invite link

Lokesh N joined group via invite link

Hari Subramaniam joined group via invite link

Roy So joined group via invite link

Roy So

Niraj Kumar
Guys promote this on LinkedIn so that others can also join ou…

Ghouse Mohammed joined group via invite link

Suresh Mallela

Niraj Kumar
Well in that case the only choice you have to use azcopy to co…

Using other storage account cost involved right? Why don't you 
use geo redundancy for the same account ?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

In normal storage you can simply change from GRS to LRS but for 
backup

You need to do lot more
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If you ask MS they will tell there is no way to do this without 
saving data you need to delete the data and remove the VM from 
backup

But work around is change the VM resources group

Suresh Anandan joined group via invite link

Anoop K joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Suresh Mallela
Using other storage account cost involved right? Why don't yo…

I suggested it ealrier but it seems his customer wants seperate 
backup.

Ramy Elsebaiy joined group via invite link

Ram joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
But work around is change the VM resources group

How would that help??

Anuj Rana joined group via invite link

Anuj Rana

@nirajkum  can u add me in Whatsapp group too ?

Niraj Kumar

It reached capacity of 256, so now migrated to TeleGram!!

Anuj Rana

Oh ok , no problem

So do we need to introduce ourselves?

When join ?

So that we have some understanding about fellow members here

Niraj Kumar

Not needed but welcome if you want to. 

Dear Subscribers, 

Thank you for showing interest in “AzureTalk-Learning Azure The 
Ezy Way”!  It’s an absolutely free 1-hour weekly recurring session  
to learn Azure! Following is agenda for this week.  
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• Time & Date: July 1st, Saturday 9:30 PM EST, Sunday 7:00 AM 
IST 
• Place: Online Skype meeting. 
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539 
(https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539)  
• Speaker: Niraj Kumar 
• Agenda: Azure Networking  

What is AzureTalk?  
• Weekly recurring 1 hour session to cover wide array of topics on 
Microsoft Azure.  
• Session has 3 parts 
o 1st part I’ll walk you through “Azure Concept Of The Week” by 
utilizing deck. 
o 2nd part we do a live demo and implement what we discussed 
earlier. 
o 3rd part Q & A session. 
• These are live sessions and you will get an opportunity to ask 
questions. Make full use of time!  
• Recorded sessions are published onto our AzureTalk Youtube 
channel.  
• You could also join our Azure Talk Telegram Group for even 
better experience! Ask questions and get answers from the 
experts. 
• You can refer all past Azure Talk here.   
Thanks, 
AzureTalk Team!

Anuj Rana

Satish Nagpal CA15 joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Will be starting session in 15 minutes. Please use the following 
link to join Azure Talk.

https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539 
(https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539)

Hari Subramaniam

niraj.. will this be recorded and a link be made available?

Niraj Kumar

yup

Sunday, July 2, 2017

Hitesh Valecha joined group via invite link

Hitesh Valecha

https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539
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 (https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)
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Hello All, this is Hitesh  
I am new to Azure. I wish to do its certification. I need your help 
in learning Azure and certification.

Lalit Rawat

Hitesh Valecha
Hello All, this is Hitesh I am new to Azure. I wish to do its c

Hello hitesh as azure is wast topics which covers almost all the 
Microsoft services and application. So yo learn azure please 
make it ur mind in which field u need to go like. Azure 
administration Iaas, development-PasS or o365, SharePoint 
online- Saas. Which will help your understand azure services and 
most of time use azure documentations to learn.  I ll help u on 
this to start from beginning.

Hitesh Valecha

I am into IT Infra project management, and I wish to move to 
cloud platform

Hello Lalit..

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Does anyone using Azure mobile app??

I have a question is this possible to add multiple account

Lalit Rawat

Hi hitesh, it's good , so basically you can start ellorbrate what 
are cloud services or platform , try to relate with you onpremises 
infra like if you have storage account basically in on-premises it 
is hdd. Please keep the concept in ur mind and try to understand 
the components of azure . Then it will be easy

Hitesh Valecha

Currently I'm project managing a Datacenter migration project 
to cloud.

Lalit Rawat

If you want u can just take a look of my blog where I have 
covered some basic topic to understand the azure

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)

RCloud

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)
learning will never Ends

Hitesh Valecha

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
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Currently I'm project managing a Datacenter migration proje…
Goted sir

Hitesh Valecha

I read MS Fundamentals Book on Azure recently

Thanks Lalit let me read your blog.

Lalit Rawat

Basically ur are looking on onpremises migrations to azure

Hitesh Valecha

No to IBM Cloud...

Lalit Rawat

Ok I am expert of azure

Hitesh Valecha

Then I will make you my mentor.

Will need your support

Lalit Rawat

It's ok sir anytime u need my help just ping me

Vin Wacky joined group via invite link

Perumal Kabali joined group via invite link

Vinod joined group via invite link

Anuj Rana

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Does anyone using Azure mobile app??

Not at this point.

Anuj Rana
Not at this point.

it only supports one account . It makes no sense of using multiple 
account at the same time since it reflects your linked 
subscriptions , resources and tenants

Hitesh Valecha

Lalit Rawat
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/

It's a good read...

Danish Ahmed joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar
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Anuj Rana
it only supports one account . It makes no sense of using mul…

You mean one user account per user session!!

Hitesh Valecha
No to IBM Cloud...

Hitesh, we discuss Azure in this forum and IBM cloud. 

Hitesh Valecha
Hello All, this is Hitesh I am new to Azure. I wish to do its c

https://openedx.microsoft.com (https://openedx.microsoft.com)

This is your single source of truth for Microsoft Azure 
learning!

Anuj Rana

Niraj Kumar
You mean one user account per user session!!

Correct, just like any other Azure service, be it over browser or 
application in same session.

Niraj Kumar

Anuj Rana
Correct, just like any other Azure service, be it over browser o

Yes, but multiple users can hit your service and use separate 
sessions

Anuj Rana

Right but using one mobile application on specific device, you can 
only login to one account and manage services and resources 
linked with it.

You can definitely login with other accounts too but not at the 
same time

Azure mobile application allows you to access your linked 
subscriptions and tenants. Once can also use cloud shell, 
however,  only one user can use it at one time.

Yes, if they are using different application which created separate 
instances.

Like this

https://openedx.microsoft.com/
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So once i am signed in, i will have access to all my resources, but 
only i can access them unless i sign out and use other account to 
sign in again to access or manages services liked with different 
PUID

Another admin can certainly log in at same time on another 
device or application

But one application supports only one account at one time.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Try to see the permission or role access to that subscription

Niraj Kumar

Anuj Rana
You can definitely login with other accounts too but not at the

Really! It only allows 1 user session??

Anuj Rana

Niraj Kumar
Really! It only allows 1 user session??

I mean only once user can login at one point of time to this 
application . Two or more users cannot use the same application 
on same device at one time

Niraj Kumar

Anuj Rana
I mean only once user can login at one point of time to this app

Can I have 2 simultaneous user session from 2 different devices?

Anuj Rana

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
Try to see the permission or role access to that subscription
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It only shows what all resources are available for logged in user 
in this application. Since this application shows u exactly what u 
see on manage.windowsazure.com 
(http://manage.windowsazure.com) or portal.azure.com 
(http://portal.azure.com)

Niraj Kumar
Can I have 2 simultaneous user session from 2 different devic…

Yes, u should be

Niraj Kumar

That's what I thought

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

You need to see the configuration on the application

Anuj Rana

Niraj Kumar
That's what I thought

Yes, tested and verified.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
You need to see the configuration on the application

?

It shows u all resources to which u have access either due to 
service or co admin privileges or RBAC

Niraj Kumar

Deepak Bijlani 7/1/17

Having Web Server on Azure Platform...  Our Internal 
Info Security Team resolve Public IP which assigned to 
web server..  Its showz server.cloudapp.net 
(http://server.cloudapp.net) as our tenant in Southeast 
Asia..  Its display . Cloudapp.net (http://Cloudapp.net)  

Ideally will require server.domain.com 
(http://server.domain.com) instead of 
server.cloudapp.net (http://server.cloudapp.net) 

Any help or suggestion..  I opened case with MS..  But 
not getting proper response from folks

Anuj Rana

Niraj Kumar
Having Web Server on Azure Platform... Our Internal Info Sec…

DB

http://manage.windowsazure.com/
http://portal.azure.com/
http://server.cloudapp.net/
http://cloudapp.net/
http://server.domain.com/
http://server.cloudapp.net/
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Check this https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-
services/cloud-services-custom-domain-name 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/cloud-
services-custom-domain-name)

Docs
Configure a custom domain name in Cloud Services
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-
services/cloud-services-custom-domain-name)
Learn how to expose your Azure application or data on a
custom domain by configuring DNS settings.

Niraj Kumar

Here you go! Deepak are these ASM old Cloud Service?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Did you have configure with classic mode or arm?

Rahul Mishra joined group via invite link

Dhruvin Shah joined group via invite link

Dhruvin Shah

hello

if i have office365 Developer account then I got Azure account 
free?

Any idea?

Niraj Kumar

Dhruvin Shah
if i have office365 Developer account then I got Azure account f

If you visual studio subscription then yes

Visual studio pro gets you 100$ and enterprise gets you 150$

Dhruvin Shah

I have developer subscription

Which are the things that I can achieve using Azure?

I really don't know

Microsoft have started Office365 Developer Program..

By activating it we can get 1 year subscription free

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/cloud-services-custom-domain-name
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/cloud-services-custom-domain-name
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-services/cloud-services-custom-domain-name
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But can we get Azure subscription i don't know?

Niraj Kumar

https://dev.office.com/devprogram 
(https://dev.office.com/devprogram)

Office
Office Dev Center - Office 365 Developer Program
(https://dev.office.com/devprogram)
Join a community of devs building solutions on Office 365. Get
monthly news and events.

Referring to this

Dhruvin Shah

yes

i join using this program

Niraj Kumar

No you don't get Azure

Dhruvin Shah

okk

Niraj Kumar

But you can join visual studio essential program to get Azure 
credit

Dhruvin Shah

Azure trial is only for 30 days

Niraj Kumar
But you can join visual studio essential program to get Azure cr

how to join it?

Niraj Kumar

https://www.visualstudio.com/dev-essentials/ 
(https://www.visualstudio.com/dev-essentials/)

Visual Studio
Visual Studio Dev Essentials
(https://www.visualstudio.com/dev-essentials/)
Everything you need to build and deploy your app on any
platform including tools, services, training, and more. Join our
free developer program.

Dhruvin Shah

ok 
How much day trial will I get using this subscription?

https://www.visualstudio.com/dev-essentials/
https://dev.office.com/devprogram
https://dev.office.com/devprogram
https://www.visualstudio.com/dev-essentials/
https://www.visualstudio.com/dev-essentials/
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Niraj Kumar

25$ per month

For 12 months

Dhruvin Shah

Thanks for sharing

Shadab Hasan joined group via invite link

Shadab Hasan invited Rajeev Singh

Niraj Kumar

Dhruvin Shah
Thanks for sharing

Yw!!

Preyash Vrat joined group via invite link

Navaneeth joined group via invite link

Salah Tawakal joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Sorry I missed today session where i can see the recoding

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Sorry I missed today session where i can see the recoding

Sorry!! Haven't uploaded yet. Will do it tonight!!

Guy Kachlin joined group via invite link

Ricardo Escriba Robles joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Guys I published AzureTalk on Azure Networking on LinkedIn. 
Please do take time to view it and do like, share and comment!! 
Thanks!

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azuretalk-azure-networking-part-
1-niraj-kumar (https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azuretalk-azure-
networking-part-1-niraj-kumar)

Niraj Kumar

Guys if you have already not registered for AzureTalk, please do 
head over to https://www.kloudezy.com 
(https://www.kloudezy.com) and register yourself there.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azuretalk-azure-networking-part-1-niraj-kumar
https://www.kloudezy.com/
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Dhruvin Shah

hello 
AzureTalk held on every Sunday??

Can I know how much AzureTalk Sessions I have missed?

Niraj Kumar

10-12 sessions

Dhruvin Shah
hello AzureTalk held on every Sunday??

Yes,

Dhruvin Shah

Okk 
I will check all those video from YouTube

I have one more question..  
Microsoft have mars events 
They upload one git project  
Which includes iot 
It covers various api like 
Emotions api 
Face detection api 

All of these thing can we learn during Azure sessions?

Dhruvin Shah

https://youtu.be/zKcwgtEoQjw (https://youtu.be/zKcwgtEoQjw)
YouTube
Hide The Search Box On A SharePoint 2013 And Office
365 Site Using CSS (https://youtu.be/zKcwgtEoQjw)
In this vLog we will learn how we can hide search box on
SP2013 and O365 using CSS. Special Thanks to Vinodh N.
BLOG : http://sharepointanchor.com/2017/04/28
(http://sharepointanchor.com/2017/04/28)...

SharePoint List Filter Web Part Example

https://youtu.be/LwaGxA1mewc 
(https://youtu.be/LwaGxA1mewc)

YouTube

(https://youtu.be/zKcwgtEoQjw) 3:04

https://youtu.be/zKcwgtEoQjw
https://youtu.be/zKcwgtEoQjw
http://sharepointanchor.com/2017/04/28
https://youtu.be/LwaGxA1mewc
https://youtu.be/zKcwgtEoQjw
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Use SharePoint List Filter in SharePoint 2013
(https://youtu.be/LwaGxA1mewc)
In this vLog I have explained how to use SharePoint list filter
in SharePoint 2013. We will also learn how we can configure
OOTB SharePoint List Filter web p...

Monday, July 3, 2017

Bhavesh BejDas joined group via invite link

Chaitra Arvind joined group via invite link

VirtualMatrix joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-Data-
Center (https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-
Data-Center)

Channel 9
Virtual Data Center
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-
Friday/Virtual-Data-Center)
Olivier Martin joins Scott Hanselman to talk about the concept
of Virtual Data Centers, which is at the heart of what Azure's
software-defined network...

Sanjay joined group via invite link

Rukhsar Ahmad

[7/3, 4:39 PM] Rukhsar Ahmad: All we have elastic search IasS in 
azure 
[7/3, 4:39 PM] Rukhsar Ahmad: We are trying to increase heap 

(https://youtu.be/LwaGxA1mewc)

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-
Data-Center)

5:01

https://youtu.be/LwaGxA1mewc
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-Data-Center
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-Data-Center
https://youtu.be/LwaGxA1mewc
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-Data-Center


9:24:48 AM

9:36:16 AM

9:36:28 AM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/blog/announcing-disaster-recovery-for-azure-iaas-vms-
using-asr/?cdn=disable)

9:37:12 AM

9:38:38 AM

[7/3, 4:40 PM] Rukhsar Ahmad: There is 14GB..and trying 
increase heap 
[7/3, 4:41 PM] Rukhsar Ahmad: But it is setup 7GB only 
[7/3, 4:44 PM] Rukhsar Ahmad: Sorry there is 28GB RAM..and 
setting 14GB heap..but it is taking 7GB only

Himangshu invited Vaquar

Santosh Gaikwad joined group via invite link

Santosh D joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Hitesh Valecha
It's a good read...

Thanks hitesh

Niraj Kumar invited Noor Patel

Niraj Kumar

Noor Khan 7/3/17

Can I configure ASR for Azure to Azure VMs?

Niraj Kumar

Yes you can

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-disaster-
recovery-for-azure-iaas-vms-using-asr/?cdn=disable 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-disaster-
recovery-for-azure-iaas-vms-using-asr/?cdn=disable)

Microsoft
Announcing public preview of disaster recovery for
Azure IaaS virtu… (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/announcing-disaster-recovery-for-azure-iaas-
vms-using-asr/?cdn=disable)
I am excited to announce the public preview of replication and
disaster recovery for Azure IaaS VMs using Azure Site Recovery
(ASR). Customers can now...

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-
recovery-azure-to-azure (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-azure-to-azure)

Docs
Replicate Azure VMs between Azure regions for disaster
recovery needs: Azure to Azure
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-disaster-recovery-for-azure-iaas-vms-using-asr/?cdn=disable
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-disaster-recovery-for-azure-iaas-vms-using-asr/?cdn=disable
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-disaster-recovery-for-azure-iaas-vms-using-asr/?cdn=disable
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-azure-to-azure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-azure-to-azure


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-

recovery/site-recovery-azure-to-azure)

HR
9:41:35 AM

9:41:57 AM

10:11:38 AM

DE
10:28:24 AM

10:28:42 AM

10:30:26 AM

10:43:20 AM

DE
10:44:02 AM

10:44:11 AM

10:44:53 AM

recovery/site-recovery-azure-to-azure)
Summarizes the steps you need to replicate Azure VMs
between Azure regions (Azure-to-Azure) with the Azure Site
Recovery service for disaster recovery needs.

Harish Reddy

Niraj Kumar
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-rec…

No need of configuration server

Lalit Rawat

Yes no need it is in preview mode for now.

Ajay Srivastava joined group via invite link

Kaustubh Oak joined group via invite link

Deep joined group via invite link

Deep

Hello Friends, I just joined this group. Quickly go through the 
chat

It's a wonderful initiative..Kudos to team

Guys , do we have business case to justify the ROI to move from 
onprem to Cloud

Niraj Kumar

Deep
It's a wonderful initiative..Kudos to team

You welcome!!

Deep

Thanks Niraj

Niraj Kumar

Deep
Guys , do we have business case to justify the ROI to move f…

You can use Azure price calculator to calculate workload billing 
and create own ROI

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-azure-to-azure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-azure-to-azure
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/


 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/pricing/calculator/)

DE
10:44:57 AM

10:45:52 AM

DE
10:46:29 AM

10:48:11 AM

HR
10:53:37 AM

Microsoft
Pricing Calculator | Microsoft Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/pricing/calculator/)
Price and configure Microsoft Azure features for your
scenarios.

Deep

Let me introduce, I am Deepak, Heading UC operations for 
Ericsson

Niraj Kumar

Deep
Let me introduce, I am Deepak, Heading UC operations for E…

Awesome! Welcome to AzureTalk group!!

Deep

Amazed to see KS by all

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Yes no need it is in preview mode for now.

Yup it's in public preview!!

Kiran M K joined group via invite link

Harish Reddy

Okay

Niraj Kumar changed group photo

 ()

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/
https://web.telegram.org/


NM
11:58:46 AM

12:01:04 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-high-
availability-dr)

12:01:08 PM

NM
12:02:53 PM

12:03:22 PM

NM
12:03:45 PM

12:04:21 PM

NM
12:04:54 PM

12:05:20 PM

Rakesh Hothur joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar pinned «Dear Subscribers, Th…»

Niraj Kumar pinned «Guys if you have alre…»

THEJAS K joined group via invite link

neetima midha

Hi all,  how we can configure Windows fail over cluster in Azure 
VM for Sql always on

Niraj Kumar

Have you looked at following article?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-high-
availability-dr (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-high-
availability-dr)

Docs
High Availability and Disaster Recovery for SQL Server
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-
sql-high-availability-dr)
A discussion of the various types of HADR strategies for SQL
Server running in Azure Virtual Machines.

neetima midha

No checking

Niraj Kumar

Configure Always on with File share witness.

neetima midha

I have to configure using cloud share witness

Niraj Kumar

You can use both Cloud Share witness and File Share witness.

neetima midha

Ok

Also will it require multiple nic card to configure a cluater

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-high-availability-dr
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-high-availability-dr
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-high-availability-dr


12:05:23 PM

12:05:35 PM

12:05:44 PM

12:06:00 PM

12:06:54 PM

12:06:58 PM

NM
12:07:16 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-
availability-group-overview)

12:09:55 PM

2:28:42 PM

2:34:53 PM

Cluster

Like we do in onpremise

One nic for heartbeat

How we get this functionality in azure vm

Niraj Kumar

Follow the article,

It has all the steps

neetima midha

Ok sure reading thanks

Niraj Kumar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-
availability-group-overview (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-
windows-portal-sql-availability-group-overview)

Docs
SQL Server Availability Groups - Azure Virtual
Machines - Overview (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-
machines-windows-portal-sql-availability-group-
overview)
This article introduces SQL Server Availability Groups on Azure
virtual machines.

Venu Rapolu joined group via invite link

Oby JOHN joined group via invite link

Oby JOHN

Hello everyone. I just joined this group because my huge interest 
in the cloud and I hope I can learn from the experts in this group

Lalit Rawat

Oby JOHN
Hello everyone. I just joined this group because my huge inte…

U will Oby John, It is more active group I have ever seen.

Nagaraj N joined group via invite link

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-availability-group-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-availability-group-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-availability-group-overview


2:37:46 PM

2:52:38 PM

3:22:42 PM

3:50:55 PM

11:01:22 PM

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
U will Oby John, It is more active group I have ever seen.

Oby Welcome to the group!! As Lalit said, we all are learning 
together by trying to help the community!! Will learn together. 

Lalit Rawat

Yup..

Chetan Kattarmal joined group via invite link

vivekanand Sinha joined group via invite link

Oby JOHN

Lalit Rawat
U will Oby John, It is more active group I have ever seen.

Thank 
You

Lalit Rawat

ur welcome, when ever u have any dought , Please ping us we 
will try to help..

Shanmuga joined group via invite link

Gaurav Dharasania joined group via invite link

Dhruvin Shah

hello 
Out of the topic.. 
But I think this would be helpful.. 
So sharing 
https://youtu.be/ounPThznL0w (https://youtu.be/ounPThznL0w)

YouTube
How to set css for Sprite Images ?
(https://youtu.be/ounPThznL0w)
In this video, I will take you through what is sprite image and
what are benefits of using sprite images on your website. I
explain you with an example so yo...

(https://youtu.be/ounPThznL0w) 2:55

https://youtu.be/ounPThznL0w
https://youtu.be/ounPThznL0w
https://youtu.be/ounPThznL0w


11:16:12 PM

11:16:34 PM

11:16:37 PM

11:16:44 PM

11:31:51 PM

11:44:11 PM

11:44:21 PM

11:45:45 PM

11:46:03 PM

11:50:06 PM

SM
11:50:58 PM

Amit Charungoo joined group via invite link

Amit Charungoo

I have just this group with the idea to learn as much as possible 
about cloud. Cloud is my  passion not just any other technology

Dhruvin Shah

Ok

So sorry

Now will not share

Shadab Hasan

Niraj, can you post link to join here for this azure group, so that 
we can forward to other friends to join here.

Shakti Ranjan

Shadab Hasan
Niraj, can you post link to join here for this azure group, so t

Are you looking for link of this group??

Shadab Hasan

Yes

Shakti Ranjan

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw)

Shadab Hasan

Thanks

Vamsi joined group via invite link

Veera joined group via invite link

saurabh joined group via invite link

Balya joined group via invite link

Shadab Hasan

Shakti Ranjan
https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw

More people will join soon 

Sree Harsha MS

[07-03, 11:46 PM] SREE: Microsoft recent made available the 
following excellent azure architecture resource site . It will 
provide best insight into best practice for security, scalability, 
performance, cost and managebilty. Test and proven and 

tg://join?invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/architecture/)

SG
11:54:55 PM

11:56:41 PM

verified guidance. Prepared deployment scripts. A MUST 
BOOKMARK FOR AZURE ENTHUSIAST 
[07-03, 11:47 PM] SREE: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/architecture/ (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/architecture/)

Docs
Azure Architecture Center
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/architecture/)
The Azure Architecture Center is the official center for
guidance, blueprints, patterns, and best practices for building
solutions with Microsoft Azur...

Jay Mishra joined group via invite link

Santosh Gaikwad

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/setup-free-azure-subscription/ 
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/setup-free-azure-
subscription/)

Setup Free Azure subscription | Share Care Inspire
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/setup-free-azure-
subscription/)

Jagadeesh Rs joined group via invite link

Dhruvin Shah

Santosh Gaikwad
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/setup-free-azure-subscripti…

30 day trial??

Goutham Upadhyaya joined group via invite link

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/setup-free-azure-subscription/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/setup-free-azure-subscription/


(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/03/blobs-file-
tables-and-queue-storage-configuration/)

11:58:02 PM

11:58:08 PM

11:58:22 PM

11:58:28 PM

11:58:34 PM

11:59:19 PM

11:59:30 PM

11:59:58 PM

HR
12:00:03 AM

Piyush Bohra joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/03/blobs-file-tables-
and-queue-storage-configuration/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/03/blobs-file-tables-
and-queue-storage-configuration/)

RCloud
Blobs, File, Tables and queue storage configuration
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/03/blobs-
file-tables-and-queue-storage-configuration/)
Storage account are covered below sub storage accounts
where your data will store and data will be segregated in
storage account as per your services...

Suresh Mallela

I would recommend to sign up visual studio Dev essentials 
instead of free trail

Dhruvin Shah

Yeah

Lalit Rawat

To understand the storage account take a look

Dhruvin Shah

Suresh Mallela
I would recommend to sign up visual studio Dev essentials in…

It's for 1 year right??

Suresh Mallela

Yes it's for one year. You will get $25 monthly credit.

Dhruvin Shah

Ok

Can we create azure vm?  
Using this credit?  
I don't have any idea

Tuesday, July 4, 2017

Harish Reddy

Is there any way to get free MSDN subscription??

Sandeep Bhat joined group via invite link

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/03/blobs-file-tables-and-queue-storage-configuration/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/03/blobs-file-tables-and-queue-storage-configuration/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/03/blobs-file-tables-and-queue-storage-configuration/


HR
12:00:31 AM

12:00:32 AM

12:00:46 AM

12:01:22 AM

12:02:00 AM

SG
12:03:37 AM

12:05:19 AM

12:06:23 AM

12:06:33 AM

Harish Reddy

Dhruvin Shah
Can we create azure vm? Using this credit? I don't have any id

Yes

Lalit Rawat

U can till 25$

Dhruvin Shah

Ok

Suresh Mallela

https://my.visualstudio.com/benefits 
(https://my.visualstudio.com/benefits)

Shakti Ranjan

Suresh Mallela
Yes it's for one year. You will get $25 monthly credit.

But keep in mind if you will reach more than $25 in a month 
then subscription will be disabled.

Santosh Gaikwad

Dhruvin Shah
30 day trial??

Ya forc30 day

Sandeep joined group via invite link

Dhruvin Shah

Ok

Vijay Kotu joined group via invite link

Dhruvin Shah

We will take one chat or conversation on weekends  
How to start with Azure  
Most of us unaware and we will also discuss which things can be 
achieved using azure

I think experts will guide us

Pragyan Tripathy joined group via invite link

Husain joined group via invite link

Uday Kumar joined group via invite link

Mangesh Bhujbal joined group via invite link

https://my.visualstudio.com/benefits


12:25:49 AM

12:26:02 AM

12:31:08 AM

12:35:09 AM

12:35:38 AM

BA
12:37:20 AM

12:40:56 AM

12:41:10 AM

12:43:28 AM

Srujana joined group via invite link

Ramesh Kanumukkala joined group via invite link

Ajeet Kumar joined group via invite link

Rajeev Singh

Import job started .... experts from WhatsApp Biztalk group who 
r also azure expert going to fill the space here ...

Ramesh Mn joined group via invite link

Rajeev Singh

Credit goes to Shadab 

Dhruvin Shah

Great news

Imam Syed joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Rajeev Singh
Import job started .... experts from WhatsApp Biztalk group …

Yes we need all of them imported here. 

Shadab Hasan

Subrata Saha joined group via invite link

Balya

Thanks Shadab and all for making this.

UmaSankar Perugupalli joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Shadab Hasan

Bhai sabhi ko migrate karao whatsapp se.

I am missing messages here

Shadab Hasan

Balya
Thanks Shadab and all for making this.

Welcome balya

SHASHI KANT SINGH joined group via invite link



12:43:55 AM

12:55:32 AM

 (https://www.petri.com/microsoft-expands-

fasttrack-include-azure)

12:58:40 AM

12:58:55 AM

1:02:26 AM

Shadab Hasan

Niraj Kumar
Bhai sabhi ko migrate karao whatsapp se.

Thanks, WIP 

Shruthi Yadav joined group via invite link

Soubhagya joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Shadab Hasan
Thanks, WIP 

YW! And TY!!

Mathi.J(ம�) joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

www.petri.com/microsoft-expands-fasttrack-include-azure 
(http://www.petri.com/microsoft-expands-fasttrack-include-
azure)

Petri
Microsoft Expands FastTrack to Include Azure - Petri
(https://www.petri.com/microsoft-expands-fasttrack-
include-azure)
Starting in August, Microsoft will be expanding its FastTrack
service for those who are moving to Azure but there are
several requirements you must meet to be eligible.

This is very good news

Kannan G joined group via invite link

Amit Charungoo

It's an amazing place guys,  I am just too excited to be a part of 
this group. I would be more than happy to share my knowledge 
of Azure with people...

Vikas Agrawal joined group via invite link

Mayank Mohta joined group via invite link

Gabhru joined group via invite link

Noor Khan joined group via invite link

Noor Khan

https://www.petri.com/microsoft-expands-fasttrack-include-azure
http://www.petri.com/microsoft-expands-fasttrack-include-azure
https://www.petri.com/microsoft-expands-fasttrack-include-azure


1:27:50 AM

1:42:03 AM

1:42:20 AM

1:42:32 AM

1:42:36 AM

1:43:28 AM

1:43:49 AM

2:33:02 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-

gateway/vpn-gateway-vpn-faq)

2:35:10 AM

2:35:49 AM

Can I configure ASR for Azure to Azure VMs? 
 pls reply

Swaroop Mathradikkal joined group via invite link

Suman Bhogi joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Yes

U can it it is azure site recovery preview

Noor Khan

any article

for that

Can VPN Gateway and Expressrout Co-exist with Policy Based 
VPN Device?

if yes then how if no then y

Manas Parida joined group via invite link

Deep joined group via invite link

Daniel J joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Without vpn gateway u can not configure the express route. Even 
u can create he nsg rule it u need to block something

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-
gateway-vpn-faq (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-
gateway/vpn-gateway-vpn-faq) u ll find ur answer here

Docs
Azure VPN Gateway FAQ
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-
gateway/vpn-gateway-vpn-faq)
The VPN Gateway FAQ. FAQ for Microsoft Azure Virtual
Network cross-premises connections, hybrid configuration
connections, and VPN Gateways.

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gat…

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-vpn-faq
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-vpn-faq
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-vpn-faq


2:36:10 AM

2:36:28 AM

2:36:45 AM

 (http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/)

SG
3:47:14 AM

Thanks Lalit for your prompt response

i am preparing for my Interveiw if you can share some more 
question from your end it will more good

Lalit Rawat

I ll just need some time

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
I ll just need some time

No problem

Kiran Prabhu joined group via invite link

Jay Mishra invited Pawan Mishra

Prashant P joined group via invite link

Jay Mishra invited Ravi Ranjan Kumar

Jay Mishra invited Anchal Bang

Jay Mishra invited Vinay Nandargi

Girish Muttagi joined group via invite link

Amit Jaiswal joined group via invite link

Suresh Kumar Tettu joined group via invite link

Vinay R joined group via invite link

Santosh Gaikwad

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/ 
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/)

Share Care Inspire
Azure SQL Database - Part 1 | Share Care Inspire
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/)
What is SQL Azure or Microsoft Azure SQL Database?

Ankit joined group via invite link

Santosh Srivastava joined group via invite link

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/


3:56:48 AM

4:25:09 AM

4:25:36 AM

4:25:54 AM

4:26:13 AM

4:26:32 AM

KP
4:38:03 AM

JM
4:39:07 AM

KP
4:39:56 AM

4:40:35 AM

Shadab Hasan

Santosh Gaikwad
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/

Lal Singh joined group via invite link

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ joined group via invite link

Shailender Singh joined group via invite link

Rajeev Singh

There was a question asked in another group on "create 
dashboard for messages for logic apps ... "

U can use azure portal to monitor Logic apps as dashboard. 

U can also configure logic app to use diagnostics for more rich 
details n debugging. 
Once it's set, u can configure for alerts as well.

This is what I responded ... 

U can also leverage the data from storage onto other services like 
azure Stream Analytics, Power BI or OMS(Operational 
management suite) to have real time monitoring dashboard.

Your inputs r welcome 🏿

Sukhdev joined group via invite link

Amit Dasbarma joined group via invite link

Fazal Faizan joined group via invite link

Nazeer Noor joined group via invite link

Kiran Prabhu

Thanks Rajiv for posting

Jay Mishra

Kiran you also take leverage of bam tracking in logic apps and 
can use power bi to create dashboard and customise as you like it

Kiran Prabhu

Ok

Rajeev Singh

Explore more n then we can discuss as u progress 



JM
4:40:42 AM

KP
4:42:14 AM

5:28:10 AM

5:57:19 AM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/roadmap/azure-backup/)

BL
6:15:57 AM

6:23:52 AM

JR
7:20:04 AM

Jay Mishra

Kiran Prabhu

Thanks jay. . As I exploring new things I may post questions for 
suggestions.  Thanks everyone

Lalit Rawat

Kiran Prabhu
Thanks jay. . As I exploring new things I may post questions for

Sure Kiran.

Vinay Kumar joined group via invite link

David joined group via invite link

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
But keep in mind if you will reach more than $25 in a month t…

Yeah. You can get only one of the 2 btw. So choose wisely.

Marisha joined group via invite link

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/roadmap/azure-backup/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/roadmap/azure-backup/)

Microsoft
Azure Backup—Enhanced Security | Azure Roadmap |
Microsoft Azure (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/roadmap/azure-backup/)
Azure Backup has built-in protection against ransomware.
Through enhanced security, notifications, and recoverability,
Backup will provide strong mech...

Sreenivas joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

If update ASR mobility agent then it's required reboot or not

Jagadeesh Rs

Can we have http listener and event hub processer in single micro 
service application???

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/roadmap/azure-backup/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/roadmap/azure-backup/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/roadmap/azure-backup/


7:21:50 AM

7:34:19 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-howto-coexist-resource-
manager)

7:37:42 AM

7:54:59 AM

PR
8:19:35 AM

8:26:32 AM

Event hub keep pushing data to document DB..as and when 
request comes from https, some of the data will be filtered and 
pushed to topics and all messages goes to document DB.

Arun Aboorvam joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
If update ASR mobility agent then it's required reboot or not

It dose not required a reboot

Niraj Kumar

Noor Khan
Can VPN Gateway and Expressrout Co-exist with Policy Based …

Yes. For Express route you use ER Gateway and for VPN you use 
VPN gateway, however policy based vpn is not supported. Only 
route based. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-howto-coexist-resource-
manager (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-howto-coexist-resource-
manager)

Docs
Configure ExpressRoute and Site-to-Site VPN
connections that can coexist: Resource Manager: Azure
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-howto-coexist-
resource-manager)
This article walks you through configuring ExpressRoute and a
Site-to-Site VPN connection that can coexist for Resource
Manager model.

Noor Khan

Niraj Kumar
Yes. For Express route you use ER Gateway and for VPN you …

Thanks

Pramod

Shakti Ranjan
But keep in mind if you will reach more than $25 in a month t…

Anither option is Azure Pass... i used it few times whih gives $100 
for 3mths..   not sure hw mch it is now

Shakti Ranjan

Pramod

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-howto-coexist-resource-manager
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-howto-coexist-resource-manager
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-howto-coexist-resource-manager
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 (https://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/cloudessentials)

PR
8:29:36 AM

8:30:17 AM

8:30:19 AM

PR
8:31:18 AM

8:31:39 AM

Anither option is Azure Pass... i used it few times whih gives $
I also used Azure Paas that I got from Azure Boot camp 2017. 
From last 3 years I am using free subscription only for testing 
purpose. 

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
I also used Azure Paas that I got from Azure Boot camp 2017.…

How???

You got pass in 2017 and using it from last 3 years 

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Vivek Kumar Mishra
How???

It's usually given by Microsoft at different events. There are 
different values for different durations.

Pramod

Go to https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloudessentials 
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloudessentials)

Microsoft Cloud Essentials
Get access to cloud services, education and support, for
free. (https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/cloudessentials)
Advance your cloud career with your Cloud Essential benefits.
Get hand-on experience with Azure, education tailored to your
goals and professional support from IT experts.

Shakti Ranjan

I attended Azure Boot camp at Microsoft hence they shared Azure 
Pass to all attendees. 
You can also get Azure free sure subscriptions for an year from  
IT Pro Cloud essentials benefits or Visual studio Dev essentials.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Pramod
Go to https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloudessentials

Here you get $25 per month for a year

Pramod

Login and on to left side go to cloud 
It used to be $100 per mth fr 3mths wen i was using

Hmm its changed then

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloudessentials
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloudessentials
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloudessentials
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9:15:26 AM
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9:16:10 AM

BL
edited 9:17:38 AM

9:18:27 AM

Srikanth TV joined group via invite link

Shandeep S joined group via invite link

Dhruvin Shah

Pramod
Go to https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloudessentials

Why to use it?

What are its benifits?

Pramod

Cos u get to try out stuffs in azure without having to pay and 
upto the free credit limit

Dhruvin Shah

For 1 year @Pramod?

Pramod

Looks like it is now $25 mthly for 1 year

Dhruvin Shah

ok

Jithin Sarath joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Even u can try free subscription which is 200$ for one month.

Dhruvin Shah

Lalit Rawat
Even u can try free subscription which is 200$ for one month.

How?

Lalit Rawat

I did like the Ms cloud assiancital idea that is good.

Let em share the details

Dhruvin Shah

ok

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn

that is depends what is your goal

Lalit Rawat

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/) 
use this link

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/


(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-
post/)

9:18:47 AM

9:19:07 AM

 (https://www.microsoft.com/itprocareercenter/en-

us)

BL
9:19:29 AM

9:19:59 AM

9:20:31 AM

1:04:24 PM

SG
1:43:59 PM

RCloud
How to Create A Free Azure Subscription
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-
blog-post/)
This is the excerpt for your very first post.

I have provided all the details in that

Let me know if you have any dought

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://www.microsoft.com/itprocareercenter/en-us 
(https://www.microsoft.com/itprocareercenter/en-us)

Microsoft IT Pro Career Center – US (English)
Free Resources to Advance Your Cloud Career
(https://www.microsoft.com/itprocareercenter/en-us)
Map your cloud career path and follow a learning curriculum at
your own pace

that is a good url to learn more about the cloud

Lalit Rawat

Thanks nuno

Krishna Gopal G joined group via invite link

Prashant P invited Dileep

Miilinnd Patil joined group via invite link

Daniel Migueles joined group via invite link

moritz joined group via invite link

Rahul Ambhore

Need help to get trends for azure subscription cost with power 
Bi....any guidelines/Suggestions pls

Santosh Gaikwad

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/
https://www.microsoft.com/itprocareercenter/en-us
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/
https://www.microsoft.com/itprocareercenter/en-us
https://www.microsoft.com/itprocareercenter/en-us


 (http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage-

part-3-read-and-edit-blob-storage-data-from-azure-web-app/)

 (http://www.sharecareinspire.com/how-

to-configure-and-use-vso-or-vsts/)

SG
1:45:09 PM

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage-part-3-read-and-
edit-blob-storage-data-from-azure-web-app/ 
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage-part-3-read-
and-edit-blob-storage-data-from-azure-web-app/)

Share Care Inspire
Read BLOB Storage Data from Azure Web App | Share
Care Inspire (http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-
storage-part-3-read-and-edit-blob-storage-data-from-
azure-web-app/)
Azure Storage - Part 3 - Read and Edit BLOB Storage Data from
Azure Web App

Santosh Gaikwad

Santosh Gaikwad 7/2/17

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/how-to-configure-and-
use-vso-or-vsts/ (http://www.sharecareinspire.com/how-
to-configure-and-use-vso-or-vsts/)

Share Care Inspire
How to configure and use VSO or VSTS | Share
Care Inspire
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/how-to-
configure-and-use-vso-or-vsts/)
How to configure and use Visual Studio Online (VSO)
or Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS)

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage-part-2-blob-
storage/ (http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage-part-2-
blob-storage/)

Azure Storage - Part 2 - BLOB Storage | Share Care
Inspire (http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-
storage-part-2-blob-storage/)

SG

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage-part-3-read-and-edit-blob-storage-data-from-azure-web-app/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/how-to-configure-and-use-vso-or-vsts/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage-part-3-read-and-edit-blob-storage-data-from-azure-web-app/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage-part-3-read-and-edit-blob-storage-data-from-azure-web-app/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/how-to-configure-and-use-vso-or-vsts/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/how-to-configure-and-use-vso-or-vsts/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage-part-2-blob-storage/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage-part-2-blob-storage/


 (http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/)

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage/ 
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage/)

Microsoft Azure Storage - Part 1 | Share Care Inspire
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage/)

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/ 
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/)

Share
Care
Inspire
Azure
SQL
Database - Part 1 | Share Care Inspire
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/)
What is SQL Azure or Microsoft Azure SQL Database?

Akash joined group via invite link

Jose Eduardo joined group via invite link

Pedro Perez joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-storage/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/azure-sql/
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KP
7:11:13 PM

Rahul Ambhore
Need help to get trends for azure subscription cost with powe…

Use Azure Content pack from Powerbi

Avista Shegani joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Azure Consumption Insights Content Pack

Lalit Rawat
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/…

 Very useful and clearly explained!! Good job!!

Noor Khan
Thanks

YW!

Harish Reddy
Is there any way to get free MSDN subscription??

They best way to get free MSDN subscription is to become MCT ( 
Microsoft Certified trainer). I'm an MCT and using this benefit for 
now 12 years. I became MCT in 2005 and since then renewed 
every year except 1 year.

Lalit Rawat

Woooo...Neeraj Bhai..

Niraj Kumar
 Very useful and clearly explained!! Good job!!

Thanks for your appreciation and motivation Neeraj Bhai.

Susanth Sutheesh joined group via invite link

Kiran Prabhu

I have a question....  If schemas,  maps and orchestrations were 
deployed..  Any schemas changed we need to undeploy orch 
maps in biztalk..  So in logic app how it works.. I know no 



7:11:54 PM

7:33:41 PM

KP
8:07:16 PM

8:07:42 PM

8:17:31 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-

apps/logic-apps-move-from-mabs)

8:17:38 PM

8:17:51 PM

8:19:35 PM

HR
9:10:47 PM

9:13:28 PM

orchestration are there but how it works...  As in my project I 
have many dependencies

I mean orchestrations are not there in logic apps

Lalit Rawat

So u r trying to migrate ur on premises biztalk to azure correct?

Kiran Prabhu

Yes..  Migrating biztalk to logic apps

Lalit Rawat

Ok

Kiran Prabhu invited Lakshmi Kumar

Lalit Rawat

U can directly migrate your data to logic apps without any 
changes .same services and model used by logic apps which is 
there is biztalk

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-
move-from-mabs (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-
apps/logic-apps-move-from-mabs)

Docs
Move apps from BizTalk Services to Azure Logic Apps
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-
apps/logic-apps-move-from-mabs)
Move or migrate Azure BizTalk Services MABS to Logic Apps

Refer this link u ll get all ur answer

Even u can use the same schema in logic apps as u are useing in 
biztalk

Harish Reddy

Niraj Kumar
They best way to get free MSDN subscription is to become M…

Thank-you Niraj

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Windows 2008 R2 maximum supported memory 32 GB?? What 
happens if I deployed VM with 64 GB memory?? It's supported 32 
or 64??

Kalyan Chakravarthi

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-move-from-mabs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-move-from-mabs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-move-from-mabs
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KC

9:19:26 PM

9:53:51 PM

9:55:05 PM

9:55:09 PM

9:55:53 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-

apps/logic-apps-create-a-logic-app)

10:05:10 PM

10:05:14 PM

Is that 2008 standard edition you talking?

Either way , if the system limit is set to 32GB, OS would report 
the memory installed as 32GB despite..

Alexandre Smialoski joined group via invite link

Ritesh Grover joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Windows 2008 R2 maximum supported memory 32 GB?? Wha…

If u will deploy the vm of 64 gb than vm be running as usual but 
the memory limit set only 32 gb and it will not use another 32 GB 
ram. If you go with Enterprise or data center edition than it will 
support up to 1tb memory

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ok

Thanks

Rukhsar Ahmad

We want to migrate workflow foundation based workflows to 
Logic Apps. Any idea or ref link?

Lalit Rawat

Rukhsar Ahmad
We want to migrate workflow foundation based workflows to…

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-
create-a-logic-app (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-create-a-logic-app)

Docs
Create your first workflow between cloud apps & cloud
services - Azure Logic Apps
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-
apps/logic-apps-create-a-logic-app)
Automate business processes for system integration and
enterprise application integration (EAI) scenarios by creating
and running workflows in Azure Logic Apps

https://blogs.biztalk360.com/considerations-on-using-flow-or-
logic-apps-to-sync-documents/ 
(https://blogs.biztalk360.com/considerations-on-using-flow-or-
logic-apps-to-sync-documents/)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-create-a-logic-app
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-create-a-logic-app
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/logic-apps/logic-apps-create-a-logic-app
https://blogs.biztalk360.com/considerations-on-using-flow-or-logic-apps-to-sync-documents/


 (https://blogs.biztalk360.com/considerations-on-

using-flow-or-logic-apps-to-sync-documents/)

10:05:54 PM

10:06:41 PM

10:06:55 PM

SM
11:29:14 PM

11:29:19 PM

11:32:40 PM

11:33:26 PM

11:42:28 PM

BizTalk360
Considerations on using Microsoft Flow or Logic Apps |
BizTalk360 Blogs
(https://blogs.biztalk360.com/considerations-on-
using-flow-or-logic-apps-to-sync-documents/)
Thinking to use Azure Logic Apps or Microsoft Flow to sync
documents? This blog gives you a detailed insight into which
technology to choose for your need.

These 2 articles can help you to set the workflow

Rukhsar Ahmad

Thank you Lalit. Will check links

Lalit Rawat

Sure ..

Pritesh Lad joined group via invite link

Sree Harsha MS

Lalit Rawat
https://blogs.biztalk360.com/considerations-on-using-flow-or…

Man !! Lalit you were all over the place helping everyone. Great 
job..

|)/-\ $|-|¡t $|-|/-\|-| joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Thanks shree

My pleasure to help all of you

Surjyo joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
My pleasure to help all of you

🤗🤗

Wednesday, July 5, 2017

Sagar Patel joined group via invite link

Pawan Kalakoti joined group via invite link

Pawan Kalakoti

https://blogs.biztalk360.com/considerations-on-using-flow-or-logic-apps-to-sync-documents/
https://blogs.biztalk360.com/considerations-on-using-flow-or-logic-apps-to-sync-documents/
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1:02:23 AM
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Ganesh Jampala joined group via invite link

Anto joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Anyone having idea about azure backup

Monil Jain joined group via invite link

Rahul Ambhore

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Anyone having idea about azure backup

Yup...Azure recovery vault...for full VM backup...folder level 
backup in preview

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Question is as per policy relention period is 30 days and is this 
possible to change it from 30 days to 90 days

And i want to change it for any particular date

And don't want to changes in policy

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
And i want to change it for any particular date

U can create the custom retantion pol

Policy which will help you to keep ur data for 10 years

Don't chose the default policy . U can create ur own policy

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I am using custom policy

Lalit Rawat

What are the options u r getting over there

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I want to increase the backups retention for one vm not all

Seems like i am not able to ask the question in proper way

Lalit Rawat

Then u can create the new custom policy and apply to this to on 
the vm u need to apply

Vivek Kumar Mishra



1:05:05 AM

1:05:25 AM

1:06:04 AM
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1:06:39 AM

1:07:59 AM

1:11:07 AM

1:39:55 AM

1:41:02 AM

1:44:47 AM

I have a policy in that policy 17 vm added and retention period of 
that policy 30 days for daily backup, and for one vm yesterday 
backup i want to make the retention period 90 days

Is this possible??

Lalit Rawat

Yes...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I don't to change in policy if I changed it 90 days then it will 
apply all 17 vms

Lalit Rawat
Yes...

How?

Lalit Rawat

Select the perticular vm then click on the backup option after that 
u ll be get the policy tab on right side. Then create the custom 
policy

Try this and let me know  if u come across any issue

Kiran Prabhu invited Thanveer Ahamed

Kiran Prabhu invited Shikha Nechlani

Miilinnd Patil invited Manoj Rane

Rahul Ambhore

Yes creating custom policy and adding VM will work.

Mayur Parik joined group via invite link

Gsp Prabhu joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Select the perticular vm then click on the backup option after t

Not possible it will create new policy

Lalit Rawat

It is .. don't apply the policy on whole backup vault

Select the azure vm- click on backup- select the backup and try to 
set the retantion policy.  I have done couple of time in my 
environment

Vivek Kumar Mishra
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2:19:20 AM
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2:20:38 AM

2:20:55 AM

2:31:44 AM
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Yes you are right it will create new policy and only applies on the 
selected vm

Srikanth TV invited DELETED

Monika Singh joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Ok..

Rajeev Singh

Vivek Kumar Mishra
I have a policy in that policy 17 vm added and retention period

Yes

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Yes you are right it will create new policy and only applies on

That's what i am trying to say. Any how u issue is resolved

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Nope

Can't change the policy and can't create new policy

Right now searching option using powershell or json to do the 
same

Lalit Rawat

When u ll create the policy that is applicable for new vm not all 
other 17 vm

Ok

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Hmm

If i did this push installation it will reboot the VM or not???

Noor Khan



2:43:25 AM

2:43:37 AM
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2:47:11 AM

2:50:03 AM

2:51:20 AM

(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/plankytronixx/2015/05/01/azure-
exam-prep-fault-domains-and-update-domains/)

2:53:03 AM

PV
4:18:48 AM

What changes have been incured to Fault/Update Domain Azure 
Resource Manager?

Lalit Rawat

As per my understanding no but better to try in no business if in 
case it will ask for reboot

If it is critical  update than it will ask for reboot

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I'll ask for reboot

Will update you about this

Lalit Rawat

Sure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
What changes have been incured to Fault/Update Domain Azu…

Update domain and fault domain same in ASM and ARM both 
model

Noor Khan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Update domain and fault domain same in ASM and ARM both …

Ok Thanks mishra, means there is no new changes in ARM for 
both

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/plankytronixx/2015/05/01/azur
e-exam-prep-fault-domains-and-update-domains/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/plankytronixx/2015/05/01/azu
re-exam-prep-fault-domains-and-update-domains/)

Plankytronixx
Azure Exam Prep – Fault Domains and Update Domains
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/plankytronixx/2015/05/01/azure-
exam-prep-fault-domains-and-update-domains/)
I’ve booked a couple of exams. The Azure Infrastructure Exam
(533) on 15th May. and the Dev exam (532) on 29th May. I
thought I’d just write a few art...

Preyash Vrat

My client is having Oracle 11 G DB and they wanted to migrate it 
to AWS(PaaS). They are not willing to go as Oracle, as it  is very 
expensive. They are looking for less effort. Any suggestion.

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/plankytronixx/2015/05/01/azure-exam-prep-fault-domains-and-update-domains/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/plankytronixx/2015/05/01/azure-exam-prep-fault-domains-and-update-domains/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/plankytronixx/2015/05/01/azure-exam-prep-fault-domains-and-update-domains/
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Anupam joined group via invite link

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the best solution is to migrate to the cloud of oracle

Preyash Vrat

As AWS RDS supports 6 types of DBs only and client is not willing 
to go with Oracle so we are left with 6 DBs, so which will be best 
among 5 to opt.

Client wanted to go to AWS and they are finding Oracle is very 
costly.

Rachit Agrawal joined group via invite link

Noor Khan

Hi any link for interview preparation

Pls share

Akhil Rajendran joined group via invite link

Chandu joined group via invite link

Debina joined group via invite link

Ranjan Mishra joined group via invite link

Anoop 408 B1 W A joined group via invite link

Rajeev Singh 1 B 103 joined group via invite link

Goutam joined group via invite link

Sharath Nair joined group via invite link

Noor Khan

Can any one please explai or help on this

Please explain bring your own DNS Server scenarios? 
Explain User Define Routes? 
Azure Backup in Detail 
ASR in Detail 
Express Route 
Site to Site VPN (Limits, Route Based, Policy Based, Gateway 
Subnet) 
vnet to Vnet peering (Different Mode) 
SAP on Azure 
Data Guard
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7:08:34 AM

7:13:59 AM

7:15:21 AM

7:15:37 AM

7:36:03 AM

7:45:42 AM

7:46:33 AM

Ravindra joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Have you referred documentation on Microsoft website?

Noor Khan

yes but getting bounce

Niraj Kumar

Everything is available there. I expect members to refer easily 
available documentation first!! 

Noor Khan

 yes Niraj thats through i am just in hurry because of 
interveiw\any simple link to just cracjk the ineteveiw

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
yes but getting bounce

So true!!!

It's possible to provide the link you just ask the question on which 
you are working or facing issues people will help

The best way to preparation

Dimas Yudha P. joined group via invite link

Siddharth Singhal joined group via invite link

Noor Khan

Noor Khan
Please explain bring your own DNS Server scenarios? Explain …

Can you explain me on this

Shakti Ranjan

Noor Khan
Please explain bring your own DNS Server scenarios? Explain …

Noor..all mentioned topics are available and gentally covered by 
Microsoft. Goto Microsoft documentation and get all topics. It is 
bouncing because you just reading, do some labs then all would 
be clear to you. If still issue then ask here. 

You are in hurry it doesn't mean learning Azure is one day 
process. It will take time.  
I just shared my views please don't feel bad. I am working on 
Azure since last 3 years and still learning.

Noor Khan

Shakti Ranjan
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/)

7:54:47 AM

7:56:34 AM

BL
7:59:47 AM

edited 8:03:00 AM

Noor..all mentioned topics are available and gentally covered by
HHmmmm ok

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

on Azure you are always learning because all the things are 
change and appear new features

Shakti Ranjan

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
on Azure you are always learning because all the things are c…

Yes... absolutely right. It is also mentioned by Niraj (in you tube 
video) if you stop learning Azure for next 6 months you will be 
out of park.

Satish Reddy joined group via invite link

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

on youtube the videos is out of date, you need to read the 
documentation of azure or see the last updates on Azure

take a look of this url

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/)

Microsoft
Blog |

Microsoft Azure (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/)
Hear from Azure experts and developers about the latest
information, insights, announcements, and Azure news in the
Microsoft Azure blog.

Shakti Ranjan

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
on youtube the videos is out of date, you need to read the do…

I have mentioned for one video from YouTube channel of Niraj. 
And FYI Niraj channel on Azure is not out dated.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

about the videos of Niraj is not out of date :)

Very important Azure is a huge plataform and is divide by 
topics

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/
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8:11:22 AM

8:11:37 AM

8:12:32 AM

8:12:54 AM

8:12:57 AM

8:13:28 AM

8:13:39 AM

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
Very important Azure is a huge plataform and is divide by topics

Yes that is true.

Pavel Shumarov joined group via invite link

Shakti Ranjan

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
Very important Azure is a huge plataform and is divide by topics

Yes it is..Agree!!

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

dont forget that people on networking azure dont work on VM's 
on Azure

that situation is out of range of them

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Please explain bring your own DNS Server scenarios? Explain …

Please try to co relate with ur on premise to understand what you 
are reading in azure documentations. Try to understand what 
would be the difference are there ,it will help u to understand the 
topics.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
dont forget that people on networking azure dont work on VM…

Need to work on everything 

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Need to work on everything 

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Networking VM backup asr storage

Etc etc etc

Lalit Rawat

Yup.. now if u need to go for  azure paltform u need to 
understand all the technology basic at least.

Shakti Ranjan
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8:18:34 AM

8:20:31 AM
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BL
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8:23:18 AM

8:26:08 AM

8:26:35 AM

8:27:11 AM

Lalit Rawat
Yup.. now if u need to go for azure paltform u need to understa

Agree!!

Noor Khan

YES BRO i got it, reason for pinging the above was if i get any 
short explanation form my experts so i can go through that for 
cracking my INTV

Lalit Rawat

On premise there are short way but In Azure it is wast topics , 
interviewer will ask any thing which is there in azure. U believe 
me I am working in azure on more than 5 years but every day Ms 
team are changing the thing reguraly.

Sandeep Gupta joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Earlier there was classic portal the preview portal which called 
Armand asm then they increased the services on arm and adding 
services

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Your interview on Isas PaaS or SaaS??

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Example of SaaS is Office 365, Paas is Azure Sites and IaaS is 
Azure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

IaaS Azure VM vnet storage etc

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Niraj Kumar
Photo

This works only for Enterprise Agreements

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
This works only for Enterprise Agreements

For the rest you have the usage and rate card API that you can 
plug in anywhere.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
For the rest you have the usage and rate card API that you ca…

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-usage-rate-
card-overview (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/billing/billing-usage-rate-card-overview)

Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-usage-rate-card-overview


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/billing/billing-usage-rate-card-overview)

8:50:27 AM

8:51:05 AM

8:51:15 AM

8:52:12 AM

8:53:13 AM

8:54:57 AM

8:59:29 AM

9:05:22 AM

9:05:26 AM

9:07:32 AM

Azure Billing APIs (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/billing/billing-usage-rate-card-overview)
Learn about Azure Billing Usage and RateCard APIs, which are
used to provide insights into Azure resource consumption and
trends.

Shivani Goswami joined group via invite link

Vipin Sharma joined group via invite link

Noor Khan

Ok Masters need one help form you all. those who are working 
currently in Azure, can you assign me a task so i can do my lab 
practice & increase my kbnowled ge too

my interveiw will be on IASS

*IAAS

Lalit Rawat

Create on custom dns and backup for azure vm and folder basesd

Noor Khan

this is the task which i have to do Lalit

Lalit Rawat

Yes .. once u ll done let me know , one more thing create the vm  
in azure arm  try to understand each and every components in it.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Create on custom dns and backup for azure vm and folder ba…

Before backup apply NSG block internet then try to take backup

Noor Khan

ok

thnaks

Niraj Kumar

Noor Khan
Ok Masters need one help form you all. those who are workin…

This is the best place to start. You got lab manual, free 
subscriptions and steps to complete 12 labs.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-usage-rate-card-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-usage-rate-card-overview
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9:11:53 AM

9:13:58 AM

9:14:53 AM

9:15:37 AM

9:47:30 AM

9:49:35 AM

9:50:31 AM

9:50:41 AM

9:52:15 AM

https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs/SelfPacedLabs#products
=2,4&page=1&sort=Newest 
(https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs/SelfPacedLabs#product
s=2%2C4&page=1&sort=Newest)

Noor Khan

Niraj Kumar
This is the best place to start. You got lab manual, free subscr

Thanks Niraj

Niraj Kumar

@Khan_shahab YW! We want to enable you and not cripple you, 
hence we are pointing you to the resources rather than spoon 
feeding. Hope you understand. We want to create independent 
learner who can do self-learning and we guide you in that process 
but we can't be the teacher. :)

Noor Khan

yes bro i got it

Niraj Kumar

Awesome!! 🤝🤝🤝

Jithu M joined group via invite link

Amit Charungoo

I studied a lot in Azure but after a while I lost the touch but I am 
sure that in this group I will retain my appetite for Azure again...

Rajeev Singh

Congrats to the group , we have crossed 200+ mark

Niraj Kumar

Amit Charungoo
I studied a lot in Azure but after a while I lost the touch but

Sure you will! We are helping each other grow our Azure 
knowledge. :)

Shadab Hasan

Rajeev Singh
Congrats to the group , we have crossed 200+ mark

Niraj Kumar

Rajeev Singh
Congrats to the group , we have crossed 200+ mark

https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs/SelfPacedLabs#products=2%2C4&page=1&sort=Newest
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Lalit Rawat

Rajeev Singh
Congrats to the group , we have crossed 200+ mark

Satish Reddy invited Raghav K

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Rajesh Gupta joined group via invite link

Allan Ruiz joined group via invite link

Allan Ruiz invited MP

Mruthunjaya Jodukapli joined group via invite link

Krishna joined group via invite link

Ravi Khanna joined group via invite link

Jorge A Martinez Z joined group via invite link

Mangesh joined group via invite link

Subhashish Dash joined group via invite link
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12:06:22 PM

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/06/14/how-to-
create-the-azure-vms-and-required-services-overview/)

12:27:23 PM

12:28:18 PM

Muhammed Mokhtar joined group via invite link

Sam Nyaga joined group via invite link

Sam Nyaga

Great to be here n learn

DELETED joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

@Khan_shahab u can use my bolg for VM creation and 
understand there services 
.https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/06/14/how-to-create-
the-azure-vms-and-required-services-overview/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/06/14/how-to-create-
the-azure-vms-and-required-services-overview/)

RCloud
How to Create the Azure VMs and Required Services
overview
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/06/14/how-
to-create-the-azure-vms-and-required-services-
overview/)
Different ways to create a Windows virtual machine Azure
portal Using the Azure portal is a simple way to try out a
virtual machine, especially if you...

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
@Khan_shahab u can use my bolg for VM creation and unde…

Thanks Lalit

Abhijit Dutta joined group via invite link

Abhijit Dutta

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/06/14/how-to-create-the-azure-vms-and-required-services-overview/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/06/14/how-to-create-the-azure-vms-and-required-services-overview/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/06/14/how-to-create-the-azure-vms-and-required-services-overview/
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(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-
post/)
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12:41:12 PM
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 (http://www.c-

sharpcorner.com/article/understanding-office-365-and-
directory-synchronization/)

12:41:58 PM

Is there a way to get ms azure license for practice

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Azure subscription??? Or OS license??

Lalit Rawat

Abhijit Dutta
Is there a way to get ms azure license for practice

u can try and creat the new subscription if  need to explore teh 
azure. https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-
post/ (https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-
post/)

RCloud
How to Create A Free Azure Subscription
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-
blog-post/)
This is the excerpt for your very first post.

or u can try to look for MVA or lab share by neiraj.

https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs/SelfPacedLabs#product
s=2,4&page=1&sort=Newest 
(https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs/SelfPacedLabs#produc
ts=2%2C4&page=1&sort=Newest)

Abhijit Dutta

Thanks....

Is there anything similar for bots and biztalk

Dhruvin Shah

http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/article/understanding-office-365-
and-directory-synchronization/ (http://www.c-
sharpcorner.com/article/understanding-office-365-and-directory-
synchronization/)

C-Sharpcorner
Understanding Office 365 And Directory
Synchronization (http://www.c-
sharpcorner.com/article/understanding-office-365-
and-directory-synchronization/)

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/
http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/article/understanding-office-365-and-directory-synchronization/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/
https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs/SelfPacedLabs#products=2%2C4&page=1&sort=Newest
http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/article/understanding-office-365-and-directory-synchronization/
http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/article/understanding-office-365-and-directory-synchronization/
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There will be several occasions where we might come across
the need for Active Directory synchronization with Office 365
or Azure Active Directory for...

Patrick joined group via invite link

Amit Charungoo

Hi All I am working on creating UI tool for Azure..

not exactly like Azure studio

Dhruvin Shah

Ok

Great

Amit Charungoo

but a tool to help people manage Azure resources

once it's completed wil share with all the members of this 
group...

Lalit Rawat

sure Amit. thanks for your help.

Hari Vankadaru joined group via invite link

Tarun Kumar joined group via invite link

Felipe joined group via invite link

Felipe

Hey guys,hi all

Lalit Rawat

hi

Felipe

Got a question regarding nested ARM templates with PowerShell 
DSC

Got an error today as I could not parse the DSC errors...When I 
actually got the PS xActiveDirectory module installed

Lalit Rawat

complete error or screenshot pls.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

did you have install powershell of azure'
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FE
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FE
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FE
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1:47:15 PM

Felipe

Sure I have,also the AD DSC module by running install-module -
name xActiveDirectory -force

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Felipe
Got a question regarding nested ARM templates with PowerSh…

Arm module works with ps 5 version

Lalit Rawat

did you try to run import-dscResorce command

or did you installed azure active directory  powerhsal correctaly

Felipe

You cannot run that command,it's a dynamic keyword

Manjunath S joined group via invite link

Felipe

I am running all of this from Visual Studio with the template and 
some DSC scripts

Lalit Rawat

ok..

Felipe

Got PS 5.1.1 version

Any idea?

Lalit Rawat

https://ashleypoole.co.uk/2014/where-is-import-dscresource-in-
powershell-dsc/ (https://ashleypoole.co.uk/2014/where-is-import-
dscresource-in-powershell-dsc/)

Where is Import-DSCResource In Powershell DSC?
(https://ashleypoole.co.uk/2014/where-is-import-
dscresource-in-powershell-dsc/)

https://ashleypoole.co.uk/2014/where-is-import-dscresource-in-powershell-dsc/
https://ashleypoole.co.uk/2014/where-is-import-dscresource-in-powershell-dsc/
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1:48:35 PM

 (http://setspn.blogspot.in/2015/06/working-with-

powershell-dsc-and-azure.html)

1:49:28 PM

1:49:51 PM

try this

Import-DscResource is actually a dynamic keyword which is only 
available inside a configuration function. That makes it not terribly 
discoverable, unfortunately, but it's what we've got. If you write 
an empty configuration and then type Import-DscResource, 
though, you'll get intellisense / tab completion for its parameters 
(-ModuleName and -Name)

Shetty Nilesh

check if this helps 
http://setspn.blogspot.in/2015/06/working-with-powershell-dsc-
and-azure.html (http://setspn.blogspot.in/2015/06/working-with-
powershell-dsc-and-azure.html)

setspn.blogspot.co.uk
Working with PowerShell DSC and Azure VM’s based on
Windows 2012
(http://setspn.blogspot.in/2015/06/working-with-
powershell-dsc-and-azure.html)
Mostly when I work with Azure VM’s I do the actual VM
creation using Azure PowerShell cmdlets. I like how you can
have some template scripts...

Undefined DSC resource 'xTimeZone'. Use Import-DSCResource to 
import the resource.  
At line:1 char:1  
After some googling I found out that the PowerShell prompt 
imports to module it finds in it’s PATH variable. As we are running 
from an x86 prompt, the folder that was loaded was different. 
Typically all DSC guides tell you to install DSC resources below 
C:\Program Files\WindowsPowerShell\Modules but in fact for the 
Azure PowerShell prompt you need to put them in C:\Program 
Files (x86)\WindowsPowerShell\Modules or you have to modify 

http://setspn.blogspot.in/2015/06/working-with-powershell-dsc-and-azure.html
http://setspn.blogspot.in/2015/06/working-with-powershell-dsc-and-azure.html
http://setspn.blogspot.in/2015/06/working-with-powershell-dsc-and-azure.html
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your PATH variable to include the x64 location…. I choose to copy 
the module to the x86 location:

Lalit Rawat

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/powershell/2014/04/25/underst
anding-import-dscresource-keyword-in-desired-state-
configuration/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/powershell/2014/04/25/unders
tanding-import-dscresource-keyword-in-desired-state-
configuration/)

Microsoft
Understanding Import-DscResource Keyword in Desired
State Configuration
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/powershell/2014/04/25/understanding-
import-dscresource-keyword-in-desired-state-
configuration/)
Automating the world one-liner at a time…

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

in azure that url is old :)

Felipe

Had a look at the first site already earlier on,but let's see if we 
find something new

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

on the portal azure you can do

M Hatti joined group via invite link

Ankit Sinha joined group via invite link

Vinod joined group via invite link

Niranjan Shetty joined group via invite link

Nandha joined group via invite link

Omar joined group via invite link

Shibin Ayikal

What is the best practice for ACR usage : one ACR for entire org 
OR one ACR per environment OR one ACR per app

Manoj Reddy joined group via invite link

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/powershell/2014/04/25/understanding-import-dscresource-keyword-in-desired-state-configuration/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/powershell/2014/04/25/understanding-import-dscresource-keyword-in-desired-state-configuration/
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 (https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-

dns-setup/)

6:03:40 PM

ACR?

M Hatti

Registry containers

Shetty Nilesh

Azure Container Registry ACR

it depends on the customer/org needs

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Never use that on my environment

Shetty Nilesh

there is no one size fits all solution

Parth Tyagi joined group via invite link

Sap joined group via invite link

Jinno Jaganath joined group via invite link

Ahmad Majeed Zahoory joined group via invite link

Andy M joined group via invite link

Andy M invited Daz Blackshaw

Piyush joined group via invite link

Sultan joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

@Khan_shahab for Azure DNS: 
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-setup 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-setup)

RCloud
Azure DNS Setup
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-
dns-setup/)
What is Azure DNS  (Domain Name System)? Azure DNS or
DNS is responsible for translating (or resolving) a website or
service name to its IP address. A...

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-setup/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-setup
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-setup/


(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-
records-and-limitations/)

6:08:37 PM

 (http://www.sharecareinspire.com/create-and-

use-azure-sql-database-part-2/)

SG
11:02:49 PM

NA
11:36:32 PM

11:36:32 PM

Azure DNS records and limitation 
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-records-
and-limitations 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-
records-and-limitations)

RCloud
Azure DNS Records and limitations
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-
dns-records-and-limitations/)
DNS records  Record names Azure DNS are specified by using
the relative names and fully qualified domain name (FQDN)
includes the zone name. Note:-  R...

Manesh joined group via invite link

Vinay joined group via invite link

Robby Teguh joined group via invite link

Reza K joined group via invite link

Farai joined group via invite link

Fahad A Basheer joined group via invite link

Santosh Gaikwad

http://www.sharecareinspire.com/create-and-use-azure-sql-
database-part-2/ (http://www.sharecareinspire.com/create-and-
use-azure-sql-database-part-2/)

Share Care Inspire
Azure SQL Database - Part 2 | Share Care Inspire
(http://www.sharecareinspire.com/create-and-use-
azure-sql-database-part-2/)
Create and Use Azure SQL Database – Part 2

Nandha

Any job opening in Chennai

For Azure

Lalit Rawat

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-records-and-limitations/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/create-and-use-azure-sql-database-part-2/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-records-and-limitations
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/05/azure-dns-records-and-limitations/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/create-and-use-azure-sql-database-part-2/
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/create-and-use-azure-sql-database-part-2/
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Nandha
Any job opening in Chennai

I think there will be some opening for azure

Check out on job portals

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Like Naukri.com (http://Naukri.com)

Amit Charungoo

in case I receive any such offers I will post in this forum too..

Thursday, July 6, 2017

T A joined group via invite link

Santosh Gaikwad

Join for articles on azure 

https://t.me/joinchat/D29c7QmAW8CCsVRaX_09_Q (tg://join?
invite=D29c7QmAW8CCsVRaX_09_Q)

Shadab Hasan

Santosh Gaikwad
Join for articles on azure https://t.me/joinchat/D29c7QmAW8…

Why another group for azure. Can't we use this group...

Alberto Román Flores joined group via invite link

Jo S joined group via invite link

MykeC joined group via invite link

Maroozi joined group via invite link

Ravi Kumar joined group via invite link

Henry M.S joined group via invite link

Mahmoud Khalifa joined group via invite link

Saz Sam joined group via invite link

Rajeev Singh joined group via invite link

Nandha

Amit Charungoo
in case I receive any such offers I will post in this forum too.

Thank u

http://naukri.com/
tg://join?invite=D29c7QmAW8CCsVRaX_09_Q


JV
4:59:09 AM

5:02:42 AM

JV
5:05:16 AM

JV
5:24:54 AM

6:15:41 AM

FE
6:18:45 AM

6:19:21 AM

6:20:21 AM

6:21:45 AM

6:21:50 AM

Jijo Varghese

how to create password self service portal in windows AD

Shetty Nilesh

You either need to develop an app that integrates with AD to 
provide SSPR or use any of the 3rd party such as ManageEngine 
or Quest...it is not available out of the box in Windows AD...

Krishna Gopal G invited Rakesh A

Jijo Varghese

Thanks Nilesh

Davinder Singh joined group via invite link

Jijo Varghese

Is Manage Engine is a free tool or it cost?

Yogesh joined group via invite link

Santhosh joined group via invite link

Noor Khan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Before backup apply NSG block internet then try to take backup

Hi Lalit you want me to create a new Vm & install Ad on it right

Felipe

Regarding my question yesterday,was able to edit and deploy the 
template from the portal but not from VS,still getting the Import-
DSCResource....The DSC PS scripts got that line of code already 
to import xActiveDirectory

I may be missing something to install on my local machine....

Niraj Kumar

Jijo Varghese
how to create password self service portal in windows AD

Use MIM 2016.

Microsoft identity manager 2016

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-identity-
manager/working-with-self-service-password-reset 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-identity-
manager/working-with-self-service-password-reset)

Docs
Working with the Self-Service Password Reset portal
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-identity-
manager/working-with-self-service-password-reset)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-identity-manager/working-with-self-service-password-reset
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-identity-manager/working-with-self-service-password-reset


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-

identity-manager/working-with-self-service-password-reset)

6:22:33 AM

JV
6:23:17 AM

6:24:11 AM

FE
6:24:18 AM

6:24:35 AM

6:24:39 AM

FE
6:25:03 AM

6:25:06 AM

6:25:09 AM

6:25:12 AM

FE
6:25:23 AM

JV
6:25:28 AM

FE
6:25:33 AM

JV
6:25:50 AM

See what's new with Self-Service Password Reset in MIM 2016,
including how SSPR works with multi-factor authentication.

Jijo but this question is not related to Azure. 

Jijo Varghese

But It is my Azure VM and I have installed AD on that VM

Niraj Kumar

Felipe

Why MIM?

You can use EMS for Azure AD Premium

Niraj Kumar

For self service password reset for AD users

Felipe

It contains self service password reset and password writeback 
from AAD to on-premises AD

Niraj Kumar

Felipe
You can use EMS for Azure AD Premium

Yes only if you are syncing identities

Shetty Nilesh

he is not using azure ad...its an ad installed on azure iaas vm

Felipe

Ok

Jijo Varghese

Sir am not using Azure Ad

Felipe

In that case good to go with MIM

Jijo Varghese

Is MIM works with AD on Windws server?

Felipe

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-identity-manager/working-with-self-service-password-reset


6:26:09 AM
FE

6:27:41 AM

FE
6:28:09 AM

6:28:22 AM

JV
6:28:40 AM

6:30:33 AM

6:31:13 AM

6:31:58 AM

6:33:14 AM

6:33:30 AM

6:35:10 AM

So you've only migrated your tin to Azure IaaS,correct?

Niraj Kumar

Jijo Varghese
Is MIM works with AD on Windws server?

Yes it's a product from Microsoft and it does way more than sspr

Felipe

I know what it is,was asking about your infrastructure

Sorry,not for me...

Jijo Varghese

yes

Niraj Kumar

Abu Shaeed joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

 Refer above for entire FIM capabilities

Rahul Ambhore

Anyone did ASM to ARM vault migration?

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Hi Lalit you want me to create a new Vm & install Ad on it right

Yes do it

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
Yes do it

ok

Lalit Rawat

Rahul Ambhore
Anyone did ASM to ARM vault migration?

What do you want to migrate?

Aaru Smack joined group via invite link



6:38:58 AM

6:39:38 AM

6:40:01 AM

6:40:02 AM

6:41:34 AM

6:41:44 AM

6:42:02 AM

6:42:48 AM

6:42:53 AM

6:43:02 AM

6:43:07 AM

6:43:38 AM

Rahul Ambhore

Lalit Rawat
What do you want to migrate?

Recovery Vault

What level of access required to migration

Lalit Rawat

Co administrator

Niraj Kumar

Santosh Gaikwad
Join for articles on azure https://t.me/joinchat/D29c7QmAW8…

Hi Santosh!! Ask people to join our group. This group is growing 
and lot of community members to help answer questions unless 
you think otherwise. Sorry! I wouldn't be able to join.

Lalit Rawat

If you providing the access from arm than contributer or owner 
require

Rahul Ambhore

Lalit Rawat
Co administrator

Thank you Lalit, any challenges u faced or it is smooth process...I 
m going for it

Niraj Kumar

Felipe
Regarding my question yesterday,was able to edit and deploy…

Could you reply to your old message so that I can get a context 
of your problem!!

Aaru Smack

@Here anyone help me to share the script for custom vm creation 
in azure

Shetty Nilesh

Did u have MS whitelist the same?

Lalit Rawat

Basically it depends on your recovery vault configuration what are 
the vms are running and how u r planning to migrate .

Aaru Smack

E

Lalit Rawat

It was smooth process for me



 (http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2772)

6:43:52 AM

6:44:56 AM

6:45:05 AM

6:45:12 AM

6:45:49 AM

6:46:34 AM

6:46:38 AM

6:46:54 AM

6:47:20 AM

Shetty Nilesh

http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2772 
(http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2772)

AllAboutWindowsSL
Migrate Classic ASR Vault to ARM
(http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2772)
Recently I had to migrate Hyper-V ASR solution integrate with
SCVMM. So following are some consideration we have t do
before migrate it. The migration...

Rahul Ambhore

Shetty Nilesh
Did u have MS whitelist the same?

Yup MS whitelisted our subsription

Shetty Nilesh

Rahul Ambhore

Shetty Nilesh
http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2772

Thank you nilesh I will go through

Shetty Nilesh

just follow the instructions MS provided...its a seamless transition 
afaik

Rahul Ambhore

Shetty Nilesh
just follow the instructions MS provided...its a seamless transi

Sure....how long does it takes...Ms says depends on ur workload

Lalit Rawat

It will be easy Rahul and after migration please verify your 
complete data twice to avoid any last minute surprice.. just an 
advice

Niraj Kumar

Aaru Smack
@Here anyone help me to share the script for custom vm cre…

Please head over to TechNet Script Center.

Niraj Kumar
Please head over to TechNet Script Center.

http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2772
http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2772
http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2772


6:47:31 AM

6:47:43 AM

6:47:58 AM

 (https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-

templates/tree/master/201-vm-custom-script-windows)

6:48:40 AM

6:49:15 AM

6:50:01 AM

http://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/ 
(http://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/)

Microsoft
TechNet downloads and scripts - IT pro's
(https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/)
Download resources and applications for Windows 8, Windows
7, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows
Server 2008, SharePoint, System Cen...

Aaru Smack

Niraj Kumar
Please head over to TechNet Script Center.

Okay thanks

Niraj Kumar
http://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/

Lalit Rawat

Rahul Ambhore
Sure....how long does it takes...Ms says depends on ur worklo…

Ms team is right. How much data do u have in ur recovery vault

Shetty Nilesh

Aaru Smack
Okay thanks

https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-
templates/tree/master/201-vm-custom-script-windows 
(https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-
templates/tree/master/201-vm-custom-script-windows)

GitHub
Azure/azure-quickstart-templates
(https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-
templates/tree/master/201-vm-custom-script-
windows)
azure-quickstart-templates - Azure Quickstart Templates

Aaru Smack

Shetty Nilesh
https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-templates/tree/ma…

Okay wil go though it

Rahul Ambhore

Lalit Rawat

https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-templates/tree/master/201-vm-custom-script-windows
http://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/
https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-templates/tree/master/201-vm-custom-script-windows
https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-templates/tree/master/201-vm-custom-script-windows


6:51:18 AM

6:52:41 AM

6:53:52 AM

6:55:18 AM

6:55:54 AM

6:56:31 AM

6:57:30 AM

6:57:31 AM

6:58:05 AM

6:58:24 AM

It will be easy Rahul and after migration please verify your com
Thank u Lalit that is very important....how did we check if all data 
is migrated

Rahul Ambhore
Thank u Lalit that is very important....how did we check if all

I am sorry if sounds stupid question

Lalit Rawat

Make a pre migration list -hiw many vms, storage account and 
other services etc  and ask ur customer to verify all the 
application after migration

Niraj Kumar

Santosh Gaikwad
http://www.sharecareinspire.com/create-and-use-azure-sql-d…

Nice article!

Lalit Rawat

And for me 2 tb data migration took me 18-24 hr

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Azure DNS records and limitation https://rcloudweb.wordpres…

Lalit you should have your own website for blogs. Very well 
written!!

Rahul Ambhore

Lalit Rawat
Make a pre migration list -hiw many vms, storage account an…

Thank u....if we get request to restore vm that was in ASM and 
now migrated ARM... which one we will be able to restore?

Lalit Rawat
And for me 2 tb data migration took me 18-24 hr

Now they r promising will happen in 15-20min

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Lalit you should have your own website for blogs. Very well writ

Thanks Bhai ..I am planning to take one.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Kya chal raha hai??

Lalit Rawat

Rahul Ambhore
Thank u....if we get request to restore vm that was in ASM an…

U can try to restore ARM one because ur vm data is migrated .



6:59:38 AM

6:59:41 AM

6:59:52 AM

6:59:58 AM

7:00:18 AM

7:00:21 AM

SS
7:08:23 AM

7:11:10 AM

7:17:09 AM

7:21:09 AM

7:22:00 AM

7:23:38 AM

Shetty Nilesh

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Kya chal raha hai??

Azure fogg chal raha hain...

Lalit Rawat

Best practices is to always use new portal to have or services 
because Ms team has started stoping the services on classic 
portal

Niraj Kumar

Jokes apart! Well said!!

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Renjit Arvind joined group via invite link

Saurabh Sharma joined group via invite link

Saurabh Sharma

Finally joined the group

Niraj Kumar

Saurabh Sharma
Finally joined the group

Welcome

Rahul Ambhore

Lalit Rawat
Best practices is to always use new portal to have or services b

Yup...thank you Lalit...very helpful

Lalit Rawat

Rahul Ambhore
Now they r promising will happen in 15-20min

Good ..

Rahul Ambhore
I am sorry if sounds stupid question

All the questions are useful question never been stupid

Shetty Nilesh

better to ask a stupid question than to stay silent and be a 
stupid...



7:26:41 AM

7:28:11 AM

SS
7:28:18 AM

7:29:01 AM

7:29:49 AM

7:29:53 AM

7:32:25 AM

7:47:17 AM

7:48:16 AM

Rahul Ambhore

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
better to ask a stupid question than to stay silent and be a stu

Saurabh Sharma

Shetty Nilesh
better to ask a stupid question than to stay silent and be a stu

Agree with Nilesh  so guys be ready for my stupid questions 

Lalit Rawat

Saurabh Sharma
Agree with Nilesh  so guys be ready for my stupid questions 

Always ready

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Always ready

Migration from ARM to ASM🤣🤣🤣

???

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Migration from ARM to ASM🤣🤣🤣

Here and there just missed that

Anand Chorera joined group via invite link

Vaibhav Shinde joined group via invite link

Shetty Nilesh

Bring it on guys...like i said there are no stupid questions...only 
stupid people...be hungry (for knowledge)...i will never hesitate 
asking any question to anyone if i dont know about something (in 
this case azure and related things)...we all are here to learn and 
grow...Niraj said sharing is caring...I will add one more to 
it...sharing is gaining (more knowledge)...

Nithish Kotte joined group via invite link

Shetty Nilesh

Mr. Shinde...welcome my friend! 

Prashant Iyer joined group via invite link



VS
7:50:08 AM

7:50:19 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/migration-classic-resource-manager-
overview)

BL
7:53:40 AM

7:54:45 AM

7:55:27 AM

BL
7:56:55 AM

7:57:00 AM

8:00:30 AM

Vaibhav Shinde

Thank u thank u brother

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Lalit Rawat
Here and there just missed that

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/migration-classic-resource-manager-overview 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/migration-classic-resource-manager-overview)

Docs
Migrate classic resources to Azure Resource Manager -
Overview (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/migration-
classic-resource-manager-overview)
This article walks through the platform-supported migration of
resources from classic to Azure Resource Manager

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
Bring it on guys...like i said there are no stupid questions...o

 

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/win…

Thanks nuno

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Lalit Rawat
Thanks nuno

i think that microsoft create a software to convert the subscription 
classic to arm

let me check

https://github.com/Azure/migAz 
(https://github.com/Azure/migAz)

GitHub

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/migration-classic-resource-manager-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/migration-classic-resource-manager-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/migration-classic-resource-manager-overview
https://github.com/Azure/migAz


 (https://github.com/Azure/migAz)

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/super-

charge-power-bi-with-azure-analysis-services/)

8:04:52 AM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/design-

patterns-for-microservices/)

8:07:12 AM

8:32:13 AM

Azure/migAz

(https://github.com/Azure/migAz)
Repo for all versions of migAz tool

Niraj Kumar

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/super-charge-power-bi-
with-azure-analysis-services/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/super-charge-power-bi-with-azure-analysis-services/)

Microsoft
Super Charge Power BI with Azure Analysis Services
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/super-
charge-power-bi-with-azure-analysis-services/)
In April we announced the general availability of Azure Analysis
Services, which evolved from the proven analytics engine in
Microsoft SQL Server Anal...

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/design-patterns-for-
microservices/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/design-
patterns-for-microservices/)

Microsoft
Design patterns for microservices
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/design-
patterns-for-microservices/)
The AzureCAT patterns & practices team has published nine
new design patterns on the Azure Architecture Center. These
nine patterns are particularly u...

Muthu Pandian joined group via invite link

Aavisek joined group via invite link

manish singh joined group via invite link

Abhay Singh joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://github.com/Azure/migAz

https://github.com/Azure/migAz
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/super-charge-power-bi-with-azure-analysis-services/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/design-patterns-for-microservices/
https://github.com/Azure/migAz
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/super-charge-power-bi-with-azure-analysis-services/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/super-charge-power-bi-with-azure-analysis-services/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/design-patterns-for-microservices/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/design-patterns-for-microservices/


8:32:25 AM

8:33:15 AM

9:40:59 AM

9:43:20 AM

9:44:02 AM

9:45:11 AM

JR
9:46:14 AM

9:46:29 AM

9:47:44 AM

9:47:55 AM

Great tool add Azure accounts select resources and move it

But lot more need to change

It will convert cloud service to lb

Sachin Malik joined group via invite link

Manoj Upreti joined group via invite link

Shailesh Bhor joined group via invite link

Rajeev Singh

We have a requirement where we need to decided how many 
subscriptions we should have.  
There are different environments to be set up for dev, test, stg, 
prod n DR.  
Is there any case study etc or approach to decide on subscription 
model ?

Lalit Rawat

So dedicate the each team one subscription .

And make one IT engineer to manage the subscription for 
resource usage.

Basically u need 5 subscription or if Dev and test can be done in 
one the u need less subscription. Basically bill will come as per 
your usage not for subscription base

Uchit joined group via invite link

Jagadeesh Rs

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://github.com/Azure/migAz

Does this migration tool can migrate APIM

To different or same subscription

Lalit Rawat

Rajeev Singh
We have a requirement where we need to decided how many…

Better to take EA agreement and based on your requirement u 
can increase or decrease the subscription

Rajiesh George

Rajeev Singh
We have a requirement where we need to decided how many…

It depends on business drivers. It can be multi subscription, one 
for production and one for non-prod



9:48:09 AM

9:48:18 AM

9:48:32 AM

9:48:35 AM

9:48:55 AM

9:49:15 AM

9:50:16 AM

9:50:22 AM

9:50:47 AM

Shetty Nilesh

Rajeev Singh
We have a requirement where we need to decided how many…

This requires careful planning and sizing done...there is no 
standard answer for this question...

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Lalit Rawat
Better to take EA agreement and based on your requirement …

This is the best approach. You can have different accounts and 
there's a herarchy called "departments" as well.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
This is the best approach. You can have different accounts an…

You can allocate funds per department as well.

Shetty Nilesh

and planning is done based on requirements

Rajiesh George

No need to have a separate subscription for DR to be honest

Rajeev Singh

Lalit Rawat
So dedicate the each team one subscription .

Is it every time we need to have different subscription for 
environment or it depends on numbers of server ? , i.e. In case 
customer initially only wants few vm to be moved to dev test , in 
this case also we should have different subscription or only 1 
subscription should work here ?

Shetty Nilesh
This requires careful planning and sizing done...there is no sta

Yeah, agreed

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Rajeev Singh
Is it every time we need to have different subscription for envi

"Subscriptions" is ONLY a container for billing purposes mainly...

Rajeev Singh



9:50:55 AM

9:51:20 AM

9:51:47 AM

9:52:14 AM

9:52:27 AM

9:53:12 AM

Sharing u above summary

There r multiple answers to it

Let me have a small write up/ case study for the customer

Subscription. A billing account can contain multiple subscriptions. 
A subscription is essentially a unit of management. When a user 
has access to a subscription via a Windows Live ID or 
Management Certificate, they are able to perform any operation 
within that subscription. As such, a subscription should not be 
shared for environments with different operational or 
management requirements.

Lalit Rawat

Rajeev Singh
Is it every time we need to have different subscription for envi

Vms can be moved one subscription to another easily but later on 
consumption are more and bill will increase more then 2 
department will fight as they have to pay together after all 
budging is matter

Rajeev Singh



9:53:32 AM

9:53:50 AM

9:54:06 AM

9:54:37 AM

9:56:26 AM

9:58:44 AM

9:59:39 AM

9:59:53 AM

9:59:56 AM

10:00:06 AM

10:01:04 AM

10:02:30 AM

Lalit Rawat
Vms can be moved one subscription to another easily but late…

Very rightly said Lalit

Shared the above image for environment wise subscription

Dev n operations subscription

Lalit Rawat

Now a days u can move vms subscription to subscription . No 
need for any tool

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Lalit Rawat
Now a days u can move vms subscription to subscription . No …

For any self serve migration, the subs need to belong to the same 
tenant. Just FYI.

Rajeev Singh

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
For any self serve migration, the subs need to belong to the s…

Can u pls explain more ...

Lalit Rawat

Rajeev Singh
Can u pls explain more ...

he is trying to say all the subscription belongs to same EA 
accounts.

or it should be under one tree.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Lalit Rawat
he is trying to say all the subscription belongs to same EA acco

Nope. 

Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Nope. 

pls

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

It's a little lengthy topic. Gimme sometime to type 

Rajeev Singh invited Pawan Adhikari

Lalit Rawat



BL
10:03:10 AM

10:03:20 AM

10:03:39 AM

10:04:12 AM

10:04:44 AM

10:04:59 AM

10:07:48 AM

10:09:09 AM

move vm to another subscription if u have access to it

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the best way is create a different subnet

like subnet PP, subnet PRD and dev

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

When an Azure account is created (which can house multiple 
subs in it) all of them sit in one tenant; a default directory, if you 
may. 

When you use another email ID to create another Azure 
account, all subs in it would sit in a second tenant. 

You can move resources between subs only under the same 
tenant.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
When an Azure account is created (which can house multiple…

An EA enrolment can have multiple Azure accounts in them, and 
hence multiple tenants.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
An EA enrolment can have multiple Azure accounts in them, …

Btw this affects only Personal Accounts, not Work/School 
accounts.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Btw this affects only Personal Accounts, not Work/School acc…

Hope it's clear enough. 

Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
When an Azure account is created (which can house multiple…

so subscription should be created under on  Email id  or it should 
have service administrator?

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Lalit Rawat
so subscription should be created under on Email id or it shou

When a subscription is created, it would have an account admin 
and a service admin (which are the same by default). The 
default tenant that I spoke of is a function of the account admin.

Renjit Arvind
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(https://1drv.ms/p/s!AkerHTyY80qdgfoKQYC7kFgd_Gwf9A)
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10:12:36 AM

10:12:52 AM

If we have two subscription and wanted to connect a single Hub 
and spoke model where Hub will be common for both spoke 
VNEts (Prod&Dev) ... can we do this...?

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Renjit Arvind
If we have two subscription and wanted to connect a single …

As far as I know there's no issues with connecting services 
between 2 subscriptions, but I'm not an authority on it.

You can ask me any subscription management related or 
billing/pricing related queries. :) That's my expertise.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
As far as I know there's no issues with connecting services b…

Even if not a direct way, there's always an indirect way of doing 
it.

Rajeev Singh

Renjit Arvind
If we have two subscription and wanted to connect a single …

Need to check, for expressRoute etc also have the billing will be 
done n whom to allocate for the billing of we have dev n ops 
subscription

Rajiesh George

https://1drv.ms/p/s!AkerHTyY80qdgfoKQYC7kFgd_Gwf9A 
(https://1drv.ms/p/s!AkerHTyY80qdgfoKQYC7kFgd_Gwf9A)

Live
Designing and Managing Azure Subscriptions 2.pptx
(https://1drv.ms/p/s!AkerHTyY80qdgfoKQYC7kFgd_Gwf9A)
Microsoft PowerPoint Presentation

Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
You can ask me any subscription management related or billi…

good to know

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Rajeev Singh
Need to check, for expressRoute etc also have the billing will b

Billing happens strictly on a per-subscription basis.

Lalit Rawat
good to know

https://1drv.ms/p/s!AkerHTyY80qdgfoKQYC7kFgd_Gwf9A
https://1drv.ms/p/s!AkerHTyY80qdgfoKQYC7kFgd_Gwf9A
https://1drv.ms/p/s!AkerHTyY80qdgfoKQYC7kFgd_Gwf9A
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-

gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-vnet-vnet-portal-classic)

10:19:18 AM

10:19:22 AM

10:20:13 AM

Rajeev Singh

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
You can ask me any subscription management related or billi…

Rajiesh George

Rajiesh George
https://1drv.ms/p/s!AkerHTyY80qdgfoKQYC7kFgd_Gwf9A

This deck will give a good idea on subscription management..

Renjit Arvind

Can we connect a single VNET to more than one subscription?

Niraj Kumar

Guys I will be off the hook fir next 8 hours will respond to 
queries tonight.

*for

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Renjit Arvind
Can we connect a single VNET to more than one subscription?

Would this work?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-
gateway-howto-vnet-vnet-portal-classic 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-
gateway-howto-vnet-vnet-portal-classic)

Docs
Create a connection between VNets: classic: Azure
portal (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-
gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-vnet-vnet-portal-
classic)
How to connect Azure virtual networks together using
PowerShell and the Azure classic portal.

Shetty Nilesh

vnet is bound to an subscription so u cannot have multiple subs 
sharing a single vnet

Rajiesh George

Renjit Arvind
Can we connect a single VNET to more than one subscription?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-vnet-vnet-portal-classic
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-vnet-vnet-portal-classic
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-vnet-vnet-portal-classic
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10:21:55 AM

10:22:00 AM

10:22:40 AM

10:22:52 AM

10:23:11 AM

10:25:12 AM

10:25:15 AM

10:25:38 AM

10:26:12 AM

No, you can't

Shetty Nilesh

the solution is to create separate vnets in each sub using 
different address space and connect using S2S gateway

or ER...

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Rajiesh George
No, you can't

Well, it says this. Don't know if it applies here.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Well, it says this. Don't know if it applies here.

Shetty Nilesh

between virtual networks

thats the key there...

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shetty Nilesh
thats the key there...

Cool. I'll stay out then Not my area.

Rajeev Singh

Answer to the prev. Ques:  
Reason to have multiple subscriptions:

Each subscription is billed separately. Enterprises may have 
multiple departments and each has its own billing policies. As a 
result each department creates its own subscription. 
Each subscription can be managed separately. Enterprises may 
have departments that have different security and compliance 
requirements. Each department needs to own and manage its 
own subscription.

1. Each subscription is billed separately. Enterprises may have 
multiple departments and each has its own billing policies. As a 
result each department creates its own subscription. 

2. Each subscription can be managed separately. Enterprises 
may have departments that have different security and 
compliance requirements. Each department needs to own and 
manage its own subscription.

Shetty Nilesh

typically the case in hosting companies



10:26:39 AM

10:26:46 AM

10:27:00 AM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/enable-

multiple-subscription-expressroute/?cdn=disable)

10:27:09 AM

10:29:02 AM

10:29:21 AM

10:29:25 AM

10:41:03 AM

10:41:13 AM

Lalit Rawat

Rajeev Singh
Answer to the prev. Ques: Reason to have multiple subscripti…

that true that is the reasion MS azure team has luanch EA for 
Subscription/Biling easy managemnt.

Rajeev Singh

Renjit Arvind
Can we connect a single VNET to more than one subscription?

Yes ,

Kindly have a look to the below link n comment

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/enable-multiple-
subscription-expressroute/?cdn=disable 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/enable-multiple-
subscription-expressroute/?cdn=disable)

Microsoft
Enabling Multiple Subscriptions to Share an
ExpressRoute Circuit | …
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/enable-
multiple-subscription-expressroute/?cdn=disable)
This post shows you how to link an ExpressRoute circuit to an
Azure VNET owned by a different subscription.

Suhas Dhumal joined group via invite link

Shetty Nilesh

Nilesh Shetty: 
vnet is bound to an subscription so u cannot have multiple subs 
sharing a single vnet 

the solution is to create separate vnets in each sub using 
different address space and connect using S2S gateway

or ER...

i mentioned that...see the last line

Rajeev Singh

Shetty Nilesh
Nilesh Shetty: vnet is bound to an subscription so u cannot h…

True

My question was different

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/enable-multiple-subscription-expressroute/?cdn=disable
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/enable-multiple-subscription-expressroute/?cdn=disable
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/enable-multiple-subscription-expressroute/?cdn=disable
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10:59:19 AM

11:00:20 AM

11:37:26 AM

I was asking how to share the express route subscription/ billing 
with different subscription created for dev and ops subscription.  
The way and approach

Or to ask in another way: 

customers created an ExpressRoute circuit using one 
subscription and  they want to link VNETs owned by a different 
subscription to the same circuit.  
How to derive for the billing nVet subscription wise ?

Shetty Nilesh

Sorry billing isnt my expertise...maybe someone else can 
comment on the same...

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Rajeev Singh
Or to ask in another way: customers created an ExpressRout…

You get both the usage report and invoices subscription-wise.

Shetty Nilesh

BTW All VNETs connected to an ExpressRoute circuit must be in 
the same routing domain. They must not have overlapping IP 
addresses.

Rajeev Singh

Shetty Nilesh
BTW All VNETs connected to an ExpressRoute circuit must b…

Correct 

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
You get both the usage report and invoices subscription-wise.

Thx got it 

Sathiya Narayanan joined group via invite link

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Rajiesh George
https://1drv.ms/p/s!AkerHTyY80qdgfoKQYC7kFgd_Gwf9A

Hey. Where did you get this from?

Sathish M joined group via invite link

shridhar guggare joined group via invite link

Srikanth TV invited Veena

Prashant Singh joined group via invite link
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5:37:56 PM

5:39:05 PM

5:39:07 PM

5:41:23 PM

SA
6:12:38 PM

Alex Moore joined group via invite link

Devendra Singh Rawat joined group via invite link

Denis tr3x joined group via invite link

Diwakar Kumar joined group via invite link

Leonardo Ramirez joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Guys some technically good people are facing issues in joining the 
group. Received comment on linkedin. Anybody else facing issue 
joining the group.?

Rajeev Singh
We have a requirement where we need to decided how many …

It will again depend on org culture and who will pay the bill. If it's 
per project basis then give them 1 subscription for each 
environment but the disadvantage of this approach is you won't 
be able to use deployment slots.

Niraj Kumar
It will again depend on org culture and who will pay the bill. I

Another approach would be one subscription to one project with 5 
resource groups for different environment. This has benefit you 
can use deployment slots of webapp

Rajiesh George

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Hey. Where did you get this from?

This Microsoft provided deck

Niraj Kumar

Niraj Kumar
Another approach would be one subscription to one project wi…

Last approach will be shared model. many projects share the 
same subscription

Bill Barr joined group via invite link

Shibin Ayikal

If your organization maintain an AMS  Application management 
System where each application has an unique id and ownership 
details you can make use of resource group level tagging to 
extract azure usage cost per application. This is what I did . I 
tagged the resource group with appid. Then I exported the 
resource group along with appid to a file. I also exported the 
application details to another file. These two files along with the 
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6:16:13 PM

6:16:48 PM

6:17:13 PM

6:20:00 PM

6:20:27 PM

6:28:34 PM

6:30:12 PM

9:17:02 PM

monthly usage report files are fed to a QlikSense application to 
get a very granular report wherein usage cost could be shown 
against every app even if you are using one subscription. You can 
use use PowerBI instead of QlikSense .

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Rajiesh George
This Microsoft provided deck

I wanted to check if you got it from any public link, coz there are 
some minor outdated pieces of info. Wanted to check if it's any 
public link so that I could get it changed.

Rajiesh George

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
I wanted to check if you got it from any public link, coz there

I don't think this is available in public

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Rajiesh George
I don't think this is available in public

Ok cool.

Rajiesh George

Rajiesh George
I don't think this is available in public

BTW can you let me know what is changed

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

I just checked the first few slides and saw that they still have old 
URLs there.  

The actual ones updated are: 
Https://EA.azure.com (Https://EA.azure.com) 
Https://account.azure.com (Https://account.azure.com)

The product was rebranded to Azure from Windows Azure

Rajiesh George

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
The product was rebranded to Azure from Windows Azure

Got it!!

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Rajiesh George
Got it!!

I didnt go through the whole deck though

Noor Khan

Rajiesh George

https://ea.azure.com/
https://account.azure.com/
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10:40:48 PM

10:47:14 PM

https://1drv.ms/p/s!AkerHTyY80qdgfoKQYC7kFgd_Gwf9A
Hi Rajiesh can I have this doc pls

Rohit Chandel joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Shibin Ayikal
If your organization maintain an AMS Application managemen…

 Very good approach!!

Shetty Nilesh
BTW All VNETs connected to an ExpressRoute circuit must be …

The same is true for VPN and Vnet peering as well!!

Rajeev Singh
Or to ask in another way: customers created an ExpressRoute…

There is no easy way to charge back ER traffic. You will have to 
implement your own device on prem to inspect the traffic and tag 
it. Cisco has an appliance which can do it.

Rajeev Singh
Each subscription is billed separately. Enterprises may have mul

It will depend on IT support model. If a centralized IT team is 
handling all operations then this model is not suitable.

Rajeev Singh

Niraj Kumar
Another approach would be one subscription to one project …

Ghulam Ghaus joined group via invite link

Rajeev Singh

Shibin Ayikal
If your organization maintain an AMS Application manageme…

Thx

Rajeev Singh invited Vinay Kumar Mishra

Friday, July 7, 2017
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(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-
networks-vnets/)

12:18:36 AM
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VE
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JM
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12:44:01 AM
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Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
There is no easy way to charge back ER traffic. You will have…

Just a query, can we use traffic manager on this scenario

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-
networks-vnets/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-
networks-vnets/) Virtual network and it configuration including 
v-net peering

RCloud
Azure Virtual networks (Vnets)
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-
virtual-networks-vnets/)
What Azure Virtual Networks ? Azure Virtual Networks is
secure way to connect Azure resources & each other with
virtual networks (VNets).A VNet is a r...

@Khan_shahab  u ll have some answer related to azure 
networking here

Veena

Can anyone please tell me, how we can learn azure with working 
experience of Microsoft biztalk 2010 for 6 years. I mean which 
topic to start with. I am new to azure and want to learn which 
will be relevant at middleware platform. Thank you

Rajeev Singh

Start with azure fundamentals

N then focus on Logic Apps

It's for integration -Azure paas offering

Jay Mishra

After that you can look into azure service bus and api 
management too

Lalit Rawat

Rajeev Singh
Start with azure fundamentals

Go for it first and understand the cloud model and how the 
services are working in azure

Rajeev Singh

Jay Mishra

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-networks-vnets/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-networks-vnets/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-networks-vnets/
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After that you can look into azure service bus and api manag…
Right, Logic Apps, Service Bus, API Apps.

Oshri Dahan joined group via invite link

Oshri Dahan

Hi all did any one here have a sanerio that he get access to a vn 
console from Microsoft support?

VM

Lalit Rawat

Why Ms support is need for vm console when u can download 
for your azure subscription or azure portal

Saz Sam

Great and good contribution from all of you guys  keep up the 
good work and spirit 🤗

Vivek Kumar Mishra

If I blocked all ports in NSG and applied it on subnet and create 
new nsg allow some rules and applied into NIC

In that what happens

It's allow the traffic or not

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
@Khan_shahab u ll have some answer related to azure netwo…

Thanks lalit

Shetty Nilesh

NSGs are evaluated independently, and an “allow” rule must exist 
at both levels otherwise traffic will not be admitted.

For incoming traffic, NSG set at the subnet level is evaluated first, 
then the NSG set at the NIC level. For outgoing traffic is obviously 
the converse.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ok thanks

Means i need to allow traffic nsg which applied on subnet

Ghulam Ghaus

Can we offer video conferencing solution in competition with 
Cisco or polycom hardware solutions to clients under Microsoft 
CSP? I'm talking about Skype for business only...

Lalit Rawat

U can
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But make sure your Cisco or polycom devices are compatible with 
sfb

Jay Venkat joined group via invite link

Andreas Wolffs joined group via invite link

Veena invited Vivek Kashyap

Jay Mishra invited Riddhi

Alex Nezhinskiy joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Just a query, can we use traffic manager on this scenario

Lalit ATM will work for only public endpoints. Plus it will only load 
balance the traffic. Will not work in this scenario

Niraj Kumar

Niraj Kumar 7/2/17

https://openedx.microsoft.com 
(https://openedx.microsoft.com)

This is your single source of truth for Microsoft Azure learning!

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
If I blocked all ports in NSG and applied it on subnet and creat

Incoming and outgoing  traffic both will be dropped at subnet 
level

Ghulam Ghaus
Can we offer video conferencing solution in competition with …

Yes you can and there are gateways available  to integrate. 
Please post this question in O365 TALK forum.

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg)

Niraj Kumar
Lalit ATM will work for only public endpoints. Plus it will only

The best practice is to apply baseline nsg at subnet level and 
service specific nsg at NIC level if you have mixed workload 
running in a subnet.

Oops replied to wrong message. 

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar

https://openedx.microsoft.com/
tg://join?invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/blog/announcing-azure-service-health-preview/)

PV
10:44:26 AM

BL
10:46:15 AM

SM
10:53:46 AM

The best practice is to apply baseline nsg at subnet level and s
Thanks Neeraj Bhai for nice explanation.

Shibin Ayikal

Hey guys, if you have an app using Azure AD, you can provide a 
seamless sign-in without the Home realm Discovery page 
following this link 
http://www.cloudidentity.com/blog/2014/11/17/skipping-the-
home-realm-discovery-page-in-azure-ad/ 
(http://www.cloudidentity.com/blog/2014/11/17/skipping-the-
home-realm-discovery-page-in-azure-ad/)

CloudIdentity
Skipping the Home Realm Discovery Page in Azure AD
(http://www.cloudidentity.com/blog/2014/11/17/skipping-
the-home-realm-discovery-page-in-azure-ad/)
A typical authentication transaction with Azure AD will open
with a  generic credential gathering page. As the user enters
his/her username, Azure AD...

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Thanks Neeraj Bhai for nice explanation.

Yw!!

Preyash Vrat

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-azure-
service-health-preview/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/announcing-azure-service-health-preview/)

Microsoft
Announcing Azure Service Health preview
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/announcing-azure-service-health-preview/)
Personalized guidance and support when issues in Azure
services affect you. Microsoft Azure is a globally scaled cloud
platform that runs business-cri...

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

That information is good to know the health of the vms

Sree Harsha MS

Ghulam Ghaus
Can we offer video conferencing solution in competition with…

Absolutely, Skype for Business Meetings provide the ability for 
up to 250 people to collaborate online by using features such as 
video, audio, instant messaging, or content sharing.integration 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-azure-service-health-preview/
http://www.cloudidentity.com/blog/2014/11/17/skipping-the-home-realm-discovery-page-in-azure-ad/
http://www.cloudidentity.com/blog/2014/11/17/skipping-the-home-realm-discovery-page-in-azure-ad/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-azure-service-health-preview/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-azure-service-health-preview/


 (https://blog.infrashare.net/2017/07/05/how-to-
configure-citrix-xenapp-essentials-in-microsoft-azure-
including-azure-active-directory-authentication-to-citrix-
cloud/)

11:32:39 AM

11:34:14 AM

11:47:02 AM

with Cisco uccm, cucum can also be integrated leveraginf cisco 
PBX and SFB call via work feature, got replaced remote call 
control.

Shetty Nilesh

https://blog.infrashare.net/2017/07/05/how-to-configure-citrix-
xenapp-essentials-in-microsoft-azure-including-azure-active-
directory-authentication-to-citrix-cloud/ 
(https://blog.infrashare.net/2017/07/05/how-to-configure-citrix-
xenapp-essentials-in-microsoft-azure-including-azure-active-
directory-authentication-to-citrix-cloud/)

blog.infrashare.net
How to configure Citrix XenApp Essentials in Microsoft
Azure, including Azure Ac...
(https://blog.infrashare.net/2017/07/05/how-to-
configure-citrix-xenapp-essentials-in-microsoft-azure-
including-azure-active-directory-authentication-to-
citrix-cloud/)
One of the biggest Citrix and Microsoft partnership
announcements over the last year was definitely the
replacement of Azure RemoteApp by XenApp Essen...

https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-cloud/xenapp-and-
xendesktop-service/xendesktop-essentials.html 
(https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-cloud/xenapp-and-
xendesktop-service/xendesktop-essentials.html)

XenDesktop Essentials Service
(https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-cloud/xenapp-
and-xendesktop-service/xendesktop-essentials.html)

Suresh Mallela

https://blog.infrashare.net/2017/07/05/how-to-configure-citrix-xenapp-essentials-in-microsoft-azure-including-azure-active-directory-authentication-to-citrix-cloud/
https://blog.infrashare.net/2017/07/05/how-to-configure-citrix-xenapp-essentials-in-microsoft-azure-including-azure-active-directory-authentication-to-citrix-cloud/
https://blog.infrashare.net/2017/07/05/how-to-configure-citrix-xenapp-essentials-in-microsoft-azure-including-azure-active-directory-authentication-to-citrix-cloud/
https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-cloud/xenapp-and-xendesktop-service/xendesktop-essentials.html
https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-cloud/xenapp-and-xendesktop-service/xendesktop-essentials.html
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azure-vpn-gateways-now-6x-faster/)
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https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-azure-vpn-
gateways-now-6x-faster/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/new-azure-vpn-gateways-now-6x-faster/)

Microsoft
New Azure VPN Gateways now 6x faster
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-azure-
vpn-gateways-now-6x-faster/)
Running mission-critical workloads require both performance
and reliability. To improve your Azure VPN experience, we are
introducing a new generation...

Deep

Niraj Kumar
Yes you can and there are gateways available to integrate. Pl…

Do we have similar forum for O365 and SFB

Please share the link for Same

Niraj Kumar

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg)

Shetty Nilesh

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg)

Sree Harsha MS

how to configure MPLS routing for seamless Express Route 
experience. Perhaps a step by step instructions or the detail info 
possible right from discovery till setup and finally into production

Shetty Nilesh

Connecting to an MPLS shouldn't be any different to connecting to 
a standard network as long as you have a firewall in place? Some 
MPLS providers force management of the firewall themselves so 
you may have to ask your provider to configure the remote end 
and allow the routing. 

If you don't have a firewall on the MPLS then you will need to 
VPN into a site that is connected to it and then use routing to 
ensure the VPN is available to sites on the MPLS

Lalit Rawat

Sree Harsha MS
how to configure MPLS routing for seamless Express Route ex…

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-config-samples-routing 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-azure-vpn-gateways-now-6x-faster/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-azure-vpn-gateways-now-6x-faster/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-azure-vpn-gateways-now-6x-faster/
tg://join?invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg
tg://join?invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-config-samples-routing
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1:14:18 PM

1:14:21 PM

SM
1:14:49 PM

1:14:50 PM

us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-config-samples-routing) this 
can help

Docs
ExpressRoute customer router configuration samples
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-config-samples-
routing)
This page provides router config samples for Cisco and Juniper
routers.

Shetty Nilesh
Connecting to an MPLS shouldn't be any different to connectin…

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I have 500 Mbps express route connection need to transfer 
around 20 TB data what's best approach

Time line 15 days

We are planning to go with Import/export services

On prim to azure

Lalit Rawat

i think that can be easily done with azcopy or azure storage 
explorer to upload the data to azure

if u go for import and export than it might cost more but not sure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Already tried cloudberry connector to mount storage on prim vm 
but after sometime it's stop transferring data

Shetty Nilesh

20 TB data import export will be expensive for sure

Sree Harsha MS

Lalit Rawat

Thanks you folks

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Already tried cloudberry connector to mount storage on prim …

do not use this tool as it not good

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-config-samples-routing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-config-samples-routing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-config-samples-routing
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/storage/storage-use-azcopy)

1:18:05 PM

1:18:36 PM

1:18:36 PM

Mishra  i have tried this tool and experiance is not good. User 
AZcopy which will be faster

Shetty Nilesh

Lalit Rawat
Mishra i have tried this tool and experiance is not good. User

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Can you please explain more on this

Lalit Rawat

sure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

If I'll use file share then data will go using express route or 
internet

Lalit Rawat

it is basically designed for azure storage to move the data on-
primse to azure between storage account,subscription etc

yes

try this

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-use-
azcopy (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-
use-azcopy)

Docs
Copy or move data to Azure Storage with AzCopy on
Windows (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/storage/storage-use-azcopy)
Use the AzCopy on Windows utility to move or copy data to or
from blob, table, and file content. Copy data to Azure Storage
from local files, or copy...

Suresh Mallela

getting the below error while deleting unwanted directory from 
management portal

Delete directory 

deleteDirectoryWarningCannot delete 'Directory Name'The 
following issue(s) prevent deletion of this directory: 
Directory has one or more subscriptions to Microsoft Online 
Services.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-use-azcopy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-use-azcopy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-use-azcopy
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Lalit Rawat

u need to install the azcopy software on your machine then u can 
try to sun command

Suresh Mallela

any idea how to address this.?

also verified and don't see any subscriptions or Services 
associated with the directory.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-use-…

For 20 TB need to  add 20 drive in VM and done disk strping and 
try this azcopy??

Lalit Rawat

Suresh Mallela
getting the below error while deleting unwanted directory fro…

r u deleting form your account?

or service administrator account

Shetty Nilesh

Is this a B2C directory?

Suresh Mallela

i am deleting from my Account Admin account.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Mr. Admin. Could you add @pollbot to this group? Could be 
useful.

Suresh Mallela

Shetty Nilesh
Is this a B2C directory?

no its not B2C

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
For 20 TB need to add 20 drive in VM and done disk strping and

yes if you are useing to copy the data in azure vm.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Suresh Mallela
i am deleting from my Account Admin account.

Log into the classic portal and make sure all tabs under the 
directory are empty. You should have only the account admin ID
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1:23:54 PM

1:24:08 PM

1:24:21 PM

(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/pkirchner/2016/01/29/how-
to-delete-an-azure-active-directory-connected-to-microsoft-
online-services/)

1:24:47 PM

Lalit Rawat

but no if you move the data to azure file share. you can convey 
you customer to move uncritical data to file server and rest of the 
data would be in vm in that way u can save the cost of customer. 
IF all the data is cretical then please go with VM.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
yes if you are useing to copy the data in azure vm.

If want to direct copy on storage and  after copy it's possible to 
attach vm?

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Log into the classic portal and make sure all tabs under the dir

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/2967860/you-can-t-
delete-a-directory-through-the-azure-management-portal 
(https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/2967860/you-can-t-
delete-a-directory-through-the-azure-management-portal)

Microsoft
You can’t delete a directory through the Azure
Management Portal
(https://support.microsoft.com/en-
us/help/2967860/you-can-t-delete-a-directory-
through-the-azure-management-portal)
Fixes an issue in which you can’t delete a directory from the
Azure Active Directory extension.

Suresh Mallela

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Log into the classic portal and make sure all tabs under the dir

Yes i can see only the Account Admin ID.

Lalit Rawat

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/pkirchner/2016/01/29/how-to-
delete-an-azure-active-directory-connected-to-microsoft-online-
services/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/pkirchner/2016/01/29/how-to-
delete-an-azure-active-directory-connected-to-microsoft-online-
services/)

Peter Kirchner Online
How to delete an Azure Active Directory connected to
Microsoft Online Services
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/pkirchner/2016/01/29/how-

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/pkirchner/2016/01/29/how-to-delete-an-azure-active-directory-connected-to-microsoft-online-services/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/2967860/you-can-t-delete-a-directory-through-the-azure-management-portal
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/2967860/you-can-t-delete-a-directory-through-the-azure-management-portal
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/pkirchner/2016/01/29/how-to-delete-an-azure-active-directory-connected-to-microsoft-online-services/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/pkirchner/2016/01/29/how-to-delete-an-azure-active-directory-connected-to-microsoft-online-services/
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to-delete-an-azure-active-directory-connected-to-
microsoft-online-services/)
tl;dr You are unable to delete an Azure Active Directory (AAD)
with error message: “Directory has one or more subscriptions
to Microsoft Online Servic...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Its sql and sharepoint data

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Suresh Mallela
Yes i can see only the Account Admin ID.

What's your tenant btw?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
but no if you move the data to azure file share. you can convey

Lalit it's possible to using asr we can protect the drive in place of 
proctecring whole vm??

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Its sql and sharepoint data

bater to use Vm and do onething add the 20 disk of 1TB sepratly 
and  reboot the server . After rebooting loging to server enable 
the all the 20 disk and merage it 5 to 10 volume as per your 
reqirement

Shetty Nilesh

btw the 1TB limit has been removed...u can have disks upto 4TB 
now

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
bater to use Vm and do onething add the 20 disk of 1TB sepr…

Az copy transfer data to vm disk or direct blobs

Shetty Nilesh
btw the 1TB limit has been removed...u can have disks upto 4…

Seriously???

Shetty Nilesh

yep

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Lalit it's possible to using asr we can protect the drive in pla

yes, u can enable the encryption on your azure storage account

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/pkirchner/2016/01/29/how-to-delete-an-azure-active-directory-connected-to-microsoft-online-services/
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or use the azure keyvault for more securites

Suresh Mallela

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
What's your tenant btw?

mtazuretrain.onmicrosoft.com 
(http://mtazuretrain.onmicrosoft.com)

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
btw the 1TB limit has been removed...u can have disks upto 4…

useful information nilesh , but it will depends of VM instance ?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

No not for securing, using azure recovery services can we migrate 
data disk as we migrate the vm

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Az copy transfer data to vm disk or direct blobs

both, it is lift and shift to azure storage

Oshri Dahan

You can also Cloudbary great and easy to use

Lalit Rawat

if u r moving the vm make sure u will provide the azure continer 
location not blob other services

Vivek Kumar Mishra

4 TB option only available with premium storage??

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

No now it's possible to have 4gb

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ok got it it's for both

Lalit Rawat

yes it is

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

The option of premium is to use ssd

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-introduces-new-
disks-sizes-up-to-4tb/?cdn=disable 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-introduces-new-
disks-sizes-up-to-4tb/?cdn=disable)

http://mtazuretrain.onmicrosoft.com/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-introduces-new-disks-sizes-up-to-4tb/?cdn=disable
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Microsoft
Announcing large disk sizes of up to 4 TB for Azure IaaS
VMs (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-
introduces-new-disks-sizes-up-to-4tb/?cdn=disable)
Azure increases the maximum size and performance of Azure
Disks. We are excited to announce the maximum disk sizes for
both Premium and Standard stora...

About the recovery vm to only recovery the information that is 
occupied, if you have 1tb of capacity but you use 200gb, then you 
recovery 200gb

Renjit Arvind

If I have a subnet with 10.124.1.0/28,I (http://10.124.1.0/28,I) 
am suppose to get 14 hosts. If Azure consumes 5 IP per subnet, 
then it would be only 9 Hosts, correct me if I am wrong.. Do we 
know which are these IPs reserved by Azure? Is my 
understanding is correct??

Vivek Kumar Mishra

First ips of every subnet

Renjit Arvind

Host count is 9

Lalit Rawat

@mishra u can use :-Management locks help you prevent 
accidental deletion or modification of your Azure resources. You 
can manage these locks from within the Azure portal. To view, 
add, or delete lock

Suresh Mallela

Lalit Rawat
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/pkirchner/2016/01/29/how-…

with this its resolved. i don't see the directory now. but O365 
account is still active right.?

Lalit Rawat

yes

Suresh Mallela

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/2967860/you-can-t-…

Thank you its usefull.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-introduces-new-disks-sizes-up-to-4tb/?cdn=disable
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-introduces-new-disks-sizes-up-to-4tb/?cdn=disable
http://10.124.1.0/28,I
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Lalit Rawat

Suresh Mallela
Thank you its usefull.

ur welcome

https://alexandrebrisebois.wordpress.com/2016/02/17/upload-a-
vhd-to-azure-storage-using-azcopy/ 
(https://alexandrebrisebois.wordpress.com/2016/02/17/upload-a-
vhd-to-azure-storage-using-azcopy/)

Upload a VHD to Azure Storage Using AzCopy
(https://alexandrebrisebois.wordpress.com/2016/02/17/upload-
a-vhd-to-azure-storage-using-azcopy/)
Upload a VHD to Storage Using AzCopy What’s the best way to
upload a VHD to Azure Storage? This question comes up on a
regular basis and I decided tha...

ek kaam kar vhd ki vhd vhej do upper and fir vms mai attached 
kar de

useing az copy

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
@mishra u can use :-Management locks help you prevent acci…

It's possible to apply lock on RG??

So that it's applied on all child items.

Lalit Rawat

every where, where ever u want to

yes

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Not able to apply on RG

Lalit Rawat

rg matlab

resouce group

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Resource Group

https://alexandrebrisebois.wordpress.com/2016/02/17/upload-a-vhd-to-azure-storage-using-azcopy/
https://alexandrebrisebois.wordpress.com/2016/02/17/upload-a-vhd-to-azure-storage-using-azcopy/
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Permission issues

Lalit Rawat

ok..

i think owne can do that

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Right

This account having contributor role

Lalit Rawat

resources are already locked

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Thanks for your help 

Lalit Rawat

or koi query ? bhai bhhokh lag aayi..

ur welcome:)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Friday ko to pyas lagti hai🤣🤣🤣🤣

Bukh no

*ni

Lalit Rawat

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

office office

Renjit Arvind

Any update on the IP question..old??

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Any update on the IP question..old??
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looking it..

Shakti Ranjan

Mishra jiii.. it's very strange to hear from you that till now you 
haven't use azcopy. To move data azcopy is the best and fastest 
approach.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Mishra jiii.. it's very strange to hear from you that till now y

Already used bro around 2 years back remember?? Copy data 
from on prim to azure

Just asking option here

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Just asking option here

Got it

Renjit Arvind
If I have a subnet with 10.124.1.0/28,I am suppose to get 14 …

First 4 and last one IP from subnet reserved by Azure.

Lalit Rawat

use this can help you

http://jodies.de/ipcalc?host=10.124.1.0&mask1=24&mask2=28 
(http://jodies.de/ipcalc?host=10.124.1.0&mask1=24&mask2=28)

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
http://jodies.de/ipcalc?host=10.124.1.0&mask1=24&mask2=28

Renjit Arvind

Lalit Rawat

Thanks Ranjit

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
If I have a subnet with 10.124.1.0/28,I am suppose to get 14 …

1st IP for Subnet address, next 3 address reserved by Azure and 
Last address used for Broadcast

Lalit Rawat

Microsoft Azure - Premier Service Update Newsletter - July 2017 
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it will usefull

Rob B. joined group via invite link

Rob B.

Lovely

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
Microsoft_Azure_Premier_Service.pdf

Niraj Kumar

We received 327 registration for AzureTalk. If you have not 
already registered please do so. Head over to 
https://www.kloudezy.com (https://www.kloudezy.com)

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
If I have a subnet with 10.124.1.0/28,I am suppose to get 14 …

You will get 2^4=16-5=11 Hosts in the network

Renjit Arvind

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
You will get 2^4=16-5=11 Hosts in the network

It should 2^8 right?

Niraj Kumar

he has /28 (tg://bot_command?command=28) CIDR which leaves 
only 4 bits for host

Shakti Ranjan

Ok.. then /24 (tg://bot_command?command=24) and /16 
(tg://bot_command?command=16) both leaves 8 ..??

Niraj Kumar

vnet CIDR /24 (tg://bot_command?command=24) and Subnet 
CIDR /28 (tg://bot_command?command=28) it'll give you 16 
subnets and 11 hosts in each subnet.

Shakti Ranjan
Ok.. then /24 and /16 both leaves 8 ..??

Didn't understand! Could you rephrase your question?

https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
https://www.kloudezy.com/
tg://bot_command?command=28
tg://bot_command?command=24
tg://bot_command?command=16
tg://bot_command?command=24
tg://bot_command?command=28
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Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
Didn't understand! Could you rephrase your question?

I got it now with just above solution.

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
I got it now with just above solution.

Great!

Niraj Kumar
vnet CIDR /24 and Subnet CIDR /28 it'll give you 16 subnets a…

So if you look at wastage of host addresses, it's 5 host address 
per subnet and you will waste 80 IPs in total.

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
So if you look at wastage of host addresses, it's 5 host address

Right...so it is good to go with address space /16 
(tg://bot_command?command=16) and subnets /24 
(tg://bot_command?command=24). Correct?

and /28 (tg://bot_command?command=28) for Gateway subnet.

Niraj Kumar

yes /28 (tg://bot_command?command=28) is ideal for Gateway 
subnet

Pedro Perez

If you can spare the addresses you might want to get a /27 
(tg://bot_command?command=27) for the GatewaySubnet just in 
case you go for ER+VPN coexistence in the future

Shakti Ranjan

Pedro Perez
If you can spare the addresses you might want to get a /27 fo…

Ok

Niraj Kumar

Pedro Perez
If you can spare the addresses you might want to get a /27 fo…

Good point abt coexistence!!

Niraj Kumar

Guys I'm missing lot of our european members. Need to 
reconsider the timing so that people from UK and Europe can join

Niraj Kumar
Guys I'm missing lot of our european members. Need to reco…

tg://bot_command?command=16
tg://bot_command?command=24
tg://bot_command?command=28
tg://bot_command?command=28
tg://bot_command?command=27
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Need to revisit Azure Talk timing.

Shakti Ranjan

I have big doubt regarding auto scale in ARM model. For 
autoscale in ARM the possible way is to go with VM scale set. So 
suppose I have deployed with configuration min 2 and max. 5 VM' 
on CPU metrics . 

Now at this time 2 VM are running and CPU reached threshold 
which cause to spin new VM to distribute the load. So here newly 
spined VM will contain same configuration and code what we 
have in initial 2 running VM's. 

Suppose I have to deploy latest code. So what is the procedure to 
do it. If I will deploy latest code in 1 VM then it will shink with 
others.? 

Few months back I read somewhere that during creation of VM 
scale set we need to give image and whenever new VM will spin 
then it would be use same image.  If it is then everytime we need 
to change image for code deploymentscloud which require 
downtime.. 

It's very confusing..please suggest and clear my concept 
regarding VM scale set or auto scale solution in ARM.

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
I have big doubt regarding auto scale in ARM model. For auto…

No experience with VM Scalesets, so will lean on other members. 
I'll hold back and do some research.

Shakti Ranjan

No problem

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
I have big doubt regarding auto scale in ARM model. For auto…

So basically ur question is  how the scaling work in arm

Shakti Ranjan

Right

Niraj Kumar

Autoscaling is supported for WebApp and VM scalsets

In case webapp same code is deployed when new instance is spin 
up

Lalit Rawat
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So basically when you will create the auto scaling in azure u will 
be adding the min 2 and maximum 5 instance. So when the traffic 
increase it will create another one useing the same imaage

What u have do is u have set the auto scale rule and make sure 
that will be configure correctly

When if you set the rule when my CPU usage reduce then after 
10 to 15  min reduce the instance

Shakti Ranjan

There is no issue in configuration of scale set in Azure. Just want 
to know how it will work.. currently 2 VM's running and suddenly 
load increase then more VM's will add as per my rule.  

Now is newly added VM's having same code what we have in 
previously 2 running VM's. If not then if user hit newly created VM 
then there will be lack in application

Lalit Rawat

Yes it has same code which is there in 2vms otherwise there is no 
use if auto scaling

Because customers running huge websites or vm which is 
application craticls if it is not supported then what a big 
origination will use auto scale

So when u ll create the auto scale all the setup has been save in 
some blobs storage . When vm will auto scale then it will take the 
latest configuration

So all the vms has same data

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
Because customers running huge websites or vm which is app…

Ok...so suppose I am using scale set in production. Now need to 
refresh application with new code then I need to deploy this code 
in one VM or 2 or what?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

What happens if gateway subnet /20 (tg://bot_command?
command=20)

Shakti Ranjan
Ok...so suppose I am using scale set in production. Now need…

Chii

Lalit Rawat

One moment ,u have update your code on primary vm or primary 
application rest will be taken care by scale set

tg://bot_command?command=20


7:38:27 PM

(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/cloud_solution_architect/2016/12/29/performing-
application-upgrades-on-azure-vm-scale-sets/)

7:39:47 PM

7:41:34 PM

7:44:28 PM

7:44:47 PM

7:53:00 PM

7:54:32 PM

7:55:33 PM

7:57:17 PM

Shakti Ranjan

How to identify which one is primary VM in scale set?

Lalit Rawat

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/cloud_solution_architect/2016/
12/29/performing-application-upgrades-on-azure-vm-scale-sets/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/cloud_solution_architect/2016/
12/29/performing-application-upgrades-on-azure-vm-scale-sets/) 
thsi will be use full

Cloud Solution Architect
Performing Application Upgrades on Azure VM Scale
Sets
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/cloud_solution_architect/2016/12/29/performing-
application-upgrades-on-azure-vm-scale-sets/)
Virtual Machine Scale Sets (VMSS) are an awesome solution
available on Azure, providing autoscale capabilities and
elasticity for your application. I...

Shakti Ranjan

In back end Azure using LIFO to add and remove VM's in scale 
set. But in front end for users I think no way to identify

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
In back end Azure using LIFO to add and remove VM's in scal…

let me check , i think yes but not sure

Shakti Ranjan

Yes please check.

And second thing if it is taking any custom image from blob to 
spin VM's. Then everytime we need to create custom image with 
latest code. To apply changes in application. That would be very 
tough if organisation giving release twice in a week or weekly and 
downtime also will be there.

Lalit Rawat

i don't think so MS will allow this to downgrade there market 
provide this type of scenirio. because that will be the bust 
scenirion for business continuty

because there is no use for scale in and scaleout

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
i don't think so MS will allow this to downgrade there market pr

This is worst solution for autoscale in ARM as per my views.

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/cloud_solution_architect/2016/12/29/performing-application-upgrades-on-azure-vm-scale-sets/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/cloud_solution_architect/2016/12/29/performing-application-upgrades-on-azure-vm-scale-sets/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/cloud_solution_architect/2016/12/29/performing-application-upgrades-on-azure-vm-scale-sets/


7:57:41 PM

8:00:26 PM

8:00:37 PM

8:00:44 PM

8:43:51 PM

8:44:18 PM

8:44:48 PM

11:03:15 PM

11:31:48 PM

11:31:53 PM

11:33:18 PM

11:33:33 PM

11:35:53 PM

Lalit Rawat

ok..but any how that is not possible.

Shakti Ranjan

Hmmm...I will look into it and try to get concept behind it.

Lalit Rawat

i ll to

Shakti Ranjan

Thanks

Jagan CR joined group via invite link

Jagan CR

Hi everyone. I just joined this group because the interest in the 
cloud, hopefully will learn from the experts in this group

Lalit Rawat

Yes u will

Jagan CR

Lalit Rawat
Yes u will

Thanks

Aaron Smith joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Jagan CR
Hi everyone. I just joined this group because the interest in th

Welcome to the group! Yes, you will! You can go through chat 
history and learn more.

Niraj Kumar invited Karthik G

Karthik G

Hi all

Happy to see

Niraj Kumar

Karthik G
Hi all

Welcome to the group!

Karthik G

🖐

Hi all



11:36:46 PM

11:37:19 PM

11:38:12 PM

11:39:42 PM

11:40:21 PM

11:40:24 PM

11:40:26 PM

1:01:25 AM

1:02:56 AM

1:44:48 AM

I’m looking for a job change in Azure (IaaS), I have 1.5 years 
experience also completed 70-533 Microsoft Certification in 
Azure Implementation. So kindly let me know if there any 
openings available for my profile. Thanks.

I want to prove my skillset

I want to goto next level

Niraj Kumar

Hi Karthik! Please be active here and answer queries related to 
Azure and I'm sure someone or other one on this forum will 
notice your skillsets and reach out! We've many members who 
are actively involved and working on Azure.

Karthik G

Ok sir

Sure

Thanks

Saturday, July 8, 2017

Sven joined group via invite link

Sven

Hi all

Niraj Kumar

Sven
Hi all

Hi Sven! Welcome to the group!!

S C joined group via invite link

Dhruvin Shah

https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY (https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY)
YouTube
How to create Office 365 Trial Tenant for one year
using Office 365 Developer Program?
(https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY)
This video is best for those who are beginner in
SharePoint.When you start SharePoint Development you always
have a question in your mind how to prepare deve...

https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY
https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY


1:47:28 AM

1:51:35 AM

1:53:12 AM

1:54:39 AM

1:56:15 AM

1:56:55 AM

1:58:07 AM

1:59:40 AM

2:06:00 AM

Karthik G

Dhruvin Shah
https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY

Niraj Kumar invited Christian Konard

Niraj Kumar

Hi Chris! Welcome to the group!

Dhruvin Shah
https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY

Dhruv please use O365 talk group! Thanks!

Dhruvin Shah

Niraj Kumar
Dhruv please use O365 talk group! Thanks!

Means?

Niraj Kumar

We have O365 TALK group. Please share it there, as it is related 
to O365.

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg)

Dhruvin Shah
https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY

Nice demo!!

Dhruvin Shah

Thanks guys please like and subscribe

Noor Khan

(https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY) 7:35

tg://join?invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg
https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY


2:06:27 AM

2:07:11 AM

2:07:13 AM

2:07:28 AM

2:08:23 AM

2:08:30 AM

2:08:46 AM

2:08:50 AM

2:09:05 AM

2:09:11 AM

2:09:27 AM

2:09:35 AM

2:09:51 AM

2:09:56 AM

2:09:58 AM

2:10:13 AM

2:10:15 AM

2:10:22 AM

2:10:24 AM

Hi team, getting an error after building a AD in azure cloud

Lalit Rawat

It is naming convention issue, please provide the correct name.

Noor Khan

unable to open the Actibe directory users & compute & unable to 
create the reverse lookup zone

everything is proper

Lalit Rawat

It's in 2012

Or 16

Noor Khan

16

Datcenter

Lalit Rawat

Ok

Noor Khan

Lalit this the task which you had assign to me working on that

build a AD

Lalit Rawat

 I know

Noor Khan

for Custom dns we need to add our Zones in AD

Lalit Rawat

Thanks for taking task

Noor Khan

in Azure

i want to be expert like you all

Lalit Rawat

U can use default

Noor Khan

to be anserable like u in quick

Lalit Rawat

One day u ll be



2:10:38 AM

2:10:46 AM

2:15:14 AM

2:15:38 AM

2:16:07 AM

2:16:40 AM

2:17:14 AM

2:17:47 AM

2:18:10 AM

2:18:11 AM

2:18:14 AM

2:18:41 AM

2:18:42 AM

2:18:48 AM

Noor Khan

Thanks

now what to do

Lalit Rawat

give me min

Noor Khan

for e.g let say i have once domain controller in my lab machine, 
for learning purpose if i want to move that AD in azure cloud is 
that posiible, but i dont have any public IP with me

Lalit Rawat

it is not

Noor Khan

hhhhmmm ok

Lalit Rawat

u have to extend to extend the ad to azure VM server or user 
azure ad connect to migrate ur user to azure..

restart the DNS Server service: 
1.On the DNS server, start Server Manager. To start Server 
Manager, click Start, click Administrative Tools, and then click 
Server Manager. 
2.In the console tree, expand Roles, expand DNS Server, and 
then expand DNS. 
3.Right-click the DNS server, click All Tasks, and then click 
Restart.

Noor Khan

for thaqt i will be required one public IP right

Lalit Rawat

did you assign the static ip on azure vm

or dns

Noor Khan

no i had not

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
for thaqt i will be required one public IP right

not required

k

Noor Khan



2:19:08 AM

2:19:11 AM

2:19:17 AM

2:19:54 AM

2:20:05 AM

2:20:23 AM

2:21:53 AM

2:22:01 AM

2:22:15 AM

2:23:38 AM

2:23:58 AM

2:24:04 AM

2:24:08 AM

2:24:15 AM

2:24:33 AM

VM
4:06:49 AM

DE
4:08:29 AM

4:08:51 AM

IP is assigned by Azure it self

Lalit Rawat

try to follow the aabove steps.

yes i know

Noor Khan

Done but same issue

Lalit Rawat

ok..

run the cmd command as administrator: run this command 
'nltest.exe /dsregdns (tg://bot_command?command=dsregdns)'

Noor Khan

C:\Users\nkhan>nltest.exe /dsregdns (tg://bot_command?
command=dsregdns) 
Flags: 0 
Connection Status = 0 0x0 NERR_Success 
The command completed successfully

but no luck

Lalit Rawat

ok..

did u install the dns first and the ad

Noor Khan

NO

with D

AD

i had install DNS

Lalit Rawat

k

Vinay Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Dhruv please use O365 talk group! Thanks!

Hey Niraj....please add me in O365 group

Deep

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg)

You can join by clicking on above link

tg://bot_command?command=dsregdns
tg://bot_command?command=dsregdns
tg://join?invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg


VM
4:11:08 AM

ES
5:55:19 AM

6:05:44 AM

ES
6:07:31 AM

6:07:57 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/active-directory-editions)

6:09:08 AM

6:14:44 AM

Vinay Kumar Mishra

Excellento de ...Thx

Amar Singh joined group via invite link

Erion S

A question to the professionals on this group. Company A has an 
Azure AD P1 subscription and is looking to synchronise On 
premise AD with Azure AD by implementing SSO with pass 
through as there are NO ADFS servers on premise. The 2 
questions I have are: 1. Can users use password self service 
feature offered by AAD P1 to reset the password for on premise 
account while away from the network? 2. Will creating a new user 
account on premise create the AAD account also?

Shetty Nilesh

The SSPR feature will only work for accounts in Azure 
tenant...and not for those in on-prem unless password write back 
is enabled...

Erion S

Is write back feature available in AAD P1 and will it work In SSO 
Pass through scenario since on premise AD is the authority source 
in this case?

Shetty Nilesh

Anyone here has experience migrating non-microsoft workloads 
to Azure...such as Websphere/DB2 on RHEL...

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-editions (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/active-directory-editions)

Docs
Azure Active Directory editions
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/active-directory-editions)
This article explains choices for free and paid editions of Azure
Active Directory. Azure Active Directory Basic, Azure Active
Directory Premium P1, a...

Niraj Kumar

Erion S
Is write back feature available in AAD P1 and will it work In SS

Yes it will work.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-editions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-editions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-editions


ES
6:23:09 AM

6:29:29 AM

6:30:52 AM

6:31:53 AM

6:37:11 AM

6:38:44 AM

6:49:28 AM

6:50:22 AM

6:50:55 AM

6:54:57 AM

Vishal A joined group via invite link

Erion S

Thank you both

Niraj Kumar

Erion S
Thank you both

YW! I have also covered Azure ad pad through in one of Azure 
Talk session. Refer my recorded session

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azure-talk-sso-configuration-ad-
pass-through-ms-cloud-architect 
(https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azure-talk-sso-configuration-ad-
pass-through-ms-cloud-architect)

*pass

Noor Khan
Photo

Noor send me the snapshot what are you selecting for 
installation. *First domain controller in new forest*

Shetty and Lalit and other members, I would like to thank for 
taking the command and answering questions. You guys are real 
community champions!!

I would expect many more champions in coming months! 
🤝🤝

Dhruvin Shah

Correct

Nitin Dongre joined group via invite link

Shetty Nilesh

Niraj Kumar
Shetty and Lalit and other members, I would like to thank for ta

Always happy to help and learn...

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azure-talk-sso-configuration-ad-pass-through-ms-cloud-architect


6:57:49 AM

6:58:41 AM

6:58:49 AM

7:00:12 AM

7:02:06 AM

7:02:11 AM

7:03:29 AM

7:04:22 AM

7:04:52 AM

7:05:06 AM

7:05:11 AM

7:05:19 AM

7:05:51 AM

Niraj Kumar

The best part of this group is, since we have such knowledgeable 
community members here nothing will go unanswered in Azure!! 
In fact, we end up with complementing answers!! Three cheers to 
all our champs!! 🥂🥂

Dhruvin Shah

Shetty Nilesh

couldnt agree more...

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
couldnt agree more...

Thank you!! 🤝🤝

I am trying my level best to grow this community but require you 
guys support. Please share, like and comment the link to join this 
group!

Shetty Nilesh

i am exploring things in Azure that i normally wouldnt do...i am 
more of into IaaS side of it...but bcoz of the Q&As and other 
activities in this group i am gaining knowledge on PaaS as 
well...so definitely a huge thumbs up from me

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
i am exploring things in Azure that i normally wouldnt do...i am

Agree! I share the same learning experience!

Noor Khan

Niraj Kumar
Noor send me the snapshot what are you selecting for installa…

Hi Niraj,

Thanks for your reply,I had deleted the old one and had created 
a new machine

Now it's working fine

Niraj Kumar

Noor Khan

Now need some another steps

Shetty Nilesh



 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/blog/announcing-the-solution-template-for-jenkins-on-
azure/)

7:05:54 AM

7:06:10 AM

7:21:55 AM

7:55:49 AM

7:56:00 AM

7:56:00 AM

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-the-solution-
template-for-jenkins-on-azure/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/announcing-the-solution-template-for-jenkins-on-azure/)

Microsoft
Announcing the Solution Template for Jenkins on Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-
the-solution-template-for-jenkins-on-azure/)
I am excited to announce the solution template for Jenkins in
Azure Marketplace. Customers can now deploy and provision a
fully configured Jenkins ins...

Noor Khan

For gaining the knowledge

Shetty Nilesh

Did this for one of my POC...worked like a charm

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Shetty and Lalit and other members, I would like to thank for ta

Thanks Niraj bhai.

Sree joined group via invite link

Saakar invited PollBot

PollBot

This bot can create simple polls in groups. 

/newpoll (tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot) - 
create a poll 
/results (tg://bot_command?command=results&bot=PollBot) - 
see how the poll is going 
/poll (tg://bot_command?command=poll&bot=PollBot) - repeat 
the question 
/endpoll (tg://bot_command?command=endpoll&bot=PollBot) - 
close poll and show final results

Rajiesh George

/newpoll@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot)

PollBot

Rajiesh George

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-the-solution-template-for-jenkins-on-azure/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-the-solution-template-for-jenkins-on-azure/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-the-solution-template-for-jenkins-on-azure/
tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=results&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=poll&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=endpoll&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot


8:18:22 AM

8:18:23 AM

8:19:15 AM

8:19:16 AM

8:19:22 AM

8:19:23 AM

8:19:28 AM

8:19:28 AM

8:22:54 AM

8:23:54 AM

8:26:50 AM

/newpoll@PollBot
Let's create a new poll. First, send me the question.

Yogesh invited Sharmishtha

Yaniv Lalush joined group via invite link

Dhruvin Shah

/newpoll@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot)

PollBot

Dhruvin Shah
/newpoll@PollBot

Let's create a new poll. First, send me the question.

Dhruvin Shah

/results@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=results&bot=PollBot)

PollBot

No active polls in this group. Use /newpoll (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot) to create a poll first.

Dhruvin Shah

/results@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=results&bot=PollBot)

PollBot

No active polls in this group. Use /newpoll (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot) to create a poll first.

Dhruvin Shah

/newpoll@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot)

PollBot

Dhruvin Shah
/newpoll@PollBot

Let's create a new poll. First, send me the question.

Dhruvin Shah

Hello

I need some active members who will reply answers in. Net mvc 
group..  
Is there anyone who is interested to join?

Shakti Ranjan

tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=results&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=results&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot


KA
8:38:15 AM

8:38:49 AM

8:39:03 AM

KA
8:39:07 AM

Microsoft Azure Interview Questions Azure Networking – VNET 
This section will cater to some example questions where Hybrid 
implementation is the key focus of Azure deployment. 15.An 
application front end is hosted on Azure but due to security 
reasons customer want database to be hosted on-premises within 
his office building. What are the different ways to handle this 
connectivity scenario in Azure? Looking at the requirement of 
connecting single on premises DB machine to Azure hosted 
application, Azure VNET based “Point to Site” can be considered 
as correct choice in this scenario for Azure to on premises 
connectivity. Point to Site is ideal choice for establishing VPN 
connectivity between on premises resources and Azure resources 
where number of resources to be connected is limited. 16.What 
are the other VNET options for achieving connectivity with on 
premise and azure resources? Site to Site and express route are 
other options for achieving cross premises connectivity. Site to 
site to specifically use when you have large number of resources 
to be connected. In some cases, Site to Site or Point to Site 
connectivity may introduce network latency as VPN created by 
these features work on public infrastructure (Internet) only. To 
overcome on this situation “Express Route” option can be taken 
which offers dedicated Leased Line based offering to overcome 
on latency issue. 17.What is the option to connect on premises 
Database in case user is not willing to open up VNET based 
connectivity? In such case, a WCF service can be developed and 
hosted on premises. This WCF service will have CRUD operations 
specifically against the on premises database. Then Service bus 
relay option can be used for invoking on premises WCF service 
from Azure hosted web application to access the database. Use of 
WCF and service bus relay will avoid the option of VPN 
connectivity using Azure VNETs offerings.

Kapil joined group via invite link

Sudama Prasad joined group via invite link

Kapil

Hi Everyone

Dhruvin Shah

300 members  
It's pleasure for us

 cheers for all

Kapil

Dhruvin Shah
300 members It's pleasure for us

Shakti Ranjan



8:41:02 AM

8:42:41 AM

8:43:00 AM

8:45:34 AM

8:46:08 AM

8:46:31 AM

PB
8:47:05 AM

8:50:43 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-

service/app-service-hybrid-connections)

8:51:11 AM

Shakti Ranjan
Microsoft Azure Interview Questions Azure Networking – VNE…

Can some one explain last point number 17

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
Can some one explain last point number 17

It will take some time to answer all ur questions

Shakti Ranjan

NP Lalit.

Niraj Kumar

Dhruvin Shah
300 members It's pleasure for us

That's nice! A good small achievement! Hoping we continue the 
momentum and grow the community!

Lalit Rawat
It will take some time to answer all ur questions

Hi Lalit same question was posted in WhatsApp answered there. 
Will repeat my response here.

Lalit Rawat

Sure niraj

Piyush Bohra

Voice message 3 KB
Download  Play

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
Microsoft Azure Interview Questions Azure Networking – VNE…

Point no. 17 is called hybrid connection manager. Microsoft 
replaced WCF version with WebSocket opensource protocol and 
new HCM makes use of Azure relay bus. The HCM need to 
installed on prem and an outbound internet connection is 
required on port 80 and 443. It only supports TCP connections 
and no support for UDP connections. Also it doesn't support all 
Services.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-service-
hybrid-connections (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-
service/app-service-hybrid-connections)

Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-service-hybrid-connections
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-service-hybrid-connections


8:58:29 AM

9:06:18 AM

9:06:19 AM

9:12:24 AM

9:12:42 AM

9:21:30 AM

9:21:31 AM

9:21:37 AM

9:21:38 AM

Azure App Service Hybrid Connections
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-
service/app-service-hybrid-connections)
How to create and use Hybrid Connections to access resources
in disparate networks

Venkatanathan Swaminathan joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
Microsoft Azure Interview Questions Azure Networking – VNE…

Good questions! Could somebody post the entire respository of 
Azure interview questions here. Very useful!

Rajeev Singh

/results@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=results&bot=PollBot)

PollBot

No active polls in this group. Use /newpoll (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot) to create a poll first.

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-servi…

Thanks Niraj, Quickly I went through this article. I need to do 
Hands-on for my better understanding. Thanks a lot.

Niraj Kumar

YW!

Shetty Nilesh

/results@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=results&bot=PollBot)

PollBot

No active polls in this group. Use /newpoll (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot) to create a poll first.

Shetty Nilesh

/newpoll@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot)

PollBot

Shetty Nilesh
/newpoll@PollBot

Let's create a new poll. First, send me the question.

Rahul Ambhore

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-service-hybrid-connections
tg://bot_command?command=results&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=results&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot
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9:22:00 AM

BL
9:22:05 AM

10:22:13 AM

10:22:21 AM

10:23:10 AM

10:23:21 AM

10:23:56 AM

10:24:49 AM

10:27:58 AM

10:30:34 AM

10:31:08 AM

10:31:28 AM

10:31:40 AM

/newpoll@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot)

PollBot

Rahul Ambhore
/newpoll@PollBot

Let's create a new poll. First, send me the question.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

/newpoll@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot)

Rajeev Singh invited Abhimanyu Kumar

Niraj Kumar

what's it?

/newpoll@PollBot (tg://bot_command?
command=newpoll&bot=PollBot)

Lalit Rawat

Don't know but its pool with same massage

Niraj Kumar

Yes, getting this message

Have no idea what's this all about

Rahul Ambhore

Rajeev Singh
/results@PollBot

Any idea Rajeev

Lalit Rawat

From where it s come don't know

Niraj Kumar removed PollBot

Niraj Kumar

I removed PollBot

I banned PollBot

Lalit Rawat

Thanks ,

Rahul Ambhore

Vivek Kumar Mishra

tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot
tg://bot_command?command=newpoll&bot=PollBot
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(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/hybridcloudbp/2016/11/15/new-
rds-capabilities-in-windows-server-2016-for-service-providers/)

10:37:03 AM

JS
10:38:15 AM

10:38:48 AM

Kya tha ye?

Lalit Rawat

Mishra ji?

Jo S

Hi guys! I am new to the group.  Quistion for a client,  we 
curently have a vdi environment on vmware horizon.  We are 
planning to move to azure with rds instead of horizon.  But the 
client bought wyse thinclient p25 with tera 2 chipset.  Is there 
any broker available that supports tera2 with rds infra?

Lalit Rawat

Jo S
Hi guys! I am new to the group. Quistion for a client, we cure

Not sure but you can check it on  thin client site for venders that 
will help

Shetty Nilesh

i believe u may need to run in a hybrid setup

levearging the new improved rds features in windows server 
2016

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/hybridcloudbp/2016/11/15/
new-rds-capabilities-in-windows-server-2016-for-service-
providers/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/hybridcloudbp/2016/11/15/
new-rds-capabilities-in-windows-server-2016-for-service-
providers/)

Hybrid Cloud Best Practices
New RDS Capabilities in Windows Server 2016 for
Service Providers
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/hybridcloudbp/2016/11/15/new-
rds-capabilities-in-windows-server-2016-for-service-
providers/)
Remote Desktop Services (RDS) were significantly improved
with a release of Windows Server 2016. Service Providers now
can build more functional and r...

Jo S

Thanks, talked with teradici but it only works with rds server 
singel user mode. Thought paralles was a solution but they dont 
support tc's

Thanks nilesh

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/hybridcloudbp/2016/11/15/new-rds-capabilities-in-windows-server-2016-for-service-providers/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/hybridcloudbp/2016/11/15/new-rds-capabilities-in-windows-server-2016-for-service-providers/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/hybridcloudbp/2016/11/15/new-rds-capabilities-in-windows-server-2016-for-service-providers/
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.pdf()  5.8 MB
Download ()

10:41:18 AM

10:41:44 AM
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11:06:36 AM

11:08:43 AM

11:46:01 AM

11:49:48 AM

11:56:48 AM

JS
12:09:16 PM

12:13:28 PM

Shetty Nilesh

Emailing leostream_users_manual.pdf

check if this helps...

its a 3rd party connection broker...

Jo S

Thx nilesh

VirtualMatrix

Jo S
Hi guys! I am new to the group. Quistion for a client, we cure

I know this is out of topic. But any specific reason client wants to 
move Azure with RDS?

Horizon view and Xendesktop are well proven product. Even 
though MS has VDI product (On-premise), it's not been used by 
many enterprises.

Boomchi Kumar joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

VirtualMatrix
Horizon view and Xendesktop are well proven product. Even …

I guess cost. RDS is free

Shetty Nilesh
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/hybridcloudbp/2016/11/…

Shetty bhai kya kya knowledge ke peetare mein hai. You got 
magic box of knowledge. Truly commendable! You have done 
wonderful job in learning. From 2010 to 2017 you  totally 
transformed yourself. 

I knew you as my team member then to community champion 
and knowledge powerhouse today!! Fantabulous journey! I don't 
want to make others jealous but couldn't stop but to share my 
genuine appreciation for your insatiable hunger to learn! 

Ravi Gundapi joined group via invite link

Jo S

Because of the dedicated hardware you need to run vdi and the 
license cost will be lower,  also because of the flexibility we have 
within azure for downgrading/upgrading recources.

Also our client does not want the hassel of changing harware 
every 5years, migration cost ect...  so think the azure/rds 

https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
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12:15:04 PM

JS
12:27:23 PM

12:27:31 PM

12:35:16 PM

12:51:13 PM

12:51:20 PM

VJ
1:32:13 PM

solution is good in this case,  they only use office and some 
cloud apps.

Lalit Rawat

Jo S
Also our client does not want the hassel of changing harware…

Yes that will be the good solution for long term only for 
application

U have to buy the terminal licence based on ur user

Jo S

Indeed, we are on total of 39euros per user 44 users with 
availability servers (design attached)

Anoop 408 B1 W A

Niraj Kumar
Good questions! Could somebody post the entire respository …

If answers would be in word file would be great, ppl can 
download it rather scrolling and searching

Rugved Khopkar joined group via invite link

Shetty Nilesh

Niraj Kumar
Shetty bhai kya kya knowledge ke peetare mein hai. You got…

Lol...u r flattering me...

thanks!

Keshava Bharadwaj joined group via invite link

Mohammed Taqi joined group via invite link

Vikas Jadhav joined group via invite link

Vikas Jadhav

Nilesh I m looking for dashboard queries in oms and script to 
monitor azure iis website hosted on iaas vm
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2:07:07 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-

analytics/log-analytics-azure-storage)

2:09:58 PM

2:34:59 PM

2:35:08 PM

DK
3:00:58 PM

Bharath BN joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Vikas Jadhav
Nilesh I m looking for dashboard queries in oms and script to …

how do you want to monitor  your iis  website

or u r planning to moniotr the website on scom?

u can enable the analytics logs in oms : 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-
analytics-azure-storage (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-azure-storage)

Docs
Collect Azure service logs and metrics for Log Analytics
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-
analytics/log-analytics-azure-storage)
Configure diagnostics on Azure resources to write logs and
metrics to Log Analytics.

Amit Khanna joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

here i can gohttps://www.starwindsoftware.com/blog/oms-create-
a-new-dashboard-for-your-iis-servers

https://www.starwindsoftware.com/blog/introduction-to-
microsoft-operations-management-suite-oms-part-ii 
(https://www.starwindsoftware.com/blog/introduction-to-
microsoft-operations-management-suite-oms-part-ii)

Starwindsoftware
Introduction to Microsoft Operations Management Suite
(OMS) – Part II | StarWind Blog
(https://www.starwindsoftware.com/blog/introduction-
to-microsoft-operations-management-suite-oms-part-
ii)
we will discuss how to get started with Microsoft Operations
Management Suite and we will introduce OMS solutions

Mohammed Sarfraz joined group via invite link

Kumar T Pillai joined group via invite link

Diwakar Kumar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-azure-storage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-azure-storage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-azure-storage
https://www.starwindsoftware.com/blog/introduction-to-microsoft-operations-management-suite-oms-part-ii
https://www.starwindsoftware.com/blog/introduction-to-microsoft-operations-management-suite-oms-part-ii


 (https://www.microsoft.com/en-

US/cloudessentials)

3:01:14 PM

3:07:05 PM

(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2015/05/25/step-
by-step-azure-diagnostics-microsoft-operations-management-
suite/)

3:07:16 PM

3:11:26 PM

Microsoft Cloud Essentials 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-US/cloudessentials 
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-US/cloudessentials)

Microsoft Cloud Essentials
Get access to cloud services, education and support, for
free. (https://www.microsoft.com/en-
US/cloudessentials)
Advance your cloud career with your Cloud Essential benefits.
Get hand-on experience with Azure, education tailored to your
goals and professional support from IT experts.

Found this very informative

Shetty Nilesh

Vikas Jadhav
Nilesh I m looking for dashboard queries in oms and script to …

You will need to use a combination of Azure diagnostics and OMS 
to achieve what you are looking for...

something like 
this....https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2015/05/25/st
ep-by-step-azure-diagnostics-microsoft-operations-management-
suite/ 
(http://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2015/05/25/step-by-
step-azure-diagnostics-microsoft-operations-management-suite/)

CANITPRO
Step-By-Step: Azure Diagnostics & Microsoft Operations
Management Suite
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2015/05/25/step-
by-step-azure-diagnostics-microsoft-operations-
management-suite/)
Hello Folks, Last week we discussed the way to populate OMS
with servers by installing the agent directly to a machine.  That
allows you do deploy the...

Lalit Rawat

Diwakar Kumar
Microsoft Cloud Essentials https://www.microsoft.com/en-US/…

thanks diwakar

https://www.microsoft.com/en-US/cloudessentials
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2015/05/25/step-by-step-azure-diagnostics-microsoft-operations-management-suite/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-US/cloudessentials
https://www.microsoft.com/en-US/cloudessentials
http://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2015/05/25/step-by-step-azure-diagnostics-microsoft-operations-management-suite/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2015/05/25/step-by-step-azure-diagnostics-microsoft-operations-management-suite/
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/application-insights/app-insights-overview)

3:28:39 PM

(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/msoms/2016/09/26/application-
insights-connector-in-oms/)

3:36:40 PM

VJ
4:29:07 PM

4:29:30 PM

Kamleh Bhatt joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Vikas Jadhav
Nilesh I m looking for dashboard queries in oms and script to …

Why don't you use App insight and connect it to oms

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-insights/app-
insights-overview (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/application-insights/app-insights-overview)

Docs
What is Azure Application Insights?
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-
insights/app-insights-overview)
Application Performance Management and usage tracking of
your live web application. Detect, triage and diagnose
problems, understand how people use your app.

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/msoms/2016/09/26/applicati
on-insights-connector-in-oms/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/msoms/2016/09/26/applicati
on-insights-connector-in-oms/)

Operations Management Suite Blog
Application Insights Connector in OMS
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/msoms/2016/09/26/application-
insights-connector-in-oms/)
Summary: Monitor performance of your apps with the Public
Preview of the Application Insights Connector in OMS Log
Analytics. Hey everyone, this is Ci...

Vikas Jadhav

Lalit Rawat
https://www.starwindsoftware.com/blog/introduction-to-micro…

Thanks already tried that. I want to monitor heartbeat of iis 
website

Lalit Rawat

goted.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-insights/app-insights-overview
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/msoms/2016/09/26/application-insights-connector-in-oms/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-insights/app-insights-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-insights/app-insights-overview
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/msoms/2016/09/26/application-insights-connector-in-oms/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/msoms/2016/09/26/application-insights-connector-in-oms/
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i know u can do that form SCOM server becasue i did configured  
but let me check how to monitor heatbeat in OMS. i think it 
possible ,let me bring some article for you..

Shobhit joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539 
(https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539)

Guys will be starting Azure Talk session in 30 minutes. Please use 
the above link to join the session!

Will cover VPN gateway, P2S, S2S, MultiSite, Vnet Peering, Hub 
and Spoke Model by utilizing peering and remote gateway

Followed by demo on Azure portal

Dhruvin Shah

Ok

Thanks for information

I will not miss out this time

Niraj Kumar

Dhruvin Shah
I will not miss out this time

Dhruvin Shah

Can we attend it from Skype for business mobile app?

Niraj Kumar

Yes

Dhruvin Shah

Ok

Niraj Kumar

you can join from your phone or from laptop

Dhruvin Shah

Ok

Niraj Kumar

Just have SFB installed on Phone

Dhruvin Shah

Can I share the same link with my friends?

Niraj Kumar

https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539
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9:12:36 PM

9:13:00 PM

9:13:15 PM

9:13:25 PM

9:13:40 PM

9:52:23 PM

11:24:28 PM

Just have SFB installed on Phone
SFB means?

Niraj Kumar

skype for business

Dhruvin Shah

Okk

Niraj Kumar

Dhruvin Shah
Can I share the same link with my friends?

Sure! But ask them to register on https://www.kloudezy.com 
(https://www.kloudezy.com)

Dhruvin Shah

Ok

Niraj Kumar

that way they will get included in Azure Talk subscriber DL and 
will receive future communication and meeting updates

Dhruvin Shah

Ok

Lalit Rawat

any  idea getting on ASR while confiurating

Paresh joined group via invite link

Sudhir Kumar joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Photo

Ensure you have entered the right passphrase

Bongani Buthelezi joined group via invite link

Sunday, July 9, 2017

https://www.kloudezy.com/
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 (https://threatpost.com/microsoft-issues-

important-security-fix-for-azure-ad-connect/126596/)

12:11:35 AM

12:12:30 AM

12:18:15 AM

12:22:34 AM

12:25:01 AM

12:26:54 AM

DE
12:30:04 AM

Amit Charungoo

Niraj when will you start the session..

I have SFB on phone,  but this has my company login...

Niraj Kumar

Microsoft Issues 'Important' Security Fix for Azure AD Connect 
https://threatpost.com/microsoft-issues-important-security-fix-
for-azure-ad-connect/126596/ 
(https://threatpost.com/microsoft-issues-important-security-fix-
for-azure-ad-connect/126596/)

Threatpost | The first stop for security news
Microsoft Issues ‘Important’ Security Fix for Azure AD
Connect (https://threatpost.com/microsoft-issues-
important-security-fix-for-azure-ad-
connect/126596/)
Microsoft is warning customers of an “important” update to its
Azure AD Connect service that could allow for an elevation of
privilege attack against affected systems.

Amit Charungoo
I have SFB on phone, but this has my company login...

It's over. We finished by 10:40 PM EST

Rahul Ambhore

Amit Charungoo
Niraj when will you start the session..

Every Sunday 7:00am IST

Amit Charungoo

I am eagerly waiting,  kindly share the details...

Rahul Ambhore

Amit Charungoo
I am eagerly waiting, kindly share the details...

U can find recorded session on YouTube and Niraj's Linkdin 
profile

you can refer all past Azure Talk here. 
https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/niraj-kumar-14b1762b 
(https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/niraj-kumar-14b1762b)

Deep

Niraj is doing excellent work in knowledge sharing , we all 
should go to his LinkedIn profile and pen down our comments so 
that others in our contacts should  get aware and benefit from 

https://threatpost.com/microsoft-issues-important-security-fix-for-azure-ad-connect/126596/
https://threatpost.com/microsoft-issues-important-security-fix-for-azure-ad-connect/126596/
https://threatpost.com/microsoft-issues-important-security-fix-for-azure-ad-connect/126596/
https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/niraj-kumar-14b1762b
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1:04:44 AM

DE
1:06:20 AM

1:07:44 AM

such sessions. 
Kudos Niraj and maintain this momentum!

Rahul Ambhore

https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ 
(https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ)

YouTube
Azure Talk
(https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ)
Azure Talk is dedicated to discussion on and around Microsoft
Azure Public cloud. We hold weekly session and cover Azure
related topics, new feature release ...

Rukhsar Ahmad

We want to migrate from Azure ACS to Azure B2C to manage 
identity provider list. anyone have sample code or ref link?

Rukhsar Ahmad

Azure AD B2C

Niraj Kumar

Deep
Niraj is doing excellent work in knowledge sharing , we all sh…

Hi Deep! Thanks for sharing your genuine appreciation and 
feedback! I'd love to hear and get your and other team 
members' recommendation on my LinkedIn profile but don't 
want to force upon. :) If and only if you or anybody in this group 
think, I'm making a real difference please do write a 
recommendation on my LinkedIn profile. It will be most 
rewarding recognition of my efforts!! But if you feel, like I'm not 
yet there with my AzureTalk then also let me know! Feedbacks 
and recommendations, all are welcome!!

Rukhsar Ahmad
We want to migrate from Azure ACS to Azure B2C to manage …

Sorry! I'm not aware of any migration tool!

Deep

I have recently joined this group but I honestly appreciate your 
sincere effort in creating this group and doing knowledge sharing, 
brainstorming with all techies 

Shetty Nilesh

Rukhsar Ahmad
We want to migrate from Azure ACS to Azure B2C to manage …

https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ
https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ
https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ
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Rukhsar I believe you are using Azure AD as your IDP with ACS...

if yes then there are 2 ways you could migrate to using Azure 
B2C...

Niraj Kumar

I thought, he is using to federate with third party IDP.

Identity provider's list he is referring to. So I assume he has 
federation setup with other IDPS which he wants to migrate to 
Azure AD B2C

Currently there is no Federation capability with Azure AD, correct 
me if I'm wrong.

Shetty Nilesh

hmmm...well in that case if its anything else than social IDPs such 
as facebook, google+, linkedin, amazon etc...he will have to use 
custom policies

it is still in public preview as far as o know though...

its part of the identity experience framework

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
hmmm...well in that case if its anything else than social IDPs s

Shetty Nilesh

custom policies now support integration with SaaS providers such 
as Salesforce and even any existing Azure AD as well

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
custom policies now support integration with SaaS providers s…

Oh is it? Azure AD B2B incoming federation is supported in Azure 
AD B2C?

Hey Guys! I was going through Microsoft azure documentation 
portal and realized Microsoft has made available some free 
pluralsgiht courses for Azure. Please refer following link and make 
use of it.

Shetty Nilesh

no not in B2B scenario...but yes in normal Azure AD scenario for 
pure cloud identities...

Niraj Kumar

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/training/free-online-courses/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/training/free-online-courses/)

Microsoft

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/training/free-online-courses/


 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/training/free-

online-courses/)

1:21:56 AM

1:24:26 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory-b2c/active-directory-b2c-overview-custom)

1:24:48 AM

1:25:05 AM

1:25:13 AM

Free online courses | Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/training/free-
online-courses/)
Hit the cloud running with Azure online training

All Free Pluralsight courses

Shetty Nilesh

The ability to add custom identity providers is in public preview 
with "Identity Experience Framework" feature. You can add 
custom policies to integrate with any SAML, OIDC or OAuth based 
providers, so you can effectively replace ACS with AAD B2C. 

B2C Custom Policies Overview

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-
b2c/active-directory-b2c-overview-custom 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-
b2c/active-directory-b2c-overview-custom)

Docs
Azure Active Directory B2C: Custom Policies
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory-b2c/active-directory-b2c-overview-custom)
A topic on Azure Active Directory B2C custom policies

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
The ability to add custom identity providers is in public previe

Yes B2C is the replacement of ACS

Shetty Nilesh

nope

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/training/free-online-courses/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-b2c/active-directory-b2c-overview-custom
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/training/free-online-courses/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-b2c/active-directory-b2c-overview-custom
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-b2c/active-directory-b2c-overview-custom
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Azure AD is a replacement of ACS

Niraj Kumar

Azure AD B2C i meant. :)

Shetty Nilesh

yep

B2C is a part of the identity experience focused on social identity 
providers for end consumers...

in few months we will most likely see a new feature that will be a  
combination of B2B and B2C...

Diwakar Kumar

Very nicely explained... About IaaS, PaaS, SaaS

Shetty Nilesh

as there are few shortcomings with both and many customers 
need a product which offers a combined feature set of these 
products...and its necessary too if MS has to compete with 
products such as Gigya...B2C and B2B atm are way behind 
compared to them...

Niraj Kumar

I thought Ping, Octa and Azure AD are only 3 leaders in IdaaS 
magic quadrant published by Gartner.

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/06/1
2/azure-ad-makes-the-leader-quadrant-in-gartners-2017-magic-
quadrant-for-access-management/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/06/
12/azure-ad-makes-the-leader-quadrant-in-gartners-2017-magic-
quadrant-for-access-management/)
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Microsoft
Azure AD makes the leaders quadrant in Gartner’s 2017
Magic Quadrant for Access Management!
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/06/12/azure-
ad-makes-the-leader-quadrant-in-gartners-2017-
magic-quadrant-for-access-management/)
Howdy folks, I have great news to share with you today!
Gartner released their 2017 Magic Quadrant for Access
Management (AM MQ), which shows that Mic...

Don't see Gigya. Which product is it?

Shetty Nilesh

http://www.gigya.com/resource/analyst-report/gartner-report-
critical-capabilities-identity-access-management-service-
worldwide/ (http://www.gigya.com/resource/analyst-
report/gartner-report-critical-capabilities-identity-access-
management-service-worldwide/)

Gigya
Gartner Gives Gigya The Highest Score for the B2C Use
Case in IDaaS - Gigya
(http://www.gigya.com/resource/analyst-
report/gartner-report-critical-capabilities-identity-
access-management-service-worldwide/)
Gigya is the leader in customer identity management. Learn
more on our Gartner Gives Gigya The Highest Score for the
B2C Use Case in IDaaS page.

Niraj Kumar

It's use case score but they haven't made it to magic quadrant 
yet

That's review of users

on gartner website

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/06/12/azure-ad-makes-the-leader-quadrant-in-gartners-2017-magic-quadrant-for-access-management/
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Are they startups?

Shetty Nilesh

yes its customer voices

Niraj Kumar

Good document explaining Azure for AWS folks.

Rohit Mehta joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar via @bold

hello

Rukhsar Ahmad

Niraj Kumar
Identity provider's list he is referring to. So I assume he has

Yes Niraj this is correct. We have custom STS.. Which get IDPs 
from Azure ACS and redirect to IDP sso login page. Azure ACS is 
deprecated already so we want to move  Azure B2C.

Shetty Nilesh
The ability to add custom identity providers is in public previe

Thanks Nilesh..we will go through link

Rahul Ramchandani joined group via invite link

Amit Charungoo

Niraj Kumar
Hi Deep! Thanks for sharing your genuine appreciation and fe…

Niraj just want to ask if it is ok to join the session using company 
signed in SFB...

Lalit Rawat

Amit Charungoo
Niraj just want to ask if it is ok to join the session using com

thant should be fine.

Dean White joined group via invite link

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Niraj Kumar
Guys will be starting Azure Talk session in 30 minutes. Please u

Do we have recordings of this?

Rahul Ambhore
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwqrZasHi4I&list=PLPie5drlGW25NnMjef7HRdSAqEjxz66Ky&index=38
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwqrZasHi4I&list=PLPie5drlGW25NnMjef7HRdSAqEjxz66Ky&index=39
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwqrZasHi4I&list=PLPie5drlGW25NnMjef7HRdSAqEjxz66Ky&index=40


 (http://www.youtube.com/watch)

5:22:31 AM

5:23:39 AM

(https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ)

5:24:57 AM

6:09:53 AM

41. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gwqrZasHi4I&list=PLPie5drlGW25NnMjef7HRdSAqEjxz66Ky&in
dex=41 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gwqrZasHi4I&list=PLPie5drlGW25NnMjef7HRdSAqEjxz66Ky&in
dex=41) 
42.

Youtube

(http://www.youtube.com/watch)
Enjoy the videos and music you love, upload original content,
and share it all with friends, family, and the world on YouTube.

ht

Rahul Ambhore
Azure Training Videos 01. https://www.youtube.com/watch c?…

It's from ASM model (old one). ...azure changed lot since this 
recordings...now it has ARM resources model...still this is 
informative for beginners

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Do we have recordings of this?

https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ 
(https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ)

YouTube
Azure Talk
(https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ)
Azure Talk is dedicated to discussion on and around Microsoft
Azure Public cloud. We hold weekly session and cover Azure
related topics, new feature release ...

Vivek Khandade joined group via invite link

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Rahul Ambhore
https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ

Awesome. Thanks.

Vijay Nagpal joined group via invite link

Nagarajan Haridas joined group via invite link

Syam CS joined group via invite link

http://www.youtube.com/watch
https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwqrZasHi4I&list=PLPie5drlGW25NnMjef7HRdSAqEjxz66Ky&index=41
http://www.youtube.com/watch
https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ
https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCZrezGYlsVNpfm3iJGJn8CQ


9:04:53 AM

9:07:08 AM

SA
9:23:11 AM

9:23:55 AM

9:24:50 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/automation/automation-solution-vm-management)

9:27:19 AM

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
thant should be fine.

Lalit answered it. No issues at all

Amit Charungoo
I am eagerly waiting, kindly share the details...

Rahul shared the link for all past Azure talks. I will be uploading 
today's session in the evening..

Salman

Hi Team, can you plz share script to start azure vm?

Niraj Kumar

Salman
Hi Team, can you plz share script to start azure vm?

It's available in Azure automAtion gallery. Start and stop both

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automation-
solution-vm-management (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/automation/automation-solution-vm-management)

Docs
Start/Stop VMs during off-hours [Preview] Solution
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/automation/automation-solution-vm-
management)
The VM Management solutions starts and stops your Azure
Resource Manager Virtual Machines on a schedule and
proactively monitor from Log Analytics.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automation-solution-vm-management
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automation-solution-vm-management
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automation-solution-vm-management


9:55:49 AM

10:12:42 AM

BB
10:23:39 AM

10:24:48 AM

SP
10:34:36 AM

SB
10:35:35 AM

Niraj Kumar via @vote

What's the best suitable time for Azure talk? 

9 AM EST or 6:30 PM IST or 1 PM GMT on Saturday – 16 
 43% 

7 AM EST or 4:30 PM IST or 11 AM GMT on Saturday – 12 
 32% 

9:30 PM EST Saturday or 7:00 AM IST Sunday or 1:30 AM GMT 
Saturday. – 6 

 16% 

7 AM EST or 4:30 PM IST or 11 AM GMT on Sunday – 3 
 8% 

 37 people voted so far. Poll closed.

Reopen poll

Niraj Kumar pinned « What's the best suit… »

Niraj Kumar

Guys please vote your choice for your preferred time of 
AzureTalk.

Bongani Buthelezi

Niraj Kumar
What's the best suitable time for Azure talk? 9 AM EST or 6:30

9 am eat or 6:30 pm

Niraj Kumar

Bongani Buthelezi
9 am eat or 6:30 pm

Please select choice from voting!!

Venu Blr joined group via invite link

Sudama Prasad

9 am est or 6:30 pm ist

Sunil Badlani joined group via invite link

Sunil Badlani

This is Sunil, joined the group. Looking forward

Ritesh Hegde joined group via invite link

Pari G joined group via invite link



HR
11:38:18 AM

2:46:18 PM

2:47:07 PM

2:48:01 PM

ES
3:08:40 PM

Bhupinder pal singh joined group via invite link

Harish Reddy

https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Mobile-
App-Overview (https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-
Friday/Azure-Mobile-App-Overview)

Channel 9
Azure Mobile App Overview
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-
Friday/Azure-Mobile-App-Overview)
Michael Flanakin joins Scott Hanselman to show how the
Azure mobile app keeps you connected to your Azure
resources anytime, anywhere. Check status, m...

Vijay Bhudala joined group via invite link

Saakar invited Saakar

Paresh Patel joined group via invite link

Vibhav Raman joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Sunil Badlani
This is Sunil, joined the group. Looking forward

Welcome to the group. I have voting for Azure talk timing please 
vote your preferred time

Rukhsar Ahmad

Voted already

Niraj Kumar

Rukhsar Ahmad
Voted already

Thanks!! Others please vote. I will conclude the voting 
tomorrow!!

Erion S

11am GMT Sunday

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-
Mobile-App-Overview)

https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Mobile-App-Overview
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Mobile-App-Overview
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Mobile-App-Overview


6:10:12 PM

6:25:11 PM

6:26:13 PM

7:15:27 PM

9:47:21 PM

9:49:27 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/backup/backup-azure-restore-vms)

10:08:16 PM

10:47:31 PM

11:03:54 PM

Boikanyo B joined group via invite link

Koushal Gupta joined group via invite link

Madhu Hexaware joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Thanks! In voting pattern for new AzureTalk time, see a clear 
preference for Morning EST time. Let's wait and see if it changes 
by tomorrow! Please vote for your convenient time.

Lalit Rawat

Can we take the backup of 5td data vm and restore it azure using 
azure backup

Need urgent help

Lalit Rawat

Is some has answer for his pls reply

Osman Rachid joined group via invite link

Rahul Ambhore

In azure RSV you can achieve it via snapshot

Lalit Rawat

please shar ethe article

Rahul Ambhore

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-azure-
restore-vms (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/backup/backup-azure-restore-vms)

Docs
Restore a virtual machines from backup
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/backup/backup-azure-restore-vms)
Learn how to restore an Azure virtual machine from a
recovery point

Lalit Rawat

That will support only to 1tb data

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Can we take the backup of 5td data vm and restore it azure …

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-azure-restore-vms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-azure-restore-vms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/backup-azure-restore-vms


DE
11:06:23 PM

11:12:14 PM

11:32:34 PM

11:36:49 PM

11:37:14 PM

11:37:43 PM

11:58:49 PM

11:58:54 PM

11:59:33 PM

12:03:59 AM

AK
12:04:43 AM

Yes you can it will support around 16 TB data

Deep

9AM EST

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Denis tr3x

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Photo

but the max disk size for the VM is 1023 Gb, am I wrong?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yes you can add disk max sizt1023 GB

But for backup you can take around 16 tb

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Yes you can add disk max sizt1023 GB

This size increased upto 4 TB

Lalit Rawat

Yes

Mishra ji

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Kya ho gaya sir ji?

Monday, July 10, 2017

Lalit Rawat

Are kuch nahi bhaj soya nahi 50 hr se  ek project mau fasa hu

Amit Khanna

@Niraj... unable to open link for O365 talk



12:25:11 AM

12:25:22 AM

12:25:56 AM

12:26:13 AM

12:26:15 AM

12:26:52 AM

12:27:05 AM

12:27:07 AM

12:27:17 AM

12:27:38 AM

12:27:56 AM

12:28:09 AM

12:28:24 AM

12:28:24 AM

12:28:32 AM

12:28:44 AM

Aaru Smack

@here anyone help me on this

Lalit Rawat

Aaru Smack
Photo

it is linux machine

use putty to cibbect  and then type the ip address

Aaru Smack

Yes

Lalit Rawat

23.99.89.26 (http://23.99.89.26) and port shoub b e22

Aaru Smack

Yes it's allowed

Lalit Rawat

if u don't have putty then download one

good

is anyone has ciso firewall configuratioin experiances.

Aaru Smack

Tried in putty getting error like no connection

Can't able to ping the public up

Lalit Rawat

simple vm or firewall\

Aaru Smack

*ip

Gm

*vm

http://23.99.89.26/


12:28:48 AM

12:28:59 AM

12:30:26 AM

12:33:20 AM

12:33:25 AM

12:33:30 AM

12:34:18 AM

SA
12:34:50 AM

12:36:43 AM

12:37:33 AM

12:38:01 AM

12:38:11 AM

12:38:56 AM

12:39:10 AM

12:39:30 AM

12:43:09 AM

12:43:15 AM

12:44:11 AM

Lalit Rawat

check if ther is any NSG rule over there

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Any NsG??

Aaru Smack

Checking

It's not classic

Vm

Jagan CR

Aaru Smack
Tried in putty getting error like no connection

It shld check port 22 is allowed in NSG / vm endpoint

Aaru Smack

Ok

Ganesh Jampala invited Anitha Thalluri

Salman

Team, created a vm on azure .. and can rdp from broadband but 
when in corporate cannot rdp. we have only 443 port enabled. 
what all options to achive rdp access?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

3389

Enable

If not the you use vpn

*then

If not both then maybe rdgateway

Jagan CR

In most of the corporate RDP is blocked over public, so U SHLD 
use Vpn

Yes RD gateway as well

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Salman
Team, created a vm on azure .. and can rdp from broadband…

If money not matters then use express route 

Just kidding

Lalit Rawat



SA
1:03:22 AM

1:06:01 AM

1:06:29 AM

1:09:24 AM

1:09:42 AM

1:10:07 AM

1:13:20 AM

1:34:37 AM

1:34:53 AM

1:35:17 AM

1:35:42 AM

1:35:56 AM

1:36:19 AM

1:36:25 AM

1:36:39 AM

Are kuch nahi bhaj soya nahi 50 hr se ek project mau fasa hu

Salman

just my two cen ...is there chances we change rdp port at local 
machine to 443 usually it works not sure in azure how?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Nope

Let me try same

Lalit Rawat

Sent me the group invitation

To add friends

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw)

Noor Khan

6:30 pm IST

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Salman
just my two cen ...is there chances we change rdp port at local

Yo

Its arm or asm vm

Lalit Rawat

Yes it is

Vivek Kumar Mishra

For arm create load balance and define front end pool 443 and 
backend 3389

And try to take rdp ip:443

Lalit Rawat

Salman
just my two cen ...is there chances we change rdp port at local

Same as in azure and make sure there are nag rule allow to his

Vivek Kumar Mishra

It will work

Niraj Kumar

Salman
Team, created a vm on azure .. and can rdp from broadband …

tg://join?invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw


1:37:31 AM

1:38:22 AM

1:39:53 AM

1:40:22 AM

1:41:07 AM

1:41:25 AM

1:41:56 AM

1:42:04 AM

1:42:18 AM

1:43:18 AM

1:46:49 AM

 (https://comparexusa.com/general/how-to-use-
windows-server-storage-spaces-in-microsoft-azure/)

1:50:32 AM

Create a  P2S vpn from your laptop to vnet where vm is hosted

Vivek Kumar Mishra
For arm create load balance and define front end pool 443 an…

Yes it can work with External load balancer

Salman
Team, created a vm on azure .. and can rdp from broadband …

You can also use RDS web gateway

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lb is good option

Vpn n Rds take much time and configuration

Right??

But for security which one is best option???

Niraj Kumar

Amit Khanna
@Niraj... unable to open link for O365 talk

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg)

Lalit Rawat

Rds

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Rds

Yup

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ok

Niraj Kumar

Denis tr3x
but the max disk size for the VM is 1023 Gb, am I wrong?

You can use Windows storage space to combine multiple disks 
and create bigger disk sizes. In addition now it supports 4 tb disk 
size

https://comparexusa.com/general/how-to-use-windows-server-
storage-spaces-in-microsoft-azure/ 
(https://comparexusa.com/general/how-to-use-windows-server-
storage-spaces-in-microsoft-azure/)

COMPAREX USA

https://comparexusa.com/general/how-to-use-windows-server-storage-spaces-in-microsoft-azure/
tg://join?invite=BQdXNkPoGvFdC-bo7UgFbg
https://comparexusa.com/general/how-to-use-windows-server-storage-spaces-in-microsoft-azure/


1:56:38 AM

2:31:26 AM

2:31:45 AM

2:31:53 AM

2:31:55 AM

2:32:05 AM

2:32:13 AM

2:32:29 AM

2:32:35 AM

2:33:20 AM

2:33:25 AM

2:33:36 AM

2:33:40 AM

2:34:19 AM

How to Use Storage Spaces in Microsoft Azure -
COMPAREX (https://comparexusa.com/general/how-
to-use-windows-server-storage-spaces-in-microsoft-
azure/)
Learn how to use cost-efficient, flexible and scalable Windows
Server storage spaces in Microsoft Azure.

Rukhsar Ahmad

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/inspire/ 
(https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/inspire/)

Rahul Mathuria joined group via invite link

Noor Khan

Hi experts

Created a Azure VM & configure vm back

nex step for studies pls

guide

Lalit Rawat

DR

site recovery

Amar Singh

Scalset

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
site recovery

Noor Khan

for site recovery there are twp option one is On-prmises & 
another is Azure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
Created a Azure VM & configure vm back

How config backup?? Using nsg or without nsg??

Noor Khan

so which one should i

without NSG

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Apply nsg block block internet then take bakup

https://comparexusa.com/general/how-to-use-windows-server-storage-spaces-in-microsoft-azure/
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/inspire/


2:34:43 AM

2:34:50 AM

2:35:11 AM

2:35:31 AM

2:36:28 AM

2:36:30 AM

2:36:54 AM

2:37:03 AM

2:37:07 AM

2:37:37 AM

2:39:06 AM

JR
2:39:51 AM

2:39:52 AM

JR
2:40:00 AM

2:40:06 AM

Noor Khan

interent means HTTPs

u want to say

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Using nsg block internet

Then take backup

Noor Khan

Internet means u want  me to block the Protocol Http or Https

right

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Google it🙃

Noor Khan

ok

Vivek Kumar Mishra

How to block internet using nsg

Noor Khan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
How to block internet using nsg

ok

Amit Charungoo

anybody proficient with ARM template deployment...

Jagadeesh Rs

Amit Charungoo
anybody proficient with ARM template deployment...

I have done..which service you want..

Amit Charungoo

I have issues with ARM templates and need some suggestions on 
ARM template.

Jagadeesh Rs

What is the error

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-
recovery-overview (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-
recovery/site-recovery-overview)

Docs
What is Azure Site Recovery?
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-overview


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-

recovery/site-recovery-overview)

2:40:31 AM

2:40:46 AM

JR
2:40:53 AM

2:41:18 AM

JR
2:41:23 AM

2:41:45 AM

JR
2:41:51 AM

2:41:55 AM

JR
2:42:02 AM

2:42:28 AM

2:42:44 AM

JR
2:42:58 AM

2:43:20 AM

2:43:40 AM

recovery/site-recovery-overview)
Provides an overview of the Azure Site Recovery service, and
summarizes deployment scenarios.

Amit Charungoo

the error is about Template validation

I am trying to deploy it with both

Jagadeesh Rs

Does any one have a sample for Azure api oauth and calling Micro 
service sample's

Amit Charungoo

using powershell from ISE

Jagadeesh Rs

Amit Charungoo
the error is about Template validation

It will show error during validation Also..

Amit Charungoo

as well as Visual studio

Jagadeesh Rs

Just click the notification when it says deployment started

Amit Charungoo

yes I checked it

Jagadeesh Rs

It will show detailed error

Amit Charungoo

but is it possible to find out the issue in Visual Studio

from the code itself

Jagadeesh Rs

It is difficult in vs

Why can't you try calling PowerShell ise

Amit Charungoo

I am trying to use powershell ise

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-overview


2:43:57 AM

2:44:16 AM

2:44:24 AM

JR
2:44:24 AM

2:44:41 AM

JR
2:44:48 AM

2:44:56 AM

2:45:19 AM

2:45:30 AM

2:45:34 AM

JR
2:46:06 AM

2:46:10 AM

2:46:35 AM

JR
2:46:50 AM

2:47:02 AM

2:47:02 AM

2:47:27 AM

JR
2:47:35 AM

2:47:48 AM

2:47:58 AM

2:49:06 AM

there O have a powershell script

which is supposed to initiate the deployment

through template

Jagadeesh Rs

Ya I understand..

Amit Charungoo

but it seems to be a headache

Jagadeesh Rs

But what I am saying use PowerShell to do everything

One more deployment

There is a template deployment option available in portal itself

Try doing that instead from Vs

Amit Charungoo

but it looks easy to create a JSon template in VS

Jagadeesh Rs

Once it is success then try with vs

Amit Charungoo

portal is good but I am looking for options outside portal

I am building a UI tool for Azure management

Jagadeesh Rs

Have you tried run book..

Ok

Amit Charungoo

that's why I am trying for all the options

no I haven't tried run book

Jagadeesh Rs

Check that

You can import PowerShell there

Create webhook to trigger

Denis tr3x

Vivek Kumar Mishra
This size increased upto 4 TB

thanks for the info, but I can't find it in the documentation, could 
you please help me with reference link?



JR
2:50:12 AM

2:53:18 AM

JR
2:55:12 AM

2:57:23 AM

2:57:28 AM

2:57:51 AM

2:59:35 AM

3:00:45 AM

Jagadeesh Rs

Jagadeesh Rs: 
Does any one have a sample for Azure api oauth and calling Micro 
service sample's

Amit Charungoo

Jagadeesh Rs
Create webhook to trigger

Thanks for your help,  I will check this one and if I have any 
doubts will come back to you.

Jagadeesh Rs

Welcome

Noor Khan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Using nsg block internet

Denis tr3x

Niraj Kumar
https://comparexusa.com/general/how-to-use-windows-serve…

thanks for the link, Niraj!

Noor Khan

Hi Mishara please confirm the above screen is right for blocking 
internet

Denis tr3x

Jagadeesh Rs
But what I am saying use PowerShell to do everything

did you try to add endpoints with PS?

Shetty Nilesh

Jagadeesh Rs
Jagadeesh Rs: Does any one have a sample for Azure api oau…



(https://stackoverflow.com/questions/40890804/register-
microservices-in-azure-active-directory-aad-for-security)

3:01:28 AM

3:04:58 AM

3:05:34 AM

3:05:39 AM

3:05:46 AM

3:05:58 AM

3:06:09 AM

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/40890804/register-
microservices-in-azure-active-directory-aad-for-security 
(https://stackoverflow.com/questions/40890804/register-
microservices-in-azure-active-directory-aad-for-security)

Stackoverflow
Register MicroServices in Azure Active Directory (AAD)
for Security
(https://stackoverflow.com/questions/40890804/register-
microservices-in-azure-active-directory-aad-for-
security)
I have a service fabric application (Stateless and Statefull)
deployed in Service fabric cluster. I am trying to implement
security in the application...

https://medium.com/@ericjwhuang/oauth-within-public-api-and-
microservices-a427c380be9e 
(https://medium.com/@ericjwhuang/oauth-within-public-api-and-
microservices-a427c380be9e)

Medium
OAuth within Public API and Microservices
(https://medium.com/@ericjwhuang/oauth-within-
public-api-and-microservices-a427c380be9e)
While I have been experimenting the Azure API Management
service, I came across the OAuth and the reading makes me
re-think about how to…

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
Photo

You block port 80

Noor Khan

yes i had blocl port 80 & 443

Vivek Kumar Mishra

And it's applied on outbound not in inbound rules

Please read more

Noor Khan

ok\

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/40890804/register-microservices-in-azure-active-directory-aad-for-security
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/40890804/register-microservices-in-azure-active-directory-aad-for-security
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/40890804/register-microservices-in-azure-active-directory-aad-for-security
https://medium.com/@ericjwhuang/oauth-within-public-api-and-microservices-a427c380be9e
https://medium.com/@ericjwhuang/oauth-within-public-api-and-microservices-a427c380be9e


JR
3:08:54 AM

SG
3:09:21 AM

3:10:35 AM

SG
3:11:03 AM

3:12:07 AM

3:12:10 AM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

in/resources/samples/storage-blobs-powershell-break-locked-
lease/?cdn=disable)

3:12:17 AM

Jagadeesh Rs

Shetty Nilesh
https://medium.com/@ericjwhuang/oauth-within-public-api-a…

Thanks I will check

Suresh Guntha

Hello All, 

Any powershell or cli comments to break the azure blob lease?

Shetty Nilesh

there is a script here...check if it 
helps...https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/How-to-
break-the-locked-c2cd6492 
(http://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/How-to-break-
the-locked-c2cd6492)

Microsoft
Script How to break the locked lease of blob storage in
Microsoft Azure (PowerShell)
(https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/How-
to-break-the-locked-c2cd6492)
This PowerShell script sample shows how to break the locked
lease of blob storage in Windows Azure.

Suresh Guntha

Let me check...thx

Shetty Nilesh

it should have both asm as well as arm version

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shetty Nilesh
there is a script here...check if it helps...https://gallery.tec

If it's add to vm in that case it will also break the lease??

Shetty Nilesh

or else use https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
in/resources/samples/storage-blobs-powershell-break-locked-
lease/?cdn=disable (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
in/resources/samples/storage-blobs-powershell-break-locked-
lease/?cdn=disable)

Microsoft
How to break the locked lease of blob storage by ARM
in Microsoft A… (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/resources/samples/storage-blobs-powershell-break-locked-lease/?cdn=disable
http://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/How-to-break-the-locked-c2cd6492
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/How-to-break-the-locked-c2cd6492
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/resources/samples/storage-blobs-powershell-break-locked-lease/?cdn=disable
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/resources/samples/storage-blobs-powershell-break-locked-lease/?cdn=disable


3:14:05 AM

3:14:29 AM

3:14:41 AM

3:14:45 AM

3:15:02 AM

3:16:29 AM

3:16:57 AM

3:17:18 AM

3:17:28 AM

SG
3:18:25 AM

3:19:38 AM

3:19:57 AM

3:20:16 AM

SG
3:20:59 AM

3:22:23 AM

SG
3:34:19 AM

in/resources/samples/storage-blobs-powershell-
break-locked-lease/?cdn=disable)
Azure Sample: This sample demonstrates how to break the
locked lease of blob storage by ARM in Microsoft Azure

no it has to be used for orphaned blobs...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ok

Not possible for attached one?

Right

Shetty Nilesh

shouldnt be...i havent tried though

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Obviously not possible

But using storage explorer you can copy running vm disk in same 
storage account

But not in different accounts

Any idea how it's work

Suresh Guntha

I don't have any vms holding that that can be deleted completely 
with out ant depency but I see its in leased state so not able to 
delete

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Obviously not possible

just fo copy form azure storage container

Vivek Kumar Mishra

It will take time to remove the lease details form blob

Lalit Rawat

yes

Suresh Guntha

It's more than a week that i have deleted the vm but still blob in 
lease

Vivek Kumar Mishra

In that case use powershell

Suresh Guntha

Fixed it thx

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/resources/samples/storage-blobs-powershell-break-locked-lease/?cdn=disable


3:34:58 AM

3:35:36 AM

3:48:59 AM

3:52:40 AM

4:21:51 AM

SG
4:21:52 AM

4:24:18 AM

4:33:48 AM

4:34:02 AM

4:34:05 AM

4:34:27 AM

4:36:51 AM

4:37:11 AM

4:37:51 AM

4:38:38 AM

4:38:46 AM

There is option in storage explorer to break the lease

Noor Khan

Hello mishra, after blocking the internet through NSG, i had 
schedule a backup at 1:00 pm IST, should i will face any issue or i 
will get error or do i need to to notice any difference in bcakup

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shetty Nilesh
shouldnt be...i havent tried though

You can do the same break the running vm lease as well

Guess what after break lease you lost vm connection 

Amar Singh

Can we extend the data disk ?

Suresh Guntha

I have no vm associated with it so not an issue for me

Amar Singh

Can any one help me to extend data disk for azure classic vm

Vivek Kumar Mishra

For arm you can

Asm shutdown the vm

Goto disk

If the disk size option highlighted then you can

Amar Singh

Thanks Mishra ji

Any useful link ?

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
Any useful link ?

Which drive

Amar Singh

If i extend the additional data disk

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/expand-os-disk 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/expand-os-disk)

Docs
Expand the OS drive of a Windows VM in an Azure

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/expand-os-disk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/expand-os-disk


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/expand-os-disk)

4:38:59 AM

4:39:00 AM

4:39:10 AM

4:39:35 AM

4:39:37 AM

4:39:57 AM

4:40:03 AM

4:40:27 AM

4:40:29 AM

4:40:35 AM

4:40:49 AM

(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/expand-os-disk)
Expand the size of the OS drive of a virtual machine using
Azure Powershell in the Resource Manager deployment model.

Lalit Rawat

OK attached the empty disk

Amar Singh

Its having sql database

Vivek Kumar Mishra

In link you can select the option os or data disk

Amar Singh

After exteding disk data will remain the same right

Lalit Rawat

The go diskmgnt.msc and select the disk add the other disk in to 
in

Create the dynamic disk

Not mbr

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Create the dynamic disk

Dynamic???

Why

Lalit Rawat

Yes

Jagan CR

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/expand-os-disk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/expand-os-disk


4:41:18 AM

4:41:49 AM

4:41:54 AM

4:42:10 AM

4:42:16 AM

4:42:33 AM

4:42:36 AM

4:42:55 AM

4:43:26 AM

4:43:55 AM

4:44:27 AM

4:45:12 AM

4:45:14 AM

4:45:38 AM

4:45:52 AM

4:45:53 AM

4:45:56 AM

And would be mater boot record which has is disk so it is not 
recommended

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Suppose I have two disk E n F and if increased the size of F using 
portal and want to extend E drive in that case need to use 
dynamic option

Lalit Rawat

U have to add emapty disk in portL

Yes

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Or if extended the E drive and then simply extend the drive

Lalit Rawat

Yes u goted

Vivek Kumar Mishra

May dynamic create problems

Lalit Rawat

No

Jagan CR

You have to add nee disk then go to os..select disk you wana 
extend then click extend

New disk will show up --select that and click finish

Don't need to convert to dynamic

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit can you please explain differences between normal extend 
and dynamic

Lalit Rawat

When u enable the disk which option u ll choose

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I have done normal extend and no data loss

Lalit Rawat

Super cool

Vivek Kumar Mishra

With dynamic data will lost or there

Lalit Rawat

Mishra ji



4:46:01 AM

4:46:13 AM

4:46:20 AM

4:46:26 AM

4:46:48 AM

4:47:46 AM

4:48:29 AM

4:48:42 AM

4:48:57 AM

4:49:04 AM

4:50:34 AM

4:51:34 AM

4:52:24 AM

No

Jagan CR

Yeah there wont be any data loss. I have done it many times

Lalit Rawat

It will allow to add the other volume

Me to

Jagan CR

Lalit Rawat
It will allow to add the other volume

Correct

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Mishra ji
 curiosity hai bas

Jagan CR

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Lalit can you please explain differences between normal exten…

Dynamic you can not revert back...but extend you can shrink the 
disk again(resize)

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
 curiosity hai bas

Very nice

Always u have lesson to earn

Learn

Jagan CR

If my answers are sme tym could be silly - don't mind frndz.....m 
learning

Lalit Rawat

Jagan CR
If my answers are sme tym could be silly - don't mind frndz.....

Np u can always give an answer it will help us to learn

Jagan CR

Lalit Rawat
Np u can always give an answer it will help us to learn

Thnq

Vivek Kumar Mishra



4:52:34 AM

4:53:42 AM

5:00:55 AM

5:01:11 AM

5:01:14 AM

5:42:33 AM

5:42:39 AM

5:42:40 AM

5:42:59 AM

5:43:02 AM

Jagan CR
If my answers are sme tym could be silly - don't mind frndz.....

Because of your answer clear dynamic disk things 

Jagan CR

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Because of your answer clear dynamic disk things 

Thnks Ji

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087 
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)

Channel 9
Azure Compute: New features and roadmap
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)
A can’t-miss session for everyone building in the cloud! We
take a look at some of the newest features and upcoming
capabilities in the Azure Compute...

Azure vm support nested virtualisation

Amar Singh

just added one extra disk

getting new option

what should i select

MBR

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)

https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087


5:43:10 AM

5:43:41 AM

5:44:20 AM

5:44:46 AM

5:44:51 AM

5:45:00 AM

5:45:21 AM

5:45:36 AM

5:45:53 AM

5:46:10 AM

5:46:36 AM

5:47:29 AM

5:56:08 AM

5:58:03 AM

5:58:35 AM

6:00:36 AM

6:00:48 AM

6:01:04 AM

6:24:30 AM

or gpt

Vivek Kumar Mishra

MBR

Then it will display in unallocated disk

Goto disk which need to extend right and then extend

Amar Singh

i did GPT

:(

Vivek Kumar Mishra

No idea GPT

I always used MBR records

Let's senior person answer on tho

Noor Khan

Amar Singh
MBR

IN MBR it support till 2 TB

IN GPT you can use more then 2 TB

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Is it??

Amar Singh

extended disk size but its converted to dynamic disk

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Amar Singh
extended disk size but its converted to dynamic disk

🤘yo

Jagan n lalit already explain about it

Amar Singh

thx

i just gone through

thx all

Alex Nezhinskiy

Vivek Kumar Mishra
MBR

ransomware Petya.A dont infected if GPT use



6:35:55 AM

6:36:26 AM

6:41:28 AM

6:41:57 AM

6:48:56 AM

SB
8:33:05 AM

9:45:17 AM

9:45:18 AM

9:47:00 AM

9:49:51 AM

Vivek Kumar Mishra

GPT support dispart cmd??

Ransomware uses diskpart cmd at backend. Right?

Jagan CR

Vivek Kumar Mishra
GPT support dispart cmd??

Yes Gtp support disk part

MBR -use it for OS DISKS

Akileshwar Reddy Pinnapu Reddy joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ok thanks

Jenzus joined group via invite link

Venkat Nagarajan joined group via invite link

Sunil Badlani

Niraj Kumar
Welcome to the group. I have voting for Azure talk timing ple…

Yes voted. This is great feature on this app

SURAJ joined group via invite link

Rukhsar Ahmad

WebRole

We are using classical cloud service -web roles .   how can we 
increase spced for deployment resouces as hilighted in 
screenshot?

Niraj Kumar

Sunil Badlani
Yes voted. This is great feature on this app

Thanks!!

Lalit Rawat

Rukhsar Ahmad
We are using classical cloud service -web roles . how can we i

Logging tk classic portal select the vm and u ll see the option in 
down attached disk ,add the emapty disk on this . Logging in to 



9:50:12 AM

9:52:04 AM

9:52:53 AM

9:53:42 AM

9:54:29 AM

9:54:49 AM

9:55:01 AM

9:55:50 AM

9:56:01 AM

9:56:09 AM

9:56:20 AM

the vm open the diskmgmt.msc from command prompt . Enable 
the disk from left pane and create the new volume disk and click 
the highlighted disk extend

U can add up to 1023 tb disk

Rukhsar Ahmad

Lalit we are not creating VM when we publish cloude service it 
automatically create VM behind screen

Lalit Rawat

No need to create but u can add the disk un it

Do u have access to that vm or it is showing in ur classic portal

Rukhsar Ahmad

I have rdp to cloud servcie

Lalit Rawat

OK..

Rukhsar Ahmad

config

Localstorage config

Lalit Rawat

OK click on local storage

Rukhsar Ahmad

do you think? we can do through configuration.

Lalit Rawat

Add local storage



9:56:55 AM

9:58:12 AM

10:02:02 AM

10:07:25 AM

10:10:52 AM

10:12:29 AM

10:12:49 AM

10:13:41 AM

10:14:10 AM

SA
10:14:30 AM

10:14:45 AM

See what option  u r getting I think we will make it fron three

Niraj Kumar

Denis tr3x
thanks for the link, Niraj!

YW!

Rukhsar Ahmad

Lalit Rawat
See what option u r getting I think we will make it fron three

1GB

Lalit Rawat

Click on add local storage

Rukhsar Ahmad

it will add new line  next to existing one

storage

but i dont think it will help

Lalit Rawat

Rukhsar Ahmad
but i dont think it will help

yes if u have access of azure vm than it might be.

u can do onething raise the case with Azure teama nd ask the 
disk space on your vm

Shibin Ayikal

Hello guys,  Have anybody tagged a resource group using ARM 
template. I am able to tag every resource elements using ARM 
scripts but not Resource groups

Rukhsar Ahmad

Lalit Rawat



10:52:06 AM

11:26:16 AM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-

configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/)

11:30:59 AM

11:35:51 AM

11:38:45 AM

11:39:16 AM

11:39:38 AM

11:40:30 AM

11:41:47 AM

11:42:24 AM

11:42:48 AM

u can do onething raise the case with Azure teama nd ask th…
okies

Abhijit Nimkar joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Hello I need help on configuring the ciso asr firewall in azure if 
we have an expertise please ping me so i will discuss the issue.

Shetty Nilesh

Lalit let me know what issue you are facing...I will check if I can 
get you some help...

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-configuration-
changes-for-your-azure-vm/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/tracking-configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/)

Microsoft
Tracking configuration changes for your Azure VM
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-
configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/)
In this blog post, I will talk about how to use the Change
Tracking solution to detect in-guest changes on your Azure
VMs. Right from within your Azur...

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
Lalit let me know what issue you are facing...I will check if I

Hello nilesh wh have Cisco asr 1000 device and configured it 
properly but jt is not connecting to the firewall

Shetty Nilesh

You are using Cisco CSR 1000v right?

Lalit Rawat

yes

with 4 nic

Shetty Nilesh

Any errors seen?

Lalit Rawat

let me check

Shetty Nilesh

ok run the command show ip int br

and check if all interfaces are connected and running

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/


11:43:26 AM

11:43:45 AM

11:45:21 AM

SA
12:05:24 PM

12:08:20 PM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-

configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/)

12:20:39 PM

https://supportforums.cisco.com/document/12744996/cisco-csr-
1000v-deployment-guide-microsoft-azure 
(https://supportforums.cisco.com/document/12744996/cisco-csr-
1000v-deployment-guide-microsoft-azure)

Cisco
Cisco CSR 1000v deployment guide on Microsoft Azure
| Cisco Cloud Service Router...
(https://supportforums.cisco.com/document/12744996/cisco-
csr-1000v-deployment-guide-microsoft-azure)
Cisco CSR 1000v deployment guide on Microsoft Azure | Cisco
Cloud Service Router (CSR) for Public Cloud | Cisco Technical
Support Forum | 12147456 | 12744996

this should help you in making sure all steps are followed

Lalit Rawat

sure.. thanks for your help.. let me take look in to this file

Gururaj Mylavarapu joined group via invite link

Shibin Ayikal

Shibin Ayikal 7/10/17

Hello guys,  Have anybody tagged a resource group 
using ARM template. I am able to tag every resource 
elements using ARM scripts but not Resource groups

Lalit Rawat

Shibin Ayikal
Hello guys, Have anybody tagged a resource group using AR…

let me check out some  thing for u

Gaurav Kala

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-configuration-
changes-for-your-azure-vm/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/tracking-configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/)

Microsoft
Tracking configuration changes for your Azure VM
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-
configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/)
In this blog post, I will talk about how to use the Change
Tracking solution to detect in-guest changes on your Azure
VMs. Right from within your Azur...

Vivek Dave joined group via invite link

Ashish Garg joined group via invite link

SA

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/
https://supportforums.cisco.com/document/12744996/cisco-csr-1000v-deployment-guide-microsoft-azure
https://supportforums.cisco.com/document/12744996/cisco-csr-1000v-deployment-guide-microsoft-azure
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/tracking-configuration-changes-for-your-azure-vm/


12:30:31 PM

12:39:36 PM

12:40:06 PM

12:40:18 PM

SA
12:41:07 PM

12:41:41 PM

SA
12:42:49 PM

12:43:02 PM

SA
12:43:17 PM

12:43:26 PM

SA
12:43:32 PM

12:43:38 PM

12:44:32 PM

12:44:46 PM

Veresh Jain joined group via invite link

Gaurav Kala

Today Microsoft has announced Azure Stack-powered systems 
from Dell EMC, Lenovo, and HP Enterprise

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shibin Ayikal
Hello guys, Have anybody tagged a resource group using AR…

You can tag resource apply policy in Resource group

You want to tag resource group using arm templates??

How you doing this??

Shibin Ayikal

Vivek Kumar Mishra
You want to tag resource group using arm templates??

Yes sir

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
You want to tag resource group using arm templates??

Could you really tag a resource group itself??

Shibin Ayikal

Yes. You can do that from the portal and powershell, but so far 
no luck with the arm script. It would be really helpful if I can do 
that..

Niraj Kumar

Or you want to tag all resources in a resource group?

Shibin Ayikal

Resouce group

Niraj Kumar

You mean JSON script

Shibin Ayikal

Yes sir

Niraj Kumar

Aah

So you want to tag it at the deployment time when deploying 
using Json

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar



12:53:46 PM

SA
1:02:11 PM

1:02:38 PM

SA
1:04:05 PM

1:06:44 PM

 (https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-

docs/blob/master/includes/resource-manager-tag-resources-
powershell.md)

1:10:06 PM

1:14:14 PM

RA
1:36:39 PM

Could you really tag a resource group itself??
Heard first time i am testing it's possible or not

mandeep singh batra joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Sorry guys I am unable to answer questions. Am stuck in 
meetings. Will add my inputs tonight.

Shibin Ayikal

Niraj Kumar
So you want to tag it at the deployment time when deploying …

That's correct

Niraj Kumar

Any error message??

Shibin Ayikal

I don't see the option to tag RG in JSON .

I see only powershell option.  Set-AzureRmResourceGrouo -name 
RG name -Tag @{Appid ="123"}

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-
docs/blob/master/includes/resource-manager-tag-resources-
powershell.md (https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-
docs/blob/master/includes/resource-manager-tag-resources-
powershell.md)

GitHub
MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs
(https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-
docs/blob/master/includes/resource-manager-tag-
resources-powershell.md)
Contribute to azure-docs development by creating an account
on GitHub.

is there a way to run/trigger a powershell command inside a 
'Azure Resource Group' project in Visual studio taking the 
parameters from the JSON parameter file?

Ahmad joined group via invite link

Renjit Arvind

What is best recommended method of exposing a Vnet to internet 
in secure IAAS deployment?..

https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/includes/resource-manager-tag-resources-powershell.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/includes/resource-manager-tag-resources-powershell.md
https://github.com/MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/includes/resource-manager-tag-resources-powershell.md


1:37:47 PM

 (https://github.com/adamdriscoll/poshtools)

1:38:05 PM

1:38:44 PM

1:40:05 PM

1:40:06 PM

1:40:42 PM

1:41:00 PM

1:41:16 PM

1:41:29 PM

1:41:37 PM

In a Hub and spoke model...

Niraj Kumar

Shibin Ayikal
is there a way to run/trigger a powershell command inside a '…

https://github.com/adamdriscoll/poshtools 
(https://github.com/adamdriscoll/poshtools)

GitHub

adamdriscoll/poshtools
(https://github.com/adamdriscoll/poshtools)
poshtools - PowerShell integration for Visual Studio 2015 and
2017.

Renjit Arvind
In a Hub and spoke model...

Use NVA in Hub and trasit outbound traffic from Spoke to this 
NVA out to internet

Shetty Nilesh

Depends on what your requirement is...using a combination of 
nva and in-built security features with Azure such as NSG and 
exposing only the required ports and services...

Niraj Kumar

This is centralized model. Another approach decentralized model 
where you will have NVA in each Spokes.

Centralized approach has benefits of Ease of operational 
management and control but then you will incur traffic charges 
for peering

Shetty Nilesh

Niraj Kumar
Centralized approach has benefits of Ease of operational man…

Niraj Kumar

Decentralized model will be operational nightmare, however you 
will be able to save on peering charges.

Shetty Nilesh

Also depends on where the vnet is which u want to expose

Niraj Kumar

Yup

https://github.com/adamdriscoll/poshtools
https://github.com/adamdriscoll/poshtools
https://github.com/adamdriscoll/poshtools


1:43:16 PM

1:44:13 PM

SA
1:44:29 PM

1:45:51 PM

1:47:50 PM

SM
1:48:21 PM

1:48:36 PM

SM
1:48:50 PM

Guys please vote for our preferred time. I'll be closing the poll in 
another 5 hours. It looks like most probably US Morning time and 
India Evening time.

The voting option is in Pinned message. Please click on Pinned 
message and vote for your preferred time for Azure Talk.

Shibin Ayikal

Niraj Kumar
https://github.com/adamdriscoll/poshtools

Thanks Niraj. I will give it a try..

Lalit Rawat

@vote 9 AM EST or 6:30 PM IST or 1 PM GMT on Saturday – 16

Niraj Kumar via @vote

What's the best suitable time for Azure talk? 

9 AM EST or 6:30 PM IST or 1 PM GMT on Saturday – 16 
 43% 

7 AM EST or 4:30 PM IST or 11 AM GMT on Saturday – 12 
 32% 

9:30 PM EST Saturday or 7:00 AM IST Sunday or 1:30 AM GMT 
Saturday. – 6 

 16% 

7 AM EST or 4:30 PM IST or 11 AM GMT on Sunday – 3 
 8% 

 37 people voted so far.

7 AM EST or 4:30 PM IST or 11 AM GMT on Saturday – 12

9:30 PM EST Saturday or 7:00 AM IST Sunday or 1:30 AM G…

7 AM EST or 4:30 PM IST or 11 AM GMT on Sunday – 3

9 AM EST or 6:30 PM IST or 1 PM GMT on Saturday – 16

Sree Harsha MS

9 AM EST is convenient. where should I vote?

Niraj Kumar

above message has option click on options

Sree Harsha MS

@vote ok got it

Niraj Kumar



1:49:15 PM

1:49:42 PM

2:01:33 PM

2:03:27 PM

 (https://techcrunch.com/2017/07/10/microsofts-

azure-stack-on-premise-cloud-platform-is-ready-for-its-first-
customers/amp/)

2:04:48 PM

2:05:17 PM

2:06:06 PM

BL
2:06:40 PM

if you click twice your vote will be uncounted

so make sure that you click only once and if you clicked twice 
click third time to record your vote

ZXWN joined group via invite link

Shetty Nilesh

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt733212.aspx 
(https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt733212.aspx)

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt733212.aspx

Shetty Nilesh

Microsoft’s Azure Stack private cloud platform is ready for its first 
customers – TechCrunch 
https://techcrunch.com/2017/07/10/microsofts-azure-stack-on-
premise-cloud-platform-is-ready-for-its-first-customers/amp/ 
(https://techcrunch.com/2017/07/10/microsofts-azure-stack-on-
premise-cloud-platform-is-ready-for-its-first-customers/amp/)

TechCrunch
Microsoft’s Azure Stack private cloud platform is ready
for its first customers
(https://techcrunch.com/2017/07/10/microsofts-
azure-stack-on-premise-cloud-platform-is-ready-for-
its-first-customers/amp/)
Microsoft’s cloud strategy has long focused on the kind
of hybrid cloud deployments that allow enterprises to run
workloads in a public cloud like Azu...

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
Microsoft’s Azure Stack private cloud platform is ready for its

that is super cool

i am just analyzing Azure stack and that will server the purpose to 
migrate the data center over to azure

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-
ready-to-order-now/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

https://techcrunch.com/2017/07/10/microsofts-azure-stack-on-premise-cloud-platform-is-ready-for-its-first-customers/amp/
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt733212.aspx
https://techcrunch.com/2017/07/10/microsofts-azure-stack-on-premise-cloud-platform-is-ready-for-its-first-customers/amp/
https://techcrunch.com/2017/07/10/microsofts-azure-stack-on-premise-cloud-platform-is-ready-for-its-first-customers/amp/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/


 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-

azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/)
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2:13:29 PM

2:19:38 PM

RA
2:21:41 PM

2:22:11 PM

2:22:45 PM

us/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/)

Microsoft
Microsoft Azure Stack is ready to order now
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-
azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/)
Throughout the Technical Previews, we’ve seen tremendous
customer and partner excitement around Microsoft Azure Stack.
In fact, we’re speaking with th...

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-stack…

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-stack…

yup .. for VM Storage ,network etc

Niraj Kumar

Guys I need help from members here. Will need your volunteer 
help and support to a. work on https://www.kloudezy.com 
(https://www.kloudezy.com) and update it with our chat contents 
and email system b. Also need volunteer who can help me write 
good content for the website. Really looking forward to your help. 
Please group message or personal message if you could help me 
build this community website.

I'll make sure that you get due credit on to our webpage. 
Planning to host dedicated webpages for each community 
champion in this forum.

Renjit Arvind

Thanks buddy... Do we have a performance or throughput 
limitations for NVAs.. and how do we achieve high availability..?

Niraj Kumar

Some of our members are doing excellent job and it'll be a way of 
recognizing their effort.

Renjit Arvind
Thanks buddy... Do we have a performance or throughput lim…

Many vendor products are there and they provide HA solution.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/
https://www.kloudezy.com/


 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/solutions/network-appliances/)
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2:25:39 PM
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/sign-up-organization)

2:40:41 PM

2:41:09 PM

2:44:47 PM

2:45:43 PM

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/network-appliances/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/network-
appliances/)

Microsoft
Network Virtual Appliances | Microsoft Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/solutions/network-appliances/)
Use the brands you already know with network virtual
appliances on Azure. Even complex hybrid scenarios are easy to
implement with these virtual machine images.

Niraj Kumar
Many vendor products are there and they provide HA solution.

Sorry forgot! YW!

We are 1 member away from 350 mark!!  

Suresh Mallela

How to create a live id using my org account email id.?

any idea..?

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/sign-up-
organization (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/sign-up-organization)

Docs
Sign up for Azure as an organization
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/sign-up-organization)
Learn how you can use a work or school account to leverage
the existing user accounts, policies, settings, or on-premise
server deployments you alread...

@suresh here u can go

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I think option removed my MS sometime back

Niraj Kumar

I have liveid

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/network-appliances/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/sign-up-organization
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/network-appliances/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/network-appliances/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/sign-up-organization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/sign-up-organization
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With my organization id

Lalit Rawat

Mishra  me to

Vivek Kumar Mishra

But you created long back

Niraj Kumar

Yeah 8 months back

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Have you created this id in last 6-7 month??

Suresh Mallela

Vivek Kumar Mishra
But you created long back

now i am not able to create it. create a ticket with Microsoft to 
see the possibilities but, want to check with in group :)

i have my org id created yesterday. now looking for to create a 
live id with the same account.

Niraj Kumar

Earlier if I logged to Azure portal with org id it would ask personal 
or work but now it straight away takes me to my organization 
federation end point

Lalit Rawat

Suresh Mallela
now i am not able to create it. create a ticket with Microsoft t

u can ask ur subscription adming to add your account  in azure.

u ll recevie the invite and then u ll be able setup ur account.

this other way to setup the orginazation account

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://signup.live.com/?
uaid=adfde5a4c72f4ab8a11cce24d55f6682&lic=1 
(https://signup.live.com/?
uaid=adfde5a4c72f4ab8a11cce24d55f6682&lic=1)

Niraj Kumar invited Mubashir Mir

Niraj Kumar

We are 350

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Using that i am getting option to create id using gmail id but not 
my org id

https://signup.live.com/?uaid=adfde5a4c72f4ab8a11cce24d55f6682&lic=1
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SA
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Rahul Ambhore

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Cloud 350

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Cloud 350

Maddala Naresh joined group via invite link

JJ Lottering joined group via invite link

Shibin Ayikal

I am getting an error message while trying to enable replication 
using ASR. "Push installation to the source machine failed with 
error code EP0865. Either the source machine is not running, or 
there are network connectivity issibetween the process server and 
source machine" . I have enabled Port 443 between my target 
servers and process servers. Is there any other ports that need to 
be enabled.

Lalit Rawat

Shibin Ayikal
I am getting an error message while trying to enable replication

R u trying to ena me the replication on vm

Shibin Ayikal

yes.

Lalit Rawat

OK then do something install the mobility service agent manually

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Able to ping target from source?

Lalit Rawat

On this machine and allow print and wmi services on local firewall 
which comes in application allow

Did you completed the prerequisite of asr

Shibin Ayikal

Lalit Rawat
OK then do something install the mobility service agent manu…

I tried installing it manually with an admin help. It's failing at 
"performing registration".
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Vivek Kumar Mishra

Refresh process server then then try to push again and user 
name n password is valid or expired?

Lalit Rawat

Did you configur the asr with proxy server

Shibin Ayikal

Lalit Rawat
Did you configur the asr with proxy server

Yes.

Lalit Rawat

That is the problem

Did you ask customer to allow azure site as part of prerequisite

And port open to azure data center

Shibin Ayikal

Lalit Rawat
And port open to azure data center

I think tha'ts missed.

Lalit Rawat

Let's do that

Shibin Ayikal

I will check on that.

Lalit Rawat

Ok

Shibin Ayikal

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Refresh process server then then try to push again and user n…

Username and pwd is valid. I did try refreshing that.

Thanks Lalit and Mishra 

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Credit goes to Lalit Sir

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-
recovery-prereq (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-
recovery/site-recovery-prereq)

Docs
Prerequisites for replication to Azure using Azure Site

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-prereq
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-prereq


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-

recovery/site-recovery-prereq)
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3:57:34 PM
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SA
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4:00:01 PM

4:00:02 PM

4:00:03 PM

Recovery (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-prereq)
This article summarizes prerequisites for replicating VMs and
physical machines to Azure using the Azure Site Recovery
service.

use this link to complete and follow step by step

Shibin Ayikal

Is there any Port other than Port 443  that need to be opened 
between the process server and target server

Lalit Rawat

if not then it ill be proble.

yes

on customer firewall as well

just follow the step-by step.. for this configure i have wroked for 
almore 40hr without sleep..

make sure customer has to complete all the things. they don't 
have more than 1TB drive on system otherwise it will fail

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit you know funny part

Shibin Ayikal

Lalit Rawat
make sure customer has to complete all the things. they don't…

They are less than 1TB.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Customer asked i need D as it is after migration

I done lots of googling

Then come to know all i need to enable San policy online

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Customer asked i need D as it is after migration

take the backup and restore it after migration

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-prereq
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-prereq
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Lalit Rawat

useing the backup vault

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
useing the backup vault

Big task

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Big task

yup..

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Then need it during test failover to test application function

Shibin Ayikal

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Then come to know all i need to enable San policy online

Mishraji where will you do that?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

On prim vm

Goto diskpart

Bring San police online

Shibin Ayikal

I see .

Vivek Kumar Mishra

It will create vm as it is make temp drive the last available letter

Shibin Ayikal

Good to know that.

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Bring San police online

if we don't have SAN policy

Vivek Kumar Mishra

 then no idea, I think it's windows feature

Lalit Rawat

hahahah

not sure check it and updae me
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Shakti Ranjan

Happy Birthday Mishra jii

Shibin Ayikal

Happy Birthday Mishra !!

Lalit Rawat

happy birthday Mishra ji

Vivek Kumar Mishra

It's not right place

It's on doc not real one

Niraj sir bahut marenge🤣🤣🤣🤣

Lalit Rawat

chlo koi bhi ho party to de sakta haiAzureTalk mai :)

Shakti Ranjan

You are active person in this group. I hope Niraj sir maaf kr 
denge.

Shetty Nilesh

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business 
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business)

Microsoft
Microsoft 365 Business | Microsoft
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-
365/business)
Empower your team, safeguard your business, and simplify IT
management with a single solution, purpose-built for your
business.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise 
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise)

Jenri Togalian joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Niraj sir bahut marenge🤣🤣🤣🤣

Are nahi! Many many happy returns of the day! We are 
community! We help together and cleberate together!! You are 
cancerian!! 🤝🤝 🍾🍾

Shakti Ranjan
You are active person in this group. I hope Niraj sir maaf kr de

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise
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 I'm not really that bad! Especially if it's b'day of chmapions 
of our community. Certainly they deserve it!!!

Guys I've created a AzureTalk Github respository and will upload 
all scripts and related material on to the portal.

https://github.com/nirajkum/AzureTalk 
(https://github.com/nirajkum/AzureTalk)

GitHub

nirajkum/AzureTalk
(https://github.com/nirajkum/AzureTalk)
AzureTalk related scripts and documents.

BookMark this!

Guys Last week's Azure Talk on Azure networking Part2 is 
published on LinkedIn. Please do take time to read, watch, 
comment and share! Thank you!

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
Guys I've created a AzureTalk Github respository and will uplo…

Only you will be able to upload or we can also do.?

Niraj Kumar

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azuretalk-azure-networking-part-
2-niraj-kumar (https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azuretalk-azure-
networking-part-2-niraj-kumar)

Shakti Ranjan
Only you will be able to upload or we can also do.?

I can assign rights and set it up so that you can also contribute

Anybody can contribute.

I need one person who can give session on GitHub

It's used by developers but many of us don't have idea. how it 
works

Shakti Ranjan

Ok. Few days back we discussed over VM scale set for auto scale 
for that I have JSON script through which we can use custom 
image to deploy auto scale in Scale set. I want to share that 
script.

Niraj Kumar

Try to upload

on the link

https://github.com/nirajkum/AzureTalk
https://github.com/nirajkum/AzureTalk
https://github.com/nirajkum/AzureTalk
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azuretalk-azure-networking-part-2-niraj-kumar
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I'll approve it

I can create a Script folder so that we can put all our scripts 
there.

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
https://github.com/nirajkum/AzureTalk

thanks niraj

Niraj Kumar

I'll be publishing all Azure Talk related Slides, Scripts and files 
there.

Lalit Rawat
thanks niraj

YW!

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Is there any script to upload data on sharepoint ??

Powershell script

I am using powershell script to pull every day azure backup report 
after generate the report it will send mail i need to upload that 
report on sharepoint link

So i am looking powershell script

I tried google but it's going above my head

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
Try to upload

Niraj Kumar

Niraj Kumar
Guys I need help from members here. Will need your volunte…

Thank you Rahul and Rajiesh for volunteering! Look forward to 
talking to you guys on Saturday!! Once again thank you for 
extending you helping hand! 

Shakti Ranjan
Photo

I'll add you as collaborator
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 (https://github.com/AzureTalk/AzureTalk)
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Share me you git hub user id

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
Share me you git hub user id

shaktiranjanchaurasia

Niraj Kumar

changed the user name. https://github.com/AzureTalk/AzureTalk 
(https://github.com/AzureTalk/AzureTalk)

GitHub

AzureTalk/AzureTalk
(https://github.com/AzureTalk/AzureTalk)
AzureTalk related scripts and documents.

Gave your rights

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
changed the user name. https://github.com/AzureTalk/AzureT…

Still only one contributor and that is you. Might be it will take 
some time to reflect.

Niraj Kumar

You will have to accept the invitation

Check your github

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Suresh Mallela
How to create a live id using my org account email id.?

We've removed the option now. If it's a verified tenant domain on 
MSFT, you can't register any Organization IDs under that tenant 
as a Live ID.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Okies

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
We've removed the option now. If it's a verified tenant domai…

But why??

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Vivek Kumar Mishra
But why??

It used to create a lot of confusions when customers had their 
IDs registered both as Organization and Live, and their 

https://github.com/AzureTalk/AzureTalk
https://github.com/AzureTalk/AzureTalk
https://github.com/AzureTalk/AzureTalk
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Organization configures SSO, etc.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
It used to create a lot of confusions when customers had their I

It was based on customer feedback mostly.

And also better access management

Vivek Kumar Mishra
But why??

Is there any specific reason you need it?

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Is there any specific reason you need it?

You could use your outlook or Hotmail id.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Is there any specific reason you need it?

Nope i am just asking reason behind this change

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
You will have to accept the invitation

Done.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Nope i am just asking reason behind this change

Yeah, it was driven by Customer Experience and feedback.

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
Done.

�  sid joined group via invite link

Paul JULIAS joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Lalit you know funny part

yup

Shibin Ayikal
Thanks Lalit and Mishra 

let us know once u ll do the test and failover if u come across any 
error.we will learn.
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ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Anyone got to check out the Azure Advisor?

Niraj Kumar

Niraj Kumar

I see your scripts in there. I'll organize it! Thanks for uploading 
the script!

Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Anyone got to check out the Azure Advisor?

yes

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Lalit Rawat
yes

Is it helping?

Any feedback?

Lalit Rawat

most of the time

Niraj Kumar

Anybody else want contributor rights please let me know your 
GITHUB ID

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
most of the time

How?? Only the cost part is good not others

Lalit Rawat

basically it is recommed the what needs to protected or there is 
any issue then i will alert

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Vivek Kumar Mishra
How?? Only the cost part is good not others

It's still in its nascent stage. Any feedback on the billing  front?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
It's still in its nascent stage. Any feedback on the billing fr

Check the utilisation of vm and give you recommendations

Gurpreet Singh joined group via invite link
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Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
most of the time

For security??

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Check the utilisation of vm and give you recommendations

I know. I wanted to know if you guys have any recommendations 
for what you need added. Or what isn't working, etc.

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Check the utilisation of vm and give you recommendations

High availability , security and ferformace which i try are good

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Lalit Rawat
High availability , security and ferformace which i try are good

Cool.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
High availability , security and ferformace which i try are good

For security it's only considering anti malware extension right??

Lalit Rawat

yes

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Yep

Vivek Kumar Mishra

No matter you install av on your vm

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

I mean it doesn't get into your VM of course

Lalit Rawat

even if u have any critical update or vm /services 
(tg://bot_command?command=services) are in critical state it will 
shows up

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
even if u have any critical update or vm /services are in critic

For that it will take access of your vm??

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

tg://bot_command?command=services
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5:46:10 PM

5:46:17 PM

5:46:20 PM

5:46:32 PM

5:46:43 PM

5:46:49 PM

5:47:46 PM

5:49:04 PM

5:49:16 PM

5:49:30 PM

6:45:20 PM

Yep yep. MSFT can't get into your VM to check it. That'll be a 
privacy breach.

Vivek Kumar Mishra
For that it will take access of your vm??

Nope.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Then how check these details

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
Anybody else want contributor rights please let me know your…

Please give to Mishra Jii.. He have lots of scripts.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Using extensions

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
Please give to Mishra Jii.. He have lots of scripts.

User id

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Just based on the template you used to deploy, extensions, etc.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Please give to Mishra Jii.. He have lots of scripts.

Under testing 

Niraj Kumar
User id

Need to create I'll give you soon

Can we download the advisor report?

Niraj Kumar

Thanks! I just created a script repository. Please deposit and 
upload all your script there

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Can we download the advisor report?

I don't think so

Suresh Mallela

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
It used to create a lot of confusions when customers had their I



6:48:35 PM

7:19:41 PM

7:19:47 PM

(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuresecurity/2017/06/22/new-
azure-security-whitepapers-a-security-bonanza/)

RA
9:46:33 PM

9:46:53 PM

RA
9:55:16 PM

RA
9:59:24 PM

thank you for clarifying Kelvin. Do you have any Documentation 
or post available on public site.?

Niraj Kumar
Anybody else want contributor rights please let me know your…

can you also give me the access to : sureshmallela

Shakti Ranjan

Diogo Vinagre joined group via invite link

Douglas Mello joined group via invite link

Ram

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuresecurity/2017/06/22/new-
azure-security-whitepapers-a-security-bonanza/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuresecurity/2017/06/22/new
-azure-security-whitepapers-a-security-bonanza/)

Microsoft Azure Security and Compliance
New Azure Security Whitepapers–A Security Bonanza!
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuresecurity/2017/06/22/new-
azure-security-whitepapers-a-security-bonanza/)
They’ve been a long time coming – the Azure Security White
Paper collection. This isn’t just a white paper or two. This isn’t
marketing stuff and fluf...

Good one for reading

Renjit Arvind

One question... What will be the impact when Root domain 
(parent child domain structure) is implementing ADFS/ADconnect 
as part of the AD consolidation where we are trying to implement 
a AD connect at the child domain using ADFS/AD connect to 
Azure as a separate effort for IAAS deployment...?

Ram

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuresecurity/2017/06/22/new-azure-security-whitepapers-a-security-bonanza/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuresecurity/2017/06/22/new-azure-security-whitepapers-a-security-bonanza/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuresecurity/2017/06/22/new-azure-security-whitepapers-a-security-bonanza/
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RO
10:45:45 PM

10:45:48 PM

10:46:05 PM

I am using powershell script to pull every day azure backup re…
Please try Microsoft flow ...it have nice flow to do these kind of 
schedule job also you can create your own flow

Ram
Please try Microsoft flow ...it have nice flow to do these kind

Also Mishra sir if you receiving report using mail then there is 
possiblelity in share point that you can enable a email id for your 
folder on SharePoint and all mail sent to that email id will save 
the attachment in folder

Shetty Nilesh

Ram
Please try Microsoft flow ...it have nice flow to do these kind

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ram
Please try Microsoft flow ...it have nice flow to do these kind

Any article or something??

No idea about Microsoft flow

Ram Ojha joined group via invite link

Shetty Nilesh

https://youtu.be/KNiN5C9pBzk (https://youtu.be/KNiN5C9pBzk)
YouTube
Microsoft Flow - YouTube
(https://youtu.be/KNiN5C9pBzk)
www.messageops.com (http://www.messageops.com) Create
automated workflows between your favorite apps and services
to get notifications, synchronize files, collect data, and more.

Ram Ojha

Can I use Azure AD connect to pull identities along with 
password hash from Azure AD to on premise AD

?

Aaru Smack

Anyone hav a script for custom image via using ARM template

(https://youtu.be/KNiN5C9pBzk) 8:39

https://youtu.be/KNiN5C9pBzk
https://youtu.be/KNiN5C9pBzk
http://www.messageops.com/
https://youtu.be/KNiN5C9pBzk
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 (http://www.codeisahighway.com/how-to-

capture-your-own-custom-virtual-machine-image-under-
azure-resource-manager-api/)

11:03:33 PM

Niraj Kumar

Is there a way to sync identies and Password hash from Azure 
AD to another 2nd forest

?

I've Forest1 syncing identity to Azure AD and now I'm building 
Forest 2 and would like to pull the users along with password 
from Azure AD into this new forest. Is this possible?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Aaru Smack
Anyone hav a script for custom image via using ARM template

Can you plz explain dis??

Aaru Smack

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Can you plz explain dis??

I need a ARM template for custom vm image

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Want to create image of vm or using image deploy vm?

Niraj Kumar

Niraj Kumar
I've Forest1 syncing identity to Azure AD and now I'm buildin…

Is this possible?

Aaru Smack

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Want to create image of vm or using image deploy vm?

Want to create a image using the ARM template

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Aaru Smack
Want to create a image using the ARM template

http://www.codeisahighway.com/how-to-capture-your-own-
custom-virtual-machine-image-under-azure-resource-manager-
api/ (http://www.codeisahighway.com/how-to-capture-your-
own-custom-virtual-machine-image-under-azure-resource-
manager-api/)

Code is a highway
Step by Step: How to capture your own custom virtual
machine image under Azure Resource Manager
(http://www.codeisahighway.com/how-to-capture-

http://www.codeisahighway.com/how-to-capture-your-own-custom-virtual-machine-image-under-azure-resource-manager-api/
http://www.codeisahighway.com/how-to-capture-your-own-custom-virtual-machine-image-under-azure-resource-manager-api/
http://www.codeisahighway.com/how-to-capture-your-own-custom-virtual-machine-image-under-azure-resource-manager-api/
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11:18:52 PM

11:20:32 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-topologies)

11:22:08 PM

your-own-custom-virtual-machine-image-under-
azure-resource-manager-api/)
The IaaS v2 resource providers (Microsoft.Compute,
Microsoft.Network (http://Microsoft.Network) &
Microsoft.Storage) have been around for several months now
and you may have won...

Check dis

It may help

Aaru Smack

Aaru Smack
Want to create a image using the ARM template

Can u help on this ?

Vivek Kumar Mishra
http://www.codeisahighway.com/how-to-capture-your-own-c…

Okay thanks checking

Shetty Nilesh

Niraj Kumar
I've Forest1 syncing identity to Azure AD and now I'm buildin…

You mean pull identities from one forest and then sync it back to 
another with password write back?

Why would you want to do that? I dont think its possible...

Niraj Kumar

Yes, I want to pull identities back fromm Azure AD along with 
password hash to forest no. 2.

Customer can allow access to It's Azure AD but not to it's own 
forest.

hence this exercise

Shetty Nilesh

well its almost like a forest migration which i dont suppose would 
be this simple and supported

although AAD Connect supports multiple forests topology

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-topologies 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-topologies)

Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-topologies
http://www.codeisahighway.com/how-to-capture-your-own-custom-virtual-machine-image-under-azure-resource-manager-api/
http://microsoft.network/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-topologies


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/active-directory-passwords-writeback)

11:28:25 PM

11:29:00 PM

 (https://amp-businessinsider-

com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp.businessinsider.com/microsoft-
azure-stack-hybrid-cloud-released-2017-7)

PV
11:33:48 PM

11:38:05 PM

Docs
Azure AD Connect: Supported topologies
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-
topologies)
This topic details supported and unsupported topologies for
Azure AD Connect

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-passwords-writeback (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-passwords-writeback)

Docs
Azure AD SSPR with password writeback
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/active-directory-passwords-writeback)
Using Azure AD and Azure AD Connect to writeback passwords
to on-premises directory

and looking at how it works i dont suppose it will support what 
you are looking for unless i am wrong...

Preyash Vrat

https://amp-businessinsider-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp.businessinsider.com/microsoft-
azure-stack-hybrid-cloud-released-2017-7 (https://amp-
businessinsider-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp.businessinsider.com/microsoft-
azure-stack-hybrid-cloud-released-2017-7)

Business Insider
Microsoft finally releases its secret weapon in the
cloud wars with Amazon and Google (https://amp-
businessinsider-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp.businessinsider.com/microsoft-
azure-stack-hybrid-cloud-released-2017-7)
Microsoft Azure Stack, which the company has long said is its
secret weapon in the cloud, is now available to order for
September delivery.

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
and looking at how it works i dont suppose it will support what

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-passwords-writeback
https://amp-businessinsider-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp.businessinsider.com/microsoft-azure-stack-hybrid-cloud-released-2017-7
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-topologies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-passwords-writeback
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-passwords-writeback
https://amp-businessinsider-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp.businessinsider.com/microsoft-azure-stack-hybrid-cloud-released-2017-7
https://amp-businessinsider-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp.businessinsider.com/microsoft-azure-stack-hybrid-cloud-released-2017-7
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11:59:58 PM

Thank you! I also think the same way but wanted to be doubly 
sure! :) Thank you for confirming it!

Shetty Nilesh

Niraj Kumar
Thank you! I also think the same way but wanted to be doub…

Just completed an azure migration for one of our favorite sports 
brand...going back to sleep...

Niraj Kumar

oh boy! Go take rest

I'm with Ram

Ojha

Noor Khan

Many many happy returns of the day misra ji

Amit Charungoo

Preyash Vrat
https://amp-businessinsider-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/am…

I have been involved in several PoCs for Azure stack on clients 
like Mercedes Benz,  when I was in Microsoft. It's such a great 
feeling to see the GA of Azure Stack...

Shetty Nilesh

Amit Charungoo
I have been involved in several PoCs for Azure stack on clients

Earlier this year I did a POC for Honeywell Aerospace and 
another client...on Dell EMC hardware and 2016 software suite 
like Windows Server, SQL and System Center...it has come a 
long long way since this...

Lalit Rawat

Amit Charungoo
I have been involved in several PoCs for Azure stack on clients
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 so we will ask dought about azure stack thanks for sharing 
the detail

Tuesday, July 11, 2017

Shetty Nilesh
Earlier this year I did a POC for Honeywell Aerospace and an…

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
 so we will ask dought about azure stack thanks for shari…

Naya sa lag raha hai ye

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Naya sa lag raha hai ye

Mishra ji brand new hia  but it is very nice services .

To migrate data centers

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ok

Currently working on nested virtualisation

After that focus on thos

Lalit Rawat

Sure

Rahul Ambhore

What does this mean? Physical box in customer datacentre?

Lalit Rawat

Rahul Ambhore
What does this mean? Physical box in customer datacentre?

R u talking about storesimle or so e physical san.

Rahul Ambhore

Preyash Vrat
https://amp-businessinsider-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/am…

Regards to this article... confusing me

Amit Charungoo

Lalit Rawat
 so we will ask dought about azure stack thanks for shari…

sure,  I will be more than happy to help.. This shows how Azure 
could be brought down into the Data centre..
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1:02:14 AM

1:02:49 AM
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1:06:53 AM

1:07:15 AM

1:07:18 AM

1:07:46 AM

1:07:53 AM

1:08:08 AM

1:08:32 AM

Lalit Rawat

Amit Charungoo
sure, I will be more than happy to help.. This shows how Az…

Thanks amit.

Kinjal Patel CA32 joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Congratulations team we have reached to 350+ members in 
azure talk

Rahul Ambhore

Guys, what abt  network uptime, scale up features and single 
box redundancy however....from azure stack news perspective

Preyash Vrat
https://amp-businessinsider-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/amp…

Can someone explain this in layman's language please

Lalit Rawat

Rahul Ambhore
Can someone explain this in layman's language please

Even I have explore .

The physical box is comes in the terms of private could where  ms 
will sent the box to your data center to enable the cloud services

Amit Charungoo

this physical box is supposed to host the hyper converged 
infrastructure of Azure stack

Lalit Rawat

Yes it will comes both the way.

Amit Charungoo

it has the ability to scale up and scale out... on the fly..

Lalit Rawat

Private and azure stack

Amit Charungoo

it's the most private cloud to be ever

built

in cloud computing world

Lalit Rawat

Amit Charungoo
it's the most private cloud to be ever
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1:09:32 AM

1:10:28 AM

AH
1:13:52 AM

1:14:10 AM

1:15:01 AM

1:17:31 AM

2:00:10 AM

2:00:13 AM

Yup amit

Rahul Ambhore

Thank you guys..

Amit Charungoo

the feature I loved the most is its fabric controller which gives the 
Azure Stack an ability to self heal

Lalit Rawat

Amit Charungoo
the feature I loved the most is its fabric controller which give

Nice, started learning for. You amit

Ahmad

so I believe the below quesion has an invalid answer it should be  
set-azurevnetconfig , to import it to the destination new 
subscription ,, correct ?

First wishing you a good morning and very much appreciated to 
be a part of your group 
Second I do apologize if posting I am newbie in azure and 
tomorrow I have the exam ^_^

Amit Charungoo

Lalit Rawat
Nice, started learning for. You amit

Lalit bhai,  this has just added fuel to fire for all of us who have 
emence passion for learning Azure...

Lalit Rawat

Amit Charungoo
Lalit bhai, this has just added fuel to fire for all of us who

Yes amit bhai I would love to learn azure all service , now days I 
am passionate About it..

Noor Khan

Hi Lalit done with the file & folder backup too, for file and folder 
back up i downloaded the MS azure backup agent in my local 
machine register the server and scheduled the backup in cloud

now next

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/develop/active-directory-graph-api)

2:31:47 AM

2:31:52 AM

Suresh Mallela
thank you for clarifying Kelvin. Do you have any Documentati…

Not really...

Noor Khan

what is REST-API is

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Noor Khan
what is REST-API is

I'm assuming this is not an Azure specific question.

Noor Khan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
I'm assuming this is not an Azure specific question.

this is related to azure, pls find the sentence below

REST-based service that provides identity management for 
“cloud-first” applications

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Noor Khan
REST-based service that provides identity management for “cl…

There's an AAD graph API. Is that what you are talking about?

Noor Khan

yes

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/develop/active-directory-graph-api 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/develop/active-directory-graph-api)

Docs
Azure Active Directory Graph API
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/develop/active-directory-graph-api)
An overview and quickstart guide for the Graph API which
allows programmatic access to Azure AD through REST API
endpoints.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/devel…

This?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/active-directory-graph-api
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/active-directory-graph-api
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/active-directory-graph-api
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 (https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)

2:34:55 AM

2:35:24 AM

2:35:39 AM

2:35:40 AM
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Noor Khan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
This?

Thanks

if i want to move my on-premises LAB AD which is not register in 
ISP, is that possible to move to azure Cloud, for learning purpose

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Admin: I think we should tag experts in each area of Azure on 
this group. Would it help?

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
if i want to move my on-premises LAB AD which is not registe…

Yes

Noor Khan

how lalit

Lalit Rawat

U can extend ur lab in azure creating the the vm  and stand ur ad 
data in that server

Noor Khan

i am trying to move my lab AD to Azure cloud but it ask for TXT 
record to get register

Lalit Rawat

Create the CNET and if u required help pls follow 
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)

RCloud

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)
learning will never Ends

Ur trying to move with azure cloud

No need to register use default dns server

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
U can extend ur lab in azure creating the the vm and stand ur a

How lalit till now for every part of learning u & niraj where helpful 
for me

i want to go deep in azure

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
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thanks for your great support BRO

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
i want to go deep in azure

Then start with basics

Lalit Rawat

Once ur concept are clear we will start giving u conceptual task

Noor Khan
thanks for your great support BRO

Thanks

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Some silly things like network storage os ect

Noor Khan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Some silly things like network storage os ect

Misra you too man forgot to mention your name i am sry

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Nope

Hum to khud hi sikh rahe hai

Noor Khan

Noor Khan
Hi Lalit done with the file & folder backup too, for file and fo

Misra is this correct

hahahahahaha

Lalit Rawat

@noor, I have covered some basic concept in my cloud, please 
go through it. I ll be adding more  blog on basic concept

Bolg

Noor Khan

can i have the link pls

may be i had not saved

the link which u had buzz me right now r u talking abt that

Lalit Rawat

Https://rcloud.wordpress.com (Https://rcloud.wordpress.com)

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com)

https://rcloud.wordpress.com/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

network/virtual-network-create-vm-accelerated-networking)

3:04:51 AM

RCloud

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/)
learning will never Ends

Yes

Do let me what other topics I need to create i do it.

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com

thanks

sure

Lalit Rawat

Ur welcome u can follow me u ll get an new update about azure

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
Ur welcome u can follow me u ll get an new update about azure

Thanks

Amit Charungoo

Noor Khan
if i want to move my on-premises LAB AD which is not registe…

I have a better way to suggest if it is ok with you...

Noor Khan

Amit Charungoo
I have a better way to suggest if it is ok with you...

Yes Amit Pls

Amit Charungoo

if your VM is on Hyper-v then you can use Hyper-v standalone 
replication to replicate your VM real  time despite the changes 
that take place in the VM while you are working on it..

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-
network-create-vm-accelerated-networking 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-
network-create-vm-accelerated-networking)

Docs

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-create-vm-accelerated-networking
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-create-vm-accelerated-networking
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Create an Azure virtual machine with Accelerated
Networking (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-create-vm-
accelerated-networking)
Learn how to create a virtual machine with Accelerated
Networking.

Azure Virtual Machine (VM) with Accelerated Networking

Noor Khan

Amit Charungoo
if your VM is on Hyper-v then you can use Hyper-v standalone…

It Is on ESXI

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
It Is on ESXI

you have setup everything, really gr8

Noor Khan

but got stuck na

to move to azure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

ASR

Amit Charungoo

sure there's a for it too..

Noor Khan

Click on the NETWORKS link in the left navigation pane of the 
Windows Azure Management Portal and then click the +NEW 
button located on the bottom toolbar.   
   
In the NEW menu, select Networks | Virtual Network | Register 
DNS Server.  In the Name field, type OnPremDNS01.  In the DNS 
Server IP Address field, type the IPv4 address associated with the 
on-premise DNS Server in this scenario: 10.1.0.2 (http://10.1.0.2)  
   
image  
Register On-Premise DNS Server  
   
Click the Register DNS Server button to register this DNS Server 
with Windows Azure.  
  
Register the Cloud-based Active Directory-integrated DNS Server.  
   
Click on the NETWORKS link in the left navigation pane of the 
Windows Azure Management Portal and then click the +NEW 
button located on the bottom toolbar.   

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-create-vm-accelerated-networking
http://10.1.0.2/
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-

recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure)
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In the NEW menu, select Networks | Virtual Network | Register 
DNS Server.  In the Name field, type CloudDNS02.  In the DNS 
Server IP Address field, type the IPv4 address associated with the 
cloud DNS Server that will be provisioned in Exercise 4: 10.0.2.4 
(http://10.0.2.4)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Azure site recovery

Noor Khan

Noor Khan
Click on the NETWORKS link in the left navigation pane of the…

In this i am confuse it show option for Classic

but i am using ARm\so where can i found this steps

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-
recovery-migrate-to-azure (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure) follow this 
it won't ask any thing

Docs
Migrate to Azure with Site Recovery
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-
recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure)
This article provides an overview of migrating VMs and physical
servers to Azure with Azure Site Recovery

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-rec…

ok

Lalit Rawat

Make sure u follow the correct migration other waise u got 
problems

Vivek Kumar Mishra

before proceeding read all doc carefully

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
before proceeding read all doc carefully

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure
http://10.0.2.4/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure
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JV
3:47:34 AM

3:48:12 AM

 (https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Set-up-

directory-synchronization-for-Office-365-1b3b5318-6977-42ed-
b5c7-96fa74b08846)

3:49:32 AM

3:49:36 AM

JV
3:50:23 AM

Nice mishra ji

Noor Khan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
before proceeding read all doc carefully

Yes Sure, Thanks again

Amit Charungoo

https://www.google.co.in/url?
sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-replicate-vmware-to-
azure&ved=0ahUKEwiizaD81YDVAhUKPI8KHaLQAOEQFggcMAA&
usg=AFQjCNHL70dOwsytGZhBzUcEw4eLYfS9-g 
(https://www.google.co.in/url?
sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-replicate-vmware-to-
azure&ved=0ahUKEwiizaD81YDVAhUKPI8KHaLQAOEQFggcMAA&
usg=AFQjCNHL70dOwsytGZhBzUcEw4eLYfS9-g)

use this link

Jijo Varghese

How can we integrate O365 with Wwindows AD

Lalit Rawat

Using add connect

Jijo Varghese
How can we integrate O365 with Wwindows AD

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Set-up-directory-
synchronization-for-Office-365-1b3b5318-6977-42ed-b5c7-
96fa74b08846 (https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Set-up-
directory-synchronization-for-Office-365-1b3b5318-6977-42ed-
b5c7-96fa74b08846)

Office
Set up directory synchronization for Office 365 - Office
365 (https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Set-up-
directory-synchronization-for-Office-365-1b3b5318-
6977-42ed-b5c7-96fa74b08846)
Learn how to set up directory synchronization between Office
365 and your on-premises Active Directory.

This will help

Jijo Varghese

Thanks Lalit

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Set-up-directory-synchronization-for-Office-365-1b3b5318-6977-42ed-b5c7-96fa74b08846
https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-replicate-vmware-to-azure&ved=0ahUKEwiizaD81YDVAhUKPI8KHaLQAOEQFggcMAA&usg=AFQjCNHL70dOwsytGZhBzUcEw4eLYfS9-g
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Set-up-directory-synchronization-for-Office-365-1b3b5318-6977-42ed-b5c7-96fa74b08846
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Set-up-directory-synchronization-for-Office-365-1b3b5318-6977-42ed-b5c7-96fa74b08846
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Lalit Rawat

Ur welcome

Tommy Tang joined group via invite link

Shetty Nilesh

Azure Stack is the next generation and a mile high leap from 
Windows Azure Pack...it brings the power of Azure cloud to one's 
own datacenter

It essentially is a HCI private cloud built on top of Windows 
Server 2016 and System Center 2016

leveraging new features such as Storage Spaces Direct, Hyper-V 
etc

Vivek Kumar Mishra

HCL

Shetty Nilesh

Hyper Converged Infrastructure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Garib company ke pass itna sab kab se ho gaya.

Shetty Nilesh

I have deployed WAP at one of the clients and my experience was 
that of a nightmare...but Azure stack has come a long way from 
there...

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
I have deployed WAP at one of the clients and my experience…

Thanks for sharing ur exp

Noor Khan

difference between Basic and Standard VM

Lalit Rawat

Basic vm are the one which has lower configuration they  will not 
support nlb . They might be slow during configuration of vm

Standard vm are the vm that has higher configuration with new 
hardware there performance are good. U can change the instance  
sizing on it but not in basic vms

Noor Khan
difference between Basic and Standard VM

When u just saw the vm configuration u ll understand. Basic vm 
are not supported ssd drive but standRd support
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 (https://azurestack.blog/2016/10/lets-talk-

business-azures-stack-vs-azure-pack-with-system-center/)

5:54:10 AM

6:02:41 AM

MA
6:03:31 AM

6:06:42 AM

6:07:22 AM

6:07:43 AM

6:07:54 AM

6:10:33 AM

6:10:46 AM

Noor Khan

ok

Shetty Nilesh

https://azurestack.blog/2016/10/lets-talk-business-azures-stack-
vs-azure-pack-with-system-center/ 
(https://azurestack.blog/2016/10/lets-talk-business-azures-stack-
vs-azure-pack-with-system-center/)

Azure Stack
Let’s talk business: MAS vs WAP
(https://azurestack.blog/2016/10/lets-talk-business-
azures-stack-vs-azure-pack-with-system-center/)
Azure Stack Azure Pack with System Center Availability
Targeted for mid-CY2017 as part of an integrated system.
Available. Hardware Azure Stack will b...

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
https://azurestack.blog/2016/10/lets-talk-business-azures-sta…

Nice artical nilesh bhai

Mangesh

Thanks Nilesh for sharing

Shetty Nilesh

Thats an old article btw as few things have been changed in 
Azure stack by now...but should be enough to show the major 
difference between Azure Pack and Azure Stack

Lalit Rawat

Ok

Noor Khan

Hello do any one have azure dumps

which paper should be given first

Lalit Rawat

70-533 and the 70-534 now day microsoft are providing the azure 
mcp which required to to complete the server 2012 or 2016 
server certifucation

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
Hello do any one have azure dumps

Going very fast

https://azurestack.blog/2016/10/lets-talk-business-azures-stack-vs-azure-pack-with-system-center/
https://azurestack.blog/2016/10/lets-talk-business-azures-stack-vs-azure-pack-with-system-center/
https://azurestack.blog/2016/10/lets-talk-business-azures-stack-vs-azure-pack-with-system-center/
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Noor Khan

Mishra ji ia m jobless i need job

now a days this all r the requirement

so i want to

Vivek Kumar Mishra

🤐🤐🤐🤐

Noor Khan

searching for job

Vivek Kumar Mishra

No worries you will get

Noor Khan

hhhmmmm

DUMPS

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Mishra ji ia m jobless i need job

Don't worry u ll have one

Need to check  it's not handy

Noor Khan

ok

Jagan CR

I wana invite my friend to those group, - how shld I invite ?

Lalit Rawat

Jagan CR
I wana invite my friend to those group, - how shld I invite ?

Use this link https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw 
(tg://join?invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw) ask him to install 
the telegram then try

Jagan CR

Ok cool he already installed the telegram...I will ask him to join 
with the link u provided

Lalit Rawat

Sure

Pradeep kumar joined group via invite link

tg://join?invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw
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 (http://www.c-

sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/8ef97c/top-most-interview-
questions-and-answers-of-cloud-computing/)

6:42:08 AM

Pradeep kumar

Hello All

Thanks Jagan for inviting

Lalit Rawat

Hello pradeep

Jagan CR

Pradeep kumar
Thanks Jagan for inviting

Welcome to the group

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Check Lalit Name n status full of Azure

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Check Lalit Name n status full of Azure

Jagan CR

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Check Lalit Name n status full of Azure

It is for Noor  
- http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/8ef97c/top-most-
interview-questions-and-answers-of-cloud-computing/ 
(http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/8ef97c/top-most-
interview-questions-and-answers-of-cloud-computing/)

C-Sharpcorner
Top Interview Questions And Answers Of Cloud
Computing And Microsoft Azure (http://www.c-
sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/8ef97c/top-most-

http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/8ef97c/top-most-interview-questions-and-answers-of-cloud-computing/
http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/8ef97c/top-most-interview-questions-and-answers-of-cloud-computing/
http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/8ef97c/top-most-interview-questions-and-answers-of-cloud-computing/
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interview-questions-and-answers-of-cloud-
computing/)
In this article you will learn about some top interview questions
and answers of Cloud Computing and Microsoft Azure.

All of us as well..

Shetty Nilesh

Jagan CR
It is for Noor - http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/8ef…

Its good but needs to be updated...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Is there any way to bring up generalized vm

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Is there any way to bring up generalized vm

U need in azure?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yes

Lalit Rawat

Elaborate more.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I have vm, generalized that vm to create image

Now I want to bring up that vm

Any possibility

Lalit Rawat

Yes

Vivek Kumar Mishra

How

Lalit Rawat

Copy that vm to azure container and run the sysprep on this 
system

Try imaging with this image

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I already copied the reg file

Lalit Rawat
Copy that vm to azure container and run the sysprep on this s…

http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/8ef97c/top-most-interview-questions-and-answers-of-cloud-computing/
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RA
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7:07:11 AM

7:09:01 AM

7:09:17 AM

No idea about it

Lalit Rawat

Not reg file

Now u have vm or server on premises and u want to move it to 
azure right

Vivek Kumar Mishra

No no

I have vm in azure

Lalit Rawat

Ok

Vivek Kumar Mishra

On that I have done this

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
I have vm in azure

Got confused

See in which container that vm is

Go to that storage account and image the vm from.disk

Renjit Arvind

Posting it one more time... 
One question... What will be the impact when Root domain 
(parent child domain structure) is implementing ADFS/ADconnect 
as part of the AD consolidation where one of the child domain is 
trying to extend AD to Azure using ADFS/AD connect to Azure as 
a separate effort for IAAS deployment...?

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
Posting it one more time... One question... What will be the imp

You mean you have 2 Aad connect one for child forest and one 
for parent forest? It's supported.

Noor Khan

Renjit Arvind
Posting it one more time... One question... What will be the imp

as per my knowledge microsoft recommended not to install ADF 
& AD CONNECT in domain controller

for that you need a seperate memeber server

Renjit Arvind
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7:32:15 AM

7:32:22 AM

I am not sure... it seems like there is a separate effort coming up 
for AD consolidation and AD extending... so wanted to know ..

Yes..theoretically..it will be two connection...

Another question... I haven't extended the AD to Azure but 
created accounts in Azure AD as part of subscription creation.  
Can I use this account, to build the IAAS infra including a DC 
deployment?

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
Another question... I haven't extended the AD to Azure but cr…

No

You can use it to provision the resource in Azure however you 
can't use it to operate the iaas vms

Shetty Nilesh
https://azurestack.blog/2016/10/lets-talk-business-azures-sta…

Nice article!!

Niraj Kumar pinned « you can refer all pas… »

Shetty Nilesh

Emailing Azure-Stack-white-paper.pdf

Amit Charungoo

Niraj Kumar
You can use it to provision the resource in Azure however you…

why don't we use Azure AD Domain services...  The managed 
Domain controller...

Renjit Arvind

So do I need to extend AD to Azure?

Can I get a doc/link?

Amit Charungoo

I can share a ppt on it

I made that ppt

may be it will help you understand the concept a bit

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
So do I need to extend AD to Azure?

https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
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No. You don't. Build ur DC in Azure

But you will need to setup new forest

Are you ready for that?

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
No. You don't. Build ur DC in Azure

Yes

Amit Charungoo

I think for the existing Azure AD the Domain services could be 
activated

Niraj Kumar

Amit Charungoo
I think for the existing Azure AD the Domain services could be a

Yup

Amit Charungoo

let me share the doc..

Renjit Arvind

Pls share.. the Ppt...No... I want my domain controller in Azure 
Iaas

Lalit Rawat

Amit Charungoo
let me share the doc..

Sure

Niraj Kumar

Amit Charungoo
I think for the existing Azure AD the Domain services could be a

But it's only available in ASM portal and not in ARM portal

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Pls share.. the Ppt...No... I want my domain controller in Azure

And it is possible throug domain services

Niraj Kumar
But it's only available in ASM portal and not in ARM portal

It will in both the portal

Renjit Arvind

No domain service...

Niraj Kumar
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 (https://www.upguard.com/articles/microsoft-

azure-stack-vs-openstack)

7:36:31 AM

7:36:58 AM

7:37:11 AM

7:39:35 AM

7:40:04 AM

7:40:11 AM

Renjit Arvind
Pls share.. the Ppt...No... I want my domain controller in Azure

Do you want it new forest or existing forest?

Lalit Rawat
It will in both the portal

Are you sure?

Lalit Rawat

Probably the name might change ,not sure let me check

Amit Charungoo

I will share the doc  give me a minute...

Shetty Nilesh

Interesting read...https://www.upguard.com/articles/microsoft-
azure-stack-vs-openstack 
(http://www.upguard.com/articles/microsoft-azure-stack-vs-
openstack)

Upguard
Microsoft Azure Stack vs OpenStack for Hybrid/Private
Cloud Deployments
(https://www.upguard.com/articles/microsoft-azure-
stack-vs-openstack)
OpenStack finally has a worthy contender in the private/hybrid
cloud computing space. Find out how it compares with
Microsoft's new Azure Stack.

Niraj Kumar

Lalit  Check the portal and let me know.

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Lalit Check the portal and let me know.

Sure

Niraj Kumar

When I did the demo in Azure Talk of Azure AD DS it wasnt 
available in ARM

Now it's showing preview

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
When I did the demo in Azure Talk of Azure AD DS it wasnt a…

I am checking it now

https://www.upguard.com/articles/microsoft-azure-stack-vs-openstack
http://www.upguard.com/articles/microsoft-azure-stack-vs-openstack
https://www.upguard.com/articles/microsoft-azure-stack-vs-openstack


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory-domain-services/active-directory-ds-getting-started-
admingroup)
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory-domain-services/active-directory-ds-faqs)

7:41:52 AM

7:41:55 AM

Niraj Kumar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-
services/active-directory-ds-getting-started-admingroup 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-
services/active-directory-ds-getting-started-admingroup)

Docs
Azure Active Directory Domain Services: Getting
Started (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/active-directory-domain-services/active-
directory-ds-getting-started-admingroup)
Enable Azure Active Directory Domain Services using the Azure
portal (Preview)

Shetty Nilesh

The faq still says that its only available in ASM and they are 
working to make it available in ARM

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-
services/active-directory-ds-faqs (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/active-directory-domain-services/active-directory-ds-
faqs)

Docs
FAQs - Azure Active Directory Domain Services
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory-domain-services/active-directory-ds-faqs)
Frequently asked questions about Azure Active Directory
Domain Services

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
The faq still says that its only available in ASM and they are w

Correct!!

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-services/active-directory-ds-getting-started-admingroup
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-services/active-directory-ds-faqs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-services/active-directory-ds-getting-started-admingroup
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-services/active-directory-ds-getting-started-admingroup
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-services/active-directory-ds-faqs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-services/active-directory-ds-faqs
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Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Photo

Ohh ok.. Iet me check one more time in azure ad for my 
confirmation

Renjit Arvind

So even if you wanted to extend your AD by placing a DC in the 
Azure ... you need Ad to extended to Azure using AD connect?

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
So even if you wanted to extend your AD by placing a DC in t…

No

U can create the vm and  install the add services join in to 
domain

It's just how we do it in on premise

Renjit Arvind

Join as a additional DC to your domain?

Lalit Rawat

Then u have migrate over the fsmo roles global catalog and other 
services

Renjit Arvind
Join as a additional DC to your domain?

Correct

Renjit Arvind

Since it is part of IAAS, we don't have domain accounts, which 
account would be used to deploy this VM..?

Vivek Kumar Mishra
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Local

At first time

Renjit Arvind

Can pls share a doc

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I am just reading conversations

Renjit Arvind

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Since it is part of IAAS, we don't have domain accounts, whic…

When u create the vm it will ask to provide the username and 
password .Just like deploying image in onremise we provide the 
administrator account

Once u ll join it to dc the. U ca. User ur domain credential

Renjit Arvind

So correct me If I am wrong...  initially start with the subscription 
account and deploy a VM in the VNET (which is an extension of 
your network connected via Express Route). Add the domain 
services to that VM and promote as part of the your on-promise 
AD as a additional DC. Any of this steps, we don't need to extend 
our AD to azure...

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
So correct me If I am wrong... initially start with the subscri

Correct I will share the docs I m in the way to office

Renjit Arvind

Renjitharavind@gmail.com (mailto:Renjitharavind@gmail.com)

Lalit Rawat

Sure

Amit Charungoo

sorry for the delay guys...  I was in meeting so could not share 
the doc..

just want to know is there a web version of telegram app so that 
I could use it on my pc

mailto:Renjitharavind@gmail.com
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Lalit Rawat

Yes u can search it on Google

I am using it some web version some time

Amit Charungoo

it is little difficult for me to use mobile

and pc simultaneously

Lalit Rawat

Yes

Shibin Ayikal

Hello All, I have an java application hosted in Azure Container 
Services on top of Kubernetes. Note: the application is NOT based 
on Azure App Service. In order to run scheduled jobs I am 
thinking to propose creating a dummy Azure web app and then 
create a webjob to trigger the ACS based app. Does that make 
any sense? 
 I am forced to think of an alternative as Cronjob option in 
Kubernetes is still in alpha. Also will Azure Scheduler service fit 
into this case.

Veresh Jain

Shibin Ayikal
Hello All, I have an java application hosted in Azure Container

You can consier using quartz which is Java based job scheduler 
and ship along with your Java based application

If quartz is not an option then you can go with creating Azure 
Web app and then create a web job to trigger that webapp

Shibin Ayikal

Veresh Jain
If quartz is not an option then you can go with creating Azure…

Thanks Veeresh, Is quartz free for Enterprise use?

Veresh Jain

Shibin Quartz is shipped under apache license http://www.quartz-
scheduler.org/overview/license.html (http://www.quartz-
scheduler.org/overview/license.html)

www.quartz-scheduler.org
License (http://www.quartz-
scheduler.org/overview/license.html)
A full-featured, Java-based, In-process job scheduler.

Niraj Kumar

Amit Charungoo
just want to know is there a web version of telegram app so t…

http://www.quartz-scheduler.org/overview/license.html
http://www.quartz-scheduler.org/overview/license.html
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9:39:51 AM

9:40:56 AM
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yes, in fact they have Desktop application too.

Shibin Ayikal

Thanks . I am checking if the application team is fine with that.

Niraj Kumar

https://web.telegram.org/#/im (https://web.telegram.org/#/im)

Mangesh

Any suggestion on powershell group in telegram

Niraj Kumar

Guys I closed the poll and here is the result

What's the best suitable time for Azure talk? 

9 AM EST or 6:30 PM IST or 1 PM GMT on Saturday – 16 
 43% 

7 AM EST or 4:30 PM IST or 11 AM GMT on Saturday – 12 
 32% 

9:30 PM EST Saturday or 7:00 AM IST Sunday or 1:30 AM GMT 
Saturday. – 6 

 16% 

7 AM EST or 4:30 PM IST or 11 AM GMT on Sunday – 3 
 8% 

 37 people voted so far. Poll closed.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Mangesh
Any suggestion on powershell group in telegram

Like??

Niraj Kumar

Looking at the voting pattern seems like People are comfortable 
with Morning EST time zone. Hence I decided to run Azure talk in 
Morning session. There was close tie between 7 AM to 9 AM and I 
decided to pick a middle path i.e. 8 AM. EST. I'll send the updated 
invite. Will see it for couple of weeks and decide on making it 
permanent.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Sunday morning is very difficult

Niraj Kumar

i'm in EST
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-prerequisites)

10:07:53 AM

RA
10:11:12 AM

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Hmm I know that

Niraj Kumar

8 AM EST, 5:30 PM IST

Saturday

and 1 PM GMT

sorry 12 PM GMT

8 AM EST or 5:30 PM IST or 12 PM GMT on Saturday

Shibin Ayikal

Niraj Kumar
https://web.telegram.org/#/im

Blocked for me 

Niraj Kumar

hit with IP

https://149.154.167.120 (https://149.154.167.120)

Renjit Arvind

To deploy AD connect, do we need ADFS..? If  answer is no, can 
anyone tell me what are the minimum requirements for As 
connect..?

Niraj Kumar

no

google it. :)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-prerequisites 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-prerequisites)

Docs
Azure AD Connect: Prerequisites and hardware
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-
prerequisites)
This topic describes the pre-requisites and the hardware
requirements for Azure AD Connect

Renjit Arvind

I have seen this but it still says about the adfs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-prerequisites
https://149.154.167.120/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-prerequisites
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/connect/active-directory-aadconnect-prerequisites
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 (https://github.com/AzureTalk/Script)

10:56:42 AM

10:57:08 AM

11:09:56 AM

Or mixing it with ADFs

Saakar invited Mac

Niraj Kumar

The page lists out specs for AAD connect and ADFS both. Just 
take the specs for AAD connect

You are getting confused with specs. Just read it carefully and 
you will understand what I mean. Ignore last paragraph

that is for ADFS 2nd last para has AAD connect specs

Preyash Vrat

Amit Charungoo
I have been involved in several PoCs for Azure stack on clients

Great Amit, hope we all will get chance to learn Azure stack with 
you. Thanks.

Renjit Arvind

Do we need certificate..? What cert

Niraj Kumar

Suresh Mallela
can you also give me the access to : sureshmallela

Sorry for being late! I granted you the rights.

Anybody else needed access to AzureTalk github repository let 
me know.

Contributor access

https://github.com/AzureTalk/Script 
(https://github.com/AzureTalk/Script)

GitHub

AzureTalk/Script
(https://github.com/AzureTalk/Script)
Script - Azure Powershell scripts.

Thanks to Shakti, he has contributed a lot in the repository

Yogesh Kalyankar joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Anybody wanted to do part time work for money in Azure? 
Please PM me and I'll give you contact of the person.

Mangesh

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://github.com/AzureTalk/Script
https://github.com/AzureTalk/Script
https://github.com/AzureTalk/Script
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11:55:47 AM
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12:26:17 PM

Like??
I mean like Azure group...does anyone knows about any 
powershell group in telegram to learn more knowledge

Lalit Rawat

Mangesh
I mean like Azure group...does anyone knows about any po…

yes

Mangesh

Lalit Rawat
yes

Can you pls share to join

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Please share with me

Powershell is gr8

Dhruvin Shah

Me too

Vivek Kumar Mishra

And azure powershell is awesome

It's like windows cmd

https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087 
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)

Channel 9
Azure Compute: New features and roadmap
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)
A can’t-miss session for everyone building in the cloud! We
take a look at some of the newest features and upcoming
capabilities in the Azure Compute...

Check this out

Coming cool stuff

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)

https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087


 (https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/azure-site-

recovery-large-disks/)

12:30:29 PM

12:32:01 PM

12:33:53 PM

DK
2:37:10 PM

2:37:44 PM

Mishra jee! Could you please, if you could summarize the new 
features? Plz

https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-
disks/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/azure-site-recovery-
large-disks/)

Microsoft
Azure Site Recovery now supports large disk sizes in
Azure (https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/azure-site-
recovery-large-disks/)
Azure Site Recovery (ASR) now supports the disaster recovery
and migration of on-premises virtual machines with disk sizes
of upto 4 TB to Azure.

Cool new feature addition to ASR. Now it supports storage 
space vm backup on Windows 2016.

Lalit Rawat

very infromative

Diwakar Kumar

How Does #Microsoft (tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=Microsoft) 
#Azure (tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=Azure) Guarantee 99.99% 
SLA’s on a Single Instance Virtual Machine with PREMIUM 
STORAGE underhood ? Note: 99.99% SLA is On VM Connectivity! 
Conditions: - The underlying storage for VM OS & Disks should be 
PREMIUM only. [ IOPS: Premium storage would guarantee you 
the higher IOPS of 50,000/Disk than STANDARD of 500 IOPS/Disk 
which ] [ Through-Put: Premium Storage offers 2 GBPS/Disk ]  
What Azure changed to bring the magic: Azure use to place 
Compute (VM) and Storage Disks (VHD’s) far in different DC’s 
now they placed, the Premium Storage Disks (VHD’s) in the same 
DC, on the same server the Compute (VM) resides, which will 
avoid ‘East-West Traffic Issue', Avoiding so-called Network 
Connectivity Issues BUT DO NOT BE SO CONFIDENT just use VM 
Scale Set’s to have multiple VM instances instead of the only one 
which would make your app Reliable and 99.99% Available   

https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-disks/
https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-disks/
https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-disks/
tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=Microsoft
tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=Azure


2:39:58 PM

(https://t.me/joinchat/EnXsXUJA6BNJYXeeMfcgOQ)

2:40:33 PM

(https://t.me/joinchat/EnXsXUPA098BUs7msBUsZw)

2:40:55 PM

How Does #Microsoft (tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=Microsoft) 
#Azure (tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=Azure) Guarantee 99.99% 
SLA’s on a Single Instance Virtual Machine with PREMIUM 
STORAGE underhood ? Note: 99.99% SLA is

Dhruvin Shah

Dhruvin Shah: 
https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY (https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY)

YouTube
How to create Office 365 Trial Tenant for one year using
Office 365 Developer Program?
(https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY)
This video is best for those who are beginner in
SharePoint.When you start SharePoint Development you always
have a question in your mind how to prepare deve...

https://t.me/joinchat/EnXsXUJA6BNJYXeeMfcgOQ (tg://join?
invite=EnXsXUJA6BNJYXeeMfcgOQ)

Telegram
SharePoint
(https://t.me/joinchat/EnXsXUJA6BNJYXeeMfcgOQ)
SharePoint Development Group  
Office 365 
SharePoint 2013

https://t.me/joinchat/EnXsXUPA098BUs7msBUsZw (tg://join?
invite=EnXsXUPA098BUs7msBUsZw)

Telegram
Asp. Net, C#, MVC, SharePoint Developer
(https://t.me/joinchat/EnXsXUPA098BUs7msBUsZw)
C# 
Asp. Net 
Mvc 

(https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY) 7:35

https://t.me/joinchat/EnXsXUJA6BNJYXeeMfcgOQ
https://t.me/joinchat/EnXsXUPA098BUs7msBUsZw
tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=Microsoft
tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=Azure
https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY
https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY
tg://join?invite=EnXsXUJA6BNJYXeeMfcgOQ
https://t.me/joinchat/EnXsXUJA6BNJYXeeMfcgOQ
tg://join?invite=EnXsXUPA098BUs7msBUsZw
https://t.me/joinchat/EnXsXUPA098BUs7msBUsZw
https://youtu.be/F1BwC0WeClY
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(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2014/05/27/step-
by-step-active-directory-migration-from-windows-server-2008-
r2-to-windows-server-2012-r2/)

4:48:14 PM

4:48:35 PM

5:11:16 PM

5:11:44 PM

SharePoint 
Javascript  
JQuery

ionut apostu joined group via invite link

Renjit Arvind

Can you plz share the doc to my mail id

Renjit Arvind

Lalit Rawat 7/11/17

Correct I will share the docs I m in the way to office

Suresh Mallela

hi All, Can we have multiple Subscriptions Under One Directory ( 
AAD) ?

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Correct I will share the docs I m in the way to office

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2014/05/27/step-by-
step-active-directory-migration-from-windows-server-2008-r2-to-
windows-server-2012-r2/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2014/05/27/step-
by-step-active-directory-migration-from-windows-server-2008-r2-
to-windows-server-2012-r2/)

CANITPRO
Step-By-Step: Active Directory Migration from Windows
Server 2008 R2 to Windows Server 2012 R2
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2014/05/27/step-
by-step-active-directory-migration-from-windows-
server-2008-r2-to-windows-server-2012-r2/)
With the end of support for Windows Server 2003 creeping
towards us, many IT professionals has taken an interest in our
previous post entitled Step-By...

Please use this make sure there azure dose not support the DHCP 
migration

Lalit Rawat

Suresh Mallela
hi All, Can we have multiple Subscriptions Under One Director…

not in one directory but it is possbile under one account.

beacuse directory it self present as subscription.

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2014/05/27/step-by-step-active-directory-migration-from-windows-server-2008-r2-to-windows-server-2012-r2/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2014/05/27/step-by-step-active-directory-migration-from-windows-server-2008-r2-to-windows-server-2012-r2/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/canitpro/2014/05/27/step-by-step-active-directory-migration-from-windows-server-2008-r2-to-windows-server-2012-r2/
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Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-dis…

Niraj bhai you owe me . This feature has been test and verified. 
When I needed more just got help from you. Thank you so much 
niraj bhai for your help

Aavisek

Niraj Kumar
https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-dis…

This will help in many large sql migrations...it was one of the 
most awaited feature.

Renjit Arvind

Question on ASR ? Can we change the IP and hostname at the 
DR site while using the ASR. Or do we need to keep the same 
name...pls  suggest...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

You can change the ip and host name as well after failover

It's depends upon on you application dependencies

Renjit Arvind

While using ASR, how do we change the journals?

Hostname

Vivek Kumar Mishra

You can but after failover

During replication you can nor

*not

Renjit Arvind

If that is the case, do we have any link to share

Vivek Kumar Mishra

It's simple after failover it will create vm login into that vm 
change hostname

It will take a reboot

Let me search

Renjit Arvind

Sure ...by the way thank you for the suggestion..

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-
networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames)

10:09:17 PM

10:13:31 PM

RA
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10:20:05 PM

10:24:57 PM

10:25:10 PM

(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-
networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames)

Docs
Viewing and Modifying Hostnames
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-
hostnames)
How to view and change hostnames for Azure virtual
machines, web and worker roles for name resolution

One more thing when you are doing failover there is option to 
change vm display name on azure portal this value will not 
change your host name host name will pick same as on prim vm

Renjit Arvind

Oh...so what will change when opt for name change during the 
failover

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Only the display name in portal

here you can see the option of VM name

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames
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you can change the Microsoft Azure Name but hostname as it is 
on-prim VM

Renjit Arvind

Will it same for Azure to Azure fail over...can you plz check?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Azure to Azure need some time to check

Renjit Arvind

Pls check.. I will wait.. ...This is for a questionnaire..

Dhruvin Shah

Guyz Try this awesome site with amazing Feature for discussion 
more interactive 
Superb features  

https://wedevelopershere.slack.com/messages/C67BUFQFM/deta
ils/ 
(https://wedevelopershere.slack.com/messages/C67BUFQFM/det
ails/)

Biswadip Dhar Choudhury joined group via invite link

Dhruvin Shah

Slack is look like this which have very good features.. 
Try it once..

Wednesday, July 12, 2017

Renuka Prasad joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Renjit Arvind
Will it same for Azure to Azure fail over...can you plz check?

Same happens with Azure to Azure

Shakti Ranjan

I have to deploy oracle db server with Linux OS. Image is 
available in Azure for that.? 
What is basic difference between image from Azure gallery and 
from Market Place.?

https://wedevelopershere.slack.com/messages/C67BUFQFM/details/


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/linux/classic/oracle-images)
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DK
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-

site-recovery-large-disks/)

3:42:09 AM

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/linux/classic/oracle-images 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/linux/classic/oracle-images)

Docs
List of Oracle VM images in Azure
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/linux/classic/oracle-images)
Get the list of Oracle images in the Azure Gallery and learn how
to create an Oracle virtual machine.

Saakar invited Aniket Daundkar

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linu…

Diwakar Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-
disks/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-site-
recovery-large-disks/)

Microsoft
Azure Site Recovery now supports large disk sizes in
Azure (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/classic/oracle-images
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-disks/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/classic/oracle-images
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/classic/oracle-images
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-disks/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-disks/
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site-recovery-large-disks/)
Azure Site Recovery (ASR) now supports the disaster recovery
and migration of on-premises virtual machines with disk sizes
of upto 4 TB to Azure.

now asr also support 4 TB disk

as they released support 4 TB disk on vm

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087

Mishra Jii.. Did you register for preview PowerShell?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Happy birthday ladke

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Happy birthday ladke

Thank you.

One benefit I found that it is taking Azure account directory, 
appart from this any other benefits..?? Need to dig into it.

Suresh Kumar Tettu

Hi friends... I am facing some issue in IIS 7 related to worker 
process... There is some deadlock at "aspnet_isapi.dll" deadlock 
and event id: 2262 

The website which is hosted in IIS7 is daily going down at 12 o 
clock. 

 I did it see any errors related to this issue and I can see only 
warnings..

The above screen shots have warning details ... Please suggest 
me to go ahead with this issue to resolve..

Shakti Ranjan

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-site-recovery-large-disks/
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-

networking-features-in-azure-scale-sets/)
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JV
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4:45:37 AM

4:46:44 AM

4:47:16 AM

Suresh Kumar Tettu
Photo

Check if any feed or queue job running on that time.

Suresh Kumar Tettu

Actually the web application is SharePoint web application.... And 
at that time there is some search jobs, user profile jobs are 
running

Shakti Ranjan

I would suggest to deploy new instance for Search application 
service in SharePoint farm. Otherwise during crawling it will kill 
application performance. And set it to incremental crawl instead 
of full crawl.

Shakti Ranjan

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-networking-features-
in-azure-scale-sets/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-
networking-features-in-azure-scale-sets/)

Microsoft
New networking features in Azure scale sets
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-
networking-features-in-azure-scale-sets/)
Today we are announcing a set of networking enhancements
for Azure virtual machine scale sets, adding new ways to assign
IP addresses, configure DNS,...

Jijo Varghese

Hi am new to azure active directory

did we get any ip for azure ad

How we can integrate azure ad with aws

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
now asr also support 4 TB disk

Tested and verified

Jijo Varghese
How we can integrate azure ad with aws

I will update you there ni ip for azure ad

Jijo Varghese
did we get any ip for azure ad

Or probably u ll get the public ip

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-networking-features-in-azure-scale-sets/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-networking-features-in-azure-scale-sets/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/new-networking-features-in-azure-scale-sets/


JV
4:47:51 AM

4:48:09 AM

4:48:16 AM

4:48:22 AM

JV
4:49:40 AM

4:49:41 AM

JV
4:53:20 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial)

5:06:15 AM

 (http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2481)

5:06:37 AM

Jijo Varghese

But its a managed service right?

The how ip?

*then

Lalit Rawat

Yes

Jijo Varghese

then how we will get it

Lalit Rawat

That is region I said need to check

Jijo Varghese

Ok lalit

Lalit Rawat

Jijo https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial) it will help

Docs
Tutorial: Azure Active Directory integration with
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-
tutorial)
Learn how to configure single sign-on between Azure Active
Directory and Amazon Web Services (AWS).

http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2481 
(http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2481)

AllAboutWindowsSL
Configure SSO between Azure & AWS (Amazon Web
Service) (http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?
p=2481)
From this blog post I’ll walk through how to enable SSO (Single
Sign on ) between Azure and AWS with Azure AD integration.
Integrating AWS with Azure...

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial
http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2481
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial
http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2481
http://www.allaboutwindowssl.com/?p=2481


JV
5:22:40 AM

5:26:38 AM

RA
6:29:45 AM

6:33:48 AM

6:34:05 AM

6:34:27 AM

6:34:36 AM

6:35:09 AM

6:35:24 AM

7:19:25 AM

7:21:50 AM

RA
7:25:26 AM

7:26:36 AM

Jijo Varghese

Thnaks Lalit.Let me check this

Lalit Rawat

Jijo Varghese
Thnaks Lalit.Let me check this

Sure ,basically it is integrating through application proxy 
authentication.

Renjit Arvind

Thank you Misra.. I assume if I wanted rename the host name.. I 
might need to use the earlier article. Is it?... can you plz let me 
know..whether process would be same like VMware to Azure 
migration..?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Still i am confused

You are trying on prim to Azure or Azure to Azure?

For both you can change the host name after failover

Process is same

Do failover the. It create the vm login in that vm change host 
name

Reboot server to apply effect

Anuj Rana

Renjit Arvind
To deploy AD connect, do we need ADFS..? If answer is no, c…

You do not need ADFS for it, federation is only required to 
provide SSO for claim aware relying parties. You do have option 
to install ADFS through AAD connect but its upto you if you need 
it or not. You can use AAD connect to only sync ur users to cloud 
with or without password hash.

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Thank you Misra.. I assume if I wanted rename the host nam…

Rename is not allowed in azure after vm created or during 
migration before migration u can try

Renjit Arvind

I wanted to try from Azure to Azure...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Rename is not allowed in azure after vm created or during mi…

 he is asking about host name



7:26:45 AM

7:27:34 AM

7:27:40 AM

7:28:21 AM

7:28:30 AM

7:29:22 AM

7:29:58 AM

7:30:10 AM

7:30:12 AM

7:30:50 AM

7:31:16 AM

RA
7:31:29 AM

I have done many times

Shakti Ranjan

Host name we can change but not display name.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Renjit Arvind
I wanted to try from Azure to Azure...

Changing host name process is same

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
 he is asking about host name

One dought if we change the host name how would be we 
change the services name associated with vnsh host.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Host name we can change but not display name.

You can change display name as well for that you need to delete 
the vm and recreate it again

Lalit Rawat

If not then when u took an rdp  it will reflect the same I have 
long back but did not work for me

Shakti Ranjan

Yes it is only possible after deletion and recreation in ARM. But in 
ASM you can change host name as well with export and import of 
configuration.

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
You can change display name as well for that you need to del…

That mean u r creating the new vm using the same diak

Disk

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
That mean u r creating the new vm using the same diak

Right

I didn't have idea about services that Part will take care by 
application team

Renjit Arvind

Getting confused... so can we change the host name /display 
(tg://bot_command?command=display) name of the VM after or 

tg://bot_command?command=display


7:32:12 AM

RA
7:33:37 AM

7:34:09 AM

7:34:28 AM

7:34:40 AM

7:34:46 AM

7:35:26 AM

7:35:59 AM

7:36:30 AM

RA
7:36:45 AM

7:36:53 AM

7:37:21 AM

RA
7:37:29 AM

7:37:56 AM

during the failover ... similar to onprem to Azure. Vmware we can 
change the display name as servername-test ...

Shakti Ranjan

Renjit Arvind
Getting confused... so can we change the host name /display …

Yes it is possible... downtime required.

Renjit Arvind

Why the downtime...can't we do it while fail over...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Renjit Arvind
Getting confused... so can we change the host name /display …

During test failover there is option to change the display name in 
azure portal

But it waill pick the same name as source vm

That can change after failover

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Getting confused... so can we change the host name /display …

I think so yes because any how u ll be creating the new vm

Vivek Kumar Mishra
But it waill pick the same name as source vm

True that is the buety of ms azure

Change the hostname in on premises and resync it again

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Change the hostname in on premises and resync it again

That will take time

Renjit Arvind

No change on Prem... This is DR for prod...

You can't do that...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Best way is change it after failover

Renjit Arvind

Thank you Anuj for ADFs

Mistra only the display name..Correct..

Shetty Nilesh



 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/resources/enterprise-cloud-strategy/)

7:39:04 AM

RA
7:39:05 AM

7:39:18 AM

7:39:25 AM

7:39:37 AM

7:39:53 AM

RA
7:40:00 AM

7:40:04 AM

7:40:20 AM

7:40:27 AM

RA
7:40:35 AM

7:40:50 AM

RA
7:41:09 AM

7:42:05 AM

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/enterprise-cloud-
strategy/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/resources/enterprise-cloud-strategy/)

Microsoft
Enterprise Cloud Strategy
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/resources/enterprise-cloud-strategy/)
What you need to know now about moving to the cloudIn the
second edition of the Enterprise Cloud Strategy e-book, we've
taken the essential informatio...

Renjit Arvind

Else using the DiSK create a VM with a different name

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ahh

Let me explain again

Laltu plz correct if something wrong

When you add you vm in replication

Renjit Arvind

Sorry buddy... I appreciate your efforts...

Yes

Lalit Rawat

Yes

Vivek Kumar Mishra

It will take the host name and display name same as source vm

Renjit Arvind

Yes

Vivek Kumar Mishra

During failover you can change the display name not host name

Renjit Arvind

Ok...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

After failover onece vm create login into vm and change 
hostname

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/enterprise-cloud-strategy/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/enterprise-cloud-strategy/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/enterprise-cloud-strategy/


RA
7:42:21 AM

7:42:23 AM

7:43:01 AM

RA
7:43:34 AM

7:43:39 AM

7:43:51 AM

7:43:58 AM

7:44:05 AM

7:44:07 AM

7:44:07 AM

7:44:08 AM

7:44:47 AM

7:44:56 AM

7:45:17 AM

7:46:32 AM

Renjit Arvind

Ok...

Lalit Rawat

When u add your vm for replication there are terrain services are 
associated with it when u ll do fail over they will look for sane 
hostname as u have repLicated if u change that might fail over 
effect

Vivek Kumar Mishra
After failover onece vm create login into vm and change host…

Mishra ji fir wahi baat bahar kuch or andar kuch or ye kese 
chalega

Renjit Arvind

English plz....

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Bahar ke se koi effect ni hota hai

Ok vm display name and hostname

Bother are different

No dependency

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Bahar ke se koi effect ni hota hai

Correct

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Ok vm display name and hostname

Yes

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Why??

Because when you doing test failover it will create vm  display 
name your vmname - test

With same host name as on prim

Lalit Rawat

But if some has deleted that vm mistakenly as not it is in right 
name what will be the impact

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
But if some has deleted that vm mistakenly as not it is in right



7:46:44 AM

7:47:05 AM

7:47:48 AM

7:48:17 AM

7:48:27 AM

7:49:52 AM

7:50:29 AM

7:50:35 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames)

7:51:32 AM

7:51:36 AM

That is different things here we are discussing about host and 
display name during failover

Lalit Rawat
But if some has deleted that vm mistakenly as not it is in right

Maar khayega wo phir🤣🤣🤣🤣

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
But if some has deleted that vm mistakenly as not it is in right

Don't give access to those people who don't have Knowledge on 
this

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
But if some has deleted that vm mistakenly as not it is in right

That's why lock in place

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
That's why lock in place

I goted

Ranjit try in test env and be happy u ll see the difference

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Today morning i did that Azure to Azure

Awesome and very simple

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-
networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-
networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames)

Docs
Viewing and Modifying Hostnames
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-
hostnames)
How to view and change hostnames for Azure virtual machines,
web and worker roles for name resolution

Use full

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-networks-viewing-and-modifying-hostnames


7:53:31 AM

RA
7:53:34 AM

7:53:52 AM

7:55:01 AM

7:55:04 AM

7:55:21 AM

7:56:09 AM

RA
7:57:39 AM

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Renjit you query clear or still confused??

Renjit Arvind

So let me summarize..in a Azure to Azure fail over process..  
1) We can change the host display name after the failover but not 
the actual host name. 
2) If you have to change the actual host name- use the disk 
create a new VM. Else after the failover- login to the server and 
rename it... Application which are specific with the journals may 
have an impact... 
3) If you wanted to change the journals, we can follow the above 
article and do it from the servicebus side... This article will be 
applied irrespective of the situations.. pls review...

Lalit Rawat

Mishra Renjit https://community.spiceworks.com/topic/989360-
how-to-change-the-azure-vm-name 
(https://community.spiceworks.com/topic/989360-how-to-
change-the-azure-vm-name) read the review

The Spiceworks Community
How to change the Azure VM name.
(https://community.spiceworks.com/topic/989360-
how-to-change-the-azure-vm-name)
Hi Team, 
We have hosted 2  VM's in Azure with the name of
GDAZDAKGERDC01 , GDAZDAKGERDEV1, Now i have to change
both the names. 

Renjit Arvind
So let me summarize..in a Azure to Azure fail over process.. 1)

U gote

Goted

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Here display name is which is showing in Azure portal and host 
name login in to vm and vmhostname

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Here display name is which is showing in Azure portal and ho…

Mishraji u to goted

Renjit Arvind

Thank you Mishra... is there any way where we can arrange these 
discussion with topics or see the responses for a specific query.. 
multiple topics so loosing the chat...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://community.spiceworks.com/topic/989360-how-to-change-the-azure-vm-name
https://community.spiceworks.com/topic/989360-how-to-change-the-azure-vm-name


7:58:46 AM

RA
8:00:22 AM

8:01:01 AM

RA
8:01:12 AM

8:01:28 AM

RA
8:01:52 AM

8:02:20 AM

RA
8:02:51 AM

8:03:05 AM

8:03:10 AM

8:06:00 AM

RA
8:06:34 AM

8:06:57 AM

Renjit Arvind
Thank you Mishra... is there any way where we can arrange t…

No idea 

Renjit Arvind

One question more... If you use the disk and promote a new VM, 
will that disk will look for the same host name..Are we adding it 
as a secondary disk.?

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
One question more... If you use the disk and promote a new …

New name

Renjit Arvind

Thank you buddy for sharing your knowledge....

Lalit Rawat

But it should be proper generLized

Renjit Arvind

 Misha and Lalit

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
 Misha and Lalit

Ur welocme

Renjit Arvind

Proper Generalised meaning

??

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
New name

Counter question using disk hostname same. But using image 
hostname different or same?

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Proper Generalised meaning

Run the sysperp before creating the image

Renjit Arvind

Got it ...Thank you..

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Counter question using disk hostname same. But using image…



8:08:18 AM

8:09:12 AM

8:09:32 AM

8:10:24 AM

8:10:36 AM

8:11:04 AM

8:11:50 AM

8:12:13 AM

8:12:20 AM

8:12:44 AM

8:12:55 AM

8:13:51 AM

8:14:25 AM

looks like same but can be different

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yup

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Counter question using disk hostname same. But using image…

If you delete VM without Vhd and use that Vhd to deploy VM host 
name is same. Before creating image run sysprep and then create 
image and deploy VM using that image then new name.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
If you delete VM without Vhd and use that Vhd to deploy VM …

If I create image without running sysprep

Sorry all to asking many questions

Shakti Ranjan

Image in the place to deploy large no. of workloads. Could you 
imagine all workloads with same name?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Why are you giving ana like azure docs???

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Why are you giving ana like azure docs???

??

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yes I want to deploy many vm with same host name

Shakti Ranjan

Then capture and deploy

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit you there??

Shakti Ranjan
Then capture and deploy

Yo 🤘

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
If I create image without running sysprep

Y can but it is not recommended by Microsoft



8:15:08 AM

8:16:26 AM

8:16:45 AM

8:16:51 AM

8:16:52 AM

8:17:20 AM

8:17:43 AM

8:17:47 AM

8:18:11 AM

8:18:29 AM

8:18:34 AM

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Lalit you there??

Yes

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Yes I want to deploy many vm with same host name

How this is possible , if every company name will same then 
maruti selling with name of audi

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
How this is possible , if every company name will same then …

Lalit Rawat

There is restrictions on naming convention

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Y can but it is not recommended by Microsoft

Bro who follows ms recommendations create your own

Lalit Rawat

Sure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
How this is possible , if every company name will same then …

Think other way as well audi will sell multiple A3 with same colour

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Bro who follows ms recommendations create your own

Mishra Ji ...if you will not run sysprep then VM will not lose their 
identity.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Mishra Ji ...if you will not run sysprep then VM will not lose t

Chup kar ja tu run kar lunga bhai

I have question regarding vm uid

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Chup kar ja tu run kar lunga bhai

Vivek Kumar Mishra



8:18:55 AM

8:18:58 AM

8:19:06 AM

8:19:23 AM

8:21:07 AM

8:21:34 AM

8:25:56 AM

8:28:18 AM

8:28:25 AM

8:29:15 AM

8:29:42 AM

Can we change it custom way

Lalit Rawat

Today is great discussion going on

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Can we change it custom way

Means?

Lalit Rawat
Today is great discussion going on

Vivek Kumar Mishra

After recreating vm this id will change application having register 
license using uid

I can I replace new uid with new one

Shakti Ranjan

Ok..let me explain this with example. 

You creating an image without sysprep then it is like one backup 
you have at that point of time. You can't use this image to deploy 
no. of VM's where you want different host name. However 
Microsoft not recommending to create image without sysprep. 

Image means you have VM you installed all required softwares 
and all then do sysprep and deploy no. of VM's with same 
configurations and with different name.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Ok..let me explain this with example. You creating an image wit

Everyone working out of box no deployed their infa using proper 
ms recommendations

And it is true

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Everyone working out of box no deployed their infa using pro…

That is different case.  But you can't propose anything to 
management which is not recommended by MS.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Bye

Shakti Ranjan



8:29:57 AM

8:30:12 AM

8:34:24 AM

YK
8:51:47 AM

9:07:32 AM

9:08:03 AM

9:31:47 AM

BL
9:49:07 AM

SM
9:49:27 AM

SG
10:31:59 AM

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan

One key point to be noted. 

Capture- Including all data disks and OS disk. 

Snapshot- Only that perticular disk.

Yogesh Kalyankar

Niraj one of my friends want to join can I give him invite link

Lalit Rawat

Yogesh Kalyankar
Niraj one of my friends want to join can I give him invite link

Sure

Who ever want learn azure join in

Niraj Kumar

Yogesh Kalyankar
Niraj one of my friends want to join can I give him invite link

Yes please! https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw 
(tg://join?invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw)

Dan Stolts joined group via invite link

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Anyone have a script to make a automation to schedule start and 
stop on VM on Azure'

Sree Harsha MS

One qq - Not sure this belongs to this forum or Office 365.  
To disable / restrict access to "Outlook Everywhere" for users it is 
essential to move to ADFS? one of my customers is using AD 
Connect and ADFS is not their preference. However, he claims 
this is the only option the 
"work from anywhere" capability for  users at this time.

Subhash Kurup joined group via invite link

Suresh Guntha

Is there a way to get azure provisioned VMS list which are 
provisioned with market place and which are provisioned with 

tg://join?invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw


10:31:59 AM

10:33:17 AM

SG
10:34:00 AM

BL
10:39:43 AM

SG
10:44:12 AM

BL
10:46:40 AM

10:50:00 AM

10:52:20 AM

custom image 
Through powershell or cli

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
Anyone have a script to make a automation to schedule start…

It's available in Azure Automation script respository!

Suresh Guntha
Is there a way to get azure provisioned VMS list which are pr…

So you want the breakup of VMS based on Custom Image versus 
Market place Image?

Suresh Guntha

Niraj Kumar
So you want the breakup of VMS based on Custom Image ve…

Yes

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Niraj Kumar
It's available in Azure Automation script respository!

what repository you talk?

Suresh Guntha

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
what repository you talk?

Check in azure automation script gallery

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

but dont have what i need

Shakti Ranjan

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
but dont have what i need

Will you please elaborate your requirement..you simply want to 
start and stop VM on fixed time??

Suresh Mallela

Lalit Rawat
not in one directory but it is possbile under one account.

If i have a EA account with in multiple subscriptions and i would 
like keep these in Same Directory. how can we achieve this.?

Shakti Ranjan

Suresh Mallela



(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2013/11/08/creating-
and-managing-multiple-windows-azure-active-directories/)

10:55:45 AM

BL
10:56:41 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/active-directory-how-subscriptions-associated-
directory)

10:56:42 AM

If i have a EA account with in multiple subscriptions and i woul
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2013/11/
08/creating-and-managing-multiple-windows-azure-active-
directories/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2013/11
/08/creating-and-managing-multiple-windows-azure-active-
directories/)

Microsoft
Creating and Managing Multiple Windows Azure Active
Directories
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2013/11/08/creating-
and-managing-multiple-windows-azure-active-
directories/)
Howdy folks, One of the big requests we’ve had from
developers and administrator is to have an option to create
multiple Windows Azure Active Director...

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Shakti Ranjan
Will you please elaborate your requirement..you simply want…

i want to shutdown machine on 8pm to 7 am during the week 
and not turn on weekends

Shakti Ranjan

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-how-subscriptions-associated-directory 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-how-subscriptions-associated-directory)

Docs
How Azure subscriptions are associated with Azure
Active Directory (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-how-
subscriptions-associated-directory)
Signing in to Microsoft Azure and related issues, such as the
relationship between an Azure subscription and Azure Active
Directory.

Sree Harsha MS

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2013/11/08/creating-and-managing-multiple-windows-azure-active-directories/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-how-subscriptions-associated-directory
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2013/11/08/creating-and-managing-multiple-windows-azure-active-directories/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2013/11/08/creating-and-managing-multiple-windows-azure-active-directories/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-how-subscriptions-associated-directory
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-how-subscriptions-associated-directory


SM
10:59:14 AM

11:00:24 AM

BL
11:03:12 AM

11:03:24 AM

11:03:58 AM

11:09:56 AM

HR
11:16:18 AM

11:19:01 AM

Sree Harsha MS
One qq - Not sure this belongs to this forum or Office 365. To

Guys any one has any update on this AD and authentication 
question??

Shakti Ranjan

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
i want to shutdown machine on 8pm to 7 am during the wee…

Here possible ways are to do it. 
First-  Create automation accout and use default runbook to 
start and stop VM's. 

Second- Use script to do it. 

Third and easiest way-  Expand that VM in Azure portal go to 
automation tab and scheduled for what you want.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Shakti Ranjan
Here possible ways are to do it. First- Create automation accou

you can use the OMS to make that solution

http://support.accops.com/support/solutions/articles/120000261
58-scheduled-virtual-machine-shutdown-startup-microsoft-azure-
cloud 
(http://support.accops.com/support/solutions/articles/12000026
158-scheduled-virtual-machine-shutdown-startup-microsoft-
azure-cloud)

Shakti Ranjan

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
you can use the OMS to make that solution

I never used OMS. So I will not comment on that.

Rukhsar Ahmad

Is Azure Redis Cache Pub/Sub reliable?

Harish Reddy

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
http://support.accops.com/support/solutions/articles/120000…

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
i want to shutdown machine on 8pm to 7 am during the wee…

http://support.accops.com/support/solutions/articles/12000026158-scheduled-virtual-machine-shutdown-startup-microsoft-azure-cloud


11:21:41 AM

11:23:16 AM

BL
11:23:43 AM

 (https://automys.com/library/asset/scheduled-

virtual-machine-shutdown-startup-microsoft-azure)

11:23:44 AM

11:24:29 AM

That's exactly what I"ve configured in my subscription and I'm 
using Azure Automation account and Powershell script from the 
gallery. Here is the snapshot

Suresh Mallela

Shakti Ranjan
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2013/…

Thanks Shakthi, but this is to manage Multiple Directories under 
Single account. But i am looking for Like in EA how to manage 
Multiple Subscriptions under Single Directory. Like if my 
company "XYZ" has EA with Multiple Subscriptions and i want 
manage these subscription under Single Directory "XYZ".

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

take a look of this url

https://automys.com/library/asset/scheduled-virtual-machine-
shutdown-startup-microsoft-azure 
(https://automys.com/library/asset/scheduled-virtual-machine-
shutdown-startup-microsoft-azure)

Automys
Scheduled Virtual Machine Shutdown/Startup -
Microsoft Azure
(https://automys.com/library/asset/scheduled-
virtual-machine-shutdown-startup-microsoft-azure)
Save on your bill by automating the scheduled power
management of your Microsoft Azure virtual machines

Niraj Kumar

https://automys.com/library/asset/scheduled-virtual-machine-shutdown-startup-microsoft-azure
https://automys.com/library/asset/scheduled-virtual-machine-shutdown-startup-microsoft-azure
https://automys.com/library/asset/scheduled-virtual-machine-shutdown-startup-microsoft-azure


11:24:53 AM

11:25:04 AM

11:25:20 AM

BL
11:27:06 AM

11:53:54 AM

11:54:09 AM

11:54:45 AM

11:55:44 AM

11:55:45 AM

11:56:00 AM

11:56:36 AM

11:56:48 AM

12:04:20 PM

It's freely available in Automation gallery

and that's what I'm using for my subscription VMs

I've scheduled to stop VM at 2 AM midnight and start at 7:30 AM

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you i need third to dont start on the weekends

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
you i need third to dont start on the weekends

Yes define the schedule

You have flexibility to define it

Shetty Nilesh

https://info.microsoft.com/cloud-migration-assessment.html 
(https://info.microsoft.com/cloud-migration-assessment.html)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Yes define the schedule

In that case play on tag

Shetty Nilesh

Why Microsoft revealed  Microsoft 365?  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-microsoft-revealed-365-
daniel-chang (https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-microsoft-
revealed-365-daniel-chang)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Add tag on off weekend

Then call that tag it will display attached vm

Do start stop

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Then call that tag it will display attached vm

https://info.microsoft.com/cloud-migration-assessment.html
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-microsoft-revealed-365-daniel-chang


BL
12:05:13 PM

12:09:15 PM

12:09:23 PM

12:10:50 PM

12:11:16 PM

12:11:37 PM

12:12:44 PM

12:29:11 PM

VD
1:43:51 PM

Don't need to complicate that much define 1 schedule for start 
every day on weekdays and 2 schedule for stop VMs. 1 for 
weekdays and one for weekend.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

I'm seeing the situation of the tag on the resources

Dhruvin Shah

Join my Slack team! 
https://join.slack.com/t/wedevelopershere/shared_invite/MjA4NT
g1MjI1ODczLTE0OTkzODU5MjAtZTBiMzBmYjhjOQ 
(https://join.slack.com/t/wedevelopershere/shared_invite/MjA4N
Tg1MjI1ODczLTE0OTkzODU5MjAtZTBiMzBmYjhjOQ)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Don't need to complicate that much define 1 schedule for sta…

Yes right complicated first time after that all you need to change 
tag in vm but using other option you need to change manually

I m in learning fase so may be its not good option 

Niraj Kumar

Yes both approaches can work. Above script published in gallery 
is for all VMs but if you want to restrict to a Resource group you 
can easily do, however tagging can offer better solution if 
tagging is implemented as a build process

If tagging is not enforced at the time of build, you risk running in 
issues.

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Yes right complicated first time after that all you need to chan

But I agree! A much better and granular approach for enterprise 
level automation! 

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
But I agree! A much better and granular approach for enterp…

Waw

Vivek Dave

Vivek Dave: 
Hello guys, happy to be here. 

I have a php laravel app, I have already implemented azure ad 
SSO for.it (http://for.it), but I also need to access the ad via ms 
graph api, any o e has expreance with ms.graph api ???

Manoj Durgam joined group via invite link

https://join.slack.com/t/wedevelopershere/shared_invite/MjA4NTg1MjI1ODczLTE0OTkzODU5MjAtZTBiMzBmYjhjOQ
http://for.it/


1:55:06 PM

2:16:23 PM

2:17:02 PM

2:17:10 PM

2:28:56 PM

3:42:23 PM

3:57:57 PM

4:00:37 PM

4:11:22 PM

Rahul Ambhore

now  we are 365- in azure talk group

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Just one more it will 1 year 🤣

Manoj we will consider you as leap year

🤣just kidding

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Suresh Mallela
hi All, Can we have multiple Subscriptions Under One Director…

Yes you can. All subs created with the same ID would by default 
reside in the same directory

Niraj Kumar

Suresh Mallela
hi All, Can we have multiple Subscriptions Under One Director…

Yes! In fact that's one of the best practices for Enterprise 
customer. You use your Enterprise Identity synced to one AAD to 
control access to all provisioned Subscriptions.

Suresh Mallela

Niraj Kumar
Yes! In fact that's one of the best practices for Enterprise cus

any documentation on this.? i am unable to get the suitable one 
to understand clear.

Niraj Kumar

Rukhsar Ahmad
Is Azure Redis Cache Pub/Sub reliable?

Any concern about service HA??

Shetty Nilesh

https://amp.thehackernews.com/thn/2017/07/windows-ntlm-
security-flaw.html 
(https://amp.thehackernews.com/thn/2017/07/windows-ntlm-
security-flaw.html)

Thehackernews
Critical Flaws Found in Windows NTLM Security
Protocol – Patch Now
(https://amp.thehackernews.com/thn/2017/07/windows-
ntlm-security-flaw.html)
Researchers have discovered two zero-day flaws in Windows
NTLM security protocols, both of which allow attackers to
create new domain administrator accounts.

Niraj Kumar

https://amp.thehackernews.com/thn/2017/07/windows-ntlm-security-flaw.html
https://amp.thehackernews.com/thn/2017/07/windows-ntlm-security-flaw.html
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4:27:45 PM
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4:29:27 PM

 (https://itproguru.com/about/)

4:30:08 PM

4:30:36 PM

4:31:36 PM

Hi Azure Talk team members, I'm proud and elated to announce 
that one of very well know Azure expert from Microsoft, Newyork 
"Dan Stolts" has joined our group! He is Chief Technology 
Strategist for Microsoft, owns several businesses and is a 
published author. He co-authored "Exam Ref 70-534 Architecting 
Microsoft Azure Solutions". Please join me in welcoming him to 
our group! 

https://www.microsoftpressstore.com/store/exam-ref-70-534-
architecting-microsoft-azure-solutions-9781509304684 
(https://www.microsoftpressstore.com/store/exam-ref-70-534-
architecting-microsoft-azure-solutions-9781509304684)

Microsoftpressstore
Exam Ref 70-534 Architecting Microsoft Azure
Solutions, 2nd Edition | Microsoft Press Store
(https://www.microsoftpressstore.com/store/exam-
ref-70-534-architecting-microsoft-azure-solutions-
9781509304684)
The Exam Ref is the official study guide for Microsoft
certification exams. Featuring concise, objective-by-objective
reviews and strategic case scena...

Lalit Rawat

Dan welcome to the Azuretalk Group

Rajiesh George

Welcome Dan! Nice to have you on the forum.

Shakti Ranjan

Welcome Dan Stolts.

Niraj Kumar

He also maintains his own blog and website. Please head over to 
https://itproguru.com/about/ (https://itproguru.com/about/) to 
learn more about him and Azure off course. :)

ITProGuru Blog
About
(https://itproguru.com/about/)
About Dan Stolts The “ITProGuru” Systems
Management, Technology Strategy and Security Expert Dan
Stolts, MCT, MCSA, MCITP, MCSE… Microsoft – Chief Tec...

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
He also maintains his own blog and website. Please head over…

Sure Niraj.

Shetty Nilesh

Glad to have you onboard Dan...look forward to explore and learn 
even more about Azure...

https://itproguru.com/about/
https://www.microsoftpressstore.com/store/exam-ref-70-534-architecting-microsoft-azure-solutions-9781509304684
https://www.microsoftpressstore.com/store/exam-ref-70-534-architecting-microsoft-azure-solutions-9781509304684
https://itproguru.com/about/
https://itproguru.com/about/
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5:31:39 PM

6:08:05 PM

6:09:17 PM

6:10:32 PM

6:11:11 PM

6:14:36 PM

6:14:44 PM

6:14:58 PM

6:15:03 PM

Amar Singh

Niraj Kumar
Hi Azure Talk team members, I'm proud and elated to announ…

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Suresh Mallela
any documentation on this.? i am unable to get the suitable one

What exactly are you looking for?

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
What exactly are you looking for?

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ, Suresh requirement is to manage all subscriptions 
under single Tenant should use one AAD. 

Example- Tenant A having three subscription that is QA, UAT, 
Prod so all these comes under one AAD.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

If  all these 3 were signed up with the same ID, they would be 
under the same tenant.

Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
If all these 3 were signed up with the same ID, they would be u

goted. Nice bro..

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
If all these 3 were signed up with the same ID, they would be u

And for Organization IDs, subscriptions signed up using any user 
in the Org AAD, would belong to the same AAD/tenant.

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
And for Organization IDs, subscriptions signed up using any u…

How simple it is..  unfortunately we were thinking in deep to 
get it. 

Thanks Man.

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
How simple it is..  unfortunately we were thinking in dee…

true

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Haha. Glad to help.



6:16:09 PM

6:17:19 PM

6:17:55 PM

6:18:22 PM

6:18:52 PM

6:22:33 PM

6:23:37 PM

6:23:56 PM

6:24:48 PM

6:50:07 PM

6:50:58 PM

You can think of it this way. When you use an email ID to sign up 
for a subscription, it would reside in the directory the user is a 
part of.

Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
You can think of it this way. When you use an email ID to sig…

now i understand completly.. even i am confused on that day 
when we discuss.. thanks bro..

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Awesome.

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
You can think of it this way. When you use an email ID to sig…

Correct. Now everything has clear regarding this.. Just noticed 
after you answered. Went through my environment. 

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

🏻

Rajiesh George

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
If all these 3 were signed up with the same ID, they would be u

sorry I don't want to confuse anyone,to get more clarity... what I 
understand is that it is not required to be same ID, but same 
domain.. is my understanding correct??

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

That's why I had to draw the distinction between Live IDs and 
Org IDs.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
You can think of it this way. When you use an email ID to sig…

You should go by this

Rajiesh George

Great !! Thanks

Suresh Mallela

Thanks all for clarifying this part. Yes i missed the logic if Account 
ID and got confused. now its clear 

Shakti Ranjan

Suresh Mallela
Thanks all for clarifying this part. Yes i missed the logic if A



7:04:32 PM

7:04:34 PM

7:07:09 PM

7:08:03 PM

7:08:25 PM

7:08:56 PM

7:09:52 PM

7:10:30 PM

7:10:47 PM

7:27:32 PM

I am using one free(1 year) subscription that got disabled due to 
spent of given credits of this month. So it will automatically 
activated in next month cycle or disabled for entire year.. Any 
Idea.??

From screenshot it seeems it will reactivate in next month cycle.. 
Just want to confirm if anyone have experience in this.

Suresh Mallela

Shakti Ranjan
I am using one free(1 year) subscription that got disabled due t

it will enable automatically when this month cycle completed.

Shakti Ranjan

Suresh Mallela
it will enable automatically when this month cycle completed.

Thanks for your confirmation Suresh.

Suresh Mallela

anytime :)

if you remove the spending limits its going to charge on your 
credit card and subscription remain active. its your call 

Shakti Ranjan

No I don't want..

I have another one(Free)

Shakti Ranjan

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-
watcher-connectivity-check-preview/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-
watcher-connectivity-check-preview/)

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-watcher-connectivity-check-preview/


7:51:24 PM

7:52:05 PM

8:01:20 PM

8:28:56 PM

8:29:28 PM

8:32:13 PM

8:32:37 PM

Public preview: Connectivity check in Azure Network
Watcher (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/updates/azure-network-watcher-connectivity-
check-preview/)

Shakti Ranjan

Shetty Nilesh
https://amp.thehackernews.com/thn/2017/07/windows-ntlm-s…

Proposed to management..got approval to patch it. However we 
are using Jumpboxes to access azure VM's.

Thanks Nilesh

Suresh Mallela

Niraj Kumar
Hi Azure Talk team members, I'm proud and elated to announ…

Sweet News :) Welcome Dan Stolts.

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
From screenshot it seeems it will reactivate in next month cycle

Yes I experienced it. It got re enabled after 1 month

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
Yes I experienced it. It got re enabled after 1 month

Thank you Niraj.

Niraj Kumar

I shared my subscription and the other user provisioned ASE and 
it got disabled in 2 days. I have only 150$ credit per month and 
ASE billing is 1500$  per month. 

YW!

Shakti Ranjan

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-watcher-connectivity-check-preview/
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9:00:47 PM

PV
10:09:24 PM

JS
10:22:47 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/billing/billing-spending-limit)

11:04:42 PM

Suresh Mallela

Jyothi Swaroop Charla joined group via invite link

Preyash Vrat

Niraj Kumar
Hi Azure Talk team members, I'm proud and elated to annou…

Welcome Dan

Jithin Sarath

Not sure if someone has shared this before and it covers a 
broader range, but this link provides a one stop shop for some 
quality , legel e books 

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/larges
t-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-
microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-
2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/large
st-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-
free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-
office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/)

Microsoft
Largest FREE Microsoft eBook Giveaway! I’m Giving
Away MILLIONS of FREE Microsof...
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-
free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-
millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-
windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-
windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/)
Eric Ligman, Microsoft Director of Sales Excellence Blog

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
I am using one free(1 year) subscription that got disabled du…

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-spending-
limit (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-
spending-limit)

Docs
Understand Azure spending limit
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-spending-limit
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-spending-limit
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-spending-limit


11:14:08 PM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/public-

preview-of-compatibility-level-140-for-azure-sql-databases/)

11:17:36 PM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-

container-registry-adds-individual-identity-webhooks-and-
delete-capabilities/)

11:18:17 PM

11:24:32 PM

11:24:53 PM

us/azure/billing/billing-spending-limit)
Describes how Azure spending limit works and how to remove
it

Niraj Kumar

Sree Harsha MS
One qq - Not sure this belongs to this forum or Office 365. To

How about azure ad pass through auth?

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/public-preview-of-
compatibility-level-140-for-azure-sql-databases/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/public-preview-of-
compatibility-level-140-for-azure-sql-databases/)

Microsoft
Public Preview of compatibility level 140 for Azure SQL
databases (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/public-preview-of-compatibility-level-140-
for-azure-sql-databases/)
We are announcing the official public preview of compatibility
level 140 in Azure SQL Database.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-container-registry-
adds-individual-identity-webhooks-and-delete-capabilities/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-container-
registry-adds-individual-identity-webhooks-and-delete-
capabilities/)

Microsoft
Azure Container Registry adds individual identity,
webhooks, and de… (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/azure-container-registry-adds-individual-
identity-webhooks-and-delete-capabilities/)
The Azure Container Registry team is excited to share a
preview of new Container Registry SKUs with more capabilities
and features. The new preview...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Any idea about network watcher??

It's free or chargeable services

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/public-preview-of-compatibility-level-140-for-azure-sql-databases/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-container-registry-adds-individual-identity-webhooks-and-delete-capabilities/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/billing/billing-spending-limit
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/public-preview-of-compatibility-level-140-for-azure-sql-databases/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/public-preview-of-compatibility-level-140-for-azure-sql-databases/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-container-registry-adds-individual-identity-webhooks-and-delete-capabilities/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/azure-container-registry-adds-individual-identity-webhooks-and-delete-capabilities/
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/pricing/details/network-watcher/?v=17.23h)

11:27:16 PM

11:28:08 PM

11:52:45 PM

11:56:13 PM

11:56:22 PM

1:10:27 AM

1:10:38 AM

1:29:08 AM

1:30:04 AM

Niraj Kumar

Chargeable

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/network-
watcher/?v=17.23h (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/pricing/details/network-watcher/?v=17.23h)

Microsoft
Network Watcher | Microsoft Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/pricing/details/network-watcher/?v=17.23h)
Network Watcher helps automate remote network monitoring
with packet capture. Customers can gain a deeper
understanding of deployed resources and netw...

You can try it for free until 1st aug

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Thanks

Niraj Kumar

Anybody worked to provision ER circuit??

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Thanks

Yw!!

Thursday, July 13, 2017

Arockiaraj joined group via invite link

Noor Khan

any deep dive docs for S2S & P2S VPNS, please share

except MS

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
except MS

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-
networks-vnets/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-
networks-vnets/)

RCloud
Azure Virtual networks (Vnets)
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-
virtual-networks-vnets/)

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/network-watcher/?v=17.23h
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/network-watcher/?v=17.23h
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/network-watcher/?v=17.23h
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-networks-vnets/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-networks-vnets/


(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-
networks-vnets/)

1:57:51 AM

2:00:49 AM

RA
2:02:55 AM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/service-

fabric-community-q-a-14th-edition/)

4:01:03 AM

5:23:55 AM

5:24:20 AM

5:24:40 AM

5:24:52 AM

5:25:08 AM

What Azure Virtual Networks ? Azure Virtual Networks is secure
way to connect Azure resources & each other with virtual
networks (VNets).A VNet is a r...

Anoop 408 B1 W A

Niraj Kumar
Hi Azure Talk team members, I'm proud and elated to announ…
 welcome Dan 

Rahul Ambhore

Welcome Dan

Ram

Welcome dan

Aniket Daundkar joined group via invite link

Rukhsar Ahmad

for Azure Service Fabric Lovers https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/service-fabric-community-q-a-14th-edition/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/service-fabric-
community-q-a-14th-edition/)

Microsoft
Service Fabric Community Q&A 14th Edition
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/service-
fabric-community-q-a-14th-edition/)
We will host our 14th monthly community Q&A call Thursday,
July 20th at 10 AM Pacific Time. The Service Fabric Community
Q&A is hosted on the third Th...

Noor Khan

Hi Team,

I have ON Dc & Mailserver which is a LAB MAchine

I want to move that both machine in Azure for practise & learning 
purpose

can you guide m how to do it

i dnt have any public IP or VPN tunnel

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/06/azure-virtual-networks-vnets/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/service-fabric-community-q-a-14th-edition/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/service-fabric-community-q-a-14th-edition/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/service-fabric-community-q-a-14th-edition/


5:33:35 AM

5:33:58 AM

6:09:10 AM

6:09:14 AM

BA
6:13:13 AM

6:14:08 AM

6:15:18 AM

6:16:20 AM

6:16:36 AM

6:16:51 AM

6:17:09 AM

BA
6:17:45 AM

6:18:11 AM

BA
6:18:16 AM

6:20:13 AM

6:20:16 AM

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
i dnt have any public IP or VPN tunnel

you have internet connection on test machine first thing you need 
internet connection

Noor Khan

yes

Noor Khan

What this error says

Balachandran

192.168.1.0/24 (http://192.168.1.0/24) subnet not comes 
address space 192.168.0.0/24 (http://192.168.0.0/24)

Instead use 192.178.0.0/26 (http://192.178.0.0/26) or 28 
according to your requirement

*192.168.0.0/26 (http://192.168.0.0/26)

Noor Khan

then also same error

Add Spc is :- 192.168.0.0/26 (http://192.168.0.0/26)

Subnet Add is :- 192.168.1.0/24 (http://192.168.1.0/24)

or /26 (tg://bot_command?command=26) same

Balachandran

Subnet 192.168.0.0/26 (http://192.168.0.0/26)

Noor Khan

why i cant use 192.168.1.0 (http://192.168.1.0)

Balachandran

Address space 192.168.0.0/24 (http://192.168.0.0/24)

Noor Khan

ok Done

thanks

http://192.168.1.0/24
http://192.168.0.0/24
http://192.178.0.0/26
http://192.168.0.0/26
http://192.168.0.0/26
http://192.168.1.0/24
tg://bot_command?command=26
http://192.168.0.0/26
http://192.168.1.0/
http://192.168.0.0/24


6:20:52 AM

6:27:13 AM

BA
6:28:15 AM

6:28:35 AM

6:28:40 AM

6:35:17 AM

DK
6:39:03 AM

RA
7:20:56 AM

if i want to add more subnet can i use 192.168.1.0/26 
(http://192.168.1.0/26)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

For subnet, cidr value always greater than vnet cidr value

Balachandran

You can add one more subnet as 192.168.0.64/26 
(http://192.168.0.64/26) for address space 192.168.0.0/24 
(http://192.168.0.0/24)

Noor Khan

hhhmmm

thanks

Veresh Jain

Rukhsar Ahmad
for Azure Service Fabric Lovers https://azure.microsoft.com/e…

Diwakar Kumar

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest
-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-
microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-
2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/larges
t-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-
microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-
2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/)

Microsoft
Largest FREE Microsoft eBook Giveaway! I’m Giving
Away MILLIONS of FREE Microsof...
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-
free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-
millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-
windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-
windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/)
Eric Ligman, Microsoft Director of Sales Excellence Blog

Akmal Mohammad joined group via invite link

Renjit Arvind

I have a question... Under EA ..if we already have a subscription 
used by a different team supported Azure AD, and if I Hv created 
a subscription created without knowing that.. (if I am not wrong 
when we create a subscription, we are getting AAD too.. feel free 
to correct me).. If I wanted to use the existing AAD, created by 
the other team, will this be possible... If yes how do we do it.. ? 
Will this can be considered as a single directory structure...?

http://192.168.1.0/26
http://192.168.0.64/26
http://192.168.0.0/24
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/


7:22:18 AM

7:22:30 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/active-directory-how-subscriptions-associated-
directory)

8:09:34 AM

8:10:37 AM

8:10:40 AM

RA
8:13:25 AM

8:47:30 AM

8:57:45 AM

Lalit Rawat

I think in that case u can use the application gateway

But I like check more and update u

Rajesh Dammala joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
I have a question... Under EA ..if we already have a subscriptio

Read this article you will get all your answers. 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-how-subscriptions-associated-directory 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-how-subscriptions-associated-directory)

Docs
How Azure subscriptions are associated with Azure
Active Directory (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-how-
subscriptions-associated-directory)
Signing in to Microsoft Azure and related issues, such as the
relationship between an Azure subscription and Azure Active
Directory.

Noor Khan

Hi Team, 
 I have ON Dc & Mailserver which is a LAB MAchine 
 I want to move that both machine in Azure for practise & 
learning purpose 
 can you guide m how to do it 
 i dnt have any public IP or VPN tunnel

Pls reply

Renjit Arvind

Going through that... Thank you buddy

Niraj Kumar

Noor Khan
Hi Team, I have ON Dc & Mailserver which is a LAB MAchine I…

Create a P2S vpn

Noor Khan

Ok sir vll do and let u know

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-how-subscriptions-associated-directory
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-how-subscriptions-associated-directory
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-how-subscriptions-associated-directory


9:02:55 AM

9:03:10 AM

9:04:06 AM

9:04:16 AM

9:04:31 AM

9:05:03 AM

9:05:22 AM

9:05:43 AM

9:05:45 AM

9:06:24 AM

9:06:30 AM

9:06:37 AM

9:06:49 AM

9:07:06 AM

9:08:00 AM

9:08:03 AM

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Ok sir vll do and let u know

U can use routing and remote services for site to site vpn 
connection

I Will share the link so u can follow

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
U can use routing and remote services for site to site vpn conne

For this I required a VPN onsite right

I had tried but it got failed

Now p2s option need to try

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
For this I required a VPN onsite right

You can do on windows server

Noor Khan

I was using window server only

It should be a azure VM or physical vm

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Need to deploy window server then install service

On your lab where you are running ad n exchange

Noor Khan

Ok

Vivek Kumar Mishra

But it's very long process

Go for point 2 site

Noor Khan

No issue in that there vll lot of things involved and lot of thinks to 
learn right

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
No issue in that there vll lot of things involved and lot of thi

Even i want to try this till now only read about it no hands on

Noor Khan



9:08:11 AM

9:08:23 AM

9:08:44 AM

9:09:30 AM

9:09:41 AM

9:10:24 AM

9:10:30 AM

9:10:34 AM

9:10:35 AM

9:10:37 AM

9:23:49 AM

9:24:05 AM

(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/jletsch/2016/03/15/lets-
configure-azure-site-to-site-vpn-with-rras-in-azure-resource-
manager/)

9:26:28 AM

9:26:37 AM

Hhmmm

Tmmrw I vll try and let u know

If possible I vll try to create a doc and share with u all

Lalit vll share a link to us

Wth the help of that I vll do it

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
If possible I vll try to create a doc and share with u all

No thanks it will simplyfy d process

Sur

Sure

Noor Khan

Hahahahahah

Ok

Lalit Rawat

Sure

Mishara just I have tried it works for me

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/jletsch/2016/03/15/lets-
configure-azure-site-to-site-vpn-with-rras-in-azure-resource-
manager/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/jletsch/2016/03/15/lets-
configure-azure-site-to-site-vpn-with-rras-in-azure-resource-
manager/)

Batteries Not Included
Let’s Configure Azure Site-to-Site VPN with RRAS in
Azure Resource Manager!
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/jletsch/2016/03/15/lets-
configure-azure-site-to-site-vpn-with-rras-in-azure-
resource-manager/)
UPDATE 12/20/2016: The correct port forwarding rules need to
be in place in order for the VPN to work.  Here is a link to a
blog with more information...

Here u can go noon

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/jletsch/2016/03/15/lets-configure-azure-site-to-site-vpn-with-rras-in-azure-resource-manager/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/jletsch/2016/03/15/lets-configure-azure-site-to-site-vpn-with-rras-in-azure-resource-manager/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/jletsch/2016/03/15/lets-configure-azure-site-to-site-vpn-with-rras-in-azure-resource-manager/


9:27:19 AM

9:38:23 AM

9:38:41 AM

9:39:45 AM

9:39:50 AM

9:40:28 AM

9:40:42 AM

9:41:28 AM

9:41:54 AM

9:41:55 AM

9:42:14 AM

9:42:39 AM

9:42:49 AM

9:43:23 AM

Some this done try point to site vnet to vnet ,peering network 
connectivity as well. That all come in one network

Noor Khan

Sry lalit one by one

Once it get completed vll disturb u again

Lalit Rawat

Yup one by one . Once S2 complete other before doing that read 
it from.ms (http://from.ms) documents what are the use that will 
help you understand

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Mishara just I have tried it works for me

???

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
???

Solutions of  RAAS  Mishra ji

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
Yup one by one . Once S2 complete other before doing that r…

Sure thanks all the expert for your valuable times

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Solutions of RAAS Mishra ji

No hands on so comment but it's time taking process comparison 
to p2s

Lalit Rawat

It is but nice have this experience

Vivek Kumar Mishra

For RAAS public ip also required at nic

Lalit Rawat

No,

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Bye vpn going to be changed in sept

And gateway sku n all

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra

http://from.ms/


9:52:34 AM

9:54:14 AM

SM
9:55:43 AM

9:56:26 AM

9:56:37 AM

9:57:21 AM

9:57:29 AM

9:59:17 AM

edited 10:16:23 AM

Bye vpn going to be changed in sept
Means

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
For RAAS public ip also required at nic

I also thought so.

Lalit Rawat
No,

Lalit reading the article!! You need public ip. External nic need 
public ip

Sree Harsha MS

Vivek Kumar Mishra
No hands on so comment but it's time taking process compari…

Need some help here...I understand Conditional access is 
premium feature and only available in AAD P1 and P2 editions 
and not free and Basic. Wondering if my understanding is 
correct? and will customers purchased Azure subscription on EA 
commit will include premimunm features like CA?

Need some help here...I understand Conditional access is 
premium feature and only available in AAD P1 and P2 editions 
and not free and Basic. Wondering if my understanding is 
correct? and will customers purchased Azure subscription on EA 
commit will include premimunm features like CA?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Lalit reading the article!! You need public ip. External nic nee

I never tried because in Azure you need to define on pirn public 
ip which I don't have so try karne ki kosis hi ni ki

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Lalit reading the article!! You need public ip. External nic nee

Yes Niraj Just missed that line.

Thanks for correcting me.

Niraj Kumar

Sree Harsha MS
Need some help here...I understand Conditional access is pre…

Correct about P1 P2. Customer will need to buy premium 
subscription. They can also activate EMS which gives out Azure 
Ad premium

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat



10:22:14 AM

10:22:51 AM

10:24:29 AM

10:25:51 AM

10:32:43 AM

10:33:02 AM

10:34:03 AM

10:35:06 AM

10:35:27 AM

10:35:45 AM

10:36:01 AM

Thanks for correcting me.
YW! We all commit mistakes I also do many times! It's 
better to try and commit mistakes rather than sitting at the 
fence thinking about trying but never try . 

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
YW! We all commit mistakes I also do many times! It's bette…

yup, thanks niraj bahi,

we will not be able to learn without mistek and that is universal 
true.:)

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
we will not be able to learn without mistek and that is universa

Well said! Fear of Mistake must not deter us from 
experimentation! 

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Well said! Fear of Mistake must not deter us from experimen…

 true nitaj bhai. Fear of mistkes some time stop us to learn 
new things.

Amar Singh

Provisioning failed. The specified cookie value in VHD footer 
indicates that disk 'SinAzeWin07osDisk' with blob 
https://sglcustomimgae.blob.core.windows.net/vhds/sinazewin0
7-SinAzeWin07osDisk.vhd 
(https://sglcustomimgae.blob.core.windows.net/vhds/sinazewin0
7-SinAzeWin07osDisk.vhd) is not a supported VHD. Disk is 
expected to have cookie value 'conectix'.. InvalidVhd

any one know why i am getting this error

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
Provisioning failed. The specified cookie value in VHD footer in

r u trying re-image the vm with generilized vhd ?

Amar Singh

no i am trying to create an vm by suing my custom window 7 
image

through powershell

i have done same step for window 10 vm

that works without any error

https://sglcustomimgae.blob.core.windows.net/vhds/sinazewin07-SinAzeWin07osDisk.vhd


10:36:13 AM

10:36:25 AM

10:36:32 AM

10:37:02 AM

10:37:21 AM

10:37:33 AM

10:38:50 AM

10:38:51 AM

10:39:11 AM

10:39:26 AM

10:39:58 AM

Lalit Rawat

did your generilized the image properly

Amar Singh

yes

Lalit Rawat

ok.

Amar Singh

do you have step by step guideline to verify the same

Vivek Kumar Mishra

windows 7 not supported by Azure

as per my knowledge

Amar Singh

even i was thinking the same before going thro this link

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/updates/windows-7-and-
windows-8-1-client-vm-images-msdn-subscribers/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/updates/windows-7-and-
windows-8-1-client-vm-images-msdn-subscribers/)

Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 client VM images are now
available for MS… (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
in/updates/windows-7-and-windows-8-1-client-vm-
images-msdn-subscribers/)

see MS is saying

Vivek Kumar Mishra

its 64 bit right?

Amar Singh

yes

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/updates/windows-7-and-windows-8-1-client-vm-images-msdn-subscribers/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/updates/windows-7-and-windows-8-1-client-vm-images-msdn-subscribers/


10:40:04 AM

10:41:51 AM

10:43:48 AM

10:44:28 AM

10:47:35 AM

10:47:43 AM

12:02:54 PM

12:03:04 PM

12:03:22 PM

12:03:28 PM

12:03:32 PM

12:03:34 PM

12:03:42 PM

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/updates/windows-7-and-w…

yes it is supported.

Amar Singh

any other suggestion how to fix this issue

Lalit Rawat

you do onething create new VM and install win 7  and run sys 
prep. Then go to azure create new container  try to add new vhd 
on this. try

i think that error when image is not properly generilized.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/e85067bd-
ba71-4f56-a820-50d45a425d6e/unable-to-create-vm-with-
uploaded-vhd-errorcode-invalidvhd?
forum=WAVirtualMachinesforWindows 
(https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/e85067bd-
ba71-4f56-a820-50d45a425d6e/unable-to-create-vm-with-
uploaded-vhd-errorcode-invalidvhd?
forum=WAVirtualMachinesforWindows)

check this maybe help

Sarvesh Sood joined group via invite link

Amar Singh

Vivek Kumar Mishra
https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/e85067bd-…

Thank you Mishra Ji and Lalit for all your support

i tried everything

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
i tried everything

still same ?

Amar Singh

finally raised tickt with MS

:D

Lalit Rawat

then we need to try in our lab

Amar Singh

:(

https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/e85067bd-ba71-4f56-a820-50d45a425d6e/unable-to-create-vm-with-uploaded-vhd-errorcode-invalidvhd?forum=WAVirtualMachinesforWindows
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12:04:12 PM

12:04:18 PM
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12:05:06 PM

12:05:09 PM

12:05:51 PM

12:06:10 PM

12:06:38 PM

12:07:01 PM

12:07:53 PM

12:08:09 PM

12:08:35 PM

12:10:38 PM

12:12:44 PM

12:12:55 PM

sure

one more question

Lalit Rawat

yup

Amar Singh

anyone expert for azure billing

Lalit Rawat

Yes we can help

Amar Singh

azure storage billing is to complex

Lalit Rawat

@KelvinAroza  he is expert in billing and subscription 
management

Amar Singh
azure storage billing is to complex

give me the scenirio

Amar Singh

suppose i have created one VM with AVset 2 Fault domains and 
5 update domain

what will be the costing of this VM

it cost me double or more

Lalit Rawat

let calculate for you.

Amar Singh

Rajiesh George

How can I put 1VM in a fault domain ??

Lalit Rawat

Rajiesh George
How can I put 1VM in a fault domain ??

atleast we need 2 vm for fault tollerance

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/manage-availability 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/manage-availability)

Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/manage-availability


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/manage-availability)

12:13:48 PM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

in/pricing/calculator/)

12:18:01 PM

12:18:25 PM

12:19:55 PM

edited 12:20:32 PM

12:20:33 PM

12:20:47 PM

Manage the availability of Windows VMs in Azure
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/manage-availability)
Learn how to use multiple virtual machines to ensure high
availability for your Windows application in Azure

Rajiesh George

Lalit Rawat
atleast we need 2 vm for fault tollerance

Rajendra joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
suppose i have created one VM with AVset 2 Fault domains a…

you can alsways use https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
in/pricing/calculator/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
in/pricing/calculator/)

Microsoft
Pricing Calculator | Microsoft Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
in/pricing/calculator/)
Price and configure Microsoft Azure features for your
scenarios.

just u need to select VM and availability set +5 Domian

1 VM AVset2+5 updated vm  =US$ 729.12

Niraj Kumar

Amar Singh
suppose i have created one VM with AVset 2 Fault dom…

Amar AVS is free. So you pay for VM size and Storage.

Lalit Rawat

it may very depend on your VM size instance and AVset Vm size 
instance.

Amar Singh

Thanks Lalit

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/manage-availability
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/calculator/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/manage-availability
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/calculator/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/calculator/
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12:21:54 PM

12:22:14 PM
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12:24:45 PM

12:25:36 PM

12:26:59 PM

12:28:10 PM

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Amar AVS is free. So you pay for VM size and Storage.

Niraj bhai, but it is showing in calucator , not sure how

Amar Singh

i not able to find Avset option

can you help me

Lalit Rawat

virtual machine scaleset

Amar Singh

ohhho

i thought its different

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
i thought its different

ohh..ok..

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Niraj bhai, but it is showing in calucator , not sure how

I don't see Availability set only Scale Set.

Availability Set and Scale Sets are different. Not same.

Siva joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

In Azure, virtual machines (VMs) can be placed in to a logical 
grouping called an availability set. When you create VMs within 
an availability set, the Azure platform distributes the placement 
of those VMs across the underlying Azure infrastructure.

Surya Dilip joined group via invite link

Siddharth joined group via invite link

Maheswaran Veeriah joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
In Azure, virtual machines (VMs) can be placed in to a logical g

goted bhai, thanks again.
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12:30:28 PM

12:30:32 PM

12:30:36 PM

12:30:50 PM
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12:31:17 PM

12:31:17 PM

12:31:50 PM

12:33:50 PM

12:33:51 PM

one question: Which one is good for fault tolreance , Availability 
set or Scale set ?

means Best practices ?

Shakti Ranjan

Rajiesh George

It cost you double because you are going to put 2 instances 
instead of one to get more SLA. you can deploy multiple 
instances in availability set with different fault and update 
domain. and will cost as per instances and storage.

Amar Singh

Avset

Lalit Rawat
one question: Which one is good for fault tolreance , Availabili

Avset

Sree Harsha MS

Niraj Kumar
Correct about P1 P2. Customer will need to buy premium sub…

Thanks Niraj. yeah, I am aware of EMS with EMS E3 you get P1 
and E5 you get P2. but so every azure customer has to 
separately purchase premium features, its not part of the 
subscription although they have it on EA

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
Avset

Thanks Amar

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
one question: Which one is good for fault tolreance , Availabili

Availabilty set and Scale set both are different concept.

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
Availabilty set and Scale set both are different concept.

So the cost will be on Per VM running time +storage space taken 
by the VM correct ?

Niraj Kumar

Sree Harsha MS
Thanks Niraj. yeah, I am aware of EMS with EMS E3 you get …

Unfortunately, yes EA customer has to subscribe for AD premium 
separately.
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Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
So the cost will be on Per VM running time +storage space t…

Right. No cost of availability set as mentioned by Niraj.

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
one question: Which one is good for fault tolreance , Availabili

Availability set is different than scaleset. Availability set you don't 
need to maintain identical hardware or code

Plus it guarantees against hardware failure and software update 
of your server.

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Availability set is different than scaleset. Availability set yo

goted, Now one more concept is clear niraj bhai

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
Thank you Mishra Ji and Lalit for all your support

try this it is avaialbe in azure

Amar Singh

Lalit Rawat
try this it is avaialbe in azure

thanks bro but these image you will only get with MSDN 
subscription. if you have EA agreement it will not there i am sure

:(

Dhruvin Shah

sorry by mistake

Shakti Ranjan

Amar Singh
thanks bro but these image you will only get with MSDN sub…

I am getting this image in my free subscription as well as EA.

Amar Singh
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i am also getting option

on my EA account but once you click on create it will give you 
same screen

Shakti Ranjan

let me click to create in EA.

Rajiesh George

Shakti Ranjan
It cost you double because you are going to put 2 instances inst

My point is we can't use FD with one VM. This is HA feature, 
however there are workloads which doesn't support HA by its own 
.. so multiple server won't give any sense !!

Shakti Ranjan

Amar Singh
on my EA account but once you click on create it will give you s

Right.. I am also getting same.

Rajiesh George
My point is we can't use FD with one VM. This is HA feature, h…

Yes.., your single VM also deployed in one fault domain and one 
update domain. But here concept is as you have only one VM in 
AVL set and suppose that deployed in rack A and that is got failed 
or fired in MS datacenter then you don't have HA as you have one 
VM in AVL set.

Rajiesh George

Shakti Ranjan
Yes.., your single VM also deployed in one fault domain and one
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You are correct 

Shakti Ranjan

If you deployed multiple instances in AVL set then all have there 
diffrent falut and update domain ...if one unavailable then other 
will up and running.

I have one doubt from long back and still not clear in proper 
way. Doubt is suppose I want a disk drive of size 10TB for 
that we can use 10 disks of 1 TB or now we can use two 
4TB and one 2TB data disks and stripe all disks to make one 
drive of size 10 TB. With this 10TB data disk we will get 
high throughput and IOPS that is advantage for us. But 
what is the SLA or garantee that failure of single disk from 
striped disk. In my case, example I have taken 10 data 
disks of 1 TB and made it 10TB by Striping of disks. So here 
if one disc get failed in MS datacenter then disk of 10TB will 
not respond until that 1TB failed disk get resolved. So how 
can we look into this.?

Rahul Ambhore

Shakti Ranjan
I have one doubt from long back and still not clear in proper wa

Use managed disk

Managed premium SSD will take care of it

Shakti Ranjan

Rahul Ambhore
Use managed disk

Are you sure you will get 10GB disk in managed disk.?]

sorry 10 TB

Rahul Ambhore

Yes, you can create

I mean

Shakti Ranjan

This solution only possible with striping.

Rahul Ambhore

Shakti Ranjan
This solution only possible with striping.

Yes that is wht

4+4+2

Shakti Ranjan
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ok got it what you want to say...but I want concept behind it in 
unmanaged disk

I never faced this issue in production ..but if customer ask then I 
will be blank.

Rahul Ambhore

If u even use unmanaged  primium disk...u will get SLA

Shakti Ranjan

yes but what SLA as I am using 10 different disks.

Rahul Ambhore

I am using unmanaged primium disk for backup server

Shakti Ranjan

Rahul Ambhore
I am using unmanaged primium disk for backup server

Backup server means what.?

I would suggest you to use premium disks for log and data drive 
and take backups of DB's in blob directly.

Rahul Ambhore

Shakti Ranjan
Backup server means what.?

We've another backup solution for file and folder level backup for 
crtitical workload

Shakti Ranjan

Make one job in SQL to take backup of DB's in blob on daily 
basis full backup and hourly basis for transactional logs 
depends on your requirement.

Rahul Ambhore
We've another backup solution for file and folder level backup f

That is also fine.

Shakti Ranjan
I have one doubt from long back and still not clear in proper wa

Still I am looking for this.

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
Photo

FYI, Strange, MSDN subscription they are asking only for win7 
and Winodws 10 not for win 8 , i think that is because of licensing 
of those operating system. Please add note on this @everyone
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Rahul Ambhore

Shakti Ranjan
Still I am looking for this.

Azure Premium Storage is a solid-state drive (SSD)–based storage 
solution designed to support I/O-intensive workloads. With 
Premium Storage, you can add up to 64 TB of persistent storage 
per virtual machine, with more than 80,000 I/O operations per 
second (IOPS) per virtual machine and extremely low latencies for 
read operations. Offering a service-level agreement (SLA) for 99.9 
percent availability

99.9% uptime with SDD

Shakti Ranjan

Rahul Ambhore
Azure Premium Storage is a solid-state drive (SSD)–based sto…

Rahul I am totally with you for this..But I think you are not 
getting me or I am not able to explain you. Thing is I have one 
solution disk with 10 different disks then it is not sure that all 
disks are place in same hardware of MS datacenter, it is higher 
possibility that all 10 disks are placed in different  or some on 
same hardware then in that case how MS managing this and what 
is the possibility that we will not get affected.

And please look into it with standard disk too.

Rahul Ambhore

Hmmm let me recheck with this perspective..

Shakti Ranjan

Rahul Ambhore
Hmmm let me recheck with this perspective..

Yes Please.

Shetty Nilesh

http://sanganakauthority.blogspot.in/2017/07/start-stop-multiple-
azure-vms-on.html?m=1 
(http://sanganakauthority.blogspot.in/2017/07/start-stop-
multiple-azure-vms-on.html?m=1)

Start Stop Multiple Azure VMs on schedule using Azure
Automation
(http://sanganakauthority.blogspot.in/2017/07/start-
stop-multiple-azure-vms-on.html?m=1)

http://sanganakauthority.blogspot.in/2017/07/start-stop-multiple-azure-vms-on.html?m=1
http://sanganakauthority.blogspot.in/2017/07/start-stop-multiple-azure-vms-on.html?m=1
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/details-of-

the-december-28th-2012-windows-azure-storage-disruption-
in-us-south/?cdn=disable)
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Shakti Ranjan

Shetty Nilesh
http://sanganakauthority.blogspot.in/2017/07/start-stop-multi…

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
Rahul I am totally with you for this..But I think you are not ge

Shakti if you are using same storage account it's stored on same 
stamp. However, if you use different storage account and use 
script to ensure it's placed in separate stamp, it will give you that 
redundancy

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/details-of-the-december-
28th-2012-windows-azure-storage-disruption-in-us-south/?
cdn=disable (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/details-of-
the-december-28th-2012-windows-azure-storage-disruption-in-us-
south/?cdn=disable)

Microsoft
Details of the December 28th, 2012 Windows Azure
Storage Disruption… (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/details-of-the-december-28th-2012-windows-
azure-storage-disruption-in-us-south/?cdn=disable)
Introduction On December 28th, 2012 there was a service
interruption that affected 1.8% of the Windows Azure Storage
accounts.  The affected storage...

Sree Harsha MS

Niraj Kumar
How about azure ad pass through auth?

Hey Niraj, can you kindly explain  how pass thru auth will able to 
restrict EXO so that users cannot access outlook via RCP using 
HTTP.

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
Shakti if you are using same storage account it's stored on sa…

This article helped me a lot for my understanding. Thanks Niraj.

Niraj Kumar

Sree Harsha MS
Hey Niraj, can you kindly explain how pass thru auth will able

Sorry I beg your pardon, what is RCP?

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/details-of-the-december-28th-2012-windows-azure-storage-disruption-in-us-south/?cdn=disable
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/details-of-the-december-28th-2012-windows-azure-storage-disruption-in-us-south/?cdn=disable
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/details-of-the-december-28th-2012-windows-azure-storage-disruption-in-us-south/?cdn=disable
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Shakti Ranjan
This article helped me a lot for my understanding. Thanks Niraj.

You welcome!

Rajeev Singh

Niraj Kumar
Hi Azure Talk team members, I'm proud and elated to announ…

Chandra Reddy joined group via invite link

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Renjit Arvind
I have a question... Under EA ..if we already have a subscriptio

The answers would be different based on if these are Live IDs or 
Org IDs. I could help you better if you give me more details.

Sree Harsha MS
Need some help here...I understand Conditional access is pre…

AAD premium are separate purchases. Could be bought via 
Volume Licensing (EA), Open Licensing or CSP as well.

Shakti Ranjan

Is there any way to get all unused vhds in storage account.? 
Except lease..because some time vhd lease state showing active 
and it is not in use with any VM.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yes

I have script bro

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Amar Singh
anyone expert for azure billing

I'm here. Temme

Renjit Arvind

Initially both(live and Corp) but after some time it will be only 
Corp id
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RA
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Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
I'm here. Temme

Then Give dude what you are waiting for...you shoud upload this 
script to Azure talk git hub.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Then Give dude what you are waiting for...you shoud upload t…

Don't have git id

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Don't have git id

No excuse..bna lo...

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Renjit Arvind
Initially both(live and Corp) but after some time it will be onl

Ok. If these are all Org IDs, you are saying these 2 IDs belong to 
different tenants?

Shakti Ranjan
Then Give dude what you are waiting for...you shoud upload t…

Was this directed to me?

Renjit Arvind

How can we create a VM with unlimited disk? Tried to deploy the 
VMs (small server)from the Azure market place with HDD, tried to 
do ASR(Azure 2Azure). It says managed disks are not supported..

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Was this directed to me?

No ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ... sorry for wrongly tagged.

Renjit Arvind

Undamaged disk

Unmanaged

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
No ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ... sorry for wrongly tagged.
🏻

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
How can we create a VM with unlimited disk? Tried to deploy …
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What is the instance size

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Renjit Arvind
How can we create a VM with unlimited disk? Tried to deploy …

Which image did you use?

Renjit Arvind

Tried with 2008 ND 2012 ..small disk

From azure marketplace

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

What exactly do you mean by unlimited disk?

Renjit Arvind

Unmanaged

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Unlimited number of disks attached to a single VM?

Renjit Arvind

Sorry for that... unmanaged disk

Lalit Rawat

As per my understanding azure vm has limitations as per vm 
instance size

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Do you want unmanaged disks attached to the VM?

Renjit Arvind
Tried with 2008 ND 2012 ..small disk

Can you share the Marketplace link of the image you are using?

Renjit Arvind

I want a VM with a OS disk(undamaged)

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Lalit Rawat
As per my understanding azure vm has limitations as per vm i…

Those limitations are for the number of disks you can attach.

Renjit Arvind

Unmanaged

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Renjit Arvind
I want a VM with a OS disk(undamaged)

Use the EDIT feature, to avoid confusions. 
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Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Those limitations are for the number of disks you can attach.

True, I am not sure if manage disk has limitations per instance 
size

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

He wants unmanaged disks

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Can you type error message

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Renjit Arvind
I want a VM with a OS disk(undamaged)

Can you share the screenshot of the error?

Renjit Arvind

I will share once I reach home

Shakti Ranjan

During deployment of VM select unmanaged

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Guys, for any billing or subscription management questions, tag 
me in the message.

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Guys, for any billing or subscription management questions, tag

Sure ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ.

Lalit Rawat

Managed disk limitations per subscription is 2000

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Guys, for any billing or subscription management questions, tag

Sure bro

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Lalit Rawat
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/storage/storage-faq-for-disks)
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Managed disk limitations per subscription is 2000
Yep. But limitations per VM is based on VM type/size

Shakti Ranjan

Shakti Ranjan
Photo

Renjit.. this make sense for you.?

Renjit Arvind

I remember selecting HDD instead SSD while deploying

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
Renjit.. this make sense for you.?

HDD vs SSD is different from Managed and Unmanaged

Renjit Arvind

I am not remembering a screen like rhis

Let reach home and wills are more details

Shakti Ranjan

No..that is different ...here also you need to select other wise it 
will take managed disk by default.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

You have HDD and SSD both in Managed and Unmanaged

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-faq-for-
disks (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-
faq-for-disks) use this link for more details

Docs
Frequently asked questions (FAQ) about Azure IaaS VM
disks (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/storage/storage-faq-for-disks)
Frequently asked questions about Azure IaaS VM disks and
premium disks (managed and unmanaged)

U have all the possible answer

Renjit Arvind

So with marketplace VMs we can deploy server unmanaged disk

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-faq-for-disks
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-faq-for-disks
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-faq-for-disks
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Shakti Ranjan
No..that is different ...here also you need to select other wise

It's part of the VM creation work flow in the portal.

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
So with marketplace VMs we can deploy server unmanaged disk

Yes

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
It's part of the VM creation work flow in the portal.

yes

Renjit Arvind
So with marketplace VMs we can deploy server unmanaged disk

As of now any VM can be deployed in managed or unmanaged.

Lalit Rawat

U can't create vm without market place until unless it is 
customized

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
As of now any VM can be deployed in managed or unmanaged.

Yep.

Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Yep.

Thank you

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Lalit Rawat
U can't create vm without market place until unless it is custom

Yes. Even MSFT images are in Marketplace itself.

Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Yes. Even MSFT images are in Marketplace itself.

Yes very true

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Yes. Even MSFT images are in Marketplace itself.

First party entities in Marketplace

Lalit Rawat
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ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
First party entities in Marketplace

Yup

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Are all of you using free subscriptions itself? #JustAsking 
(tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=JustAsking)

Lalit Rawat

Some time not all the time

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Are all of you using free subscriptions itself? #JustAsking

Yes.. for own purpose testing..

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Lalit Rawat
Some time not all the time

You pay for the rest of your usage? I mean your company pays, 
rt?

By free, do you have Dev Essentials or Visual Studio?

For guys using non free ones, I wanted to check if any of you 
guys received your invoice with GST.

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
By free, do you have Dev Essentials or Visual Studio?

Yes I have but both are disabled for this month :( because of 
limit.

Renjit Arvind

Oh... so default VMs at market place won't help us  to create a 
Demo

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
Yes I have but both are disabled for this month :( because of li

Haha... Ok...

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
For guys using non free ones, I wanted to check if any of you …

tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=JustAsking
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Anything interesting..??  I am not account admin for my 
organisation subscriptions.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Renjit Arvind
Oh... so default VMs at market place won't help us to create a

How did you deduce that?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

@shak

try thid

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
DiskDetails.ps1

Let me try Mishra Ji..

Vivek Kumar Mishra

*this

Ok

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
Anything interesting..?? I am not account admin for my organi…

That's what I wanted to know. We spent so much of man hours 
to get everything right! There are still some loose ends (which I 
can't share of course). So wanted to check if anyone is impacted. 
We are waiting at least for a month to see some customer impact. 

Modi just woke up one day and announced GST. We all had to go 
crazy here!

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
That's what I wanted to know. We spent so much of man hou…

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Anyway let me know if anyone sees anything funny on their 
invoices then.

Shakti Ranjan

I also received mail regarding this

https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
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ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
I also received mail regarding this

All indian accounts did

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Any trusted link to download xp services pak3??

32 bit

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Any trusted link to download xp services pak3??

XP?! 

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yes

I have a system with 256 MB ram

For that

Need xp

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Wow! 

You might as well just run Ubuntu

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
I have a system with 256 MB ram

Please disclose client name who is using this.? 

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I think is 512 MB may br

Shakti Ranjan
Please disclose client name who is using this.? 

Vivek

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
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Please disclose client name who is using this.? 

I know

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Vivek

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
I know

obvious you know.. You are scanning infra of all customers

Vivek Kumar Mishra

But still there are some DC where server 2003 running

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
obvious you know.. You are scanning infra of all customers

Why would I do that?!

Vivek Kumar Mishra
But still there are some DC where server 2003 running
🏻

Vivek Kumar Mishra

One of our client using forefront TMG and trying to migrate to 
Azure

But no luck

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Why would I do that?!

Just kidding. 

Vivek Kumar Mishra

After migration block rdp after install ng in fresh server it block 
rdp

Any solution fo this

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
Just kidding. 

I anyway can pull that info from my end 

Shakti Ranjan

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
I anyway can pull that info from my end 



7:11:25 PM

RA
7:18:05 PM

7:19:15 PM

7:19:33 PM

edited 7:19:58 PM

7:21:24 PM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/managed-

disks-with-azure-site-recovery/?cdn=disable)

7:21:29 PM

I knew 

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Shakti Ranjan
I knew 

Haha...

Renjit Arvind

Smalldisk win 2012

This is what I am getting while using

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Ah this is ASR, not while deploying  the VM

Check this out once.

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
Check this out once.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/managed-disks-with-
azure-site-recovery/?cdn=disable 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/managed-disks-with-
azure-site-recovery/?cdn=disable)

Microsoft

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/managed-disks-with-azure-site-recovery/?cdn=disable
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/managed-disks-with-azure-site-recovery/?cdn=disable


7:34:17 PM

7:37:16 PM

7:37:25 PM

7:38:02 PM

7:38:32 PM

7:39:07 PM

7:39:43 PM

7:39:47 PM

Azure Site Recovery now supports managed disks
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/managed-
disks-with-azure-site-recovery/?cdn=disable)
Azure Site Recovery (ASR) now supports managed disks. With
the integration of managed disks with ASR, you can attach
managed disks to your machines du...

Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
By free, do you have Dev Essentials or Visual Studio?

No  I do not have

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
No I do not have

Go for it and get free subscription for an year with limited 
expense.

Lalit Rawat

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ
XP?! 

To migrate the vm to azure and try whether it is working right 
Mishra ji

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Go for it and get free subscription for an year with limited exp

How??

Lalit Rawat
To migrate the vm to azure and try whether it is working right…

Gr8 idea

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
But still there are some DC where server 2003 running

Tell him it's not supported now other wise they will have an issue. 
I did migrate one 2003 to 2012 server to one of my customers

Vivek Kumar Mishra

They have their own dc

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
How??

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/member-offers/vs-dev-
essentials/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/member-
offers/vs-dev-essentials/)

Microsoft

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/managed-disks-with-azure-site-recovery/?cdn=disable
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/member-offers/vs-dev-essentials/


 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

in/pricing/member-offers/vs-dev-essentials/)

7:39:54 PM

7:39:58 PM

7:40:24 PM

7:40:36 PM

7:41:47 PM

7:42:10 PM

7:42:35 PM

7:49:11 PM

7:49:49 PM

10:38:33 PM

Visual Studio Dev Essentials | Microsoft Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/member-
offers/vs-dev-essentials/)
Visual Studio Dev Essentials gives you access to developer
tools, services, and resources for free, allowing you to create,
test, launch, and manage modern applications.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

And quite happy with it

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Gr8 idea

Thanks bhai

Vivek Kumar Mishra

For upgrade need to upgrade h/w so

Jab tak chal raha h chalne do

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
And quite happy with it

Bhai it's not matter if they are happy or not but your customer 
will not in problem after 3 to 6 months better get a confirmation 
over email if he still want to go with 2003 server so alter on he 
will not questions in you .

Just a suggestion@mishraji

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Go for it and get free subscription for an year with limited exp

Plz tell process

Shakti Ranjan

Calling you.

Laxmikanth Manga joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/member-offers/vs-…

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/member-offers/vs-dev-essentials/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/member-offers/vs-dev-essentials/


10:40:12 PM

10:41:28 PM

10:41:51 PM

 (https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/mct-

certification.aspx)

10:44:49 PM

10:56:33 PM

10:57:23 PM

10:58:13 PM

11:05:32 PM

11:05:50 PM

11:17:56 PM

11:18:07 PM

12:15:34 AM

25$ p.m too less.

Anybody wants higher credit become MCT and get free MSDN 
subscription which entitles you to 150$ US credit.

If you have training experience You can apply for MCT, Microsoft 
certified trainer.

Mct has many more benefits

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/mct-certification.aspx 
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/mct-
certification.aspx)

Microsoft Learning
MCT Training | Microsoft Certified Trainer Certification
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/mct-
certification.aspx)
Become a Microsoft Certified Trainer (MCT), and expand your
career. Discover the benefits of MCT training, certification, and
membership.

Noor Khan

What is nosql means

Bro in world, one Mumbai second New York never sleep

& third is our Azure team 🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗

Hi team, if I want to add azure knowledge and experience in my 
resume what should i

Can you please share so I can modify my resume

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Can you please share so I can modify my resume

I'll share some content to you need time for it

Noor Khan

No issue bro

Sunil Kumar joined group via invite link

Friday, July 14, 2017

Devendra Singh Rawat

Hi.. Any tried and tested Nuget package to provide export to 
excel functionality in a dot net app on Azure

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/mct-certification.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/mct-certification.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/mct-certification.aspx


GG
12:38:37 AM

1:16:11 AM

2:16:36 AM

2:44:28 AM

3:13:25 AM

7:27:27 AM

7:28:11 AM

7:28:51 AM

Ghulam Ghaus

Are vm's added in sandbox account of CSP 100% free of any 
charges? Thanks

Vishal Awasthi invited Pavan Vannur

Lalit Rawat

Ghulam Ghaus
Are vm's added in sandbox account of CSP 100% free of any …

Not sure but if you are paying for sandbox services then probably 
no charges because adding the vm is part of sandbox services

Lalit Rawat

Please verify with your csp parter will be good option and check if 
they bought the   license along with 2 or 4 vm instance

Suresh Mallela

these tools are very helpfull.   you can try....

Lalit Rawat

Suresh Mallela
Photo

Thanks Suresh

Karthik P joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Anybody used Custom Script Extension for Windows to run post 
installation Windows Powershell script?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yes to remove ghost nic entry

Niraj Kumar



7:29:35 AM

7:29:41 AM

7:29:58 AM

7:30:14 AM

7:30:23 AM

 (https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script)

7:30:35 AM

7:30:42 AM

7:30:58 AM

7:30:58 AM

7:31:12 AM

7:31:23 AM

7:31:30 AM

7:33:47 AM

7:34:34 AM

7:34:58 AM

I'm trying to create a template for DevTest lab with a Vnet, 2 
subnets, 1 gatewaysubnet, 1 DC. With NSG rules applied

I want to promote DC automatically

after creation

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Yes to remove ghost nic entry

Can you share me the script?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

You can install dc after creating the vm

In single script

Niraj Kumar

https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script 
(https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script)

GitHub

KloudEzy/Script (https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script)
Script - Azure Powershell scripts.

Could you please upload the script there?

Give me your github ID, will add you as contributor

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Could you please upload the script there?

Ok

Need to create

Still not create

Today I will do that

Niraj Kumar

Please! And guys everybody who has worked on script or have 
some scripts and you are willing to share please use the 
repository to upload it.

It'll be of great help to people in this forum and also other 
community members!

Lalit Rawat

Sure Niraj need to start working on this part

Niraj Kumar

https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script
https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script
https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script


7:35:06 AM

7:35:26 AM

7:41:47 AM

7:42:27 AM

7:45:06 AM

7:45:46 AM

7:48:18 AM

7:54:07 AM

7:54:23 AM

7:54:40 AM

7:55:01 AM

7:58:31 AM

Suresh I gave you permission, could you please accept the 
invitation?

Everybody please share me your github ID so that I can give you 
collaborator permission

Satya Vedantam joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Everybody please share me your github ID so that I can give …

lalit01.rawat@outlook.com (mailto:lalit01.rawat@outlook.com) 
this my GitHub id. Pls  add me on GitHub

Sarvesh Sood

Niraj Kumar
Everybody please share me your github ID so that I can give …

My id is sarvesh.sood@gmail.com 
(mailto:sarvesh.sood@gmail.com)

Niraj Kumar

unable to find both, please share the id

I can share you by email only if you are listed publicly otherwise 
need to know your user id

Lalit Rawat

I have listed publicly with lalit01.rawat@outlook.com 
(mailto:lalit01.rawat@outlook.com) and used is lrawat

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
I have listed publicly with lalit01.rawat@outlook.com and used i

Added you accept the invitation

I could find out by your userid

Sarvesh Sood
My id is sarvesh.sood@gmail.com

Please share your github id?

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
I could find out by your userid

Thanks niraj

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Thanks niraj

YW!

mailto:lalit01.rawat@outlook.com
mailto:sarvesh.sood@gmail.com
mailto:lalit01.rawat@outlook.com


8:10:27 AM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-

virtualization-in-azure/)

8:35:22 AM

8:43:38 AM

8:43:41 AM

8:45:10 AM

8:45:26 AM

8:45:38 AM

8:46:40 AM

8:46:52 AM

8:47:06 AM

8:48:47 AM

8:49:23 AM

9:26:36 AM

Kamleh Bhatt

What is the difference between Old intune portal and Azure 
intune?

Shetty Nilesh

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-virtualization-in-
azure/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-
virtualization-in-azure/)

Microsoft
Nested Virtualization in Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-
virtualization-in-azure/)
We announced nested virtualization support coming to Azure
with Dv3 or Ev3 series at //build session last month. Today we
are excited to announce tha...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I had a meeting with client

Lalit Rawat

Best of luck

Vivek Kumar Mishra

We are using UDR he asked me if something went wrong from 
Azure end and this UDR BD got deleted or not working from 
backend or backup policy DB got deleted or not working in that 
case what is solutions form your side

Lalit have you faced this type of question before??

Or anyone??

Lalit Rawat

Many times

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ans please

Lalit Rawat

Give moment now ur with client

Lalit Rawat

Ms team is giving the 99.9 %sla even they don't want to lose that 
sla due some issue as Ms are strict on that. When we took the 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-virtualization-in-azure/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-virtualization-in-azure/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-virtualization-in-azure/


9:28:02 AM

9:28:59 AM

9:30:00 AM

AA
9:30:31 AM

9:30:49 AM

9:30:59 AM

9:31:36 AM

9:32:06 AM

9:33:18 AM

9:33:46 AM

9:36:24 AM

PV
10:53:56 AM

backup it will keep 3 or 6 copy of your data to restore and you 
are not changing the network configuration every day best 
practices is to export the network setting in case there is any 
issue then u can import those setting and u ll get u setting back 
in 10-15 mins

Lalit Learn azure, Work azure, Think azure: 
And tell him if u want your data secure the use key vault solutions

Even no one has access to customer data even executive level Ms 
employee If they will try it is violation of policy

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Ms team is giving the 99.9 %sla even they don't want to lose …

Regarding backup if i am using GRS in that data transfer charger 
also included my bill. Right??

Aavisek

Ghulam Ghaus
Are vm's added in sandbox account of CSP 100% free of any …

Free

Lalit Rawat

And tell him if u want your data secure the use key vault solutions

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Regarding backup if i am using GRS in that data transfer char…

Yes

Aavisek
Free

Avi how many instance we can add in one sandbox

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Regarding backup if i am using GRS in that data transfer char…

But that is very minimal

Tell put the rbac policy on network configuration so u can same 
ur environment from human error .

Except network administrator don't give the access to anyone

Even Ms support team are troubleshooting your network services 
user fabric or some internal tool .

Preyash Vrat

https://www-networkworld-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/www.networkworld.com/article/3207
748/cloud-computing/microsoft-introduces-azure-stack-its-
answer-to-openstack.amp.html (https://www-networkworld-

https://www-networkworld-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/www.networkworld.com/article/3207748/cloud-computing/microsoft-introduces-azure-stack-its-answer-to-openstack.amp.html


10:55:01 AM

10:55:14 AM

 (http://www.zdnet.com/article/ibm-launches-

new-services-platform-powered-by-watsons-cognitive-
capabilities/?linkId=39762116)

PV
10:59:18 AM

11:04:22 AM

11:10:39 AM

11:19:06 AM

com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/www.networkworld.com/article/3207
748/cloud-computing/microsoft-introduces-azure-stack-its-
answer-to-openstack.amp.html)

Azure stack a challenge to Open stack.

Lalit Rawat

Preyash Vrat
https://www-networkworld-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/www.…

Nice one is any one has azure stack documents or ppt will 
understand better

Preyash Vrat

http://www.zdnet.com/article/ibm-launches-new-services-
platform-powered-by-watsons-cognitive-capabilities/?
linkId=39762116 (http://www.zdnet.com/article/ibm-launches-
new-services-platform-powered-by-watsons-cognitive-
capabilities/?linkId=39762116)

ZDNet
IBM launches new IT management services platform
powered by Watson | ZDNet
(http://www.zdnet.com/article/ibm-launches-new-
services-platform-powered-by-watsons-cognitive-
capabilities/?linkId=39762116)
Thanks to 30-plus years of operational data derived from
thousands of clients worldwide, the company's new Watson-
powered services platform aims to br...

Lalit Rawat

Preyash Vrat
http://www.zdnet.com/article/ibm-launches-new-services-pla…

thanks

Niraj Kumar

Kamleh Bhatt
What is the difference between Old intune portal and Azure i…

Microsoft move away from the old portal and now integrated it 
with Azure's own portal.

Kamleh Bhatt

Niraj Kumar
Microsoft move away from the old portal and now integrated…

Thanks sir, it was very big confusion

Lalit Rawat

http://www.zdnet.com/article/ibm-launches-new-services-platform-powered-by-watsons-cognitive-capabilities/?linkId=39762116
https://www-networkworld-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/www.networkworld.com/article/3207748/cloud-computing/microsoft-introduces-azure-stack-its-answer-to-openstack.amp.html
http://www.zdnet.com/article/ibm-launches-new-services-platform-powered-by-watsons-cognitive-capabilities/?linkId=39762116
http://www.zdnet.com/article/ibm-launches-new-services-platform-powered-by-watsons-cognitive-capabilities/?linkId=39762116


11:23:50 AM

11:41:03 AM

11:41:56 AM

11:42:27 AM

11:42:58 AM

1:12:42 PM

1:12:59 PM

VI
1:26:10 PM

1:55:24 PM

SA
1:57:48 PM

Niraj Kumar
Microsoft move away from the old portal and now integrated…

@azurekam  classic model work with cloud services and new 
model work resources group. Even as Niraj Bhai told u no need 
to worry as it is going out. Classic model services are migrating 
to Nee portal

Kamleh Bhatt

Lalit Rawat
@azurekam classic model work with cloud services and new …

I was asking about intune classic portal 

Lalit Rawat

Ok..even that is going out from the classic portal

Kamleh Bhatt

Yes..

Lalit Rawat

Thank you..

Jagan CR

Niraj Kumar
Everybody please share me your github ID so that I can give …

Jagancr@outlook.com (mailto:Jagancr@outlook.com)

Pls add.My id

Vinay

Niraj Kumar
Everybody please share me your github ID so that I can give …

Pls add my email I'd nallagoppula@outlook.com 
(mailto:nallagoppula@outlook.com)

Anantha Dommeti invited Srinivas

Dhananjay joined group via invite link

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
Anybody wants higher credit become MCT and get free MSDN…

Niraj, to become MCT it requires skills with strong explanation 
power that we are learning from you and others. :)

Shibin Ayikal

Can I ask a favor. Can anyone operating a  ACS container cluster 
with Kubernetes check if they can still connect to the master node 
using Kubectl client. Suddenly we are not able to run any Kubectl 

mailto:Jagancr@outlook.com
mailto:nallagoppula@outlook.com


1:58:20 PM

2:06:44 PM

2:08:06 PM

VI
2:08:38 PM

2:09:37 PM

2:09:52 PM

VI
2:09:58 PM

2:10:22 PM

command on our clusters .I can Ssh into the master node but 
cannot ping to the master node.

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
Anybody used Custom Script Extension for Windows to run po…

Me and Mishra ji do have but that script works like first deploy 
infra in classic model and then post installation like IIS and DC 
etc. We need to work on that script to make compatible with ARM 
which require lots of effort and time. We will try and share.

Lalit Rawat
Ms team is giving the 99.9 %sla even they don't want to lose …

Lalit, I want to confirm one thing, Long back in classic I did 
export, change config and import of network configuration in 
existing network and it worked smoothly. Here in ARM if I export 
JSON and import after changes then any impact..?? did you tried 
this.? 
Suppose some rules mismatched from my NSG and if I import 
config what I had exported before missmatch then it will replace 
existing config or update only newly changes or error. Please 
confirm if you did this.

Niraj Kumar

Vinay
Pls add my email I'd nallagoppula@outlook.com

Please share your Github id

Vinay

nallagoppula

Niraj Kumar

Vinay
nallagoppula

Done! Accept the invitation

Jagan CR
Jagancr@outlook.com

Please share your Github ID

Vinay

Sure, Thank you

Niraj Kumar

Vinay
Sure, Thank you

YW!

Lalit Rawat



2:13:04 PM

2:15:26 PM

2:15:50 PM

2:16:55 PM

2:17:48 PM

2:39:01 PM

2:39:45 PM

2:42:08 PM

2:43:25 PM

2:44:09 PM

2:45:25 PM

Shakti Ranjan
Lalit, I want to confirm one thing, Long back in classic I did e

I did try th efirst scenerio not second, But if there is new changes 
and u export the old network setting they only the VNEt 
configuration would change not NSG until unless they are not 
with the same name. My suggestion u can try in ur lab if you 
have give a script i will try now and update.

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
I did try th efirst scenerio not second, But if there is new cha

I will try with JSON once my free subscription re-activated. I don't 
have script , we need to export from existing one.

Lalit Rawat

i am doing form powershall

Shakti Ranjan

Yes in classic I did through power shell. But I think in ARM JSON 
is easy, will try both.

Lalit Rawat

sure

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
Niraj, to become MCT it requires skills with strong explanation

You can start by giving demos and presentations to your 
colleagues in your office! It'll help you drive the fluency and 
presentation skills!

You could also volunteer to take sessions in my Azure Talk .:)

I'm planning on some scripting and automation session and will 
need help of all of the scripters.

In fact, I'm looking to dive deeper into Azure Automation, 
scripting and JSON and I'd appreciate if somebody can give me a 
personal session! Please!!!

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
You can start by giving demos and presentations to your colle…

Yes I am doing but not professionally.. I will start to do it. Very 
soon I will be volunteer in Azure Talk.

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
Yes I am doing but not professionally.. I will start to do it. V

That'd be awesome!! I'll look forward to your help!



2:48:06 PM

2:49:05 PM

2:50:23 PM

2:50:40 PM

2:50:59 PM

2:51:56 PM

2:52:07 PM

2:52:55 PM

2:53:25 PM

2:53:57 PM

Anybody who has good exposure to Azure Automation and 
Microsoft Orchestrator! Could you please schedule a session with 
me. Need to work on Automating atleast 10 Pre-approved 
Architecture blueprints into Production. Want to make use of 
Powershell extension and Json to fully automate Resource 
provisioning and OS configuration.

Jagan CR

Niraj Kumar
Please share your Github ID

Jagan.cr (http://Jagan.cr) @gmail.com

Lalit Rawat

Jagan CR
Jagan.cr @gmail.com

Jagan not email id it's ur github it while cretting the account  have 
created like mine: lrawat , Similerar will your .

hope u don't mind.

so it will easy to find your on github

Jagan CR

Lalit Rawat
Jagan not email id it's ur github it while cretting the account

Ooh ok got it sorry...Id is jagancr

Lalit Rawat

Jagan Github ID:   jagancr

Np bro.. finaly we found u on github.. niraj bhai will add u

Jagan CR

Hmmm thnq

Lalit Rawat

http://jagan.cr/


2:54:16 PM

3:01:29 PM

3:01:52 PM

3:02:29 PM

3:03:08 PM

3:03:19 PM

3:04:49 PM

3:04:54 PM

3:05:05 PM

3:05:17 PM

3:05:24 PM

3:05:35 PM

3:05:44 PM

3:05:53 PM

Jagan CR
Hmmm thnq

YW:)

Sarvesh Sood

Niraj Kumar
Please share your github id?

Hey, its same, could you please try it once again??

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Jagan Github ID: jagancr

added

Sarvesh Sood

Thnx!

Niraj Kumar

Sarvesh Sood
Thnx!

Sorry! I couldn't find you with the email address.

Share your github ID

Sarvesh Sood

Its the same id

Lalit Rawat

Dear All, Github ID is something like your User ID or you NT 
Login ID In GITHUB not Email ID. like mine: lrawat.

Sarvesh Sood
Its the same id

screenshot pls

Sarvesh Sood

Sarvesh Sood

Sarveshsood

Sorry for confusion!

Lalit Rawat
Dear All, Github ID is something like your User ID or you NT L…

Thnx bro!

Niraj Kumar

Added!

Lalit Rawat



3:06:01 PM

3:06:38 PM

3:40:54 PM

3:43:52 PM

3:43:55 PM

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-
you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/)

3:45:07 PM

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-
premise-with-raas/)

3:45:16 PM

Sarvesh Sood
Thnx bro!

ur welcome.

Sarvesh Sood

Niraj Kumar
Added!

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Can you please share so I can modify my resume

sent it you, Please check ur inbox.

@mishraji @Khan_shahab : i have created the Site to site vpn 
connection useing RAAS and niraj bhai need ur input on this so if 
there is anything missed, i will be able to add.

https://wordpress.com/post/rcloudweb.wordpress.com/835 
(https://wordpress.com/post/rcloudweb.wordpress.com/835)

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-on-
premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-
on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/)

RCloud
Connect to you On-premises Network From Azure: Site
to Site VPN (ARM)
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-
to-you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-
vpn-arm/)
What is Site to Site VPN Site-to-site VPN is a type
of VPN connection that is created between on your azure and
On-premises locations. It provides the...

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-
premise-with-raas/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-
premise-with-raas/)

RCloud

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-premise-with-raas/
https://wordpress.com/post/rcloudweb.wordpress.com/835
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-premise-with-raas/
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3:50:55 PM

3:51:20 PM

3:52:13 PM

3:54:31 PM

(https://neerajkaushik1980.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/comparison-
sql-server-in-azure-vm-and-azure-sql-database/)

DK
5:50:19 PM

Connect On premise with RAAS
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-
on-premise-with-raas/)
  RRAS Server setup and  Configuration for Site to Site
connection Please connect RAAS server you want to configure
the Site to site VPN connection us...

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-pre…

Lalit you have covered most of the services.. why you are not 
participating in Azure talk to take sessions with Niraj. We are 
happy to hear you. :)

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
Lalit you have covered most of the services.. why you are not …

Shakthi, I love to  even i have nominated my self &  My plan was 
to take the session in this week but stuck with my project and 
you don't belive i was on call with customer 15 hr on weekend 
and i feel bad not to attend last session.

that was unexpected but work is work :)

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
Shakthi, I love to even i have nominated my self & My plan was

NP, we are looking forward for upcoming sessions from you too. 

Lalit Rawat

Yup, i will

Diwakar Kumar

https://neerajkaushik1980.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/compariso
n-sql-server-in-azure-vm-and-azure-sql-database/ 
(https://neerajkaushik1980.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/comparis
on-sql-server-in-azure-vm-and-azure-sql-database/)

Technology Corner
Comparison: Sql Server in Azure VM and Azure Sql
Database
(https://neerajkaushik1980.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/comparison-
sql-server-in-azure-vm-and-azure-sql-database/)
Azure SQL Database is native to the Azure and offered as
Platform as a service (PaaS). The objective of this offering is to
reduce the overall costs t...

https://neerajkaushik1980.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/comparison-sql-server-in-azure-vm-and-azure-sql-database/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-premise-with-raas/
https://neerajkaushik1980.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/comparison-sql-server-in-azure-vm-and-azure-sql-database/
https://neerajkaushik1980.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/comparison-sql-server-in-azure-vm-and-azure-sql-database/
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9:35:07 PM

  What is Difference — SQL in Azure VM and Azure

Shakti Ranjan

Diwakar Kumar
https://neerajkaushik1980.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/compa…

Azure SQL database supports SQL Server Reporting Services..??

Lalit Rawat

At what time we have azuretalk session  it is 7:30 am or 5:30 pm 
ist

Shakti Ranjan

5:30 PM IST.

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
5:30 PM IST.

Thanks

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

What time in GMT?

Shakti Ranjan

12PM

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
What time in GMT?

12pm Saturday

Shakti Ranjan

yes

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
yes

Same time reply 

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
Same time reply 

Rukhsar Ahmad

Is anyone using Azure Redis cache Pub/Sub framework? is this 
reliable or we should go with RabbitMQ?



9:41:49 PM

9:42:55 PM

9:46:49 PM

9:47:42 PM

9:48:51 PM

9:49:58 PM

9:51:21 PM

9:52:01 PM

9:52:30 PM

9:53:21 PM

Shakti Ranjan

Rukhsar Ahmad
Is anyone using Azure Redis cache Pub/Sub framework? is thi…

@nirajkum asked you earlier on this - 
Any concern about service HA??

Niraj Kumar
Any concern about service HA??

Here it is.

Rukhsar Ahmad

We have moved all application configuration to DB and role 
staturp reading from DB and set  in-proc variables to consume in 
application. if any configuration update required we do in DB and 
do pub/sub to update in-proc variable to avoid cloud service 
restart. as per observation sometime pub/sub work fine some 
time not...so if configuration not updated by pub/sub then we 
need to restart service.

so i have doubt on Redis pub/sub framework or may be ..we have 
missing somthing in code

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Is there any way to change virtual machine license from Microsoft 
to HUB without deleting the Vm?? It really sucks 

Shakti Ranjan

Rukhsar Ahmad
so i have doubt on Redis pub/sub framework or may be ..we …

Lets wait for other members to comment on this.

Rukhsar Ahmad

Shakti Ranjan
Lets wait for other members to comment on this.

sure

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Is there any way to change virtual machine license from Micro…

Why you allow yourself to suck. Raise ticket with MS.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Why you allow yourself to suck. Raise ticket with MS.

This is something you need to take care not ms

For me MS is last option before opening ticket I'll ask here

Shakti Ranjan



9:54:04 PM

edited 10:03:15 PM

10:19:23 PM

Vivek Kumar Mishra
For me MS is last option before opening ticket I'll ask here

Yes..right.

Niraj Kumar

Dear Subscribers, 

Thank you for showing interest in “AzureTalk-Learning 
Azure The Ezy Way”!  It’s an absolutely free 1-hour weekly 
recurring session  to learn Azure! Following is agenda for 
this week.  

•  Time & Date: July 15th, Saturday 8:00 AM EST, 
Saturday 5:30 PM IST 
•  Place: Online Skype meeting. 
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539 
(https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539
)  
•  Speaker: Niraj Kumar 
•  Agenda: Azure Networking Part-3. ExpressRoute 

What is AzureTalk?  
•  Weekly recurring 1 hour session to cover wide array of 
topics on Microsoft Azure.  
•  Session has 3 parts
o  1st part I’ll walk you through “Azure Concept Of The 
Week” by utilizing deck. 
o  2nd part we do a live demo and implement what we 
discussed earlier. 
o  3rd part Q & A session. 
•  These are live sessions and you will get an opportunity 
to ask questions. Make full use of time!  
•  Recorded sessions are published onto our AzureTalk 
Youtube channel.  
•  You could also join our Azure Talk Telegram Group for 
even better experience! Ask questions and get answers 
from the experts. 
•  You can refer all past Azure Talk here.   
Thanks, 
AzureTalk Team! 

......................................................................................

...................................................

Niraj Kumar pinned «Dear Subscribers, Th…»

Niraj Kumar

Guys feel free to share the invite for Azure Talk to others who 
would like to participate in AzureTalk sessions! The Skype link 
for joining the meeting remains same every week and we just 
change the agenda.

https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539


10:29:26 PM

Video 1.6 MB
Download ()  Play video
()

10:35:40 PM

10:36:27 PM

11:26:34 PM

11:28:47 PM

11:37:06 PM

12:51:45 AM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-

virtualization-in-azure/)

1:03:56 AM

Please use Free Skype Meeting App and not company provided 
Desktop Skype client to join the session. When you click on 
above link it'll give you option to join with Skype Meeting App. 
Please use it!

How to Join session using Skype Meeting App

I Just created a video showing how to join using Skype meeting 
App as opposed to using Desktop Skype client.

Jagan CR

Niraj Kumar
added

Thnx

Noor Khan

What changes have been incured to Fault/Update Domain Azure 
Resource Manager?

Shakti Ranjan

Noor Khan
What changes have been incured to Fault/Update Domain Az…

Initially there was restriction with Classic number of falt domain 
2 and update domain 5. Now in ARM we can use 5 and 20.

Saturday, July 15, 2017

Noor Khan

Shakti Ranjan
Initially there was restriction with Classic number of falt doma

Ok thanks shakti

Niraj Kumar

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-virtualization-in-
azure/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-
virtualization-in-azure/)

Microsoft
Nested Virtualization in Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-
virtualization-in-azure/)
We announced nested virtualization support coming to Azure
with Dv3 or Ev3 series at //build session last month. Today we
are excited to announce tha...

1:07

https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-virtualization-in-azure/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-virtualization-in-azure/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/nested-virtualization-in-azure/


(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/11/new-
public-preview-azure-ad-domain-services-admin-ux-in-the-new-azure-
portal/)

1:06:29 AM

1:07:00 AM

2:01:20 AM

2:01:45 AM

2:03:22 AM

2:03:30 AM

2:11:49 AM

2:12:07 AM

2:12:42 AM

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/1
1/new-public-preview-azure-ad-domain-services-admin-ux-in-the-
new-azure-portal/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/
11/new-public-preview-azure-ad-domain-services-admin-ux-in-
the-new-azure-portal/)

Microsoft
New Public Preview: Azure AD Domain Services admin
UX in the new Azure Portal
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/11/new-
public-preview-azure-ad-domain-services-admin-ux-in-
the-new-azure-portal/)
Howdy folks, I’m excited to announce the public preview of
Azure AD Domain Services in the new Azure portal. You can
now create new managed AD domains...

Finally Azure AD DS is available in new portal!!

Noor Khan

Failed to save virtual network gateway 
Failed to save virtual network gateway 'TESTGTWY'. Error: The 
VPN client configuration specified for gateway 
/subscriptions/a0468a71-ff05-40c5-98d0-
cebd6afbe352/resourceGroups/TEST/providers/Microsoft.Network
/virtualNetworkGateways/TESTGTWY has an invalid IP or CIDR 
notation

hi team, getting error while uploading certficate in Azure for P2S

Uploaded cert

Shakti Ranjan

Noor Khan
Uploaded cert

its resolved or still error.?

Noor Khan

error

Shakti Ranjan

Please go through this 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/11/new-public-preview-azure-ad-domain-services-admin-ux-in-the-new-azure-portal/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/11/new-public-preview-azure-ad-domain-services-admin-ux-in-the-new-azure-portal/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/11/new-public-preview-azure-ad-domain-services-admin-ux-in-the-new-azure-portal/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-point-to-site-resource-manager-portal


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-

gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-point-to-site-resource-manager-
portal)

2:15:41 AM

2:16:51 AM

2:20:12 AM

2:20:16 AM

2:21:30 AM

2:22:15 AM

gateway-howto-point-to-site-resource-manager-portal 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-
gateway-howto-point-to-site-resource-manager-portal)

Docs
Connect a computer to an Azure virtual network using
Point-to-Site: Portal (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-point-to-
site-resource-manager-portal)
Securely connect to your Azure Virtual Network by creating a
Point-to-Site VPN gateway connection using Resource Manager
and the Azure portal.

Noor Khan

Shakti Ranjan
Please go through this https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azur…

Following the same Article\but getting error

Shakti Ranjan

Could you check your gateway IP and CIDR.?

Noor Khan

this is the config

Shakti Ranjan

Address space for that network.?

Noor Khan

MNS which one you are talking abut

Shakti Ranjan

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-point-to-site-resource-manager-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-point-to-site-resource-manager-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-howto-point-to-site-resource-manager-portal
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2:23:26 AM

2:24:15 AM

2:25:22 AM

4:47:26 AM

5:00:32 AM

5:03:39 AM

5:05:55 AM
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5:10:31 AM

5:11:28 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-
availability-group-prereq)

5:11:29 AM

Is it possible to share your screen to me.?

Noor Khan

yes

do u have team veiwer

Shakti Ranjan

I have given you zoom link.

Maroozi

Sorry not related to Azure services. Can someone help me with 
SQL 2016 AAG issue? Thanks

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/…

Thank you Niraj bhai

Noor Khan
Failed to save virtual network gateway Failed to save virtual ne

U will be trying to add the same gateway ip address or name 
which already in use try changing those settings

Maroozi
Sorry not related to Azure services. Can someone help me wit…

What is the issue , i not expert but able to find solutions for you

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Maroozi
Sorry not related to Azure services. Can someone help me wit…

Which version of sql you have?

use this url

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-
availability-group-prereq (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-
windows-portal-sql-availability-group-prereq)

Docs
SQL Server availability groups - Azure virtual machines
- Prereqs (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-availability-group-prereq
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-availability-group-prereq
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-availability-group-prereq


(https://www.brentozar.com/archive/2015/06/how-to-set-up-
standard-edition-alwayson-availability-groups-in-sql-server-
2016/)

5:11:59 AM

5:12:05 AM

5:14:05 AM

BL
5:18:57 AM

5:21:19 AM

5:21:31 AM

us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-
machines-windows-portal-sql-availability-group-
prereq)
This tutorial shows how to configure the prerequisites for
creating a SQL Server Always On availability group on Azure
VMs.

Lalit Rawat

https://www.brentozar.com/archive/2015/06/how-to-set-up-
standard-edition-alwayson-availability-groups-in-sql-server-2016/ 
(https://www.brentozar.com/archive/2015/06/how-to-set-up-
standard-edition-alwayson-availability-groups-in-sql-server-2016/)

Brent Ozar Unlimited®
How to Set Up Standard Edition Always On Availability
Groups in SQL Server 2016 ...
(https://www.brentozar.com/archive/2015/06/how-
to-set-up-standard-edition-alwayson-availability-
groups-in-sql-server-2016/)
SQL Server 2016 adds Availability Groups in Standard Edition.
While the licensing details can obviously change right up to
release date, here’s what w...

This will help

Maroozi

The issue is 
I have configured SQL 2016 AAG. When the SQL Node1 is 
primary I can connect to databases using the listener but I'm 
unable connect DBs when I failover to SQL Node2. The listener 
doesn’t respond through 1433 but I can connect directly using 
Node2’s hostname. Before I configured AAG I pre-staged CNO. I 
can ping the listener once failedover. I have disable windows 
firewall on both nodes. Any idea please?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Create a rule on firewall to the listenner

Lalit Rawat

Maroozi
The issue is I have configured SQL 2016 AAG. When the SQL …

Did you try to tell net 1433 and 1434

Maroozi

https://www.brentozar.com/archive/2015/06/how-to-set-up-standard-edition-alwayson-availability-groups-in-sql-server-2016/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-portal-sql-availability-group-prereq
https://www.brentozar.com/archive/2015/06/how-to-set-up-standard-edition-alwayson-availability-groups-in-sql-server-2016/
https://www.brentozar.com/archive/2015/06/how-to-set-up-standard-edition-alwayson-availability-groups-in-sql-server-2016/
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5:28:28 AM

5:30:26 AM
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@NAMM81 there's no firewall restrictions. They are all on the 
same subnet. Any any

Lalit Rawat

Are able to do in both the end

Maroozi

Lalit Rawat
Did you try to tell net 1433 and 1434

I can telnet when node1 is primary but not once I failover to 
node2

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

take a look of all the step of the url that i send to you because i 
use that url to configure the SQL 2014 on my company

Lalit Rawat

Maroozi
I can telnet when node1 is primary but not once I failover to no

That's mean something is blocking on node1

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

did you create ashare witness?

Lalit Rawat

Correct me if I am wrong, can you allow the firewall port 1433 on 
primary and secondary node create local firewall rules

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you need to open 1433 on both sides

SQL Server VM: 
Port 1433 for a default instance of SQL Server. 
Azure load balancer probe: 
Any available port. Examples frequently use 59999. 
Database mirroring endpoint:  
Any available port. Examples frequently use 5022.

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
SQL Server VM: Port 1433 for a default instance of SQL Serve…

Thanks I learn new today

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

in azure you always are in learning mode :)
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Maroozi

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
did you create ashare witness?

Yes create FSW

Thanks both I'll review the settings

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
in azure you always are in learning mode :)

Very true Nuni

Nuno, now we know we have sql expert to

Sorry nuno

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i only configure the sql always on, i dont work on dba

Lalit Rawat

Ohh ok..

I will try to add some of my dba friend in this group

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the best way is read a lot of times and pratice to reach the 
perfection because all the take time to implement

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest
-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-
microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-
2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/larges
t-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-
microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-
2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/)

Microsoft
Largest FREE Microsoft eBook Giveaway! I’m Giving
Away MILLIONS of FREE Microsof...
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-
free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-
millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-
windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-
windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/)
Eric Ligman, Microsoft Director of Sales Excellence Blog

Lalit Rawat

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/
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Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/lar…

Ms has cover almost all services in this.

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
SQL Server VM: Port 1433 for a default instance of SQL Serve…

Have you configured SQL aag node across Azure regions?? I 
mean do you have SQL nodes in same Azure region or across 
multiple??

ḱ℮ℓṽїηїṧмṧ

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Is there any way to change virtual machine license from Micro…

There's no option. It has to be redeployed.

Noor Khan

getting error

after creatting a VPN for site to site

We are sorry, your VPN connection is unavailable

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
We are sorry, your VPN connection is unavailable

Did you try and configure properly

Noor Khan

followed the article

Lalit Rawat

Which articles did you try add the same ip address which is their 
in article

Noor Khan

Hahahahahaha

No my own IP which i am using

Lalit Rawat

Ok.. then how did you configure the von device

Noor Khan

RRAS Server

Lalit Rawat



7:26:40 AM

7:27:11 AM

7:27:49 AM

7:29:04 AM

7:29:26 AM

7:29:43 AM

7:30:58 AM

7:31:04 AM

7:31:07 AM

7:31:34 AM

7:31:39 AM

7:31:44 AM

7:32:33 AM

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-
you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/)

7:32:34 AM

Vpn device

Did you follow my article which I have written yesterday

Noor Khan

previously the link which u had published used that one\abt 
yestarday

Lalit Rawat

Try and explore more in this I have mention in details . When did 
you configure the RAAS did you create your own password or 
provide the shared access key

Noor Khan

own password

Lalit Rawat

See that is the issue

Noor Khan

ok

will check and update u

Lalit Rawat

U have provide the shared access key which u have created in 
azure connection .

Noor Khan

no i had ued my OWN

passowrd

Lalit Rawat

Follow my article step by step. U ll come to know where u didmiss

Noor Khan

talking abt this link rght

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-on-
premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-
on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/)

RCloud
Connect to you On-premises Network From Azure: Site
to Site VPN (ARM)

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/


7:32:37 AM

7:32:56 AM

7:33:26 AM

7:33:36 AM

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-
premise-with-raas/)

7:35:59 AM

7:36:28 AM

7:37:01 AM

7:37:12 AM

7:38:14 AM

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-
to-you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-
vpn-arm/)
What is Site to Site VPN Site-to-site VPN is a type
of VPN connection that is created between on your azure and
On-premises locations. It provides the...

Lalit Rawat

Ok don't confuse u ll be providing the password while creating in 
azure connection

Noor Khan
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you…

Yes and there is one more for raas

Noor Khan

for RRAS

i dont have can u share that one pls

Lalit Rawat

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-
premise-with-raas/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-
premise-with-raas/)

RCloud
Connect On premise with RAAS
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-
on-premise-with-raas/)
  RRAS Server setup and  Configuration for Site to Site
connection Please connect RAAS server you want to configure
the Site to site VPN connection us...

U have exchange the information between azure and RAAS the it 
will work

Noor Khan

ok vll check

now it any change to change the ahared key

Lalit Rawat

Sure I think there only one issue

Noor Khan

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-premise-with-raas/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-to-you-on-premises-network-from-azure-site-to-site-vpn-arm/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-premise-with-raas/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/14/connect-on-premise-with-raas/


7:39:14 AM

7:39:18 AM

7:39:49 AM

7:40:53 AM

BL
7:52:43 AM

7:56:14 AM

8:32:09 AM

how

Lalit Rawat

U have provide the RAAS server public IP address in local 
connection to connect the RAAS server

Noor Khan

r u talking abt the On-prem or Azure

Lalit Rawat

Just follow step by step u ll get the things correct

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/identity-
fundamentals?
utm_content=buffer2a27e&utm_medium=social&utm_source=lin
kedin.com&utm_campaign=buffer 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/identity-
fundamentals?
utm_content=buffer2a27e&utm_medium=social&utm_source=lin
kedin.com&utm_campaign=buffer)

Fundamentals of Azure identity management
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/identity-fundamentals?
utm_content=buffer2a27e&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin.com&utm_campaign=buffer)

Niraj Kumar

Guys will be starting Azure Talk in 10 minutes. Please do join the 
session using following skype link. 
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539 
(https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539)

Amit Charungoo

unable to join with this link

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/identity-fundamentals?utm_content=buffer2a27e&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/identity-fundamentals?utm_content=buffer2a27e&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539


9:16:42 AM

9:16:53 AM

DE
9:17:12 AM

9:17:42 AM

DE
9:18:25 AM

9:18:33 AM

9:19:26 AM

DE
9:19:59 AM

9:20:33 AM

9:27:41 AM

9:27:52 AM

9:28:48 AM

9:29:48 AM

Niraj Kumar

Amit Charungoo
unable to join with this link

Were you able to join?

Others could cjoin

Deep

Thanks Niraj! it was wonderful session..

Niraj Kumar

Deep
Thanks Niraj! it was wonderful session..

YW! I'm glad you found it useful!

Deep

Can we get the presentation, need to go through in detail

To ask more valid questions

Niraj Kumar

Sure! I'll publish it on Github.

Deep

Thanks

Niraj Kumar

YW! I'll publish Azure Talk-Networking and Azure-Talk IAM decks 
both

Niraj Kumar

Rahul Ambhore 7/9/17

you can refer all past Azure Talk here. 
https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/niraj-kumar-
14b1762b 
(https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/niraj-kumar-
14b1762b)

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Guys will be starting Azure Talk in 10 minutes. Please do join t

Very nice session Niraj Bhai..

Niraj Kumar

Forwarding this message again! There was a question in the 
session where we can refer past sessions. I published all Azure 
Talk until now to my LinkedIn page. Please refer the link above.

Lalit Rawat
Very nice session Niraj Bhai..

https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/niraj-kumar-14b1762b


9:30:33 AM

9:45:46 AM

9:45:53 AM

10:29:34 AM

10:34:55 AM

10:35:39 AM

10:36:50 AM

AA
10:37:08 AM

10:38:38 AM

10:39:04 AM

10:39:17 AM

10:39:33 AM

Thank you! I'm looking forward to your sessions soon. 

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Thank you! I'm looking forward to your sessions soon. 

Sure , I will be more happy to do so.

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Sure , I will be more happy to do so.

Lets agre on a topic that you want to cover.

I'll PM you!

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
I'll PM you!

Sure

Rahul Ambhore

Need help...can someone help to create customize RBAC. If 
anyone has poweshell scripts or template or process any 
suggestions pls...

Went through MS doc but that is bit confused

Lalit Rawat

Rahul Ambhore
Need help...can someone help to create customize RBAC. If …

I never tried on power shall I think Mishra Shakti  can help you 
on this

Aavisek

Rahul Ambhore
Need help...can someone help to create customize RBAC. If …

Use Azure PIM

We have created customized solution with powershell but PIM 
have all the features

Rahul Ambhore

Ok

Lalit Rawat

Aavisek
We have created customized solution with powershell but PI…

Any specific link or documents

Rahul Ambhore

Sure will give a try...can u help with scripts if any



AA
10:40:09 AM

10:40:52 AM

AA
10:43:10 AM

KS
11:56:05 AM

12:18:19 PM

2:29:59 PM

3:29:28 PM

3:31:57 PM

Aavisek

Its a company prop so cant help

Rahul Ambhore

No worries..thank u for help

Aavisek

Just a heads up the customizqed sol. took us almost 3 months to 
develop so better use PIM.

Kasam Shaikh joined group via invite link

Kasam Shaikh

Thank you!

Niraj Kumar

Kasam Shaikh
Thank you!

YW!!

Niraj Kumar

https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Network-
Watcher (https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-
Network-Watcher)

Channel 9
Azure Network Watcher
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-
Friday/Azure-Network-Watcher)
Matt Reat gives Scott Hanselman an overview of the new
Network Watcher service and some of its features. Azure
Network Watcher is Network Monitoring a...

Kamleh Bhatt

Noor Khan
Photo

You are uploading certificate in wrong format, please remove - - - 
- Begin certificate line from starting and from bottom also.

After that you will have to upgrade your vpn gateway Basic to 
standard

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-
Network-Watcher)

https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Network-Watcher
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Network-Watcher
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Network-Watcher


3:33:32 PM

3:36:56 PM

 (https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk)

6:50:59 PM

7:15:39 PM

10:50:29 PM

10:50:29 PM

10:52:15 PM

10:54:11 PM

10:54:37 PM

Free trial has some issues

Vpn sku upgrade is just a work around

Niraj Kumar

Niraj Kumar
YW! I'll publish Azure Talk-Networking and Azure-Talk IAM de…

I uploaded Azure Talk-Networking slides onto Github. Please head 
to https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk 
(https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk) to download it.

GitHub

KloudEzy/AzureTalk
(https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk)
AzureTalk related scripts and documents.

Niraj Kumar

Hi Members! Azure Talk on Azure networking, ExpressRoute is 
published on LinkedIn. Please do take time to read, watch, 
comment and share! Thank you! 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azuretalk-azure-networking-
expressroute-niraj-kumar 
(https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azuretalk-azure-networking-
expressroute-niraj-kumar)

Noor Khan

Hi kamlesh everything done, but after uploading the certificate 
and configuration of rras server,the connection status shows 
connecting.

It is not getting connected

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Hi kamlesh everything done, but after uploading the certificate

Did you exchange the public ip address you have to put the 
azure virtual network public ip in raas and raas server ip in azure 
local network gateway

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
Did you exchange the public ip address you have to put the …

No Lalit,I vll try today

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
No Lalit,I vll try today

https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk
https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk
https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/azuretalk-azure-networking-expressroute-niraj-kumar


1:55:27 AM

PK
2:25:13 AM

2:43:51 AM

6:53:43 AM

6:55:01 AM

10:46:57 AM

10:54:33 AM

Sure

Sunday, July 16, 2017

Pawan Kumar joined group via invite link

Amit Charungoo

Niraj Kumar
Hi Members! Azure Talk on Azure networking, ExpressRoute is…

Sure Niraj..  I will go through it and will check with you for the 
doubts...

Pawan Kumar

Thx Niraj for detail information in ur videos

Rajeev Singh

Niraj Kumar
Hi Members! Azure Talk on Azure networking, ExpressRoute is…

Niraj Kumar

Pawan Kumar
Thx Niraj for detail information in ur videos

YW!!

Amit Charungoo
Sure Niraj.. I will go through it and will check with you for t

Siddharth

@nirajkum please add me in github. My id is 
siddharthkalai@hotmail.com 
(mailto:siddharthkalai@hotmail.com)

Niraj Kumar

Siddharth
@nirajkum please add me in github. My id is siddharthkalai@…

Please share your githubid

Siddharth

mailto:siddharthkalai@hotmail.com


11:03:09 AM

11:34:21 AM

11:34:52 AM

11:35:14 AM

11:35:42 AM

11:35:47 AM

11:36:12 AM

11:36:28 AM

11:36:30 AM

11:37:52 AM

11:41:31 AM

11:41:38 AM

11:47:57 AM

11:48:03 AM

30214172

Niraj Kumar

Siddharth
30214172

not a github id

Siddharth

Can you tell me how to find it?

My user id is siddharthkalai.

Lalit Rawat

Siddharth
My user id is siddharthkalai.

That is ur git hub id

Niraj Kumar

added! 

Siddharth

Lalit Rawat
That is ur git hub id

Ok, thanks bhai

Niraj Kumar
added! 

Thanks bhai

Lalit Rawat

Siddharth
Ok, thanks bhai

YW

Niraj Kumar

Accept the invitation

Siddharth

Accepted and i can see the scripts. Thanks a lot.

Niraj Kumar

YW!

Rahul Ambhore

Please add my ID  rahulambhore3

Niraj Kumar

I uploaded the Telegram Chat archive till today on to the 
website.



11:48:30 AM

11:49:00 AM

11:49:22 AM

11:51:34 AM

11:52:13 AM

11:52:19 AM

11:52:25 AM

1:37:28 PM

1:37:53 PM

CR
5:03:21 PM

5:28:57 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/tutorial-custom-images)

5:29:02 PM

Go to https://www.kloudezy.com (https://www.kloudezy.com) 
and click on Telegram Chat archive

Rahul Ambhore
Please add my ID rahulambhore3

added!

Rahul Ambhore

Niraj Kumar
added!

Thank you Niraj

Niraj Kumar

can somebody confirm if you are able to download the PDF 
format of our chat archvie?

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
can somebody confirm if you are able to download the PDF f…

Let me try

Siddharth

I have downloaded.

It's working

Niraj Kumar

I've created a new blog site to post the content! 
http://blog.kloudezy.com/ (http://blog.kloudezy.com/)

If you are planning to host your blog let me know. I'll create user 
ID for you and share the details.

Chandra Reddy

I wanted to create a VHD once and push it all subscriptions , how 
can I do it ?

Niraj Kumar

I have limited exposure to image management but you can store 
generalized vhd in blob storage  and import it as part of custom 
image.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/tutorial-custom-images 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/tutorial-custom-images)

Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/tutorial-custom-images
https://www.kloudezy.com/
http://blog.kloudezy.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/tutorial-custom-images


CR
6:39:21 PM

6:39:35 PM

CR
6:40:12 PM

6:41:12 PM

6:41:27 PM

CR
6:56:33 PM

1:25:32 AM

1:25:42 AM

1:26:03 AM

Docs
Create custom VM images with the Azure PowerShell
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/tutorial-custom-images)
Tutorial - Create a custom VM image using the Azure
PowerShell.

Chandra Reddy

I'm using packer to build vhd , and push it to one subscription

Uday Kumar

anyone here has some experience or familiarity with Kubernetes, 
the Docker Orchestration platform?

Chandra Reddy

My requirement is to push it to multiple subscriptions , can I use a 
single service principal and push vhd to multiple subscriptions ?

Niraj Kumar

Chandra Reddy
My requirement is to push it to multiple subscriptions , can I u

Yes as long as all the subscriptions are sharing the same Azure 
AD

Or you will have to create a Guest account in other Azure AD

Chandra Reddy

Yes we are sharing same AD , do you have any reference URL to 
do this ?

Monday, July 17, 2017

Noor Khan

any Idea what will be the cause

Lalit Rawat

it's trying to connect

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/tutorial-custom-images
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1:27:14 AM

1:27:17 AM

1:27:26 AM

1:52:21 AM

1:53:16 AM

1:53:48 AM

MA
5:18:10 AM

5:18:11 AM

5:19:33 AM

5:20:39 AM

Noor Khan

My VPN (Local GatewaY) show connectiing

how much time it takes

Lalit Rawat

5  mint if all setting are correct

Noor Khan

ok

let see

Lalit Rawat

ok

Noor Khan

Same it still shows connecting

Lalit Rawat

then ur setting are not correct. sent me the screenshot of your 
local network connecction and RAAS server

Noor Khan

HHmmm Ok

Pradeep BG joined group via invite link

Sarang Chikte joined group via invite link

Rajesh Dhanraj joined group via invite link

Mangesh

Microsoft hands on lab not working with my account 
Does anyone facing same problem

Amit Charungoo

Hello all, I needed a small help from this group

Lalit Rawat

Mangesh
Microsoft hands on lab not working with my account Does any…

For its same probably they have some limited instance but sure

Amit Charungoo

I needed a some help with designing a azure solution for paas 
model for study purpose. I have been studying about it all this 
while through pluralsight courses. however, I wanted to have an 
experience as to how do we put it on docs. Just like there are 
IPDs for all the other Microsoft technologies. So I would 



MA
5:31:05 AM

MT
5:37:27 AM

6:37:16 AM

6:37:28 AM

6:42:23 AM

6:45:46 AM

6:47:42 AM

appreciate if any one has any experience or any reference for 
IPDs for Azure paaS solution.

Mangesh

Lalit Rawat
For its same probably they have some limited instance but sure

Ohh ok how much time it takes to solve as I am unable to 
connect since yesterday

Mohammed Taqi

Can any one expert help understanding this FAQ and how it 
affects one to decide to move to azure  ? FAQ : do vnets support 
multicast or broadcast ? Answer : azure don't support either of 
them

Noor Khan

getting error while configuring RRAS server

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
getting error while configuring RRAS server

Check the event viewer logs

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Photo

It's mean it is not installed properly and few of dll file are missing



6:48:02 AM

6:48:11 AM

6:48:18 AM

6:48:22 AM

6:55:43 AM

6:56:01 AM

6:56:30 AM

6:56:49 AM

6:59:35 AM

6:59:38 AM

7:00:06 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/insights-powershell-
samples)

7:00:07 AM

Noor Khan

checked every things are proper

need do some Reg Modify

done with that also but same issue

Lalit Rawat

K

Amar Singh

how can i get azure VMs CPU Memory utilization Report for a 
complete month

i have 120 azure servers

any automated way to get these report ?

Niraj Kumar

Mohammed Taqi
Can any one expert help understanding this FAQ and how it a…

This is networking and not Azure question. Multicast is when you 
want to send same message to group of machines in a network 
and broadcast is when you want to send same message to all 
machines in the subnet.

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
how can i get azure VMs CPU Memory utilization Report for a …

Why don't you use oms for this

Niraj Kumar

Amar Singh
any automated way to get these report ?

Use Azure monitor API

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Azure insight

Niraj Kumar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-
diagnostics/insights-powershell-samples 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-
diagnostics/insights-powershell-samples)

Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/insights-powershell-samples
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/insights-powershell-samples


7:00:34 AM

7:00:39 AM

7:00:43 AM

7:02:09 AM

7:02:55 AM

7:02:56 AM

 (https://azureplatform.azurewebsites.net/en-us/)

RA
7:03:22 AM

Azure Monitor PowerShell quick start samples.
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-
and-diagnostics/insights-powershell-samples)
Use PowerShell to access Azure Monitor features such as
autoscale, alerts, webhooks and searching Activity logs.

Amar Singh

Niraj Kumar
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagn…

Thanks sir

i will try

let you know

Niraj Kumar

Amar Singh
let you know

Sure!! 

Noor Khan

NiRaj Sir any solution for this

Noor Khan

Noor Khan 7/17/17

Ram

https://azureplatform.azurewebsites.net/en-us/ 
(https://azureplatform.azurewebsites.net/en-us/) -goodwebsite -
gives intro about all MS Azure Service

azureplatform.azurewebsites.net
Interactive Azure Platform Overview
(https://azureplatform.azurewebsites.net/en-us/)
An interactive Azure Platform Big Picture with direct links to
Documentation, Prices, Limits, SLAs and much more.

Niraj Kumar

https://azureplatform.azurewebsites.net/en-us/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/monitoring-and-diagnostics/insights-powershell-samples
https://azureplatform.azurewebsites.net/en-us/
https://azureplatform.azurewebsites.net/en-us/
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7:15:34 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-

analytics/log-analytics-azure-vm-extension)

7:15:40 AM

7:16:34 AM

Uday Kumar
anyone here has some experience or familiarity with Kubernet…

Yes!! I used it!!

Amar Singh

Lalit Rawat
Why don't you use oms for this

Thanks Lalit sir! can you share any article to achieve this  through 
OMS

i am not very good in OMS

just start learning OMS :(

Niraj Kumar

Rukhsar Ahmad
We have moved all application configuration to DB and role st…

It's a weird problem! I would suggest post this question in Azure 
MSDN forum! If you don't get resolution, engage Microsoft 
support!

Lalit Rawat

Amar Singh
Thanks Lalit sir! can you share any article to achieve this thr

Try this it will help

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-
analytics-azure-vm-extension (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-azure-vm-extension)

Docs
Connect Azure virtual machines to Log Analytics
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-
analytics/log-analytics-azure-vm-extension)
For Windows and Linux virtual machines running in Azure, the
recommended way of collected logs and metrics is by installing
the Log Analytics Azure VM...

Niraj Kumar

Amit Charungoo
I needed a some help with designing a azure solution for paas…

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/architecture/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/architecture/)

Microsoft
Azure solutions architecture center | Microsoft Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/solutions/architecture/)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-azure-vm-extension
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-azure-vm-extension
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-azure-vm-extension
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/architecture/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/architecture/


 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/solutions/architecture/)

7:22:42 AM

7:23:40 AM

7:42:16 AM

7:50:59 AM

7:51:00 AM

7:54:44 AM

PK
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Azure solution architectures help you design and implement
secure, highly-available, performant and resilient solutions on
Azure.

I have hosted wordpress in Azure using Linux WebApp(preview)!! 
Http://blog.kloudezy.com (Http://blog.kloudezy.com) . It is still 
work in progress! My future blogs will get posted there!!

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
I have hosted wordpress in Azure using Linux WebApp(previe…

 thanks for update

Amit Charungoo

Niraj Kumar
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/architecture/

Thanks Niraj for sharing this info..

Noor Khan

while connecting the remote router get error

Rukhsar Ahmad

Ram
https://azureplatform.azurewebsites.net/en-us/ -goodwebsite …

Pawan Kumar

Thx Ram 

Noor Khan

Hi all

My router got connected

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/architecture/
http://blog.kloudezy.com/
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8:16:56 AM

8:17:01 AM

8:17:40 AM

8:26:46 AM

8:45:30 AM

8:50:37 AM

now next what

how to access my machine now

Karthikeyan Rajasekaran joined group via invite link

Karthikeyan Rajasekaran

Hi Ppl!! This is Karthik. I came to know this group through an 
article in LinkedIn. It's great to connect with you all

Rajiesh George

Niraj Kumar
I have hosted wordpress in Azure using Linux WebApp(previe…

Niraj Kumar

Karthikeyan Rajasekaran
Hi Ppl!! This is Karthik. I came to know this group through an a

Welcome!!

Amit Charungoo

Karthikeyan Rajasekaran
Hi Ppl!! This is Karthik. I came to know this group through an a

Welcome to this group

this is an amazing place

Thanks to Niraj again

for his amazing effort

Niraj Kumar

Amit Charungoo
Thanks to Niraj again

YW! Amit! 

Karthikeyan Rajasekaran

Hi Niraj! You articles was really Nice

Niraj Kumar

Karthikeyan Rajasekaran
Hi Niraj! You articles was really Nice

I'm glad you found it useful!

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan



8:50:48 AM

10:25:32 AM

10:34:31 AM

SG
12:08:05 PM

12:09:38 PM

12:11:38 PM

12:57:44 PM

how to access my machine now
You can try connect one azure vm which has vnet IP address or 
ping azure IP address .

Now ur connection is successful

Lalit Rawat

whats up i am able to download not telegram.

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
whats up i am able to download not telegram.

Yeah, Telegram chat was exported in PDF but WhatsApp chat is 
not and I couldn't! :(

Suresh Guntha

We have urgent opening for Azure IAAS profile for hyderabad 
location  

Please send your resumes at sguntha@kogentix.com 
(mailto:sguntha@kogentix.com)  

With exp and NP

Required Skills: 
· Overall experience of 4-5 years with IT Infra background.   
· Good understanding of IT Infrastructure viz. Servers, 
Networking Fundamentals, Security etc.   
· OS Admin for Windows and Linux.   
· Azure / AWS Experience of 2 years   
· Knowledge of Azure Services viz. VM’s , Storage Accounts, 
Vnet, Subnet, NSG, Load Balancing, Auto Scaling, Azure 
Resource Manager etc. OR   
· Knowledge of AWS Services viz. EC2 , S3, VPC, Route53, 
Security Groups, ELB, Auto Scaling etc.   
· Familiarity with JSON Templates   
· Automation with Power Shell script and Azure CLI   
· Knowledge on Azure Backup and ASR   
· Familiarity Permissions and roles for Azure resources  
Optional Skills: 
· Automation with Ansible.   
· Azure PAAS Services.   
· AWS PAAS Services.

5++ exp also Prefered

Dhruvin Shah

https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak (https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak)
YouTube
Promoted Links WebPart In SharePoint
(https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak)

mailto:sguntha@kogentix.com
https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak
https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak
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1:42:08 PM

1:46:13 PM

PK
2:11:14 PM

2:12:26 PM

 (https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-

templates/tree/master/azure-resource-optimization-toolkit)

2:13:12 PM

2:14:45 PM

In this video we will learn how we can configure Promoted
Links web part in SharePoint. Promoted links webpart is a new
list webpart and a way of adding item...

Jay Mishra

Can you please help me with any link to start with PaaS.

Want to go through PaaS services

Also please share if you have any link to good tutorials on the 
same

Pawan Kumar

Need help for on-prem migration to Azure IaaS step-by-
step...new project. This is my first opportunity. Please share ur 
experience & let me know any link for Architect solutions.

Lalit Rawat

Pawan Kumar
Need help for on-prem migration to Azure IaaS step-by-step...…

How many server are there and what is the environment hyper v 
,VMware or on-site premises

Niraj Kumar

https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-
templates/tree/master/azure-resource-optimization-toolkit 
(https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-
templates/tree/master/azure-resource-optimization-toolkit)

GitHub
Azure/azure-quickstart-templates
(https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-
templates/tree/master/azure-resource-optimization-
toolkit)
azure-quickstart-templates - Azure Quickstart Templates

Lalit Rawat

Pawan Kumar

(https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak) 5:11

https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-templates/tree/master/azure-resource-optimization-toolkit
https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-templates/tree/master/azure-resource-optimization-toolkit
https://github.com/Azure/azure-quickstart-templates/tree/master/azure-resource-optimization-toolkit
https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak


PK
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2:19:39 PM

2:21:05 PM

2:34:30 PM

2:40:27 PM

Need help for on-prem migration to Azure IaaS step-by-step...…
U can use site recovery solution based on your environment

Pawan Kumar

3000 servers, VM, hyperV, HW

3000 servers, VM, hyperV, HW

Niraj Kumar

https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure-in-the-Enterprise/Azure-
Resource-Optimization-ARO-Toolkit 
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure-in-the-Enterprise/Azure-
Resource-Optimization-ARO-Toolkit)

Channel 9
Azure Resource Optimization (ARO) Toolkit
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure-in-the-
Enterprise/Azure-Resource-Optimization-ARO-Toolkit)
Lyle Dodge talks with Todd Robertson from Core Services
Engineering and Operations about Azure Resource Optimization
(ARO) Tooklit. The ARO Toolkit i...

Lalit Rawat

Pawan Kumar
3000 servers, VM, hyperV, HW

Then u have follow all the solutions of the site recovery let me 
share the articles . please follow step by step

Niraj Kumar

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-
watcher-network-security-group-flow-logs-blob-storage-path-
update/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-
network-watcher-network-security-group-flow-logs-blob-storage-
path-update/)

Azure Network Watcher: Blob storage path update for
NSG flow logs (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/updates/azure-network-watcher-network-security-
group-flow-logs-blob-storage-path-update/)

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure-in-the-
Enterprise/Azure-Resource-Optimization-ARO-Toolkit)

https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure-in-the-Enterprise/Azure-Resource-Optimization-ARO-Toolkit
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure-in-the-Enterprise/Azure-Resource-Optimization-ARO-Toolkit
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-watcher-network-security-group-flow-logs-blob-storage-path-update/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-watcher-network-security-group-flow-logs-blob-storage-path-update/
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure-in-the-Enterprise/Azure-Resource-Optimization-ARO-Toolkit


2:40:46 PM

(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/06/better-
together-intune-and-azure-active-directory-team-up-to-improve-user-
access/)

2:42:44 PM

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-
watcher-connectivity-check-preview/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-
watcher-connectivity-check-preview/)

Public preview: Connectivity check in Azure Network
Watcher (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/updates/azure-network-watcher-connectivity-
check-preview/)

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/0
6/better-together-intune-and-azure-active-directory-team-up-to-
improve-user-access/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/
06/better-together-intune-and-azure-active-directory-team-up-to-
improve-user-access/)

Microsoft
Better together: Intune and Azure Active Directory
team up to improve user access

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/06/better-together-intune-and-azure-active-directory-team-up-to-improve-user-access/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-watcher-connectivity-check-preview/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-network-watcher-connectivity-check-preview/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/06/better-together-intune-and-azure-active-directory-team-up-to-improve-user-access/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/06/better-together-intune-and-azure-active-directory-team-up-to-improve-user-access/
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5:03:30 PM
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5:12:40 PM

7:28:12 PM

 (https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script)

7:35:36 PM

7:36:03 PM

(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/06/better-
together-intune-and-azure-active-directory-team-up-
to-improve-user-access/)
The Intune Managed Browser for iOS and Android devices plays
a key role in ensuring that data on mobile devices stays secure.
It lets you safely view...

Abu Shaeed

@nirajkum Nice work..

Can you please add me to Github

Abushaeed30

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Please add my id cyrusvivek

and email id mishra.vivek69@gmail.com 
(mailto:mishra.vivek69@gmail.com)

git account

Niraj Kumar

Added both!

Abu Shaeed

@nirajkum Thank you

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Thanks

And also please send the git url

unable  to search in chat

Niraj Kumar

Kloudezy

Karthikeyan Rajasekaran

What is that Git account related?  @nirajkum

Niraj Kumar

https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script 
(https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script)

GitHub

KloudEzy/Script (https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script)
Script - Azure Powershell scripts.

We are storing and sharing Azure scripts

https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2017/07/06/better-together-intune-and-azure-active-directory-team-up-to-improve-user-access/
mailto:mishra.vivek69@gmail.com
https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script
https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script
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RA
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Karthikeyan Rajasekaran

Oh! Can you include my id as well?  
karthik623521@gmail.com (mailto:karthik623521@gmail.com)

Niraj Kumar

Please share git hub id

Noor Khan

Hi team, one small confusion, let say I am adding two machines 
in availability set.

One is AD and another is mail server

So it vll decide in to two rack

My question is if I am assigning a assigning a AD mchine in avlset 
will it create a copy of that server or not

Niraj Kumar

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-backup-reports/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-backup-
reports/)

Preview: Azure Backup reports through Power BI
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-
backup-reports/)

Ram

Noor Khan
My question is if I am assigning a assigning a AD mchine in a…

Hi Noor ..I don't much knowledge and expert can answer ...but 
what I know no VM will be created automatically if you add one 
VM in availablity set ...also I believe best practices should be add 
same /application (tg://bot_command?command=application) 
type of server in one availablity set to get benefit of this

Noor Khan

mailto:karthik623521@gmail.com
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-backup-reports/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/azure-backup-reports/
tg://bot_command?command=application


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/infrastructure-availability-sets-guidelines)

RA
10:04:28 PM

10:05:50 PM

10:06:16 PM

10:06:22 PM

10:06:35 PM

10:06:39 PM

10:06:48 PM

RA
10:07:07 PM

10:07:10 PM

10:07:22 PM

10:07:37 PM

If I add any VM in avlset it will automatically create a copy of 
that VM in another rack rght

Ram

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/infrastructure-availability-sets-guidelines 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/infrastructure-availability-sets-guidelines)

Docs
Availability sets for Windows VMs in Azure
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/infrastructure-availability-sets-
guidelines)
Learn about the key design and implementation guidelines for
deploying Availability Sets in Azure infrastructure services.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
If I add any VM in avlset it will automatically create a copy of

Nope

Minimum requirements for avlset is two vm

Noor Khan

Hhmm Mishra ji good morning

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Good morning

Noor Khan

Mns same app vms should be two

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yes

Ram

I believe you need to create msnaully minimum 2 and availablity 
set will just manage it between rack

Vivek Kumar Mishra

You can goto avlset n check the update domain n fault domain

Noor Khan

If I want to add sql server to avlset

Then I should add 2 sql mch

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-availability-sets-guidelines
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-availability-sets-guidelines
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/infrastructure-availability-sets-guidelines
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RA
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DE
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Rght

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Right

Noor Khan

Ok ok

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Two vm with same copy

Noor Khan

That's was my confusion

Vivek Kumar Mishra

So that if one goes down other will surv your request

Deep

Ram
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/win…

Ram: Do we have Whatsapp /Telegram (tg://bot_command?
command=Telegram) group for SFB

Noor Khan

Mns avlset doesn't create a copy if one vm

Thanks bro

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ino

That is scale set

Noor Khan

Ok

Ram

Yes scale set will create multiple identical instance but for public 
domain it will be one

Right

Deep

Could you please link for SFB group

Aaru Smack

Anyone, help me to add any group devops, CICD platform.

Noor Khan

How to backup a premium storage

tg://bot_command?command=Telegram
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 (https://www.sapien.com/powershell/cmdlet/get-

azureresourcegroup/)

4:16:40 AM

4:17:43 AM

4:17:54 AM

4:52:25 AM

GG
5:18:40 AM

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Same as standard storage

Tuesday, July 18, 2017

Rahul Anand joined group via invite link

Rajiesh George invited Arun Pillai

Arun Pillai

Thanka Rajesh for adding me to this group

Lalit Rawat

found usefull for powershall lovers:

https://www.sapien.com/powershell/cmdlet/get-
azureresourcegroup/ 
(https://www.sapien.com/powershell/cmdlet/get-
azureresourcegroup/)

Sapien
Windows PowerShell Reference: Cmdlets: get-
azureresourcegroup
(https://www.sapien.com/powershell/cmdlet/get-
azureresourcegroup/)
iPowerShell is an easy to use remote connectivity, script editor
and reference tool for users of Microsoft's PowerShell scripting
language. It can con...

Karthikeyan Rajasekaran

Niraj Kumar
Please share git hub id

Niraj, Github ID is karthik623521..

ID: karthik623521

Amit Charungoo

Niraj Kumar
We are storing and sharing Azure scripts

Niraj bhai, I am also working on powershell scripts for azure. If I 
can be apart of this Github repository.

Ashish Gopal Sharma joined group via invite link

Ghulam Ghaus

How do we connect local private cloud to Azure cloud?

https://www.sapien.com/powershell/cmdlet/get-azureresourcegroup/
https://www.sapien.com/powershell/cmdlet/get-azureresourcegroup/
https://www.sapien.com/powershell/cmdlet/get-azureresourcegroup/
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6:44:05 AM

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-
post/)

7:15:36 AM

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you can connect with express route

Vivek Kumar Mishra

VPN as well

Uday Kumar

Guys - anyone worked in the dual stack ips for tier 3 instances?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Multiple NIC on single Instance right?

Shadab Hasan

I want to setup a vm in azure for development box. I have 
created vm using my trial subscription, do we need to have all 
software license for vs, sql and other software.

THEJAS K

Hi Team

can anyone suggest me the best way to get free subscription with 
enough free with an extended period

?

i am sorry, we discussed this earlier, but finding difficulty to go 
through previous chat and finding it....

Durga joined group via invite link

Uday Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Multiple NIC on single Instance right?

3 tier app network routing with multiple networks nics with 
IPv4/6?

Lalit Rawat

THEJAS K
can anyone suggest me the best way to get free subscription …

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/)

RCloud
How to Create A Free Azure Subscription
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-
blog-post/)

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/03/09/first-blog-post/
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TK
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PV
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This is the excerpt for your very first post.

Rajeev Singh

Shadab Hasan
I want to setup a vm in azure for development box. I have cr…

You want to set up a dev box VM on azure, n need softwares like 
visual studio, SQL server etc.

U can select VM image with VS 2013. Or 2015

Then u can download SQL server studio

Or better go for DevTest lab

Lalit Rawat

Thejas  u can create the subscription using the above link.

Shadab Hasan

Rajeev Singh
Then u can download SQL server studio

Thanks, I will try...

Noor Khan

Hi Team, I had created P2S VPn which is working fine, but when i 
m trying to take a remote of my virtual machine i am getting 
error, but when i take a remote of Azure machine it is getting 
connected successful, but with IP not with A computer name.Can 
any one suggest pls

THEJAS K

Thanks Lalit, i was looking for to get free subscription with higher 
credit and extended time

Lalit Rawat

THEJAS K
Thanks Lalit, i was looking for to get free subscription with hi

It will be always for 30days

Preyash Vrat

https://m-economictimes-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/m.economictimes.com/tech/internet/g
oogle-plans-to-double-headcount-for-cloud-business-in-
india/amp_articleshow/59622937.cms (https://m-economictimes-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/m.economictimes.com/tech/internet/g
oogle-plans-to-double-headcount-for-cloud-business-in-
india/amp_articleshow/59622937.cms)

Lalit Rawat

Preyash Vrat
https://m-economictimes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/m.econo…

https://m-economictimes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/m.economictimes.com/tech/internet/google-plans-to-double-headcount-for-cloud-business-in-india/amp_articleshow/59622937.cms
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Nice sir ,can we start new group Googletalk  so we will 
start learning google cloud

Noor Khan

Noor Khan
Hi Team, I had created P2S VPn which is working fine, but wh…

Bro any one suggest

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Hi Team, I had created P2S VPn which is working fine, but wh…

Through ip address will be ae to not through sever name because 
u need to setup the dns servers to resolve the hostname. 
Anyways that fine a u r able to connect through ip address

Noor Khan

oh ok

now any new task from my expert

got two task done with both

Lalit Rawat

Site recover and backup is completed?

Recovery

Noor Khan

backup is done

Site recovery not

Lalit Rawat

Then start site recovery

Noor Khan

wht i ahve to do in site recovery

Lalit Rawat

Migrate ur vm to azure

Using the hyper v VMware or physics server

Noor Khan

on premises

ok

Lalit Rawat

Yup

THEJAS K



9:22:42 AM
TK

9:23:03 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-

recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure)

9:24:55 AM

9:25:18 AM

 (https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/)

9:27:16 AM

TK
9:29:32 AM

9:29:45 AM

9:30:20 AM

Hi Team

the excersics that is suggested, can it be posted in some common 
document for access

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-
recovery-migrate-to-azure (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure)

Docs
Migrate to Azure with Site Recovery
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-
recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure)
This article provides an overview of migrating VMs and physical
servers to Azure with Azure Site Recovery

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-rec…

ok

Lalit Rawat

THEJAS K
the excersics that is suggested, can it be posted in some com…

Hello tejas I have created few post on  based on the activity and 
noor others has followed if u would like to do please try 
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com) the blogs to understand the 
azure. Other activity I ll be adding shortly

RCloud

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/)
learning will never Ends

THEJAS K

Noor Khan
ok

I visited the site, but unable to find the link

under blogs, topics are listed, but not having the links

Lalit Rawat

Just click in the topics it will be routes to complete post

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-to-azure
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/
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 (https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)
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TK
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RA
12:01:20 PM

Ghulam Ghaus

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
you can connect with express route

Thank you so much

Vivek Kumar Mishra
VPN as well

Thanks a lot

Lalit Rawat

THEJAS K
under blogs, topics are listed, but not having the links

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)

RCloud

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)
learning will never Ends

THEJAS K

ok, i was looking at Rcloud block contents page

Renjit Arvind

Can some one answer this?

DELETED joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Photo

not an expert in netwroking, but i will take look and try to find 
some answer..

Renjit Arvind

Sure..

Niraj Kumar

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
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12:58:35 PM

1:45:09 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/linux/dockerextension)

1:46:31 PM

1:49:39 PM

Renjit your question is getting very deep technical and moving in 
Product engineering direction. :) When I was working our 
organization had similar engineering related questions and we 
involved Microsoft Product engineering team to get some of our 
answers. It's time for you to engage with TAM and get Program 
manager of ExpressRoute on to a call. I worked with Olivier D. 
Martin, Blackbelt of networking in Microsoft.

Renjit Arvind

Let me try...

Niraj Kumar

Sorry but I think best way forward will be to engage Microsoft. 
Some of the places we as a group have our own limitations but 
additionally you can also try posting these questions on MSDN 
forum.

https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/home?
forum=WAVirtualMachinesVirtualNetwork 
(https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/home?
forum=WAVirtualMachinesVirtualNetwork)

Jagan CR

Hii All 
I wana understand about docker ..need help with some docs

Lalit Rawat

Jagan CR
Hii All I wana understand about docker ..need help with some…

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/linux/dockerextension (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/dockerextension)

Docs
Use the Azure Docker VM extension
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/linux/dockerextension)
Learn how to use the Docker VM extension to quickly and
securely deploy a Docker environment in Azure using Resource
Manager templates and the Azure CLI 2.0

Jagan CR

Lalit Rawat
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linu…

Thanks I will go through it and will come back for.more 
understanding on this concept..

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/dockerextension
https://social.msdn.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/home?forum=WAVirtualMachinesVirtualNetwork
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/dockerextension
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/dockerextension
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-faqs)

AM
1:57:50 PM

1:58:13 PM

2:44:36 PM

3:04:59 PM

3:10:10 PM

Lalit Rawat

sure

Alex Moore

Renjit Arvind
Can some one answer this?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-faqs 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-faqs)

Docs
Azure ExpressRoute FAQ
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-faqs)
The ExpressRoute FAQ contains information about Supported
Azure Services, Cost, Data and Connections, SLA, Providers and
Locations, Bandwidth, and additional Technical Details.

Answers can be found here

Suresh Mallela

Any one have an idea about Dockers/Containers.? i don't have 
any idea about these. could you please provide an overview about 
his.?

Niraj Kumar

Suresh Mallela
Any one have an idea about Dockers/Containers.? i don't have…

https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-
v1:Microsoft+AZURE211x+2017_T3/about 
(https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-
v1:Microsoft+AZURE211x+2017_T3/about)

Microsoft
Azure Application Deployment and Management
(https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-
v1:Microsoft+AZURE211x+2017_T3/about)
Learn about containers, what they are, how to work with them
and why they are important for modern cloud based application
workloads. Learn about cont...

https://www.opsgility.com/courses/player/building-deploying-
container-apps-azure 
(https://www.opsgility.com/courses/player/building-deploying-
container-apps-azure)

Opsgility

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-faqs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-faqs
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-faqs
https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-v1:Microsoft+AZURE211x+2017_T3/about
https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-v1:Microsoft+AZURE211x+2017_T3/about
https://www.opsgility.com/courses/player/building-deploying-container-apps-azure
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 (https://github.com/Azure/migAz)

9:47:41 PM

10:53:19 PM

10:56:36 PM

Building and Deploying Container Based Applications in
Azure
(https://www.opsgility.com/courses/player/building-
deploying-container-apps-azure)
This course covers demonstrates different approaches for
building container based applications and deploying them into
Azure. Different modules cover...

Santosh H joined group via invite link

Matthew Levy joined group via invite link

Suresh Mallela

thank you Niraj

let me go through these topics and will let u know if i have any 
questions.

Renjit Arvind

@Alex Moore... I couldn't find all the information from that link

Bhavesh BejDas

Anyone has the latest MS reference book for 70-534 since I am 
not able to find any pdf version.

Renjit Arvind

What is the process for migrating items from a classic subscription 
to ARM?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Migaz

Tool

https://github.com/Azure/migAz 
(https://github.com/Azure/migAz)

GitHub
Azure/migAz

(https://github.com/Azure/migAz)
Repo for all versions of migAz tool

Niraj Kumar

Suresh Mallela
let me go through these topics and will let u know if i have any

YW! Happy learning!!

Dhruvin Shah

Create Power BI Dahboards 
https://youtu.be/JzZouhBTO6Y (https://youtu.be/JzZouhBTO6Y)

YouTube

https://github.com/Azure/migAz
https://www.opsgility.com/courses/player/building-deploying-container-apps-azure
https://github.com/Azure/migAz
https://github.com/Azure/migAz
https://youtu.be/JzZouhBTO6Y
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YouTube
How to create Dashboard in Power BI ?
(https://youtu.be/JzZouhBTO6Y)
In this video we will learn how we can create Simple
dashboard using Power BI.Dashboards are the main module of
Power BI Service,provided to the user end.You...

Wednesday, July 19, 2017

Niraj Kumar

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/improvements-to-
blob-upload-blade-in-azure-portal/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/improvements-to-
blob-upload-blade-in-azure-portal/)

Improvements to blob upload blade in Azure portal
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/updates/improvements-to-blob-upload-blade-in-
azure-portal/)

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/improvements-to…

Thanks

Preyash Vrat

Lalit Rawat
Nice sir ,can we start new group Googletalk  so we w…

(https://youtu.be/JzZouhBTO6Y) 4:57

https://youtu.be/JzZouhBTO6Y
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/improvements-to-blob-upload-blade-in-azure-portal/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/improvements-to-blob-upload-blade-in-azure-portal/
https://youtu.be/JzZouhBTO6Y
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5:47:28 AM

5:51:41 AM

Hi Lalit, sorry for late reply. Bro getting more control on Azure 
and AWS now.Need some time to step in to Google. thanks for 
your offer.

Lalit Rawat

Preyash Vrat
Hi Lalit, sorry for late reply. Bro getting more control on Azur

Np, I am with your prayash bhai. Let me know you if you need 
any  help from my side .

Preyash Vrat

Lalit Rawat
Np, I am with your prayash bhai. Let me know you if you nee…

Sure, Lalit bhai. thanks for your offer.

Shetty Nilesh

Ran into this issue yesterday during one of our Azure ASR 
migration...and the runbook execution was failing...

https://github.com/Azure/azure-powershell/issues/4309 
(https://github.com/Azure/azure-powershell/issues/4309)

GitHub
Powershell update 11.07.2017 cannot create managed
disk · Issue #4309 · Azure/azure-powershell
(https://github.com/Azure/azure-
powershell/issues/4309)
Cmdlet(s) 
New-AzureRmDisk 
PowerShell Version 
Instructions: to get PowerShell version, type $PSVersionTable
and look for the value associated with PSVe...

*Azure Lift and Shift Migration

Glad that I could find the root cause before MS could and the 
customer was happy...

While auto-update of azure modules are recommended...but keep 
a lookout for such bugs/issues...

Noor Khan

How much time it takes to discover a physical machine in azure 
Site recovery for DR

https://github.com/Azure/azure-powershell/issues/4309
https://github.com/Azure/azure-powershell/issues/4309
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6:32:10 AM

6:32:39 AM

6:32:48 AM

6:32:59 AM

which certificate is required here

THEJAS K

Siddharth
I have downloaded.

can you send a copy of the same to kv.thejas@gmail.com 
(mailto:kv.thejas@gmail.com)

Noor Khan

it taken more then a HRS to discover  machine in Site recovery 
Azure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Noor Khan
Photo

Cool bro

Noor Khan

its take so much time

Vivek Kumar Mishra

I will

Depends upon on network connection

Noor Khan

Hhhhmmm

and what that error says

Setup cannot proceed. A certificate required to authenticate to 
Site Recovery cannot be created

Vivek Kumar Mishra

No idea

Not faced this issue

Noor Khan

hhhhmmmm

ok

Vivek Kumar Mishra

You are doing vmware to azure or hyperv to Azure

Noor Khan

Na Physical Machine

which is running In Vmware

A AD Machine

mailto:kv.thejas@gmail.com
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6:34:01 AM

6:37:32 AM

6:37:52 AM

6:37:58 AM

6:38:27 AM

6:40:37 AM

6:41:36 AM

6:42:13 AM

6:42:37 AM

6:42:37 AM

6:42:51 AM

6:43:07 AM

6:43:08 AM

Siddharth

Noor Khan

menas it is running on Window

it is not running on ESXI

Siddharth

what happen bro

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Process server installation done??

Noor Khan

yes

in local machine

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Same machine trying to replicate?

Noor Khan

yes same & one more

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Same not possible

Noor Khan

why

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
Glad that I could find the root cause before MS could and the …

Thanks nilesh bhia for sharing your experience

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Bro

It's out of box 

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Photo

Did you follow the step by step process

Noor Khan

i am trying to Replicate MY AD server
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6:43:31 AM

6:43:43 AM

6:43:54 AM

6:43:55 AM

6:44:08 AM

6:44:21 AM

6:44:30 AM

6:44:37 AM

6:44:41 AM

6:44:48 AM

6:45:08 AM

6:45:12 AM

6:45:24 AM

6:45:27 AM

not the machine where i had installed the process server

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit he is trying to replicate process server on azure

Noor Khan

yes

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Bro

Noor Khan

Yes Lalit

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Esha kaun karta hai

Kabhi suna ni ki esha hota hai

Noor Khan

Ah Mishra I am replicating my AD server

Lalit Rawat

Ohhhh.. man..

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Lalit he is trying to replicate process server on azure

Mishra ji u save my time

Noor Khan

Hahahahahahahahahahahahaha

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Mishra ji u save my time

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣
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6:49:58 AM

6:50:07 AM

6:50:16 AM

6:50:25 AM

6:50:43 AM

6:52:01 AM

6:52:43 AM

6:53:25 AM

6:53:25 AM

6:53:47 AM

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan

but its taking a long time

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Seriously noor

Your are rockstar

Kuch naya karne ki talab jaga deta hai

Noor Khan

hahahahahaha

Sir mera reply to do

Itna time kyun

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Bhai network pe depend kartahai

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Itna time kyun

If it is replicating the it s depends on your network bandwidth

Will take time

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Koi fox time ni define hai iska

Noor Khan

its say discovering from more then a HRS

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Process servers ko reboot kar do

Noor Khan

ok

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Process server me resource monitoring open kar ke

Cbengine ko chel karo

Noor Khan
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7:06:22 AM
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VM
7:08:25 AM

7:08:43 AM

7:08:56 AM

7:10:12 AM

7:10:26 AM

7:13:34 AM

ok

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Photo

Bhai did you installed the mobility agent properly and open the 
port 443 +allow the proxy settings

Noor Khan

proxy option i had selected without proxy

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
proxy option i had selected without proxy

Ok

Noor Khan

Cbengine ko kill karna hai kya yeh process ko

Machine added succesfully

Vinay Kumar Mishra

Team, suppose My production env. cost is $100/pm. What will be 
DR cost in Hot and Cold scenarios?

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
Machine added succesfully

Nice proceed for next steps

Noor Khan

now what next

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
now what next

Follow the article which I have forward to you.

Noor Khan

hhhmmm ok\

Lalit Rawat

Vinay Kumar Mishra
Team, suppose My production env. cost is $100/pm. What wil…

Use the azure calculator



 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

in/pricing/calculator/)

7:13:42 AM

7:14:54 AM

7:18:02 AM

7:23:27 AM

7:24:01 AM

7:27:02 AM

7:27:21 AM

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/calculator/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/calculator/) here is the 
link

Microsoft
Pricing Calculator | Microsoft Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
in/pricing/calculator/)
Price and configure Microsoft Azure features for your scenarios.

Per instance it is changing on-premises fail over 16$ and azure 
25$ after all it depends on your usage and instance u use for dr

Niraj Kumar

Vinay Kumar Mishra
Team, suppose My production env. cost is $100/pm. What wil…

You pay for protection per node and then later when you activate 
your DR compute and storage charges

Noor Khan

hello Lalit, Mishra & Niraj Sir, can we get a document abut the 
deatils of this above options

Lalit Rawat

Noor Khan
hello Lalit, Mishra & Niraj Sir, can we get a document abut the

I would has to preaper for this

Noor Khan

ok

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/calculator/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/calculator/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/pricing/calculator/
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-

center/security-center-just-in-time)

12:36:59 PM

12:38:54 PM

1:13:20 PM

1:13:24 PM

1:13:48 PM

Vinay Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
You pay for protection per node and then later when you acti…

And what will be vNet peering cost for Azure to Azure?

Niraj Kumar

Vinay Kumar Mishra
And what will be vNet peering cost for Azure to Azure?

2 cents per gb

Renjit Arvind

@Misha...Thank you... Have you used the Night Tool? Or anyone 
in the group?

Migaz tool

Amol joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-
center-just-in-time (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time)

Docs
Just in time virtual machine access in Azure Security
Center (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-
time)
This document walks you through how just in time VM access
in Azure Security Center helps you control access to your
Azure virtual machines.

Jagan CR

Noor Khan
it taken more then a HRS to discover machine in Site recover…

It does not take that much tym

Noor Khan

Jagan CR
It does not take that much tym

I got error saying machine don't have internet access

But it has

Need to work on that tmmrw

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time


 (http://www.eweek.com/cloud/microsoft-enables-

nested-virtualization-on-select-azure-virtual-machines)

AH
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5:15:24 PM

5:39:31 PM

5:39:36 PM

Ahmad

http://www.eweek.com/cloud/microsoft-enables-nested-
virtualization-on-select-azure-virtual-machines 
(http://www.eweek.com/cloud/microsoft-enables-nested-
virtualization-on-select-azure-virtual-machines)

eWEEK
Microsoft Enables Nested Virtualization on Select Azure
Virtual Machin...
(http://www.eweek.com/cloud/microsoft-enables-
nested-virtualization-on-select-azure-virtual-machines)
Running another virtual machine within another Azure virtual
machine opens up more code-testing options for Microsoft's
cloud customers.

Niraj Kumar

https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-Data-
Center (https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-
Data-Center)

Channel 9
Virtual Data Center
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-
Friday/Virtual-Data-Center)
Olivier Martin joins Scott Hanselman to talk about the concept
of Virtual Data Centers, which is at the heart of what Azure's
software-defined network...

Niraj Kumar

Sharing next 2 links to complement my AzureTalk on 
ExpressRoute.

https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Hybrid-
Networking-101 (https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-
Friday/Azure-Hybrid-Networking-101)

Channel 9
Azure Hybrid Networking 101
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-
Friday/Azure-Hybrid-Networking-101)

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-
Data-Center)

http://www.eweek.com/cloud/microsoft-enables-nested-virtualization-on-select-azure-virtual-machines
http://www.eweek.com/cloud/microsoft-enables-nested-virtualization-on-select-azure-virtual-machines
http://www.eweek.com/cloud/microsoft-enables-nested-virtualization-on-select-azure-virtual-machines
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-Data-Center
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-Data-Center
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Hybrid-Networking-101
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Hybrid-Networking-101
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Virtual-Data-Center
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In this episode of Azure Friday, Olivier Martin joins Scott
Hanselman for the first of a two-part series on hybrid
networking in Azure, which is key t...

https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Hybrid-
Networking-201 (https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-
Friday/Azure-Hybrid-Networking-201)

Channel 9
Azure Hybrid Networking 201
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-
Friday/Azure-Hybrid-Networking-201)
In this episode of Azure Friday, Olivier Martin joins Scott
Hanselman for the second of a two-part series on hybrid
networking in Azure, which is key...

These videos are done by Olivier Martin, Network Black belt at 
Microsoft. I was fortunate enough to work with him during one of 
our ER design validation session. Super knowledgeable!! 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/omartin2010 
(https://www.linkedin.com/in/omartin2010)

 His LinkedIn profile!

Sree Harsha MS

Yeah he is the Azure TSP

Bhavesh BejDas

Anyone has the latest MS reference book for 70-534 since I am 
not able to find any pdf version.

Preyash Vrat

Niraj Kumar

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-
Hybrid-Networking-101)

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-
Hybrid-Networking-201)

https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Hybrid-Networking-201
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Hybrid-Networking-201
https://www.linkedin.com/in/omartin2010
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Hybrid-Networking-101
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Azure-Hybrid-Networking-201
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These videos are done by Olivier Martin, Network Black belt …

Dhruvin Shah

*SharePoint update* 
Most of the time we have to provide some branding options to 
our clients.  
I hope this webpart will helpful you to add one more item as a 
branding option.  
https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak (https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak) 

Check it
YouTube
Promoted Links WebPart In SharePoint
(https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak)
In this video we will learn how we can configure Promoted
Links web part in SharePoint. Promoted links webpart is a new
list webpart and a way of adding item...

Thursday, July 20, 2017

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
These videos are done by Olivier Martin, Network Black belt a…

Thanks for sharing niraj bhai.

Kapil

Hello all, anybody have Airwatch implementation and 
configuration knowledge on Office365/Cloud

Niraj Kumar

Kapil
Hello all, anybody have Airwatch implementation and configur…

EMS ( Enterprise Mobility Security) Suite from Microsoft for sure 
but not AirWatch.

Kapil

Niraj, Are you taking about InTune

?

Niraj Kumar

(https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak) 5:11

https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak
https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak
https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-

balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-arm-portal)

11:09:11 AM

Yes Intune and AAD Premium.

Piyush

Bhavesh BejDas: 
Anyone has the latest MS reference book for 70-533/534 since I 
am not able to find any pdf version.

I am also looking for same pdf

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Piyush
Bhavesh BejDas: Anyone has the latest MS reference book for…

You can buy on amazon

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
You can buy on amazon

https://www.amazon.com/70-534-Architecting-Microsoft-Azure-
Solutions/dp/1509304681/ref=dp_ob_title_bk 
(https://www.amazon.com/70-534-Architecting-Microsoft-Azure-
Solutions/dp/1509304681/ref=dp_ob_title_bk)

2nd edition is available for Pre-Order.

Rohan joined group via invite link

Rohan

Hi All , anyone having knowledge on Azure internal Load 
Balancers ?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

what is youd doudbt?

Lalit Rawat

Rohan
Hi All , anyone having knowledge on Azure internal Load Bal…

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-
balancer-get-started-ilb-arm-portal 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-
balancer-get-started-ilb-arm-portal) u can use this link create the 
internal load balancer

Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-arm-portal
https://www.amazon.com/70-534-Architecting-Microsoft-Azure-Solutions/dp/1509304681/ref=dp_ob_title_bk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-arm-portal


RO
11:10:12 AM

11:10:48 AM

11:11:47 AM

RO
11:15:09 AM

11:15:29 AM

RO
11:15:52 AM

11:16:09 AM

RO
11:16:26 AM

11:16:39 AM

RO
11:17:59 AM

11:18:43 AM

Create an Internal load balancer - Azure portal
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-
balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-arm-portal)
Learn how to create an Internal load balancer in Resource
Manager using the Azure portal

Rohan

We have 2 VMs between which a ILB is configured and the 
probe ports assigned are 80 and 443....we are running a custom 
service for biztalk application we find that the traffic through 
load balancer always goes to only one of the VM

Ran wireshark and portquery to see if anything is blocked also 
the NSG rules all seem okay

One discrepancy i noticed that the parameter loadbalanced 
distribution mode is not set ....is it necessary to pass this 
parameter ?

Himanshu joined group via invite link

Rohan

Also the connection breaks attyms between this particular 
service and load balancer VIP ...intermittent response is received

Lalit Rawat

Rohan
One discrepancy i noticed that the parameter loadbalanced d…

try configuring it.

Rohan

Yes Lalit I will try it

Lalit Rawat

did your put traffice manger to route the traffice between the 
servers

Rohan

We dont have traffic manager here in environment

Lalit Rawat

ok

Rohan

I am not able to understand if this load balancer uses the 5 tuple 
hash algorithm or the 2 tuple / 3 tuple

Lalit Rawat

it should be 3 tuple

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-arm-portal


RO
11:19:33 AM

11:19:55 AM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/azure-

load-balancer-new-distribution-mode/)

11:21:20 AM

RO
11:21:49 AM

11:23:16 AM

11:31:02 AM

11:31:21 AM

RO
11:32:22 AM

11:33:33 AM

11:35:01 AM

RO
11:41:20 AM

Rohan

Ok how are you understanding this ?

Is there some command to check this in powershell ?

Lalit Rawat

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/azure-load-balancer-
new-distribution-mode/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
in/blog/azure-load-balancer-new-distribution-mode/) cehck this u 
ll be able get an good information on this article

Microsoft
Azure Load Balancer new distribution mode | Blog |
Microsoft Azure (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
in/blog/azure-load-balancer-new-distribution-mode/)
We have introduced a new distribution mode called Source IP
Affinity and is also known as session affinity or client IP
affinity. Azure Load Balancer...

Rohan

Ok thanks

Also one more thing is it necessary for a VM to have 2 NIC cards 
for the load balancing configuration....we have 1 NIC in each VM 
and all traffic flows through them

Lalit Rawat

Rohan
Also one more thing is it necessary for a VM to have 2 NIC c…

then with one nic how did you configure the ILB , best practice 
is to  use 2 nic so it can  manage the traffic easily

let me just verify form my end aswell.

Rohan

Yes actually i did not configure the ILB ...it was done by 
Microsoft before I got involved to take a look into the issue ...

Lalit Rawat

ok.. just check the configuration how it is routing the traffice or 
there is any rule configuried on it.

check if both the VM are in the same subnet or in a differant 
subnet ?

Rohan

Yes both VMs are in same subnet

Lalit Rawat

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/azure-load-balancer-new-distribution-mode/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/azure-load-balancer-new-distribution-mode/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-in/blog/azure-load-balancer-new-distribution-mode/


11:41:31 AM

RO
11:42:10 AM

11:43:11 AM

RO
11:43:25 AM

11:44:43 AM

11:52:27 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-

balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli)

11:52:27 AM

RO
12:20:33 PM

12:21:51 PM

12:22:56 PM

12:23:26 PM

k

Rohan

Rule means you are talking about the ACL rules set under the 
load balanced tab ?

Lalit Rawat

Rohan
Rule means you are talking about the ACL rules set under th…

yes , ILB i sconfiguried in ARM or ASM portal ?

Rohan

ASM portal

Lalit Rawat

Please check both the VMs has same cloud service or diffrent , if 
they are having differant service then it won't work ?

U can use

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-
balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-
balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli)

Docs
Create an Internal load balancer - Azure CLI classic
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-
balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli)
Learn how to create an internal load balancer using the Azure
CLI in the classic deployment model

Rohan

Yes both VMs have same cloud service Lalit

I think 2 nic cards not present  might be an issue or the load 
balanced distribution parameter not set

Lalit Rawat

then it should work , yes that could be the reasion, they failover 
is happing if your shutdown one VM ?

u can bring that MS guys who configure the ILB for your he can 
gave the more details,

Rohan

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli


12:23:35 PM
RO

12:25:02 PM

RO
12:25:28 PM

12:25:44 PM

RO
12:25:44 PM

12:25:53 PM

RO
12:26:11 PM

12:26:30 PM

12:26:31 PM

RO
12:26:41 PM

12:47:26 PM

12:48:11 PM

12:49:04 PM

12:49:11 PM

12:49:18 PM

No even if i shut down the VM the traffic goes to one VM only 
and that too intermittently

Lalit Rawat

ohh.. ok. that i am sure that ILB is not configure properly .You 
can bring the MS guys who configure that ILB and ask to provide 
the all the details , Make it correct.

Rohan

Yes let me see if they can find the fault in the ILB config

Lalit Rawat

because we don't what how he setup the ILB and if though there  
si starte forword process.

Rohan

Thanks Lalit for your suggestion

Lalit Rawat

ur welcome

Rohan

I will also try and remove the endpoints once and add then back 
to see if that works

Lalit Rawat

u can ask th eMS guys to bring your technical advision (TA) if he 
is not able to fix

sure

Rohan

Yes

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit I think Rohan should check what routing method given in 
ILB.

As per above msg it behaving failover.

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
Lalit I think Rohan should check what routing method given i…

Yes, i think this what i have missed thank you shakthi bhai :)

Shakti Ranjan

Rohan



12:49:32 PM
RO

12:49:52 PM

RO
12:50:29 PM

12:51:18 PM

RO
12:51:48 PM

12:51:51 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-

balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli)

12:52:17 PM

RO
12:52:25 PM

RA
2:53:25 PM

Ok routing method for the ILB

Lalit Rawat

yes

Rohan

That can be done using powershell ?

Lalit Rawat

Lalit Rawat
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-b…

yes , use thei article.

Rohan

Lalit i did not get the link

Can you send again

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-
balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-
balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli)

Docs
Create an Internal load balancer - Azure CLI classic
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-
balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli)
Learn how to create an internal load balancer using the Azure
CLI in the classic deployment model

Rohan

Yes now i got it

Azhar Shariff joined group via invite link

Pritish joined group via invite link

Renjit Arvind

Can some get a simple spread sheet or good reference about port 
needed for Domain controllers if they are behind a firewall.

Vimal Kumar joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-get-started-ilb-classic-cli


2:56:55 PM

(http://www.windowsnetworking.com/kbase/WindowsTips/WindowsServer2008/AdminTips/ActiveDirectory/WhatAllPortsAreRrequiredByDomainControllersAndClientComputers.html)

2:57:01 PM

RA
3:27:37 PM

BL
3:29:20 PM

RA
4:30:55 PM

5:11:57 PM

Renjit Arvind
Can some get a simple spread sheet or good reference about …

UDP Port 88 for Kerberos authentication 
UDP and TCP Port 135 for domain controllers-to-domain controller 
and client to domain controller operations. 
TCP Port 139 and UDP 138 for File Replication Service between 
domain controllers. 
UDP Port 389 for LDAP to handle normal queries from client 
computers to the domain controllers. 
TCP and UDP Port 445 for File Replication Service 
TCP and UDP Port 464 for Kerberos Password Change 
TCP Port 3268 and 3269 for Global Catalog from client to domain 
controller. 
TCP and UDP Port 53 for DNS from client to domain controller 
and domain controller to domain controller.

http://www.windowsnetworking.com/kbase/WindowsTips/Window
sServer2008/AdminTips/ActiveDirectory/WhatAllPortsAreRrequired
ByDomainControllersAndClientComputers.html 
(http://www.windowsnetworking.com/kbase/WindowsTips/Windo
wsServer2008/AdminTips/ActiveDirectory/WhatAllPortsAreRrequir
edByDomainControllersAndClientComputers.html)

WindowsNetworking.com
What All Ports Are Rrequired By Domain Controllers
And Client Computers?
(http://www.windowsnetworking.com/kbase/WindowsTips/WindowsServer2008/AdminTips/ActiveDirectory/WhatAllPortsAreRrequiredByDomainControllersAndClientComputers.html)
This article explains the key port requirement for Client
computers and Domain Controllers communicating with each
other.

Renjit Arvind

What about the dynamic ports?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

The best way is to create high ports to the protocols

Richa joined group via invite link

Renjit Arvind

Thank you Lalit and Nuno...

Niraj Kumar

Refer this technet article.

http://www.windowsnetworking.com/kbase/WindowsTips/WindowsServer2008/AdminTips/ActiveDirectory/WhatAllPortsAreRrequiredByDomainControllersAndClientComputers.html
http://www.windowsnetworking.com/kbase/WindowsTips/WindowsServer2008/AdminTips/ActiveDirectory/WhatAllPortsAreRrequiredByDomainControllersAndClientComputers.html
http://www.windowsnetworking.com/kbase/WindowsTips/WindowsServer2008/AdminTips/ActiveDirectory/WhatAllPortsAreRrequiredByDomainControllersAndClientComputers.html


5:12:01 PM

5:12:58 PM

5:13:36 PM

5:13:57 PM

6:01:45 PM

 (https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/exam-

70-745.aspx)

6:01:57 PM

6:09:33 PM

6:10:46 PM

6:11:24 PM

6:12:26 PM

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/dd772723(v=ws.10).aspx?
f=255&MSPPError=-2147217396 
(https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/dd772723%28v=ws.10%29.aspx?
f=255&MSPPError=-2147217396)

It has listed out all the ports plus you also have link for RODC 
ports if you will have one.

Guys!! Congratulation! I didn't notice we are 400 members now. 
The community is strong and growing stronger.

Richa is our 400th Member! Welcome to the group!

Suresh Mallela

Implementing a Software-Defined Datacenter (beta)

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/exam-70-745.aspx 
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/exam-70-745.aspx)

Microsoft Learning
70-745: Implementing a Software-Defined Datacenter
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/exam-
70-745.aspx)
Register for exam 70-745 to view official preparation materials
and get hands-on experience implementing a software-defined
datacenter.

Need help on below Question: 

Can i add My Org Account ID as a Service Admin to Other 
Subscription which is Sitting on Live ID Account.? 

If yes how can i do that.?

Lalit Rawat

Suresh Mallela
Need help on below Question: Can i add My Org Account ID a…

go to subscription--click on IAM and add role then add your 
orginazation ID

Suresh Mallela

i am would like to add him as Service Admin. I think Service 
admin role is not available in IAM.

Lalit Rawat

Suresh Mallela

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/exam-70-745.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd772723%28v=ws.10%29.aspx?f=255&MSPPError=-2147217396
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/exam-70-745.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/exam-70-745.aspx


6:12:46 PM

6:12:49 PM

6:13:04 PM

6:13:32 PM

6:13:41 PM

6:14:17 PM

6:15:14 PM

6:16:43 PM

6:17:35 PM

6:18:37 PM

i am would like to add him as Service Admin. I think Service a…
service admin will be one while creating the subscription which 
you will chose .

even u add him form classic manager portal if you want it to

Shakti Ranjan

I think organisational account will not work with only IAM. That 
also should be part of Azure AD.

Lalit Rawat

or u can add him as owner so he will has all the rights to do

Shakti Ranjan
I think organisational account will not work with only IAM. That

correct shakti bhai.

Shakti Ranjan

Suresh Mallela

i added him as Co-admin for the subscription. but i want him to 
add as a Service Admin.

Lalit Rawat

go to default active directory and select the user change the role.

Suresh Mallela

Lalit Rawat
go to default active directory and select the user change the ro

you are talking about O356/AD Roles. Service Admin is Different 
on Subscription Level.

Lalit Rawat

classic model default active directoru

Suresh Mallela



6:19:27 PM

6:20:27 PM

6:22:09 PM

6:22:22 PM

6:22:30 PM

6:22:43 PM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/support/changing-service-admin-and-co-admin/)

6:22:44 PM

6:23:21 PM

6:25:13 PM

6:25:47 PM

6:26:04 PM

getting the above error. i am not sure we can add Org Id's as 
service admin. but wanted to check with Experts. 

Lalit Rawat

try here

click on the user profile

orginazation role select the role

Suresh Mallela

NVM, i found this in documentation.

Lalit Rawat

super

Suresh Mallela

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/changing-service-
admin-and-co-admin/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/support/changing-service-admin-and-co-admin/)

Microsoft
Changing Service Admin and Co-Admin | Microsoft
Azure (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/support/changing-service-admin-and-co-admin/)
Login to Microsoft Azure classic portal using two methods:
individuals can use a Microsoft Account and organizational
employees can use an organizational account.

Its not Possible due to security consideration :(

Lalit Rawat

Suresh Mallela
Its not Possible due to security consideration :(

What do u want to achieve ?

U can do all the task if u have a. Co administrator or owner of  
subsciption

Suresh Mallela

Lalit Rawat
What do u want to achieve ?

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/changing-service-admin-and-co-admin/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/changing-service-admin-and-co-admin/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/changing-service-admin-and-co-admin/


6:26:34 PM

6:27:57 PM

8:10:31 PM

9:37:50 PM

9:39:26 PM

9:42:01 PM

10:19:36 PM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-
file-recovery-from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-
available/)

10:25:57 PM

i thought of adding my Org ID as service admin to other 
subscription

Lalit Rawat
U can do all the task if u have a. Co administrator or owner of

yes correct. but tried to add as Service admin.

Lalit Rawat

U can do it from classic I ll guide  just give me moment

Karthik G

Dear All,  

Greetings!!! 

I’m looking for a job change in Azure (IaaS), I have completed 
Microsoft Certification in 70 - 533 Implementing Microsoft Azure 
Infrastructure Solutions. 

My overall experience is 3 years 1 month in that 2 years 
experience in Azure (IaaS). So kindly let me know if there any 
openings available for my profile. Thanks.

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
correct shakti bhai.

Could we not login to azure account center and change the 
service admin?

https://account.azure.com/Home/Index 
(https://account.azure.com/Home/Index)

But not sure if it would work for org id. 🤔

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
U can do it from classic I ll guide just give me moment

From classic you can set co admin but not service admin. For 
setting service admin you need to login to Azure account 
central!!

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-
from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-
from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/)

Microsoft

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/
https://account.azure.com/Home/Index
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/


10:26:35 PM

10:29:00 PM

10:30:06 PM

10:31:47 PM

10:43:52 PM

RO
10:45:05 PM

Instant File Recovery from Azure VM backups is now
generally available (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/instant-file-recovery-from-azure-vm-
backups-is-now-generally-available/)
Today, we are excited to announce that Instant recovery of
files and folders from Azure VM backups by Azure Backup is
now generally available (GA).

Instant file recovery in Azure is GA!!

Rahul Ambhore

Niraj Kumar
Instant file recovery in Azure is GA!!

Yup, however if u attach 4TB disk and try for RSV...This will fail 
and it's not supported yet...May be will be ready by September 
....JFY

Niraj Kumar

Oh didn't know that!

Thanks for letting the group know!! 

Niraj Kumar invited Gautam Bajaj

Niraj Kumar

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/mssqlscripter/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/mssqlscripter/)

Azure SQL DB: Generate scripts by using mssql-
scripter (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/updates/mssqlscripter/)

Rohan

Hi Lalit , I confirmed we are using ARP dynamic routing protocol 
for the Load balancers here

Friday, July 21, 2017

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/mssqlscripter/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/updates/mssqlscripter/


12:18:16 AM

JV
12:25:00 AM

12:25:21 AM

12:26:29 AM

12:26:35 AM

12:27:12 AM

12:33:01 AM

JV
12:34:32 AM

12:34:43 AM

JV
1:02:55 AM

1:21:27 AM

1:21:52 AM

1:22:21 AM

1:24:09 AM

1:48:46 AM

Lalit Rawat

Rohan
Hi Lalit , I confirmed we are using ARP dynamic routing prot…

Ok

Jijo Varghese

I have a requirment in AD. each user in Windows AD should 
have full permissions to it's own "pwmResponseSet" attribute. 
It should be able to read and write it.

How can I give this permission?

In the attributes section pwsResponseset there is no option for 
read,write. But I manually typed Read and write there

that doesnt works

somebody plz help in this

Lalit Rawat

Jijo Varghese
In the attributes section pwsResponseset there is no option for

https://www.netiq.com/documentation/sspr3/adminguide/data/b
14gnfe6.htmltry 
(https://www.netiq.com/documentation/sspr3/adminguide/data/
b14gnfe6.htmltry) this jijo

Jijo Varghese

thanks lalit. will check this

Lalit Rawat

Sure..

Jijo Varghese

That page not found. showing 404 error

Lalit Rawat

Let me  check

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Kya chal rah aaj kal

Lalit Rawat

Bhai kuch nahi aap nahi ho group shant pada hai

aap suaye kya chal raha hai

Lalit Rawat

https://www.netiq.com/documentation/sspr3/adminguide/data/b1
4gnfe6.html 

https://www.netiq.com/documentation/sspr3/adminguide/data/b14gnfe6.htmltry
https://www.netiq.com/documentation/sspr3/adminguide/data/b14gnfe6.html


1:49:15 AM

JV
2:51:27 AM

2:56:47 AM

2:56:52 AM

2:57:09 AM

2:57:15 AM

2:59:57 AM

(https://www.netiq.com/documentation/sspr3/adminguide/data/b
14gnfe6.html)

@jijo try this

Balamurugesan R.M joined group via invite link

Prashant Tulsiani joined group via invite link

Ajit joined group via invite link

Ajit invited Vijay

Jijo Varghese

it worked lalit

Vijay

Hello All

This is Vijay

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Hi vijay

Welcome

Vijay

Name: 
Vijay Shukla 

Occupation: 
Trainer 

Base location city : 
Mumbai  

I am a full-time Trainer , with 18 years of global training 
experience in corporate. 

which technology I train? :  
Microsoft Server technologies, SCCM, 
Exchange,PMP,ITIL,CCNA,CCNP, CEH,Comptia, VMware, Cloud, 
Azure,Sans,CISSP,CISM, CISA 

Company I own :  
ecorise 

Purpose of membership : 

https://www.netiq.com/documentation/sspr3/adminguide/data/b14gnfe6.html


3:48:35 AM

6:31:07 AM

6:33:15 AM

6:35:03 AM

6:36:16 AM

6:37:57 AM

6:39:50 AM

6:39:54 AM

6:40:05 AM

6:43:01 AM

6:52:20 AM

Getting Trainings on accessible platform and mutually beneficial 
engagements

Lalit Rawat

Jijo Varghese
it worked lalit

Your welcome and it nice I helped you

Muruli Krishna joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Vijay
Name: Vijay Shukla Occupation: Trainer Base location city : Mu

Hi Vijay! Welcome to the group!! Do you hold any certified trainer 
certificate? Like Google certified trainer or Microsoft certified 
trainer?

Vijay

I am MCT and Certified  Ethical Hacking Trainer

Niraj Kumar

Vijay
I am MCT and Certified Ethical Hacking Trainer

Awesome!! I will ping you offline. Wanted to conduct a session on 
how to become an MCT and the benefits of it and who else can 
talk about other than MCT himself.

Vijay

My pleasure

Niraj Kumar

Vijay
My pleasure

Let's connect 1-1! I am also MCT for last ~12 years.

Vijay

Great

Me too

Since 2004

Niraj Kumar

Vijay
Since 2004
 you beat me by 1 year.

Vijay



6:57:07 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-

factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-
server)

7:03:46 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-

factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-
adfs-w2k12)

7:06:28 AM

7:07:05 AM

Maroozi

Hi. I need to configure Azure MFA for an on-prem ADFS(IFD) and 
Radius authentication. What are the requirements for it? From my 
understanding I need Azure AD premium or a subscription which 
supports MFA and Azure MFA server. Thanks

Niraj Kumar

Maroozi
Hi. I need to configure Azure MFA for an on-prem ADFS(IFD) …

Refer this article! https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-
factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-
server (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-
authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server)

Docs
Getting started Azure Multi-Factor Authentication
Server (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-
authentication-get-started-server)
This is the Azure Multi-factor authentication page that
describes how to get started with Azure MFA Server.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-
authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-adfs-w2k12 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-
authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-adfs-
w2k12)

Docs
MFA Server with AD FS in Windows Server
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-
authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-
started-adfs-w2k12)
This article describes how to get started with Azure Multi-Factor
Authentication and AD FS in Windows Server 2012 R2 and
2016.

Maroozi

Thanks Niraj

Ali Zafar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-adfs-w2k12
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-adfs-w2k12
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-adfs-w2k12


 (https://clzinvite.kickoffpages.com/?kid=GA29H)

7:07:19 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-

factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-
server-rdg)

7:07:46 AM

7:07:53 AM

7:08:52 AM

7:09:24 AM

7:10:06 AM

7:32:13 AM

https://clzinvite.kickoffpages.com/?kid=GA29H 
(https://clzinvite.kickoffpages.com/?kid=GA29H)

Kickoffpages
Community Leader Zone private invitation
(https://clzinvite.kickoffpages.com/?kid=GA29H)
Join the Community Leader Zone.

Niraj Kumar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-
authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server-rdg 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-
authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server-rdg)

Docs
RDG and Azure MFA Server using RADIUS
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-
authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-
started-server-rdg)
This is the Azure Multi-factor authentication page that will
assist in deploying Remote Desktop (RD) Gateway and Azure
Multi-Factor Authentication Server using RADIUS.

Ali Zafar

Community leader resources by Microsoft

Maroozi

@nirajkum Do you know if I can configure multiple Azure MFA 
servers for different services connecting to same Azure AD?

Ali Zafar

Yesterday i had an interview on cloud managed services and they 
asked me about what framework used for your cloud?

Is there any reference framework in Azure

Niraj Kumar

Maroozi
@nirajkum Do you know if I can configure multiple Azure MFA…

Yes you can

Arun Kandasamy joined group via invite link

Renjit Arvind

https://clzinvite.kickoffpages.com/?kid=GA29H
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server-rdg
https://clzinvite.kickoffpages.com/?kid=GA29H
https://clzinvite.kickoffpages.com/?kid=GA29H
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server-rdg
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server-rdg


8:09:09 AM
RA

9:31:45 AM

9:40:57 AM

9:45:22 AM

9:46:29 AM

9:50:23 AM

9:58:42 AM

HR
9:59:37 AM

10:03:42 AM

@Niraj....thanks Buddy...

Jitender Kohli joined group via invite link

Rahul Ambhore

I have query...How to configure 2nd layer security once some one 
login to server..Just like password followed by OTP on phone or 
email. I understand that is achievable with MFA...Can some 
please help...

Niraj Kumar

User RDS and MFA Server

Suresh Mallela

Niraj Kumar
Awesome!! I will ping you offline. Wanted to conduct a sessio…

nice. If you can conduct a session. it will be help full for us who 
want to become a MCT. Please let us know the session details 
Niraj/Vijay :)

Niraj Kumar

Yes, I can plan and most probably once I finish Azure networking 
can squeeze in a session on MCT.

Suresh Mallela

Niraj Kumar
Yes, I can plan and most probably once I finish Azure networ…

Awesome :)

Niraj Kumar
But not sure if it would work for org id. 🤔

If you are logged in with a Microsoft Account, you can only add 
other Microsoft Accounts as Service Administrator or Co-
Administrator. This is a security consideration to prevent non-
organizational accounts from discovering if certain accounts (e.g. 
janedoe@contoso.com (mailto:janedoe@contoso.com)) are valid 
accounts.

Harish Reddy

Niraj Kumar
Yes, I can plan and most probably once I finish Azure networ…

https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/mastering-
microsoft-certification-exam-prep-16601?
l=6zyNZ06lC_4506218965 (https://mva.microsoft.com/en-
US/training-courses/mastering-microsoft-certification-exam-prep-
16601?l=6zyNZ06lC_4506218965)

Microsoft Virtual Academy

mailto:janedoe@contoso.com
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/mastering-microsoft-certification-exam-prep-16601?l=6zyNZ06lC_4506218965


 (https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-

courses/mastering-microsoft-certification-exam-prep-16601?
l=6zyNZ06lC_4506218965)

 (https://azurestack.blog/2017/07/deploy-azure-

stack-development-kit-on-an-azure-vm/)

10:30:26 AM

10:34:54 AM

10:35:05 AM

11:44:42 AM

Mastering Microsoft Certification Exam Prep -
Microsoft Virtual Academy
(https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-
courses/mastering-microsoft-certification-exam-prep-
16601?l=6zyNZ06lC_4506218965)
If you’re interested in becoming a Microsoft Certified
Professional, or MCP, learn how best to prepare for an MCP
exam, and get test-taking strategies.

Shetty Nilesh

https://azurestack.blog/2017/07/deploy-azure-stack-
development-kit-on-an-azure-vm/ 
(https://azurestack.blog/2017/07/deploy-azure-stack-
development-kit-on-an-azure-vm/)

Azure Stack
Deploy Azure Stack Development Kit on an Azure VM
(https://azurestack.blog/2017/07/deploy-azure-
stack-development-kit-on-an-azure-vm/)
With the recent release of V3 VMs on Azure, you’ve now the
possibility to do Nested Hyper-V, running a VM in an Azure
VM. Azure Stack Development Kit...

Lalit Rawat

Harish Reddy
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/mastering…

thanks

Shetty Nilesh
https://azurestack.blog/2017/07/deploy-azure-stack-develop…

Thanks Nilesh bhai..

Rahul Ambhore

Niraj Kumar
User RDS and MFA Server

Thank you...Any link or doc that can help me more visibility pls

Vikas Jadhav invited Rajendra Bhise

Shetty Nilesh

Rahul Ambhore

https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/mastering-microsoft-certification-exam-prep-16601?l=6zyNZ06lC_4506218965
https://azurestack.blog/2017/07/deploy-azure-stack-development-kit-on-an-azure-vm/
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/mastering-microsoft-certification-exam-prep-16601?l=6zyNZ06lC_4506218965
https://azurestack.blog/2017/07/deploy-azure-stack-development-kit-on-an-azure-vm/
https://azurestack.blog/2017/07/deploy-azure-stack-development-kit-on-an-azure-vm/


11:46:10 AM

11:50:59 AM

11:51:36 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-

factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-
server)

11:53:04 AM

11:53:16 AM

11:53:43 AM

11:54:00 AM

Thank you...Any link or doc that can help me more visibility pls
Where do u want this to be implemented? on Azure or on Prem?

Has anyone worked on migrating Oracle/DB2 on RHEL on prem 
to Oracle/DB2 on RHEL in Azure...I need to know any pitfalls 
involved...I have a few which I have planned for already but 
need to know if anyone has any sort of lesson learnt?

Rahul Ambhore

Shetty Nilesh
Where do u want this to be implemented? on Azure or on Pr…

To azure as of now

Shetty Nilesh

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-
authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-
authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server)

Docs
Getting started Azure Multi-Factor Authentication
Server (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-
authentication-get-started-server)
This is the Azure Multi-factor authentication page that
describes how to get started with Azure MFA Server.

This should get you started

Rahul Ambhore

Thank you so much

Shetty Nilesh

Myname Metallica joined group via invite link

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/multi-factor-authentication/multi-factor-authentication-get-started-server


(https://www.cio.com.au/article/625007/enterprises-can-put-
oracle-entire-public-cloud-data-center/)

PV
1:06:30 PM

BL
1:07:11 PM

1:57:05 PM

2:07:56 PM

 (http://www.c-

sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/Roji.Joy/how-to-configure-three-
tier-farm-for-sharepoint-server-2013/)

2:12:31 PM

Preyash Vrat

What is future of Private cloud? 
Earlier AWS was considering only Private cloud as it's competitors. 
Now after rise of Private cloud offering such as Microsoft with 
Azure stack, IBM with Bluemix stack,  and Oracle with it's own 
Private cloud. 
Looks like the next fight will be for Private cloud and AWS is 
having persistence in it. Private cloud is   always having future as 
investment is already done for 1000 billion $ which can not be 
discarded in a day. 

https://www.cio.com.au/article/625007/enterprises-can-put-
oracle-entire-public-cloud-data-center/ 
(https://www.cio.com.au/article/625007/enterprises-can-put-
oracle-entire-public-cloud-data-center/)

CIO
Enterprises can put Oracle's entire public cloud in the
data center
(https://www.cio.com.au/article/625007/enterprises-
can-put-oracle-entire-public-cloud-data-center/)
While Amazon is raking in a good deal of the money spent by
public-cloud users, Oracle is doubling down on its hybrid-cloud
strategy, appealing to ent...

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

The future is hybrid cloud

Noor Khan

Do any one have a good link for front end and back end server

Amar Singh

Noor Khan
Do any one have a good link for front end and back end server

what kind of solution you want to deploy?

http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/Roji.Joy/how-to-
configure-three-tier-farm-for-sharepoint-server-2013/ 
(http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/Roji.Joy/how-to-
configure-three-tier-farm-for-sharepoint-server-2013/)

C-Sharpcorner

https://www.cio.com.au/article/625007/enterprises-can-put-oracle-entire-public-cloud-data-center/
http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/Roji.Joy/how-to-configure-three-tier-farm-for-sharepoint-server-2013/
https://www.cio.com.au/article/625007/enterprises-can-put-oracle-entire-public-cloud-data-center/
https://www.cio.com.au/article/625007/enterprises-can-put-oracle-entire-public-cloud-data-center/
http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/Roji.Joy/how-to-configure-three-tier-farm-for-sharepoint-server-2013/


2:13:55 PM

2:14:06 PM

2:32:31 PM

2:32:35 PM

2:50:50 PM

2:51:17 PM

2:52:34 PM

2:52:55 PM

2:54:21 PM

2:54:54 PM

SM
3:08:36 PM

3:17:53 PM

4:06:20 PM

C-Sharpcorner
How to Configure Three-Tier Farm For SharePoint
Server 2013 (http://www.c-
sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/Roji.Joy/how-to-
configure-three-tier-farm-for-sharepoint-server-2013/)
Here we are describing the farm architecture and the servers it
contains.

this article will help you if you are going to deploy three tier 
application in big Enterprise environment

like sharePint

Noor Khan

For dag, front end and back end server & cas server with array

In 13

Amar Singh

ohho you are looking for Exchange DAG

you will get some good videos in you tube

but now are days learning DAG for big scale exchange 
environment is useless

because of office365

better you learn Hybrid deployment of exchange server with 
exchange online

thats the future

Sree Harsha MS

Amar Singh
but now are days learning DAG for big scale exchange environ…

agreed, the HA and DR is default feature of Office 365 and there 
is a financially backed SLA for uptime. so its no much use, unless 
customer is keen on Onprem with a require a requirement to HA 
and DR to backed automatically

Noor Khan

Amar Singh
better you learn Hybrid deployment of exchange server with e…

Hhmmm ok du have any link then pls

Amar Singh

Noor Khan
Hhmmm ok du have any link then pls

http://techgenix.com/configuring-exchange-hybrid-deployment-
migrating-to-office-365-exchange-online-part1/ 

http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/Roji.Joy/how-to-configure-three-tier-farm-for-sharepoint-server-2013/
http://techgenix.com/configuring-exchange-hybrid-deployment-migrating-to-office-365-exchange-online-part1/


 (http://techgenix.com/configuring-exchange-

hybrid-deployment-migrating-to-office-365-exchange-online-
part1/)

 (https://practical365.com/exchange-

server/creating-hybrid-configuration-exchange-office-365/)

4:10:47 PM

RA
5:44:38 PM

5:44:46 PM

5:45:20 PM

RA
5:46:57 PM

5:49:01 PM

(http://techgenix.com/configuring-exchange-hybrid-deployment-
migrating-to-office-365-exchange-online-part1/)

Techgenix
Configuring an Exchange Hybrid Deployment &
Migrating to Office 365 (Exchange On...
(http://techgenix.com/configuring-exchange-hybrid-
deployment-migrating-to-office-365-exchange-online-
part1/)
In this articles series, I will take you through the steps
necessary to configure an Exchange hybrid deployment
followed by migrating mailboxes from t...

https://practical365.com/exchange-server/creating-hybrid-
configuration-exchange-office-365/ 
(https://practical365.com/exchange-server/creating-hybrid-
configuration-exchange-office-365/)

Practical 365
Creating a Hybrid Configuration with Exchange and
Office 365 (https://practical365.com/exchange-
server/creating-hybrid-configuration-exchange-office-
365/)
This article demonstrates step by step the process for creating
a Hybrid configuration between Exchange and Office 365.

Renjit Arvind

Anyone has experience with Azure Container...

ACS

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Anyone has experience with Azure Container...

What is the problem ur are facing ?

Renjit Arvind

Wanted to know how to design it for distributed application.Can 
we build using this etc?

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Wanted to know how to design it for distributed application.Can

http://techgenix.com/configuring-exchange-hybrid-deployment-migrating-to-office-365-exchange-online-part1/
https://practical365.com/exchange-server/creating-hybrid-configuration-exchange-office-365/
http://techgenix.com/configuring-exchange-hybrid-deployment-migrating-to-office-365-exchange-online-part1/
http://techgenix.com/configuring-exchange-hybrid-deployment-migrating-to-office-365-exchange-online-part1/
https://practical365.com/exchange-server/creating-hybrid-configuration-exchange-office-365/
https://practical365.com/exchange-server/creating-hybrid-configuration-exchange-office-365/


 (http://www.c-

sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/dhananjaycoder/how-to-create-a-
container-in-azure-storage-from-mvc-applicat/)

5:50:16 PM

 (https://mva.microsoft.com/en-us/training-

courses/building-distributed-applications-and-microservices-
based-apps-on-azure-container-service-16521?
l=9jV5vWHdC_8906218965)

5:50:19 PM

RA
5:50:36 PM

5:54:40 PM

http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/dhananjaycoder/how-
to-create-a-container-in-azure-storage-from-mvc-applicat/ 
(http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/dhananjaycoder/how-
to-create-a-container-in-azure-storage-from-mvc-applicat/) this 
will help

C-Sharpcorner
How to Create a Container in Azure Storage From MVC
Application (http://www.c-
sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/dhananjaycoder/how-to-
create-a-container-in-azure-storage-from-mvc-
applicat/)
In this article you will learn how to create a Container in Azure
Storage from MVC Application.

u can even go through the MVA session for this:

https://mva.microsoft.com/en-us/training-courses/building-
distributed-applications-and-microservices-based-apps-on-azure-
container-service-16521?l=9jV5vWHdC_8906218965# 
(https://mva.microsoft.com/en-us/training-courses/building-
distributed-applications-and-microservices-based-apps-on-azure-
container-service-16521?l=9jV5vWHdC_8906218965#)

Microsoft Virtual Academy
Building Distributed Applications and Microservices-
Based Apps on Azure Containe...
(https://mva.microsoft.com/en-us/training-
courses/building-distributed-applications-and-
microservices-based-apps-on-azure-container-service-
16521?l=9jV5vWHdC_8906218965)
Learn how to build distributed apps and microservices-based
apps on Azure Container Service, an open and flexible way to
run container apps in the cloud.

Renjit Arvind

Do we need any coding to be done... How is it different from 
traditional 3 VIsa for app,do,middleware

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind

http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/dhananjaycoder/how-to-create-a-container-in-azure-storage-from-mvc-applicat/
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-us/training-courses/building-distributed-applications-and-microservices-based-apps-on-azure-container-service-16521?l=9jV5vWHdC_8906218965
http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/dhananjaycoder/how-to-create-a-container-in-azure-storage-from-mvc-applicat/
http://www.c-sharpcorner.com/UploadFile/dhananjaycoder/how-to-create-a-container-in-azure-storage-from-mvc-applicat/
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-us/training-courses/building-distributed-applications-and-microservices-based-apps-on-azure-container-service-16521?l=9jV5vWHdC_8906218965#
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-us/training-courses/building-distributed-applications-and-microservices-based-apps-on-azure-container-service-16521?l=9jV5vWHdC_8906218965


RA
5:55:45 PM

5:56:10 PM

10:57:25 PM

12:04:07 AM

12:06:12 AM

Do we need any coding to be done... How is it different from t…
I think yes if you are useing the container for distributed 
application , but not faimiler with 3Visa for app,do etc

Renjit Arvind

3vms

App, DB and middleware

Noor Khan

Amar Singh
https://practical365.com/exchange-server/creating-hybrid-co…

Thanks Amar

Deepak S joined group via invite link

Saturday, July 22, 2017

Niraj Kumar

Guys due to some logistic reasons, I will be unable to take 
AzureTalk on Networking and instead will conduct AMAQ, Ask 
me any question Q&A session.

Niraj Kumar: 
Dear Subscribers, 

Thank you for showing interest in “AzureTalk-Learning Azure 
The Ezy Way”!  It’s an absolutely free 1-hour weekly recurring 
session  to learn Azure! Following is agenda for this week.  

•  Time & Date: July 22nd, Saturday 8:00 AM EST, Saturday 
5:30 PM IST 
•  Place: Online Skype meeting. 
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539 
(https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539)  
•  Speaker: Niraj Kumar 
•  Agenda: AMAQ, Ask me any question, Q&A. 

What is AzureTalk?  
•  Weekly recurring 1 hour session to cover wide array of topics 
on Microsoft Azure.  
•  Session has 3 parts
o  1st part I’ll walk you through “Azure Concept Of The Week” 
by utilizing deck. 
o  2nd part we do a live demo and implement what we discussed 
earlier. 
o  3rd part Q & A session. 
•  These are live sessions and you will get an opportunity to ask 
questions. Make full use of time!  
•  Recorded sessions are published onto our AzureTalk Youtube 
channel.  

https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539
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12:16:24 AM

12:18:53 AM

12:20:36 AM

12:20:54 AM

AK
1:28:30 AM

•  You could also join our Azure Talk Telegram Group for even 
better experience! Ask questions and get answers from the 
experts. 
•  You can refer all past Azure Talk here.   
Thanks, 
AzureTalk Team! 

...............................................................................................

..........................................

Niraj Kumar pinned « Niraj Kumar: Dear S… »

Kasam Shaikh

Arun Kandasamy

Can we have a discussion on microservice and it's  
implementation..on azure cloud

Niraj Kumar

Arun Kandasamy
Can we have a discussion on microservice and it's implement…

I can try to answer as long as it is infrastructure related. If it's 
too technical coding level, then will need help from other 
members

Arun Kandasamy

Let's start on infrastructure related. I have a good understanding 
on this concept.lets have a healthy discussion on design 
perspective

Niraj Kumar

Ali Zafar

AMAQ stands for?

Niraj Kumar

Ask Me Any Qeustion.

Any acronym :)

Lijo joined group via invite link

Arun Kandasamy

Niraj Kumar

Ajit invited Darshan S
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 (https://buildazure.com/2017/06/15/azure-service-

fabric-powers-azure-paas/)

5:10:14 AM

Pratheek Bhat joined group via invite link

Bharath Bhushan joined group via invite link

Rukhsar Ahmad

Arun Kandasamy
Can we have a discussion on microservice and it's implementa…

Let me know if you have any question related Microservices on 
Azure Service Fabric platform on Azure. Regards code or 
configuration levels.

Arun Kandasamy

Sure Rukhsar. How to design service fabric for e-commerce start 
up .

Also I need to know , in what scenario we need to have azure 
service fabric over ACS

Rukhsar Ahmad

It depends upon requirements you can add stateless & stateful 
service as microservice

Arun Kandasamy

Ok

Rukhsar Ahmad

In ideal case for each microservice  there's should seprate ui & 
service also.

Arun Kandasamy
Also I need to know , in what scenario we need to have azure…

Both are two different platform with different capabilities. If you 
legacy system and u dont want chnage much code then better go 
with container.

https://buildazure.com/2017/06/15/azure-service-fabric-powers-
azure-paas/ (https://buildazure.com/2017/06/15/azure-service-
fabric-powers-azure-paas/)

Build Azure
Azure Service Fabric Powers Azure PaaS
(https://buildazure.com/2017/06/15/azure-service-
fabric-powers-azure-paas/)
Microsoft uses their own products to build and host their own
products. This is done from the development platform level, all
the way into the Microso...

https://buildazure.com/2017/06/15/azure-service-fabric-powers-azure-paas/
https://buildazure.com/2017/06/15/azure-service-fabric-powers-azure-paas/
https://buildazure.com/2017/06/15/azure-service-fabric-powers-azure-paas/
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Pl refer link 
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/maheshkshirsagar/2016/11/21/
choosing-between-azure-container-service-azure-service-fabric-
and-azure-functions/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/maheshkshirsagar/2016/11/21
/choosing-between-azure-container-service-azure-service-fabric-
and-azure-functions/)

Read, Write, Speak, Repeat - Azure
Choosing between Azure Container Service, Azure
Service Fabric and Azure Functions
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/maheshkshirsagar/2016/11/21/choosing-
between-azure-container-service-azure-service-fabric-
and-azure-functions/)
Recently concluded Connect had a very important session on
the topic of Building Microservice Applications with Microsoft
Azure. It was great to see P...

Arun Kandasamy
Sure Rukhsar. How to design service fabric for e-commerce st…

It will better to design & develop UI component & each UI 
component have own service & data storage. So you can plugin 
component easily on any UI.

Vijay

How to become MCT ? 
Benefits of being a MCT. 
As I had a discussion with Niraj, will like to guide people who are 
interested to achieve this valuable certificate.

At the same time, I will appreciate if any reference for learning 
Azure, ITIL, SCCM, Exchange, Windows Server 2016, 2012, CEH, 
CISSP, CISM, VCP, CCNP with certification support. 
I am conducting these classes online regularly with access to VMs 
for lifelong practice.

Pawan Kumar

Vijay
At the same time, I will appreciate if any reference for learnin

Cost ?

Vijay

Pawan Kumar
Cost ?

Which course?

Pawan Kumar

Azure

Vijay

7500 INR

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/maheshkshirsagar/2016/11/21/choosing-between-azure-container-service-azure-service-fabric-and-azure-functions/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/maheshkshirsagar/2016/11/21/choosing-between-azure-container-service-azure-service-fabric-and-azure-functions/
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Will share course outline

Ranga Kumar Mada

Frnds can I ask help for an opening out here ?

Niraj Kumar

We started Azure Talk, please free to join

Place: Online Skype meeting. 
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539 
(https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539)

Lalit Rawat

Ranga Kumar Mada
Frnds can I ask help for an opening out here ?

U can

Ranga Kumar Mada

Thanks Lalit

I have 16 years of IT experience in that I have 10+ in VMWare 
and storage along with Microsoft and Solaris

I amlooking for an right opening

Rajesh Bhambri joined group via invite link

Jenzus

Devendra Singh Rawat

Rukhsar Ahmad
It will better to design & develop UI component & each UI co…

Any suggestion on UI composition.. How will these components 
talk to each other

Also, as per ur experience, how have you composed your services 
to provide required details to UI component

Lalit Rawat

Today's session us awesome I would like to thanks uday for 
bringing the live scenario question and niraj bhai ,amit,bala to 

https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539
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 (https://stackoverflow.blog/2017/07/21/trends-

cloud-computing-uses-aws-uses-azure/)

10:04:23 AM

10:11:55 AM

10:16:22 AM

10:17:49 AM

share the azure/aws experience in the call thank you all to join 
the session

Niraj Kumar

Thank you guys for joining Azure Talk today! It was very 
interesting session and we overran by 40 minutes. We had very 
productive discussion and lot of Q & A. Thanks to all members for 
active participation! Special mention to Uday Amit Preyash 
Balachandra Pawan Lalit for contributing to a great AMAQ ( Ask 
Me Any Question) Session!!

I'll post the recording of the Session in couple of days after 
editing it

Thank you once again for joining!

Pawan Kumar

Thx. Niraj & others for the session.

Shetty Nilesh

https://stackoverflow.blog/2017/07/21/trends-cloud-computing-
uses-aws-uses-azure/ 
(https://stackoverflow.blog/2017/07/21/trends-cloud-computing-
uses-aws-uses-azure/)

Stack Overflow Blog
Trends in Cloud Computing: Who Uses AWS, Who Uses
Azure? - Stack Overflow Blog
(https://stackoverflow.blog/2017/07/21/trends-
cloud-computing-uses-aws-uses-azure/)
Microsoft’s earnings were released yesterday, so we thought
we’d take a look at how Microsoft technologies including Azure
are used in comparison to A...

Rukhsar Ahmad

Devendra Singh Rawat
Any suggestion on UI composition.. How will these compone…

You can use AngularJS or knockoutJS to create composite UI.

Devendra Singh Rawat
Also, as per ur experience, how have you composed your ser…

Yes we have some UI component like tree view component to 
show any flat or hierarchy data. You can write middle service 
layer to communicate with other service. We have not write 
service specific UI component.. Because UI can be change  later 
stage without re-write services.

You can implement pub/sub framework work on UI side to 
communicate b/w component.but it will be very complex on the 

https://stackoverflow.blog/2017/07/21/trends-cloud-computing-uses-aws-uses-azure/
https://stackoverflow.blog/2017/07/21/trends-cloud-computing-uses-aws-uses-azure/
https://stackoverflow.blog/2017/07/21/trends-cloud-computing-uses-aws-uses-azure/
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same time

Amit Charungoo

Niraj Kumar
Thank you guys for joining Azure Talk today! It was very inte…

It was definitely a great learning session, spl thanks to Niraj for 
organizing it and also a lots of thanks to all the participants for 
sharing their valuable inputs. I pray and wish that these sessions 
and the group keeps running like that....

Niraj Kumar

Amit Charungoo
It was definitely a great learning session, spl thanks to Niraj

Thank You!! You prayers will be accepted!  AzureTalk is 
running non stop every week for last 15 weeks except once. I 
had to cancel due to personal reasons but now with some 
volunteers like Lalit you, Preyash bala, and others now I can be 
sure that I won't have to cancel AzureTalk again!  Thank 
you for volunteering and helping by sharing my workload.

Rs Jaswanth joined group via invite link

Suresh Mallela

Niraj Kumar
Thank you guys for joining Azure Talk today! It was very inte…

Sorry all, unable to join this session and it's little difficult to woke 
up at early morning 5:00am . I m in PST time zone.

Noor Khan

What is used for email security

Ajit

One can opt for Symantec messagelabs  
Click time URL protection can be enabled in this  
The URL if accessed will be checked real-time if they host any 
malware . 
SPF and dmarc can be enabled 

Also barracuda and ironport solutions can be deployed

www.ironportstore.com/Technology.asp 
(http://www.ironportstore.com/Technology.asp)

Ironportstore
IronPort Technology and Features | IronPortStore.com
(http://www.ironportstore.com/Technology.asp)
IronPort has developed a host of email and web threat-specific
technologies Utilizing technical breakthroughs like reputation
systems and unique proxy appliance designs.

http://www.ironportstore.com/Technology.asp
http://www.ironportstore.com/Technology.asp
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https://www.proofpoint.com/us/products/email-protection 
(https://www.proofpoint.com/us/products/email-protection)

Proofpoint
Email Security | Proofpoint
(https://www.proofpoint.com/us/products/email-
protection)
Next-generation email security solutions to help organizations
protect against threats such as business email compromise
(BEC), CEO and email fraud, p...

Noor Khan

Thanks all

Ajit

https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/company/press/2016/palo-
alto-networks-and-proofpoint-partner-to-extend-threat-
prevention-capabilities1 
(https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/company/press/2016/palo-
alto-networks-and-proofpoint-partner-to-extend-threat-
prevention-capabilities1)

Niraj Kumar

Suresh Mallela
Sorry all, unable to join this session and it's little difficult

Hey Suresh, Sorry! We needed to rethink time to accommodate 
folks from Europe and Australia and 8 was perfect time but now I 
see how it can impact US audience. Need to find a time optimum 
for global audience. 

Maurice Witten joined group via invite link

Maurice Witten

@nirajkum What's up Niraj, Maurice from EY!

Niraj Kumar

Maurice Witten
@nirajkum What's up Niraj, Maurice from EY!

Hey Maurice!! HRU

Welcome to the group!!

Guys! Maurice is my colleague at EY and he has more than 20 
years of experience. He is security Architect and has wealth of 
knowledge on Security!!

He is going to be a great addition to our group!

Jagan CR

Welcome to group Maurice

Rukhsar Ahmad

https://www.proofpoint.com/us/products/email-protection
https://www.proofpoint.com/us/products/email-protection
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/company/press/2016/palo-alto-networks-and-proofpoint-partner-to-extend-threat-prevention-capabilities1
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Welcome Maurice!!!

Maurice Witten

Appreciate the love!!!

Angad Bakshi joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Hi Guys! I'm in the process of publishing recording of 
today's "Azure Talk-AMAQ ( Ask Me Any Question)". I'd love 
to hear your feedback! Do you really think, a monthly AMAQ 
is a good idea? Do you think it'll help the community? Do 
you think, a detailed Q&A session on any topics on Azure 
once a month should be a regular feature of our Azure Talk 
? Please do let me know your views. Will post the Recording 
next! Thanks! Looking for your views, Suggestions and 
Feedback!

Daniel Lopez joined group via invite link

Daniel Lopez

Hello Guys

Niraj Kumar

Hi Daniel! Welcome to the group!

Daniel Lopez

its a pleasure for me

Niraj Kumar

Guys! Daniel is an active contributor to our O365 Talk group 
and he loves to share his knowledge with the community! 
Hoping we'll be able to leverage his expertise and 
knowledge here in this forum as well!!

Maurice Witten

Welcome Daniel

Sree Harsha MS

Niraj Kumar
Guys! Daniel is an active contributor to our O365 Talk group …

Hi Daniel

One qq - when my identity was authenticated through  MFA by 
azure AD. How long will I have that access. Especially when I 
verified my identity via. Mobile

Gaurav Dharasania
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Hi Guys, has anyone integrated Project Jelly Fish with Azure 
already? Could you please share dos and don'ts. Thanks in 
advance

Sree Harsha MS
One qq - when my identity was authenticated through MFA b…

Hi Sree you can set these settings in MFA service settings

Rahul Ambhore

Query: azure recovery vault support file and folder level 
permission restoration with new features "instant recovery". 
Anyone tested?

Sunday, July 23, 2017

Noor Khan

Welcome Maurice

Great to see you here

Lalit Rawat

Rahul Ambhore
Query: azure recovery vault support file and folder level permis

Yes it is supported

Pawan Kumar

Niraj Kumar
Hi Guys! I'm in the process of publishing recording of today's "

It's a good idea Q&A session of every months.

Bharath Bhushan invited Ajit Yadav

Himanshu

Hello All

I have one query

How to Architect when we have large amount of data and also we 
need to provide data in different country due to compliance issue. 
Any idea how to achieve this in Azure?

Niraj Kumar

Sree Harsha MS
One qq - when my identity was authenticated through MFA by…

It will depend on access SAML token lifetime!

Niraj Kumar
It will depend on access SAML token lifetime!

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-configurable-token-lifetimes 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-configurable-token-lifetimes
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(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-configurable-token-lifetimes)

Docs
Configurable token lifetimes in Azure Active Directory
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/active-directory-configurable-token-
lifetimes)
Learn how to set lifetimes for tokens issued by Azure AD.

Himanshu
How to Architect when we have large amount of data and als…

Use LRS storage account to keep data in country. Host paas 
resources in that particular Azure region.

Amar Singh

Maurice Witten
@nirajkum What's up Niraj, Maurice from EY!

Welcome Maurice! Looking forward to learn cloud security from 
you

Alok joined group via invite link

Rukhsar Ahmad

Welcome Alok!! 
Alok is having more than 10+ yrs exp MS technology, Azure & 
MEAN

Ravi Khanna

Ravi Khanna: 
Ravi Khanna: 
Hi guys anyone having V2 ccie DC 

Can anyone of you share the materials

Arun Kandasamy

Welcome Alok

Rukhsar Ahmad
It will better to design & develop UI component & each UI co…

Uday Kumar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-configurable-token-lifetimes
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-configurable-token-lifetimes
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-configurable-token-lifetimes
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Guys, anyone read this or holding the PDF. If yes, please share 
the feedback or PDF. Cheers uday

Uday Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

guys i find this boot

Vivek Kumar Mishra

M back 🤘🤘

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Uday Kumar
Photo

Take a look of the url that i send. The book that you ask is of 
2015, to azure is old :)

Preyash Vrat

Uday Kumar
Photo

Super Uday. thanks for sharing.

https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
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 (https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-

courses/cybersecurity-reference-architecture-17632?
l=sa3b33xtD_404300474)
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Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Rahul Ambhore
Query: azure recovery vault support file and folder level permis

I have tested in preview

Preyash Vrat

Niraj Kumar
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-fro

Niraj Kumar

https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/cybersecurity-
reference-architecture-17632?l=sa3b33xtD_404300474 
(https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/cybersecurity-
reference-architecture-17632?l=sa3b33xtD_404300474)

Microsoft Virtual Academy
Cybersecurity Reference Architecture - Microsoft Virtual
Academy (https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-
courses/cybersecurity-reference-architecture-17632?
l=sa3b33xtD_404300474)
With the Microsoft Cybersecurity Reference Architecture, plan
and implement a security strategy to protect a hybrid of on-
premises and cloud assets.

A very good course on CyberSecurity!! 

Rajiesh George invited Anthony Shohan Roche

David invited Dima Fomberg

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You
stop doing useful things if you don't learn
Take a look of the url that i send. The book that you as…

Sorry where is the URL?? Couldn't find it.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Niraj Kumar
Sorry where is the URL?? Couldn't find it.

https://opbuildstorageprod.blob.core.windows.net/output-pdf-
files/en-us/Azure.azure-documents/live/security.pdf 

https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/cybersecurity-reference-architecture-17632?l=sa3b33xtD_404300474
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/cybersecurity-reference-architecture-17632?l=sa3b33xtD_404300474
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/cybersecurity-reference-architecture-17632?l=sa3b33xtD_404300474
https://opbuildstorageprod.blob.core.windows.net/output-pdf-files/en-us/Azure.azure-documents/live/security.pdf
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(https://opbuildstorageprod.blob.core.windows.net/output-pdf-
files/en-us/Azure.azure-documents/live/security.pdf)

Niraj Kumar

Thanks!!

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Niraj Kumar
Thanks!!

you're welcome

Niraj Kumar

Guys here is the PPT from Cyber security reference architecture 
course. Awesome content! Must read!

Nishith Shah joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Welcome to the group Nish!  Guys! Nishith is my colleague at EY 
and he has 20+ years of consulting, designing and Architecting 
experience. He is the Lead Cloud(Public and Private) Architect 
and has wealth of knowledge on cloud!! Please welcome him to 
our group!

Noor Khan

Welcome Nishith

Renjit Arvind

As we discussed yday... can some one do a mapping of the 
technology used in on-prem to Azure and Aws with respective 
links. That can be used as a reference point while we discuss 
with customer or during our solution building... I am sure some 
would have this handy... If not request someone .. Yday Niraj 
shared info related OMS and security...something like that...what 
products to the components level...

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
As we discussed yday... can some one do a mapping of the t…

Microsoft has already done it!! https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/architecture/aws-professional/services 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/aws-
professional/services)

Docs
Azure and AWS services compared - multicloud
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
https://opbuildstorageprod.blob.core.windows.net/output-pdf-files/en-us/Azure.azure-documents/live/security.pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/aws-professional/services
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/aws-professional/services
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us/azure/architecture/aws-professional/services)
See how Microsoft Azure cloud services compare to Amazon
Web Services (AWS) for multicloud solutions or migration to
Azure. Learn the IT capabilities of each.

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/azure-vs-aws/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/azure-vs-aws/)

Microsoft
Why choose Azure vs. AWS | Microsoft Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/azure-
vs-aws/)
Why choose Azure vs. AWS? Organizations around the world
trust the Microsoft Cloud and want global scale, hybrid
capabilities, and strong intelligence.

Renjit Arvind

Thank you Buddy ...Let me check it and will get back to you

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
Thank you Buddy ...Let me check it and will get back to you

YW!!

Nishith Shah

Niraj Kumar
Welcome to the group Nish! Guys! Nishith is my colleague at…

Thanks

Preyash Vrat

Niraj Kumar
Welcome to the group Nish! Guys! Nishith is my colleague at…

Welcome Nishith.

Rukhsar Ahmad

Welcome Nishith to the Azure Talk Family!!

Niraj Kumar
EN-WBNR-Slidedeck-Cybersecurity-Reference-Architecture.pptx

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/aws-professional/services
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/azure-vs-aws/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/aws-professional/services
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/azure-vs-aws/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/azure-vs-aws/
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Niraj Kumar

Nishith Shah
Thanks

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
security.pdf

Thank you uday

Niraj Kumar
Welcome to the group Nish! Guys! Nishith is my colleague at EY

Welcome nishith

Nishith Shah

Thanks Group !  

I hope the team won't mind some of the Azure limitations talk  

I think we should also talk about how Azure falls short of 
Enterprise capabilities in some of its core offerings  

For an Enterprise which has many business lines and applications 
the Azure subscription mode poses many challenges  

The more subscriptions you have it's operationally difficult to 
manage ( connectivity ) plus cost increases (Example Express 
route ) with number of subscriptions  

If you go with less subscriptions path (sharing subscriptions 
among applications ) you will start hitting Azure limits and 
architecture becomes more complex and unmanageable  

The PaaS solutions are rolled out with lot of promises  but 
integrating it with IaaS solutions poses many security challenges  

The Azure NSGs are very primitive

Please do not compare these challenges with AWS because this is 
Azure talk 🙂

Niraj Kumar

I would say public cloud in general including azure has limitations 
when it comes to very large and complex organizations. Nothing 
is perfect from the get go but willingness to listen to customers 
feedback and improving product is important and Azure and 
Microsoft  both are doing it. Our expectations are high and Azure 
is rolling out features fast to meet or exceed the customers 
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requirements. No product in IT industry is complete or flawless 
otherwise you will never have next version of product.

Rahul Ambhore

Niraj Kumar
Welcome to the group Nish! Guys! Nishith is my colleague at EY

Welcome

Niraj Kumar

Nothing is perfected in one day or in one big swoop. It's cycle of 
innovation-implementation-feedback-release and finally start over 
again.

Noor Khan

Niraj Kumar
I would say public cloud in general including azure has limitati
well said sir

Niraj Kumar

I remember  Windows nt days and Windows 2016 now. Have 
worked on all flavors of it and all of it's predecessor had some 
problem or limitations. Microsoft constantly gathered feedback, 
analyzed support incidents to included additional features in new 
releases to address those shortcomings.

One good thing about Microsoft in general which positions 
favorably in Large Enterprises is their vast experience and 
organized product support and it comes from not only cloud but 
their all software product support experience including Exchange,  
skype, active directory, Windows server, system center products, 
Sql, Xbox, SharePoint and more

Their tiered support is one of the remaining best in the industry

Nishith Shah

I am surprised that you are not seeing Microsoft's habit of 
releasing buggy products and making money of fixing it  

They haven't changed that habit with Azure 🙂

Nishith Shah

Example  
Azure core storage offering (journal purpose storage ) 

Azure call it un managed storage  
Azure offers 99.999% reliability on it  

Recently we found that the underlying storage arrays (stamps) 
are not redundant unless you create separate storage accounts 
for it and assign VMs in availability Group to different storage 
accounts  
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This becomes an issue if you are sharing multiple applications in a 
single subscription and very soon you will hit azure storage 
account limits  

Microsoft's solution for it is its newly announced "managed 
storage" with no storage account or storage limits  
Microsoft will manage it for you  

But catch is it's more expensive than unmanaged storage  

So in short they released a product which doesn't meet the 
availability requirements and now they want us to use so called 
better product which costs more

Manuel Ruiz Molina joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

For audience sake, I am withdrawing from this discussion 
otherwise will bore them with Microsoft love and hate story. LOL! 

Let's talk Azure in Azure Talk forum! 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-
scalability-targets (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/storage/storage-scalability-targets)

Docs
Azure Storage Scalability and Performance Targets
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/storage/storage-scalability-targets)
Learn about the scalability and performance targets for Azure
Storage, including capacity, request rate, and inbound and
outbound bandwidth for both s...

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
I have tested in preview

Hi Nino or Lalit! Have you tested Storage Space striped disk and 
ASR backup?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

About that i dont tested

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-scalability-targets
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-scalability-targets
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-scalability-targets
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Yes both works good for my customers.

Niraj Kumar

Is there data size limit for storage space with ASR?

Like can you backup more than 4 tb of drive size?

Lalit Rawat

Yes we can I have did it and we have moved approx 10tb data in 
using azure

But limitations with only file share storage account which is 5 tb

Niraj Kumar

Somebody was  telling me that ASR file recovery doesn't work 
with new 4tb disk size vhd.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Maybe that because the storage that you create with less of 4tb

Lalit Rawat

I have recently migrated with 4,tb

Or probably it might be increase during the migration or I m not 
sure.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Don't work you can add 4tb but you only use 200GB, the backup 
only made the 200GB

Lalit Rawat

He has to apply new updates of asr otherwise it will not 
work.@niraj Bhai u remamber  that u have shared the articles 
with 4tb support on that day I have tried it works perfectly

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

You can add 4tb on storage bit you only copy the space used

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
He has to apply new updates of asr otherwise it will not work.…

Oh you already tested 

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Oh you already tested 

Yes bhai
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 (https://www.veeam.com/cloud-disaster-recovery-

azure.html)

5:37:14 PM

5:42:19 PM

 (https://www.veeam.com/blog/how-to-get-free-

veeam-nfr-key.html)

5:42:23 PM

Niraj Kumar

Great

Anybody here done an analysis between VEEAM an IaaS based 
backup solution and ASR a PaaS based backup solution?

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Anybody here done an analysis between VEEAM an IaaS base…

Not yet tried

Niraj Kumar

I am trying to understand what additional feature set will make 
customers choose VEEAM over ASR.

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
I am trying to understand what additional feature set will make

Need to work on this.

Niraj Kumar
I am trying to understand what additional feature set will make

https://www.veeam.com/cloud-disaster-recovery-azure.html 
(https://www.veeam.com/cloud-disaster-recovery-azure.html) this 
link will be helpful

Veeam Software
Veeam Disaster Recovery in Microsoft Azure
(https://www.veeam.com/cloud-disaster-recovery-
azure.html)
Disaster Recovery in Azure for any business: maintain business
continuity, setup of a DR site in the cloud and restore directly
in Azure.

Niraj Kumar

I will be requesting NFR keys for testing. They are issuing NFR 
keys for MVP or MCSE and I am later.

https://www.veeam.com/blog/how-to-get-free-veeam-nfr-
key.html (https://www.veeam.com/blog/how-to-get-free-veeam-
nfr-key.html)

Veeam Software Official Blog
Here’s how you can get a free Veeam NFR license key
(https://www.veeam.com/blog/how-to-get-free-
veeam-nfr-key.html)

https://www.veeam.com/cloud-disaster-recovery-azure.html
https://www.veeam.com/blog/how-to-get-free-veeam-nfr-key.html
https://www.veeam.com/cloud-disaster-recovery-azure.html
https://www.veeam.com/cloud-disaster-recovery-azure.html
https://www.veeam.com/blog/how-to-get-free-veeam-nfr-key.html
https://www.veeam.com/blog/how-to-get-free-veeam-nfr-key.html
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Find out how certified IT pros can get free NFR license key for
Veeam solutions that can be used in a test environment or
home lab.

Nishith Shah

When did ASR become a backup solution for Enterprise ?  

It provides capability to backup and restore or BCDR for a 
solution  

but does it provide enterprise backup solution ? (Scheduling , 
policy creation , retention capabilities and dashboard or reporting 
capability for thousands of VMs ? )

Niraj Kumar

Sorry for the confusion! I'm trying to understand both ASR 
versus VeeaM DR and Azure backup versus VeeaM Backup

Nishith Shah
When did ASR become a backup solution for Enterprise ? It p…

ARS ( Azure Recovery services) vault supports Scheduling, 
Retention policy, reporting through Powerbi.

I published Yestereday's Azure Talk, AMAQ ( Ask Me Any 
Question) on to my blog. Please take time to read it, watch it 
and feel free to share your comments and feedback!

http://wp.me/p90mOG-1I (http://wp.me/p90mOG-1I)
KloudEzy, Shaping
Cloud!
AzureTalk:
AMAQ(Ask Me Any Question) (http://wp.me/p90mOG-
1I)
Hi Readers, I conducted an online session in a series of
sessions as part of AzureTalk and this time I decided to take
questions from audience. It was...

Saakar invited Manoj Chouhan

Maurice Witten

Uday Kumar
Photo

I've read this book, great read and very informative. Looks at 
securing Azure holistically as well as recommending strategies!

Niraj Kumar

http://www.businessinsider.com/microsoft-cloud-growth-satya-
nadella-chart-2017-7 
(http://www.businessinsider.com/microsoft-cloud-growth-satya-
nadella-chart-2017-7)

http://wp.me/p90mOG-1I
http://wp.me/p90mOG-1I
http://wp.me/p90mOG-1I
http://www.businessinsider.com/microsoft-cloud-growth-satya-nadella-chart-2017-7


 (http://www.businessinsider.com/microsoft-

cloud-growth-satya-nadella-chart-2017-7)
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Business Insider
The explosive growth of Microsoft’s cloud business, in
one chart
(http://www.businessinsider.com/microsoft-cloud-
growth-satya-nadella-chart-2017-7)
Microsoft isn't just about selling Windows these days.

Dhruvin Shah

*New Feature Of SharePoint* 
SharePoint Communication Sites 
How to create communication site? 
Which are the features of Communication site? 
OOTB Templates available in Communication Site 
*Very Good Feature Rolled Out by Microsoft* 
Check It.. 

https://youtu.be/6RECbuKeBBY 
(https://youtu.be/6RECbuKeBBY)

YouTube
Communication Site Overview in SharePoint Online -
Part One (https://youtu.be/6RECbuKeBBY)
Microsoft recently releases Communication site for their first
release customers. In this video we will learn how we can
create a communication site in Share...

Lalit Rawat

Maurice Witten
I've read this book, great read and very informative. Looks at s

Thank you sir ji.. for your feedback..

Monday, July 24, 2017

Nishith Shah
When did ASR become a backup solution for Enterprise ? It …

Yes it is supported Enterprise solution , now a day asr supports 
backup with exchange ,sql,files ,folder backup etc.

When it was in classic view than  it is 2services 1: backup 2:site 
recovery but in asr both services called recovery vault which has 

(https://youtu.be/6RECbuKeBBY) 7:41

http://www.businessinsider.com/microsoft-cloud-growth-satya-nadella-chart-2017-7
http://www.businessinsider.com/microsoft-cloud-growth-satya-nadella-chart-2017-7
https://youtu.be/6RECbuKeBBY
https://youtu.be/6RECbuKeBBY
https://youtu.be/6RECbuKeBBY
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both the feature backup and Dr.

Niraj Kumar

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/dmelanchthon/2017/03/27/
kostenlose-ssl-zertifikate-von-lets-encrypt-fuer-terminal-server-
automatisieren/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/dmelanchthon/2017/03/27/
kostenlose-ssl-zertifikate-von-lets-encrypt-fuer-terminal-server-
automatisieren/)

.: Daniel Melanchthon :.
Kostenlose SSL-Zertifikate von Let’s Encrypt für
Terminal-Server automatisiert ausrollen
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/dmelanchthon/2017/03/27/kostenlose-
ssl-zertifikate-von-lets-encrypt-fuer-terminal-server-
automatisieren/)
Hallo zusammen, nachdem ich schon eine Weile nicht mehr
mein Blog genutzt habe, möchte ich heute die Gelegenheit
nutzen, das Ergebnis einer kleinen Po...

I'll be expanding this script in this article to include automated 
DNS update in Godaddy.com (http://Godaddy.com). Trying to 
use this to get manual free SSL certificate from letsencrypt. My 
DNS is hosted in Godaddy and I registered on their developer 
website to start using their API for this.

Naga Raju joined group via invite link

Bhargavarama Vadlamudi joined group via invite link

Kaseeswar Reddy joined group via invite link

Anant joined group via invite link

Pawan joined group via invite link

Suren joined group via invite link

Rukhsar Ahmad

Is Anyone hosted NodeJs Service(as Microservice) on Azure 
Sevice fabric Platform on Azure? pl share sample code or refernce 
link.

Jio joined group via invite link

Nitin Tora joined group via invite link

Amar Singh

does any one have idea how to store schedule SQL server Backup 
directly to Backup vault

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/dmelanchthon/2017/03/27/kostenlose-ssl-zertifikate-von-lets-encrypt-fuer-terminal-server-automatisieren/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/dmelanchthon/2017/03/27/kostenlose-ssl-zertifikate-von-lets-encrypt-fuer-terminal-server-automatisieren/
http://godaddy.com/
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Parthi joined group via invite link

Sukhdev

Getting actively refused connection error from Azure table storage 
when connecting from api running in iis Express locally, However 
I can access tables from server explorer. Any pointers ??

Amar Singh

right now i am taking sql backup on additional data disk and from 
there i scheduled backup backup vault through backup agent

Sukhdev
Getting actively refused connection error from Azure table stora

what error you are getting while connecting API?

Sukhdev

Actively refused connection , then my IP: 443

Storage Exception

Mangat Ram joined group via invite link

Jaikanth joined group via invite link

Arun Kandasamy

Welcome Nishith

Niraj Kumar

Amar Singh
does any one have idea how to store schedule SQL server Bac…

SQL backup to URL. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/sql/relational-databases/backup-restore/sql-server-backup-to-
url (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-
databases/backup-restore/sql-server-backup-to-url)

SQL Server Backup to URL
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-
databases/backup-restore/sql-server-backup-to-url)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/backup-restore/sql-server-backup-to-url
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/backup-restore/sql-server-backup-to-url
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Sukhdev
Getting actively refused connection error from Azure table stora

Are you using correct SAS??

Tshivhidzo Makungo joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Rukhsar Ahmad
Is Anyone hosted NodeJs Service(as Microservice) on Az…

Are you looking to build stateful or stateless application? 
Are you also looking to deploy it as Process or Container 
or Guest Executable?

Sunil joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Niraj Kumar
http://wp.me/p90mOG-1I

There were many questions including designing, architecting, 
securing Azure cloud. Some of the questions included followings: 

How do we plan and architect an enterprise infrastructure move 
from On-Prem to Azure cloud? What planning and due diligence 
are needed for a successful cloud migration? 
How should you plan & design an Azure subscription Model? 
Centralized or Decentralized? 
How to design a highly available Web application? What Azure 
components can be utilized to design a typical Web Application? 
What are available tools for application assessment, migration? 
How to secure and protect azure infrastructure? What measures 
can be taken to secure public cloud? 
How and what to do to prevent DDOS  against infrastructure 
hosted in Azure? 
How and when to select right cloud for customer Azure Vs Aws? 
Future of cloud revolution! 
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azure)
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Phase 1- Migration from On-Prem Data center to IaaS running in 
cloud. 
Phase 2- Migration from IaaS to PaaS. 
Phase 3- Migration from PaaS and building our own custom 
application to SaaS. 
The future belongs to Hybrid cloud. Azure Stack will give strategic 
advantage to Microsoft in Hybrid cloud space. 
What container orchestration tool to use Docker or Kubernetes.

V G joined group via invite link

Felipe Freitas joined group via invite link

Gaurav Dharasania

Hey Guys, is anyone working on Project Jellyfish with Azure?

Lalit Rawat

Gaurav Dharasania
Hey Guys, is anyone working on Project Jellyfish with Azure?

Not me

Niraj Kumar

Gaurav Dharasania
Hey Guys, is anyone working on Project Jellyfish with Azure?

Sorry what's JellyFish?

Lalit Rawat

https://projectjellyfish.readthedocs.io/en/master/FAQ/ 
(https://projectjellyfish.readthedocs.io/en/master/FAQ/)

https://github.com/projectjellyfish/jellyfish-azure 
(https://github.com/projectjellyfish/jellyfish-azure)

GitHub
projectjellyfish/jellyfish-azure
(https://github.com/projectjellyfish/jellyfish-azure)
jellyfish-azure - Jellyfish module for Microsoft Azure

https://projectjellyfish.readthedocs.io/en/master/how-
tos/jellyfish-settings/ 
(https://projectjellyfish.readthedocs.io/en/master/how-
tos/jellyfish-settings/)

Gaurav Dharasania
Hey Guys, is anyone working on Project Jellyfish with Azure?

above link may help u

https://github.com/projectjellyfish/jellyfish-azure
https://projectjellyfish.readthedocs.io/en/master/FAQ/
https://github.com/projectjellyfish/jellyfish-azure
https://github.com/projectjellyfish/jellyfish-azure
https://projectjellyfish.readthedocs.io/en/master/how-tos/jellyfish-settings/
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Karthik Iyer joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Sorry what's JellyFish?

Jellyfish is a customizable and automated platform where you 
can provision and manage all your on- and off-premise IaaS, 
PaaS, and SaaS cloud services from a single pane of glass

but not sure how it works...

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Jellyfish is a customizable and automated platform whe…

Is it like OpenStack Horizon?

or SCVMM?

Lalit Rawat

yup, it is open stack with some coding

like how we use ARM templete i think , looks like same.

Niraj Kumar

So many opensource technologies and very difficult to keep up 
with. Is it DevOps tool?

Lalit Rawat

Yes Niraj is it devops tool which will manager the azure 
subscription how we can created trhough ARM template and 
Azure Powershall.

Gaurav Dharasania

We are working on Jellyfish already just bringing Azure now in 
the broker tool.

Just wanted to know if any specific issues someone might have 
alreary faced

Lalit Rawat

Gaurav Dharasania
We are working on Jellyfish already just bringing Azure now i…

i think we are very new to this tool and few us including me 
heard first time. thank you  for bringing the question.

Gaurav Dharasania

Lalit Rawat
i think we are very new to this tool and few us including me …

Oh ok!! In my opinion 2018 would be all about Broker Tools like 
this. Where customers will have choice to move between clouds 
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without worrying about individual complexities of the clouds. 

IBM, CSC, HPE/DXC, Computenext already has these Broker 
tools for multi cloud deployment

Lalit Rawat

Gaurav Dharasania
Oh ok!! In my opinion 2018 would be all about Broker Tools l…

good to know  and understand littile bit about jellyfish..

Gaurav Dharasania

Lalit Rawat
good to know and understand littile bit about jellyfish..

Yeah, u can spin up a docker instance and try yourself. It's cool!! 
Off course you can orchestrate using ARM or VS or Automation 
but this tools add new dimensions and best part is "its free"  
something like Bitnami Azure Images..

Lalit Rawat

Gaurav Dharasania
Yeah, u can spin up a docker instance and try yourself. It's coo

yup i will try bro, when ever i  will stuck i will ping u for help..

Gaurav Dharasania

Lalit Rawat
yup i will try bro, when ever i will stuck i will ping u for he

 anytime

Lalit Rawat

Gaurav Dharasania
 anytime

Thanks

Dhruvin Shah

https://youtu.be/VmtjjT5MGgY (https://youtu.be/VmtjjT5MGgY)
YouTube
How to Enable First Release option in Office365?
(https://youtu.be/VmtjjT5MGgY)
Hello friends in this video we will learn how we can enable First
Release option for your Office365 Tenant. Microsoft recently
release Communication site fea...

https://youtu.be/VmtjjT5MGgY
https://youtu.be/VmtjjT5MGgY
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Lalit Rawat

dose Any one the paid azure Labs who we integrate for training 
pupose

purpose

Nishith Shah

Gaurav Dharasania
Oh ok!! In my opinion 2018 would be all about Broker Tools like

It's easier said than done 🙂 
In an enterprise integrating multiple cloud platform is very 
difficult  

Even azure stack even though out for a while not matured 
enough to move workloads between Private Azure cloud and 
Azure public cloud  

Personally for small companies it make sense to try out new 
things but for bigger companies stay with proven technologies

Lalit Rawat
dose Any one the paid azure Labs who we integrate for traini…

Can you rephrase your question ?

Lalit Rawat

Azure Online Training Labs

for traing  purpose.

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
dose Any one the paid azure Labs who we integrate for traini…

I know a person who developed a community platform for 
training utilizing Azure subscription. He was in our whatsapp 
group, Manesh

Lalit Rawat

ok..

Niraj Kumar

(https://youtu.be/VmtjjT5MGgY) 2:26

https://youtu.be/VmtjjT5MGgY
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In fact he sent me a trial account to use for my Azure Talk but 
unfortunately couldn't use

Nishith Shah

Lalit Rawat
Azure Online Training Labs

Oh I thought you were asking for Azure Dev test labs which can 
be used for training people

Niraj Kumar

https://www.azurecommunityevents.com/ 
(https://www.azurecommunityevents.com/)

Lalit Rawat

Nishith Shah
Oh I thought you were asking for Azure Dev test labs which c…

Thanks you Nish, is it free or how much it iwll charge.

Niraj Kumar
I know a person who developed a community platform for trai…

thanks niraj bhai..i am taking look for this link.

Niraj Kumar

Here is the link which he shared. I need to work and evaluate it. 
Next time, I can use this platform for AzureTalk, not only for 
showing demo but can also give out online lab to the attendees.

Lalit Rawat
Thanks you Nish, is it free or how much it iwll charge.

It's pay as you go!

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
It's pay as you go!

ok.. thanks.

Niraj Kumar
https://www.azurecommunityevents.com/

this link is expire

Niraj Kumar

It's working for me

Lalit Rawat

https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
https://www.azurecommunityevents.com/
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-
file-recovery-from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-
available/)
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i this it is or kcloudez id

Niraj Kumar
image_2017-07-24_13-37-50.png

ok.. i think we need to contact on contact details.

Niraj Kumar

i will find out from him. Droped him a note

Sushma joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

This product is Hands On Lab for Azure Partner Solutions

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
This product is Hands On Lab for Azure Partner Solutions

sure thaks for your help bhai..

Ved Seetohul joined group via invite link

Vidya Raja joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
sure thaks for your help bhai..

Drop him a note. His email address is: 
manesh@spektrasystems.com 
(mailto:manesh@spektrasystems.com)

Lalit Rawat

sure

Felipe Freitas

New https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-
from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-
from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/)

Microsoft
Instant File Recovery from Azure VM backups is now
generally available (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/
mailto:manesh@spektrasystems.com
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/
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us/blog/instant-file-recovery-from-azure-vm-backups-
is-now-generally-available/)
Today, we are excited to announce that Instant recovery of
files and folders from Azure VM backups by Azure Backup is
now generally available (GA).

Maurice Witten

What's up peeps?!? Not reading to much Security talk, what are 
some of you using for IAM, Vulnerability Management, AV? Native 
Azure solutions (ASC & OMS) or third party integrations?

Lalit Rawat

i did use IAM  and OMS integration with SCOM

Maurice Witten
What's up peeps?!? Not reading to much Security talk, what a…

it work for me

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you send information from scom to OMS or send information from 
OMS to SCOM?

Lalit Rawat

It will work SCOM to OMS

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i work to send OMS to SCOM with app logic

because i have compliance project

Lalit Rawat

it will work both the  ways

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

only work in 1 way, is to send information from scom to OMS

the architect of MSFT tell me that information

Lalit Rawat

yup..

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

which version of SCOM you are using? 2012 or 2016?

Lalit Rawat

it collect the all the logs form From SCOM and based on those 
logs it will suggest the security complaince alert

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/instant-file-recovery-from-azure-vm-backups-is-now-generally-available/
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(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/allthat/2017/02/10/microsoft-
system-center-2016-management-pack-for-microsoft-azure/)
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Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i'm trying to connect the SCOM to OMS, but the url show me one 
thing and SCOM show another situation

Lalit Rawat

ok, did you ocnfigure the azure OMS connector ?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you need to install the manager pack of OMS

on SCOM

Lalit Rawat

yes , even OMS connector as weill

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

at this moment i have another project to connect the SCOM to the 
VM on Azure

Lalit Rawat

ok that will work only with OMS MP and just u need add the 
subscription

it will take some time to sync.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you need to create on app to register and create account to the 
SCOM

Lalit Rawat

k

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i'm looking the url that i found to connect scom to VM on azure

i use this MP - 
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/allthat/2017/02/10/microsoft-
system-center-2016-management-pack-for-microsoft-azure/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/allthat/2017/02/10/microsoft
-system-center-2016-management-pack-for-microsoft-azure/)

Lynne Taggart’s Guide To Being "ALL THAT"
Microsoft System Center 2016 Management Pack for
Microsoft Azure

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/allthat/2017/02/10/microsoft-system-center-2016-management-pack-for-microsoft-azure/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/allthat/2017/02/10/microsoft-system-center-2016-management-pack-for-microsoft-azure/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/allthat/2017/02/10/microsoft-system-center-2016-management-pack-for-microsoft-azure/


6:05:10 PM

BL
6:05:32 PM

6:05:45 PM

6:05:48 PM

6:05:53 PM

BL
6:06:17 PM

6:06:37 PM

6:06:50 PM

BL
6:07:16 PM

6:07:35 PM

BL
6:08:04 PM

6:08:22 PM

(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/allthat/2017/02/10/microsoft-
system-center-2016-management-pack-for-microsoft-
azure/)
    The Management Pack for Microsoft Azure enables you to
monitor the availability and performance of Azure resources
that are running on Microsoft A...

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
i use this MP - https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/allthat/2017

let me take look

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i follow the document but is the document is not correct

is different on real world

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
i follow the document but is the document is not correct

documents sometime will  not help

yup..

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

did you know any url to configure step by step the Scom to 
Azure?

Lalit Rawat

let me check it

i did it form scom2012R2

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you can use the MP on SCOM 2012 R2 or SCOM 2016

Lalit Rawat

k

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

they are compatible

Lalit Rawat

ok. thanks.

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/allthat/2017/02/10/microsoft-system-center-2016-management-pack-for-microsoft-azure/
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6:09:23 PM
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6:10:19 PM
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6:10:51 PM

6:11:51 PM

6:11:53 PM

BL
6:13:20 PM

6:13:54 PM

BL
6:14:26 PM

6:15:14 PM

6:15:37 PM

 (http://www.systemcentercentral.com/windows-

azure-pack-scom-management-pack-v2/)

6:15:41 PM

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the url that i send to you, tell you that

Lalit Rawat

k

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

did you create a certificate on scom to connect to azure?

Lalit Rawat

yes

we have uplod both the ends

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you put the certificate on the vault on azure and import to the 
machines

Lalit Rawat

not machine in OMS  not machine

i remember

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

why you use scom to send information to OMS if you can install 
OMS on on-premises?

Lalit Rawat

that feature is not available at that time.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you only need to download the agent OMS and install on the 
machine

Lalit Rawat

yup,

but that is not my requirement it works like SCOM

http://www.systemcentercentral.com/windows-azure-pack-scom-
management-pack-v2/ 
(http://www.systemcentercentral.com/windows-azure-pack-scom-
management-pack-v2/)

System Center Central

http://www.systemcentercentral.com/windows-azure-pack-scom-management-pack-v2/
http://www.systemcentercentral.com/windows-azure-pack-scom-management-pack-v2/


6:15:48 PM

6:16:09 PM

BL
6:17:12 PM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/operations-management-suite/operations-
management-suite-overview)

6:17:13 PM

Windows Azure Pack SCOM Management Pack V2 -
System Center Central
(http://www.systemcentercentral.com/windows-
azure-pack-scom-management-pack-v2/)
Before going into details, this version is NOT upgradable from
V1. Sorry for this, simply redesign of the class structure is
something I needed to do...

try this may help.

http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/archive/2013/08/07/mon
itoring-azure-in-operations-manager-2012-using-the-azure-fabric-
preview-management-pack-scom-sysctr-azure/ 
(http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/archive/2013/08/07/mo
nitoring-azure-in-operations-manager-2012-using-the-azure-
fabric-preview-management-pack-scom-sysctr-azure/)

Catapultsystems
Monitoring Azure in Operations Manager 2012 using the
Azure Fabric (preview) man...
(http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/archive/2013/08/07/monitoring-
azure-in-operations-manager-2012-using-the-azure-
fabric-preview-management-pack-scom-sysctr-azure/)
This is the third part of the series introduced at:
http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/archive/2013/07/01/monitoring-
and-windows-azure-scom-sysctr-azure
(http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/archive/2013/07/01/monitoring-
and-windows-azure-scom-sysctr-azure)

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

take a lot of this url

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-management-
suite/operations-management-suite-overview 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-
management-suite/operations-management-suite-overview)

Docs
Operations Management Suite (OMS) overview
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-
management-suite/operations-management-suite-
overview)
Microsoft Operations Management Suite (OMS) is Microsoft's
cloud-based IT management solution that helps you manage
and protect your on-premises and c...

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-management-suite/operations-management-suite-overview
http://www.systemcentercentral.com/windows-azure-pack-scom-management-pack-v2/
http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/archive/2013/08/07/monitoring-azure-in-operations-manager-2012-using-the-azure-fabric-preview-management-pack-scom-sysctr-azure/
http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/archive/2013/08/07/monitoring-azure-in-operations-manager-2012-using-the-azure-fabric-preview-management-pack-scom-sysctr-azure/
http://blogs.catapultsystems.com/cfuller/archive/2013/07/01/monitoring-and-windows-azure-scom-sysctr-azure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-management-suite/operations-management-suite-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-management-suite/operations-management-suite-overview


6:17:16 PM

 (https://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/download/details.aspx?id=38414)

6:17:17 PM

6:18:22 PM

 (http://www.checkyourlogs.net/?p=25542)

BL
6:18:43 PM

6:18:54 PM

BL
6:19:30 PM

6:20:18 PM

BL
6:22:31 PM

try this MP

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?
id=38414 (https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/download/details.aspx?id=38414)

Microsoft Download Center
System Center Management Pack for Windows Azure
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/download/details.aspx?id=38414)
The Management Pack for Windows Azure enables you to
monitor the availability and performance of resources that are
running on Windows Azure.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-managem…

Awsowme !!!!  i did try 1 year back bro..

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

http://www.checkyourlogs.net/?p=25542 
(http://www.checkyourlogs.net/?p=25542)

CheckYourLogs.Net
Deploy OMS Step by Step – Quick, Easy, Free
(http://www.checkyourlogs.net/?p=25542)
Operations Management Suite is Microsoft’s Azure-based Cloud
monitoring solution. As is the case with all their Azure
solutions, OMS has seen tremendo...

Lalit Rawat

at that time it si in preview and have lots of bug now they 
eleborate more

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i work all day on azure and i need to have all information updated

Lalit Rawat

good bro, I will catch u next time i have any dought

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i'm working on azure automation

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=38414
http://www.checkyourlogs.net/?p=25542
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=38414
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=38414
http://www.checkyourlogs.net/?p=25542
http://www.checkyourlogs.net/?p=25542
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BL
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6:27:12 PM

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
i work all day on azure and i need to have all information updat

Bor, I have been working on azure for almost 5 years still 
updating , beacuse MS azure ruuing fast and launching there 
services almost every day

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

my next chapter is azure fabric :)

Lalit Rawat

yup..

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i have knowledge about system center on premises and azure

the future is not the cloud is the hybrid enviroment

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
i have knowledge about system center on premises and azure

good ,

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
the future is not the cloud is the hybrid enviroment

yep that for sure..

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i'm study to MCSE Private Cloud

but i'm study System Center 2012

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
i'm study to MCSE Private Cloud

i just started..

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the Windows 2016 is the big jump of servers

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
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6:32:55 PM
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 (https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-

platform/system-center)

6:33:16 PM

6:33:20 PM

but i'm study System Center 2012
that is also good both have scope,..

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

with SCVMM 2016 you can create a datacenter with all virtualized 
devices

networking, storage, security

Lalit Rawat

ok..i think your my mentor today..

i am learning alot

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i study a lot

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
i study a lot

woooooooo u have good knowledge to bro..

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the System Center to is facing the cloud

Lalit Rawat

yup.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

take a look of this url

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/system-center 
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/system-center)

Microsoft Cloud-Platform - US (English)
System Center 2016 – Datacenter Management |
Microsoft (https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-
platform/system-center)
Simplify your datacenter and IT management for increased
agility and performance with Microsoft System Center 2016.

and see the video

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/system-center
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/system-center
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/system-center
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Lalit Rawat

yup..

Husain B. joined group via invite link

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

if you need any information, you can send a message

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
if you need any information, you can send a message

yup

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

did you work with Application Ingishts?

Lalit Rawat

yup, some time

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i implement this

Lalit Rawat

nice bro..

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i have configure the alerts on the server

Lalit Rawat

k

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i'm going sleep if you need some information, please send a 
private message

Lalit Rawat

ok.. please thank  you..

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you're welcome

Maurice Witten

Nice
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 (https://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/learning/course.aspx?cid=20745)

11:01:00 PM

11:01:44 PM

edited 11:03:59 PM

11:05:38 PM

11:06:33 PM

Kris V joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
i have knowledge about system center on premises and azure

Agree with slight modification! It's Hybrid for enterprise 
customers and It's public for SMBs and small customers.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
with SCVMM 2016 you can create a datacenter with all virtua…

Yes, it is called Software defined data center and Microsoft has a 
course for it. https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/learning/course.aspx?cid=20745 
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/course.aspx?
cid=20745)

Microsoft Learning
Course 20745A: Implementing a Software-Defined
DataCenter | Microsoft
(https://www.microsoft.com/en-
us/learning/course.aspx?cid=20745)
This five-day course explains how to implement and manage
virtualization infrastructure in a software-defined datacenter
by using System Center 2016 Virtual Machine Manager.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
did you work with Application Ingishts?

We started working on it! Evaluating it in place of App Dynamics.

OMS dashboard is looking very busy! Seems like you are 
heavy consumer of OMS. We've just implemented 5 
solutions from Solution gallery, Azure activity, Log 
analytics, Security vulnerability and couple more. We have 
SCOM 2012 R2 integration in place and not deploying MMA 
agent but will soon do it.

Niraj Kumar
Yes, it is called Software defined data center and Microsoft has

I'd take this course myself. Need to upgrade my MCSE Private 
cloud certification from Windows 2012 to Windows 2016.

With AzureStack in market I don't know where Windows 2016 
Hyper-v and SCVMM are headed.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/course.aspx?cid=20745
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/course.aspx?cid=20745
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/course.aspx?cid=20745
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CR
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12:28:57 AM

(https://redmondmag.com/articles/2017/07/11/quest-on-
demand-service-now-available.aspx?m=1)

12:36:27 AM

1:56:59 AM

1:58:59 AM

But I'll still go for the upgrade. Currently I've 75% discount on 
exam for MCT( Microsoft certified trainer).

Chandra Reddy

Nishith Shah
Thanks Group ! I hope the team won't mind some of the Azu…

We have many subscriptions under our enrollment , and we 
implemented hub and spoke model with express route to spokes

Tuesday, July 25, 2017

Mallikarjun Reddy joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

https://www.forbes.com/sites/amitchowdhry/2017/07/24/micros
oft-monday-glas-smart-thermostat-with-cortana-linkedin-app-
for-windows-10-q4-results/#5d4c644723ca 
(https://www.forbes.com/sites/amitchowdhry/2017/07/24/micro
soft-monday-glas-smart-thermostat-with-cortana-linkedin-app-
for-windows-10-q4-results/#5d4c644723ca)

https://redmondmag.com/articles/2017/07/11/quest-on-
demand-service-now-available.aspx?m=1 
(https://redmondmag.com/articles/2017/07/11/quest-on-
demand-service-now-available.aspx?m=1)

Redmondmag
Quest On Demand Service Now Available To Ease
Office 365 and Azure Active Direct...
(https://redmondmag.com/articles/2017/07/11/quest-
on-demand-service-now-available.aspx?m=1)
Quest today rolled out the first three additions to its new
cloud-based solutions for managing Office 365 applications
and Azure Active Directory implementations.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Is there any way change subnet cidr in ARM ??

Rukhsar Ahmad

Niraj Kumar
Are you looking to build stateful or stateless application? Are

We are looking for stateless.. Guest executable and planning to 
deploy nodeJs service on Azure Service Fabric platform on Azure.

Ashwin Mendon joined group via invite link

https://redmondmag.com/articles/2017/07/11/quest-on-demand-service-now-available.aspx?m=1
https://www.forbes.com/sites/amitchowdhry/2017/07/24/microsoft-monday-glas-smart-thermostat-with-cortana-linkedin-app-for-windows-10-q4-results/#5d4c644723ca
https://redmondmag.com/articles/2017/07/11/quest-on-demand-service-now-available.aspx?m=1
https://redmondmag.com/articles/2017/07/11/quest-on-demand-service-now-available.aspx?m=1
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4:04:46 AM

4:05:33 AM

Shadab Hasan

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest
-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-
microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-
2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/larges
t-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-
microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-
2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/)

Microsoft
Largest FREE Microsoft eBook Giveaway! I’m Giving
Away MILLIONS of FREE Microsof...
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-
free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-
millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-
windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-
windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/)
Eric Ligman, Microsoft Director of Sales Excellence Blog

Rajeev Singh

Amit Charungoo

one would require Powershell to download all the ebooks

I got the last year's books

I also got the ebooks with this one'

Deepa Velukutty joined group via invite link

Rukhsar Ahmad

Welcome to the Group Deepa V !! She have 15+years exep in 
SQL server & Azure SQL DB.

Rahul Ambhore

Welcome to group

Ram invited Vipin Vishwa Pandey

Ram invited Shailendra Dwivedi

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/
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Ram invited Raj KN

Raj KN

hi

Sukhdev

Hi All, is there a way to restrict IP addresses accessing azure 
service bus . Any pointers ??

Karthik G

Hi All

Im getting this error while creating VM using powershell script

New-AzureRmVM -ResourceGroupName myResourceGroup -
Location EastUS -VM $vmConfig 
New-AzureRmVM : The supplied password must be between 8-
123 characters long and must satisfy at least 3 of password
complexity requirements from the following: 
1) Contains an uppercase character 
2) Contains a lowercase character 
3) Contains a numeric digit 
4) Contains a special character. 
ErrorCode: InvalidParameter 
ErrorMessage: The supplied password must be between 8-123 
characters long and must satisfy at least 3 of password 
complexity requirements from the following: 
1) Contains an uppercase character 
2) Contains a lowercase character 
3) Contains a numeric digit 
4) Contains a special character. 
StatusCode: 400 
ReasonPhrase: Bad Request 
OperationID : 40fc10a6-d412-4c80-b892-2b2d12f87dff 
At line:1 char:1 
+ New-AzureRmVM -ResourceGroupName myResourceGroup -
Location EastUS -VM ... 
+ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
    + CategoryInfo          : CloseError: (:) [New-AzureRmVM], 
ComputeCloudException 
    + FullyQualifiedErrorId : 
Microsoft.Azure.Commands.Compute.NewAzureVMCommand

Anyone help to resolve this error

As per this article only i'm following

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/quick-create-powershell 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/quick-create-powershell


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/quick-create-powershell)

8:28:48 AM

8:39:44 AM

8:40:31 AM

8:40:59 AM

8:41:19 AM

8:41:27 AM

8:41:38 AM

SU
8:41:55 AM

PV
8:42:22 AM

(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/quick-create-powershell)

Docs
Azure Quick Start - Create Windows VM PowerShell
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/quick-create-powershell)
Quickly learn to create a Windows virtual machines with
PowerShell

But the error came while creating the VM

Niraj Kumar

Sukhdev
Hi All, is there a way to restrict IP addresses accessing azure

I don't think you can do it. Use Service Bus authentication with 
Shared Access Signatures to enforce which application can 
authenticate.

Karthik G
But the error came while creating the VM

Please use complex password. The password used doesn't meet 
complexity

Karthik G

Hi Sukhdev

Im already use comlplex password only

but the error came

Niraj Kumar

Guys!! Congratulation! we are 450+ members now. The 
community is strong and growing stronger. 
All new joiners welcome to the group!

Sukhdev

Niraj Kumar
I don't think you can do it. Use Service Bus authentication with

Hi Niraj , in one of the reference articles I read I can host service 
bus on a vnet and restrict vnet - vnet connection . Any thoughts 
on this ??

Preyash Vrat

Niraj Kumar
Guys!! Congratulation! we are 450+ members now. The com…

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/quick-create-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/quick-create-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/quick-create-powershell
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Karthik G

Niraj Kumar

Sukhdev
Hi Niraj , in one of the reference articles I read I can host se

Please share that! I'm not aware of it.

Niraj Kumar
Please share that! I'm not aware of it.

That must be you are talking about WebApp Vnet integration 
feature for connecting to IaaS SQL running in a Vnet.

That makes use of Azure service bus relay and HCM running 
inside a Vnet on a IaaS box.

Rukhsar Ahmad

Sukhdev
Hi All, is there a way to restrict IP addresses accessing azure

Validate IP at Method level or use Azure API Management.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

maybe is possible with NSG

Rukhsar Ahmad

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
maybe is possible with NSG

Azure Service Bus relay on public domain.. I think NSG will not 
help here

Subrata Saha

Hi,  we have a requirement of updating csv file data into cloud 
oracle database from  onpremise sftp location. Can we achive it 
using Biztalk2013R2 onpremise solution with wcf-* adapter if 
firewal off oracle db is open ??

Amit Khanna

Quick query "Not related to Azure". Advanced Apologies...... 
Need guidance & experiences on starting a technical blog with 
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-

bus-relay/relay-hybrid-connections-protocol)

11:01:04 AM

11:02:30 AM

11:23:19 AM

11:48:05 AM

Focus on Azure & AWS....                                                              
Preferred platform to host,                                      securing 
content guidelines for ex (https://problogger.com/10-tools-to-
help-protect-your-blog-from-content-theft/ 
(https://problogger.com/10-tools-to-help-protect-your-blog-
from-content-theft/))

ProBlogger
10 Tools To Help Protect Your Blog From Content Theft
(https://problogger.com/10-tools-to-help-protect-
your-blog-from-content-theft/)
This is a guest contribution from Adam Connell, blogger
at Bloggingwizard.com (http://Bloggingwizard.com). If you
write or publish a blog, you’ll inevitably experience the gut-
wr...

Niraj Kumar

Rukhsar Ahmad
Azure Service Bus relay on public domain.. I think NSG …

Correct NSG can't be applied to PaaS!

Subrata Saha
Hi, we have a requirement of updating csv file data into cloud

User new Hybrid Connections capability of Relay based on HTTP 
and WebSockets. It supersedes the BizTalk Services feature that 
was built on a proprietary protocol WCF. 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-bus-relay/relay-
hybrid-connections-protocol (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/service-bus-relay/relay-hybrid-connections-protocol)

Docs
Azure Relay Hybrid Connections protocol guide
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-
bus-relay/relay-hybrid-connections-protocol)
Azure Relay Hybrid Connections protocol guide.

Karthik G
Hi Sukhdev

The error is very clear! Saying Password doesn't meet 
complexity. Try with P$ssw0rd!@

Shailender Singh

Plz share the azure study link

Rukhsar Ahmad

Shailender Singh
Plz share the azure study link

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-bus-relay/relay-hybrid-connections-protocol
https://problogger.com/10-tools-to-help-protect-your-blog-from-content-theft/
https://problogger.com/10-tools-to-help-protect-your-blog-from-content-theft/
http://bloggingwizard.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-bus-relay/relay-hybrid-connections-protocol
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/service-bus-relay/relay-hybrid-connections-protocol
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SU
12:11:33 PM

12:12:00 PM

SU
12:13:29 PM

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/ 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/)

Docs

Microsoft Azure Documentation
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/)
Learn how to build and manage powerful applications using
Microsoft Azure cloud services. Get documentation, sample
code, tutorials, and more.

Shailender Singh

Thanks

Kadecha Vishal joined group via invite link

Suren

We are hiring Php developers, Drupal, Code ignition C#,  Exp:  
2+ years. Job location Chennai Job type Permanent  F2F Pm me 
fr client n jd details location Chennai  
Mail me ur cvs @ 
surendrak1888@gmail.com (mailto:surendrak1888@gmail.com) 
                                                        We are hiring ASP.Net, 
UK based Client  
C#, Web forms  Exp:  4+ years. Job location Chennai Job type 
Permanent F2F Pm me fr client n jd details location Chennai  
Mail me ur cvs @ 
surendrak1888@gmail.com (mailto:surendrak1888@gmail.com)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Is there any way change subnet cidr in ARM ??

Anyone any idea on this??

Suren

Suren: 
We are hiring Php developers, Drupal, Code ignition C#,  Exp:  
2+ years. Job location Chennai Job type Permanent  F2F Pm me 
fr client n jd details location Chennai  
Mail me ur cvs @ 
surendrak1888@gmail.com (mailto:surendrak1888@gmail.com) 
                                                                       We are hiring 
ASP.Net, UK based Client  
C#, Web forms  Exp:  4+ years. Job location Chennai Job type 
Permanent F2F Pm me fr client n jd details location Chennai  
Mail me ur cvs @ 
surendrak1888@gmail.com (mailto:surendrak1888@gmail.com)

Niraj Kumar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/
mailto:surendrak1888@gmail.com
mailto:surendrak1888@gmail.com
mailto:surendrak1888@gmail.com
mailto:surendrak1888@gmail.com
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/fr-fr/blog/microsoft-

azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/)

1:26:11 PM

9:10:00 PM

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Is there any way change subnet cidr in ARM ??

As far as I know, you can't change it after it's created. You can 
always add additional subnets.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Like in ASM we can change it using network config file is there 
any way in ARM like change in Template?

Niraj Kumar

You couldn't change an existing subnet but can use the network 
config file to create another subnet. Are you looking to create 
another replica subnet with different IP

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
You couldn't change an existing subnet but can use the netw…

In ARM model it is possible to download network config?

Niraj Kumar

Use ARM template and modify it to create replica subnet

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ok

Rukhsar Ahmad

https://azure.microsoft.com/fr-fr/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-
ready-to-order-now/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/fr-
fr/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/)

Microsoft
Microsoft Azure Stack is ready to order now | Blog |
Microsoft Azure (https://azure.microsoft.com/fr-
fr/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/)
Throughout the Technical Previews, we’ve seen tremendous
customer and partner excitement around Microsoft Azure Stack.
In fact, we’re speaking with th...

Luis Sanmartin joined group via invite link

Ajit invited Vaibhav Rane

Niraj Kumar

https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/app-service-domain/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/app-service-domain/)

Microsoft

https://azure.microsoft.com/fr-fr/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/
https://azure.microsoft.com/fr-fr/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/
https://azure.microsoft.com/fr-fr/blog/microsoft-azure-stack-is-ready-to-order-now/
https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/app-service-domain/


 (https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/app-service-
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11:10:35 PM

RA
3:23:19 AM
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RA
3:24:13 AM

Announcing the preview of App Service domain
(https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/app-service-
domain/)
App Service domains (Preview) simplifies the life cycle of
creating and managing a domain for Azure services leveraging
Azure DNS. Azure DNS then prov...

Shakti Ranjan

Microsoft Sales is allowing open downloads of many popular 
eBooks for a limited time. See if any of these are useful for you. 
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/larges
t-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-
microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-
2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/large
st-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-
free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-
office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/)

Microsoft
Largest FREE Microsoft eBook Giveaway! I’m Giving
Away MILLIONS of FREE Microsof...
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-
free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-
millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-
windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-
windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/)
Eric Ligman, Microsoft Director of Sales Excellence Blog

Wednesday, July 26, 2017

Ram

Azure Resource Visualizer - good tool to help in undestading the 
all Component Relation ..i tried to make a simple desing on Azure 
and export ARM Template and visualize it using visualizer ..result 
in next scrrenshot ..1. actual desing 2. visulalize view

Lalit Rawat

Ram
Azure Resource Visualizer - good tool to help in undestading the

Thanks Ram Bhai..

Ram

https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/app-service-domain/
https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/app-service-domain/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mssmallbiz/2017/07/11/largest-free-microsoft-ebook-giveaway-im-giving-away-millions-of-free-microsoft-ebooks-again-including-windows-10-office-365-office-2016-power-bi-azure-windows-8-1-office-2013-sharepo/
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 (https://zimmergren.net/azure-resource-manager-

template-visualisation-with-armviz/)

3:27:47 AM

6:57:33 AM

6:57:33 AM

6:57:33 AM

Lalit Rawat

https://zimmergren.net/azure-resource-manager-template-
visualisation-with-armviz/ (https://zimmergren.net/azure-
resource-manager-template-visualisation-with-armviz/) I this link 
will help us

Zimmergren's thoughts on tech
Use ARMVIZ to visualize your Azure Resource Manager
templates (https://zimmergren.net/azure-resource-
manager-template-visualisation-with-armviz/)
If you ever wanted to visualize your Azure Resource Manager
templates in any way, try the ARMVIZ tool online for free.

Vijay

Hi. Niraj. A great initiative. I really appreciate your efforts to 
create and bring such talented pool on a single platform.

I will suggest all friends here should introduce themselves in a 
standard format. So other people can also be mutually benefitted 
by knowing each other.

Name - 
Occupation -  
Base (City) -  

Technologies you work  - 
Technologies you wish to learn- 
Your Co. Y/N (Freelance) -  
Co. Name - 
Purpose to join the group - 

https://zimmergren.net/azure-resource-manager-template-visualisation-with-armviz/
https://zimmergren.net/azure-resource-manager-template-visualisation-with-armviz/
https://zimmergren.net/azure-resource-manager-template-visualisation-with-armviz/
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Contact details -  
Other details, if any-

Lalit Rawat

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/security/4033453.aspx 
(https://technet.microsoft.com/library/security/4033453.aspx)

It's new security update from Ms

Renjit Arvind

If I need to bring 200 cores(multiple machines) in less than 3 
minutes using Azure IAAS..  How could I do it..??

Preyash Vrat

Ram
Photo

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
If I need to bring 200 cores(multiple machines) in less than 3 m

Have servers pre-provisioned and keep it in Stopped Deallocated 
state. When you need run a script to turn on all of these VMs.

Vijay
Hi. Niraj. A great initiative. I really appreciate your efforts

Thank you! Hope we will help each other and this community and 
group will grow.

Ritesh Hegde

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/dn919927.aspx#networking 
(https://technet.microsoft.com/library/dn919927.aspx#networkin
g)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Renjit Arvind
If I need to bring 200 cores(multiple machines) in less than 3 m

Scale set

Niraj Kumar

Niraj Kumar
Have servers pre-provisioned and keep it in Stopped Deallocat…

You don't incur any charges for deallocated Vms and you only pay 
for Storage of their VHDs. The servers can be started in less than 
3 minutes

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Scale set

Can we provision servers in less than 3 minutes?

https://technet.microsoft.com/library/security/4033453.aspx
https://technet.microsoft.com/library/dn919927.aspx#networking
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Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Can we provision servers in less than 3 minutes?

It will take time to build machines not sure about timing it may 
increase or decrease

Recently i done recreating of vms it will build with in 3 min time

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
It will take time to build machines not sure about timing it may

That's true but it can be possible to create I never tried

Niraj Kumar

Correct, that's why I suggested have servers preprovisioned and 
put it in dellocated state so that we don't incur any compute 
charges. We can start the VMs in less than 3 minutes

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Correct, that's why I suggested have servers preprovisioned a…

It's possible to start machine in parallel??

Niraj Kumar

yes

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Oh. Yes using powershell

Niraj Kumar

Use Paralle block in Powershell!

Lalit Rawat

K

Niraj Kumar
Use Paralle block in Powershell!

Can we use the power shall script as well

Niraj Kumar

Yeah offcourse you can! It has to be powershell with Parallel 
blocks

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Yeah offcourse you can! It has to be powershell with Parallel bl

Thanks

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
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9:50:54 AM

9:51:14 AM
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Can we use the power shall script as well
Using powershell get the number of vms and create parallel block 
equal to number of vms

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Using powershell get the number of vms and create parallel bl…

Ok, thanks Mishra ji

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Ok, thanks Mishra ji

Lalit Rawat

What are the vm migration tool other than s2s recovery for 
migrations?

Niraj Kumar

https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/Run-Parallel-
Parallel-377fd430 
(https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/Run-Parallel-
Parallel-377fd430)

Microsoft
Script Invoke-Parallel - Parallel PowerShell
(https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/Run-
Parallel-Parallel-377fd430)
This function will take in a script or scriptblock, and run it
against specified objects(s) in parallel. It uses runspaces, as
there are many situati...

Great point about Parallel processing! Otherwise, this script would 
fail to meet 3 minutes requirement! 

This is why I love this group! I didn't thought about parallel 
processing until Mishra jee pointed out! This is power of group! 
You get excellent inputs which you missed and which could 
potentially undermine the solution! Three cheers

Mishra jee when we cover Azure Automation as part of Azure 
Talk will need your help. I know you and Lalit write scripts and 
think can leverage your skill sets during my demo. Let me know, 
if you would be interested in volunteering for Azure Talk when we 
start to cover Azure Automation

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Waw taarif🤘🤘🤘

Niraj Kumar
Mishra jee when we cover Azure Automation as part of Azure …

https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/Run-Parallel-Parallel-377fd430
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/Run-Parallel-Parallel-377fd430
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Very soon..

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Waw taarif🤘🤘🤘

It's a genuine appreciation of your Azure knowledge and I can 
see the spark and interest to learn in you, which is the most 
important soft skill if you want to thrive in fast moving Cloud era.

Preyash Vrat

Niraj Kumar
It's a genuine appreciation of your Azure knowledge and I can…

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Waw taarif🤘🤘🤘

Mishra ji.. u have really a good knowledge of azure and learning 
spark about azure .

Niraj Kumar

Cloud advancement and Automation will take away many jobs 
from those who are not willing re-skill themselves but people like 
you and others who are willing to put in time and effort to learn 
and keep learning will never have any paucity of jobs. They will 
always be in demand

So develop genuine interest in learning and carry that passion! 
And trust me, you will not only survive this brutal phase but in 
fact you will thrive and come on top of it.

Lalit Rawat
Mishra ji.. u have really a good knowledge of azure and learni…

Yes he has and you too! Thanks for sharing your willingness to 
take up speaker's slot on Azure Talk.

You will be second guest speaker after Preyash

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Yes he has and you too! Thanks for sharing your willingness t…

Thanks Niraj bhaj

*Bhai

Niraj Kumar

Hopefully, we'll have more! Amit Charungoo Mishra Shakti 
looking to you guys and others also!!

Renjit Arvind
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Thank you everyone...this should happen on the fly in the night 
and should complete the process and remove all this in the 
morning after getting the results.. This should happen 
everynight... I heard AWS has some solution... but wanted to 
get this in Azure IAAS.

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
Thank you everyone...this should happen on the fly in …

Could you share the name of AWS service?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Renjit Arvind
Thank you everyone...this should happen on the fly in the ni…

You are taking about scale set may be un AWS

Where you can deploy instances using image

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
You are taking about scale set may be un AWS

Can that match 3 minutes provisioning time?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Can that match 3 minutes provisioning time?

I don't think so

Renjit Arvind

Oh..ok

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
I don't think so

I also thought so!

Vivek Kumar Mishra

AWS 2/2 check takes more than 3 min

Renjit Arvind

If 3 minutes being a challenge ..is there any time frame 
practically achievable we can recommend..?

Niraj Kumar

The only solution to meet 3 minutes provisioning time is to have 
VMs preprovisioned and have it shut down dellocated state and 
fire it up using Powershell Parallel block when needed.

If 3 minutes is not a constraint, use Azure Dev Test lab
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Vivek Kumar Mishra

Why 3min

Niraj Kumar

Don't know.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

can you plz explain this?

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
If 3 minutes being a challenge ..is there any time frame practic

Minimum 30 minutes

Renjit Arvind

3 minu proposed as a business req...I have asked the same 
question...

Why...Yet to get more details...before that...I wanted to prepare 
my self

Ziv Raf joined group via invite link

Husain B.

Hello Everyone, 
Does Microsoft Operations Management Suite (OMS) requires 
agents to be installed to discover, collect OS and Performance 
data. The old MAP tool used WMI and agentless. 
Looking for Agentless Discovery tool for collecting OS 
data,performance data and App to Server dependencies in 
Windows 2003, Windows 2008, Windows 2012 servers on 
premise.

Lalit Rawat

Husain B.
Hello Everyone, Does Microsoft Operations Management Suit…

Ye sin OMS u need to install the agent in your servers.

Husain B.
Hello Everyone, Does Microsoft Operations Management Suit…

http://www.solarwinds.com/solutions/server-monitoring-
software (http://www.solarwinds.com/solutions/server-
monitoring-software)

Solarwinds
Server Monitoring Software | SolarWinds
(http://www.solarwinds.com/solutions/server-
monitoring-software)
Multi-vendor Server Monitoring with SolarWinds  Server &
Application Monitor

http://www.solarwinds.com/solutions/server-monitoring-software
http://www.solarwinds.com/solutions/server-monitoring-software
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Husain B.

Lalit Rawat
http://www.solarwinds.com/solutions/server-monitoring-soft…

Thanks Lalit, Anyone deployed Solarwinds that can provide some 
insight about data collection..

Lalit Rawat

i did't try , i worked on SCOM and OMS

@Nuno can help us on this

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Ye sin OMS u need to install the agent in your servers.

As Lalit said you will need to deploy MMA agent or if you 
already have deployed SCOM infrastructure you can make 
use of SCOM agents and configure SCOM management 
server to report into OMS Workspace

Husain B.

Niraj, This is a common question by clients on Agentless 
discovery tool, i think list of tools artifact that provides more 
information especially app to server dependencies would help 
many in future.

Niraj Kumar

SCOM provides agentless discovery! You may want to use that

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Anyone need my help about oms?

Niraj Kumar

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/hh212910(v=sc.12).aspx 
(https://technet.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/hh212910(v=sc.12).aspx)

Lalit Rawat

Husain B.
Niraj, This is a common question by clients on Agentless disc…

more over agentless in scom work only on network devices and 
such type of pherifarials

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
Anyone need my help about oms?

can we use agent less server monitoing in OSM .as per my 
understanding NO. Need to know your view

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh212910(v=sc.12).aspx
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Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

You can use oms on premises

Lalit Rawat

but we need to install the agent right?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
You can use oms on premises

but we need to install the agent right?

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
but we need to install the agent right?

yes or you can use SCOM and OMS integration!

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you need to download the oms agent, subscription and the 
password

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
yes or you can use SCOM and OMS integration!

yup that's true

Vikas Jadhav

https://news.microsoft.com/en-in/features/microsoft-kaizala-
communication-productivity-tool-indias-mobile-
workforce/#sm.0001g0trbtvhkenppnf24635034ut 
(https://news.microsoft.com/en-in/features/microsoft-kaizala-
communication-productivity-tool-indias-mobile-
workforce/#sm.0001g0trbtvhkenppnf24635034ut)

Microsoft News Center India
Microsoft Kaizala: A communication and productivity
tool for India’s mobile work...
(https://news.microsoft.com/en-
in/features/microsoft-kaizala-communication-
productivity-tool-indias-mobile-workforce/)
… Read more »

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
you need to download the oms agent, subscription and the p…

https://news.microsoft.com/en-in/features/microsoft-kaizala-communication-productivity-tool-indias-mobile-workforce/
https://news.microsoft.com/en-in/features/microsoft-kaizala-communication-productivity-tool-indias-mobile-workforce/#sm.0001g0trbtvhkenppnf24635034ut
https://news.microsoft.com/en-in/features/microsoft-kaizala-communication-productivity-tool-indias-mobile-workforce/
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Yes cool, so basically it dose support with SCOM agent not agent 
less but can be archive useing SCOM integration with OMS

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-
analytics-windows-agents (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents)

Docs
Connect Windows computers to Azure Log Analytics
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-
analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents)
This article shows the steps to connect the Windows
computers in your on-premises infrastructure to the Log
Analytics service by using a customized ve...

Husain B.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-ana…

Nuno, All these new solution are good with agent. The 
requirement is client will not allow any agent whatsoever to be 
installed on old windows servers therefore a agentless tool or 
solution is the ask.

Niraj Kumar

Use SCOM

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

and install MP of OMS

Niraj Kumar

Yup! SCOM -> Agentless discovery -> Install OMS agent on 
SCOM Management server which integrates -> OMS

Husain B.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
and install MP of OMS

MP of OMS?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Management pack of OMS on SCOM

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents
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Niraj Kumar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-
analytics-om-agents (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-om-agents)

Docs
Connect Operations Manager to Log Analytics
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-
analytics/log-analytics-om-agents)
To maintain your existing investment in System Center
Operations Manager and use extended capabilities with Log
Analytics, you can integrate Operation...

Husain B.

Ok great, yet another solution cracked within minutes. This is a 
power of this group. Thanks, very much appreciated.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

OMS - You can only install the OMS MMA on computers running 
Windows Server 2008 SP 1 or later or Windows 7 SP1 or later.

Niraj Kumar

Husain B.
Ok great, yet another solution cracked within minutes. This i…

Yes and we need to grow this group and community! So please 
spread the words and ask people to join the group by clicking 
the following link.

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw)

V Murali Krishna Raju

Hi All, I need technical help on logic app.

Niraj Kumar

One of my Community Champ Shetty is deep grounded in 
work and unable to contribute. However, he will be back 
kicking and alive after 3 weeks. :)

V Murali Krishna Raju
Hi All, I need technical help on logic app.

Preyash is this something you can help with?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-om-agents
https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-om-agents
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-om-agents
tg://join?invite=BQdXNkQLKZmXKz3BMnp8Uw
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/blog/announcing-app-service-isolated-more-power-scale-
and-ease-of-use/)

12:32:58 PM

2:18:28 PM

2:23:41 PM

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

what are you doubt you have about logic app?

Niraj Kumar

here you go! Thanks @NAMM81

V Murali Krishna Raju

All my input files(.csv,xslx,.xls,.tsv) data import into SQLDW 
using logicapp?

I want to handle both change in column 
variation(increase/decrease of columns) and also change in 
position of field values

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i have config a logic app

let me check on the project

you can use the design to create a logic app

Niraj Kumar

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-app-service-
isolated-more-power-scale-and-ease-of-use/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-app-
service-isolated-more-power-scale-and-ease-of-use/)

Microsoft
Announcing App Service Isolated, more power, scale
and ease of use (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/announcing-app-service-isolated-more-
power-scale-and-ease-of-use/)
Today, we are announcing the general availability of App
Service Isolated, which brings the simplicity of multi-tenant
App Service to the secure, dedi...

Maroozi

Hi. Does MSDN subscription give free azure credits. If so what's 
the limit?

Lalit Rawat

Maroozi
Hi. Does MSDN subscription give free azure credits. If so what's

i think niraj bhai can help on this

Maroozi

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-app-service-isolated-more-power-scale-and-ease-of-use/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-app-service-isolated-more-power-scale-and-ease-of-use/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-app-service-isolated-more-power-scale-and-ease-of-use/
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 (https://www.visualstudio.com/vs/pricing/)
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FE
4:32:38 PM

4:32:52 PM

I found this but looks like it's about £75 a month 
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/member-offers/msdn-
benefits-details/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
gb/pricing/member-offers/msdn-benefits-details/)

Microsoft
Monthly Azure credit for Visual Studio subscribers
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/member-
offers/msdn-benefits-details/)
Learn about all the Microsoft Azure cloud computing benefits
available to Visual Studio subscribers.

Suresh Mallela

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Is there any way change subnet cidr in ARM ??

I think you can change this by modifying JSON Script and deploy 
thro  VisualStuio.

Maroozi
I found this but looks like it's about £75 a month https://azure

When you Sign up Visual Studio Yearly  Plan you can get Azure 
Monthly benefits

please see this page for more details. 
https://www.visualstudio.com/vs/pricing/ 
(https://www.visualstudio.com/vs/pricing/)

Visual
Studio
Pricing
and Purchasing Options | Visual Studio
(https://www.visualstudio.com/vs/pricing/)
Professional developer tools subscription & licenses. See our
Visual Studio Professional, Enterprise, Test Professional, &
MSDN Platforms pricing today.

Maroozi

Thanks

Felipe

Hi all

Lalit Rawat

Felipe
Hi all

yes

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/member-offers/msdn-benefits-details/
https://www.visualstudio.com/vs/pricing/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/member-offers/msdn-benefits-details/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/member-offers/msdn-benefits-details/
https://www.visualstudio.com/vs/pricing/
https://www.visualstudio.com/vs/pricing/
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Felipe

Has anyone of you worked with Azure File Storage?

Need to provide a central repository to a client to just store files 
and give them access

Created a share with a directory and a file for a PoC

Now I am the owner of the account so only me got the keys

Lalit Rawat

Felipe
Now I am the owner of the account so only me got the keys

do u need access for that

Felipe

Want to let my customer to manage the level of access of users

So created 2 policies with read & list and read,list & write 
permissions

Lalit Rawat

ok,

Felipe

After that created the SAS keys containing the URL to the files 
and the Query

Now,I now I can map the share

Lalit Rawat

yes u can

Felipe

However,how are users meant to access the files?

Do I need to put the URL plus the SAS containing the config all 
together?

Am a bit confused on this

Lalit Rawat

they will be able to access the file through API

Felipe

Yep

Can you please explain further?

How's a normal user meant to connect?

Lalit Rawat
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FE
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BL
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not maping the drives.and i you map the drive than all the 
mamber has all the access basically micrsoft is working on the to 
enable the access policy on filesahre

Felipe

Do I need to give them all the SAS?

Ok,so not through mapping the share

Lalit Rawat

yup..

Felipe

What they need is to put the URL and the query on the browser 
to access the share through the Internet?

Lalit Rawat

better u can create the VM and create the filehsare , took backup 
of the on-premises domain and it restore it to azure vm

Felipe

Sorry if I am sounding clueless but I am just on this

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/file-
service-rest-api (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/rest/api/storageservices/file-service-rest-api)

File Service REST API (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/rest/api/storageservices/file-service-rest-api)

u can use this link

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you can create a VM with fileshare

Felipe

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/file-service-rest-api
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/file-service-rest-api
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/storage/storage-dotnet-shared-access-signature-
part-1)
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4:44:20 PM

So config wise I've done the above,just need to define the way 
for users to access the share

Yep,I know

I am trying just to use File Storage,not a file server

Lalit Rawat

Felipe
Sorry if I am sounding clueless but I am just on this

i am trying to say that Azure fileshare solution will not work how 
on-premises fileshare server works

Felipe
I am trying just to use File Storage,not a file server

ohh ok..

Felipe

I know that

Not NTFS permissions and SAS instead

I know you can map it but there's no control over permissions

Lalit Rawat

yup,

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-dotnet-
shared-access-signature-part-1 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/storage/storage-dotnet-shared-access-signature-part-1)

Docs
Using shared access signatures (SAS) in Azure Storage
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/storage/storage-dotnet-shared-access-
signature-part-1)
Learn to use shared access signatures (SAS) to delegate access
to Azure Storage resources, including blobs, queues, tables,
and files.

Felipe

So trying to figure out how users will use the SAS to access the 
share

Read that article,it doesn't explain what I am asking

The API one sounds interesting

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-dotnet-shared-access-signature-part-1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-dotnet-shared-access-signature-part-1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-dotnet-shared-access-signature-part-1
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Gonna quickly go through it

Lalit Rawat

ok..

Felipe
So trying to figure out how users will use the SAS to access the

i ma expert on this but trying to help you felipe

Felipe

Well,got a few years and projects under my belt,however as we 
know this is such a broad platform....

5min and am back

Lalit Rawat

thats true

Felipe

I knew that users access the share through SMB and REST API

SMB: does this imply that they need to map the share locally for 
instance?

If so, does the policy get applied to enforce permissions?

Lalit reply when you can, thanks

Niraj Kumar

Felipe
SMB: does this imply that they need to map the share locally f…

Azure File Storage supports SMB 3.0 and you will use it for 
accessing the files by a mapped drive.

Azure file storage doesn't support NTFS permissions or it's not 
integrated with Azure AD

Felipe

Correct

Lalit Rawat

Felipe
If so, does the policy get applied to enforce permissions?

no they can access useing the Storage explorer ,Visual studio 
useing the shared access key

Felipe

So even if users map the drive (without any kind of 
authentication), do the permissions defined in the policy apply?

Niraj Kumar
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Felipe
So even if users map the drive (without any kind of authenticati

Permission is not controlled by User identity but by SAS signature

Felipe

That makes sense, a conventional user will have no idea about 
what Visual Studio or Storage Explorer are

I know that

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

You can create a AD and share to that users. You need to know 
what you want

Felipe

So if I give users the SAS generated from the policy with the 
permissions defined, how the users can use the SAS to access the 
share?

Lalit Rawat

not sure about development part

Niraj Kumar

You will use following command to map a drive:  
net use [drive letter] \\filestore.file.core.windows.net 
(http://filestore.file.core.windows.net)\cloud-drive  
  /u (tg://bot_command?command=u): [storage account access 
key]

Lalit Rawat

for waht purpose u try to give the access

Niraj Kumar

Felipe
So if I give users the SAS generated from the policy with the pe

I replied

Felipe

Cool!!!!!

Niraj Kumar

Use net use command to map the drive

Felipe

Niraj Kumar spotted on!

@nirajkum Thanks man

Niraj Kumar

You welcome!

http://filestore.file.core.windows.net/
tg://bot_command?command=u
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Felipe

To recap: I create a couple of policies with different level of 
access for users

Give them the right SAS key when trying to map the share locally

Niraj Kumar

You can also use Windows explorer to map the drive.

Felipe

And the permissions defiend in the SAS will be applied, correct?

Niraj Kumar

Yes.

Felipe

Cool beans

Yeah, users may not know how to do it form the command 
prompt

Niraj Kumar

When you are trying to map the drive, you will put in File storage 
account as User name and SAS as password

Felipe

I know it was a silly questions but when you are between 
different projects.......

file storage account as user name????????????????

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
When you are trying to map the drive, you will put in File stora

good to know, let me try this ..

Niraj Kumar

For example my file storage account name is kloudezy3

I'll use that as username

and SAS as password

This is my File Storage https://kloudezy3.blob.core.windows.net/ 
(https://kloudezy3.blob.core.windows.net/)

So kloudezy3 will be username

and Password will be the SAS

Felipe

yep, that's the name of the storage account

https://kloudezy3.blob.core.windows.net/
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/blog/announcing-azure-container-instances/)

7:05:42 PM

and then the name of the share

Niraj Kumar

yeah

Felipe

@nirajkum As I see, Storage Explorer does not provide the same 
permissions as the ones you find in the portal

Renjit Arvind

At present will you replace Nagios or any other VM/ web site 
monitoring tool with OMS for a enterprises customer?

Considering managed disks are not supported for ASR, can we 
plan for ASR with a unmanaged disk..If "yes" what are the items 
which we need to consider to achieve a full blown solution..??

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Considering managed disks are not supported for ASR, can w…

Yes u can plan with unmanaged disk and you need storage 
account based on VM size  or usage remaning will be the same

Renjit Arvind

So each VM with a storage account??

Lalit Rawat

one  storage account for all or u can devide by prod/test/uat/dev

Renjit Arvind

Ok... Do we need to use a premium storage..??

Lalit Rawat

Up to you but cost will be more depending  on the usage

Shetty Nilesh

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-azure-
container-instances/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/announcing-azure-container-instances/)

Microsoft
Fast and Easy Containers: Azure Container Instances
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-
azure-container-instances/)
Containers have fundamentally changed the way developers
develop their applications, the way applications are deployed,
and the way system administrat...

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-azure-container-instances/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-azure-container-instances/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/announcing-azure-container-instances/
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recovery/site-recovery-capacity-planner)

9:06:04 PM
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Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
At present will you replace Nagios or any other VM/ web site …

Use OMS and App Insight

Lalit Rawat
one storage account for all or u can devide by prod/test/uat/de
 Good strategy!!

Renjit Arvind
Considering managed disks are not supported for ASR, can w…

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-
recovery-capacity-planner (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-capacity-planner)

Docs
Estimate replication capacity in Azure
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-
recovery/site-recovery-capacity-planner)
Use this article to estimate capacity when replicating with Azure
Site Recovery

~¶₹@\/€$H $@H@₹€ � joined group via invite link

Thursday, July 27, 2017

Niraj Kumar

https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Security-and-
Horsepower-with-App-Service-The-New-Isolated-Offering 
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Security-and-
Horsepower-with-App-Service-The-New-Isolated-Offering)

Channel 9
Security and Horsepower with App Service: The New
Isolated Offering
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-
Friday/Security-and-Horsepower-with-App-Service-
The-New-Isolated-Offering)
You love App Service, but you need to run your apps securely
inside of an Azure Virtual Network. Plus having a little (or a
lot) more horsepower would...

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-capacity-planner
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-capacity-planner
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-capacity-planner
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Security-and-Horsepower-with-App-Service-The-New-Isolated-Offering
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Security-and-Horsepower-with-App-Service-The-New-Isolated-Offering
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Niraj Kumar

Very nice article on how to implement client side Encryption 
using AKV for Blob Storage. A great piece of code.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-
encrypt-decrypt-blobs-key-vault (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/storage/storage-encrypt-decrypt-blobs-key-vault)

Docs
Tutorial: Encrypt and decrypt blobs in Azure Storage
using Azure Key Vault
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/storage/storage-encrypt-decrypt-blobs-key-
vault)
How to encrypt and decrypt a blob using client-side encryption
for Microsoft Azure Storage with Azure Key Vault.

Senthilkumar Vandaiyan joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-enc…

Very nice article I just read it

What is difference  between managed disk and unmanaged disk 
in azure, how we can archive 0 down time useing this medhod

Any idea?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

In unmanaged disk you need to maintain stoat account

N all

In managed no need to manage storage account n all

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Security-
and-Horsepower-with-App-Service-The-New-Isolated-
Offering)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-encrypt-decrypt-blobs-key-vault
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-encrypt-decrypt-blobs-key-vault
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/storage-encrypt-decrypt-blobs-key-vault
https://channel9.msdn.com/Shows/Azure-Friday/Security-and-Horsepower-with-App-Service-The-New-Isolated-Offering
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Lalit Rawat

Ok..

Eleborat more Mishra ji

Niraj Kumar

managed disk provisioning and maintenance is taken care of by 
Microsoft whereas Unmanaged cusotmer is responsible for 
managing storage account.

Additionally you also have 200 storage account per subscription 
limit in unmanaged which goes away if you use managed storage

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Using manage disk you can easily capture and take snapshot of 
vm very esay way but using unmanaged disk you need to do 
using ps

Manage disk uptime and availability more than unmanaged

Niraj Kumar

When you use managed disk you don't create any more strorage 
account, it's all transparently handled by Microsoft in background

But it's expensive

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Manage disk uptime and availability more than unmanaged

Yup good point!

Let me send you a graphics it'll explain in detail

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
When you use managed disk you don't create any more stror…

Which will help us to stable the environment

Thanks Niraj Bhai and Mishra ji

Sure

What is Just in time access in azure and how we can achieve this 
?

Called as jit

Niraj Kumar
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When you get time watch this video.

https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure/Managed-Disks-for-
Azure-Resiliency 
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure/Managed-Disks-for-
Azure-Resiliency)

Channel 9
Better Azure VM Resiliency with Managed Disks
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure/Managed-
Disks-for-Azure-Resiliency)
Managed Disks are an exciting new feature from Azure,
designed to help with the availability, manageability, scalability,
and performance of virtual m...

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure/Managed-Disks-for-A…

I am watching now

Mishraji  answer

On jit

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Kya??

Lalit Rawat

Just in time feature in azure

Do you know ?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Nop

Lalit Rawat

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure/Managed-Disks-
for-Azure-Resiliency)

https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure/Managed-Disks-for-Azure-Resiliency
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure/Managed-Disks-for-Azure-Resiliency
https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/Azure/Managed-Disks-for-Azure-Resiliency
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-privileged-identity-management-configure 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-privileged-identity-management-configure)

Docs
Configure Azure AD Privileged Identity Management
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/active-directory-privileged-identity-
management-configure)
A topic that explains what Azure AD Privileged Identity
Management is and how to use PIM to improve your cloud
security.

Sorry guys, I ll be asking these questions now because i am 
preparing my self in azure for new service which even I am not 
aware of this or don't have detailed knowledge. So I ll be putting 
question in this form to get answers.

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Nop

Check out the new jit link u ll like it

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Sorry guys, I ll be asking these questions now because i am p…

Apology accepted 

Lalit Rawat

That is another manger  change with security feature

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Check out the new jit link u ll like it

I am checking but it's showing under security Center

Lalit Rawat

Now u can track the each and every activity if your azure users 
and while configuring this service which is call pim

Vivek Kumar Mishra
I am checking but it's showing under security Center

Yes it is part of security center but can control over your ad 
environment

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-privileged-identity-management-configure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-privileged-identity-management-configure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-privileged-identity-management-configure
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Apology accepted 

Thanks Mishra ji

Sachin joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-
center-just-in-time (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time)

Docs
Just in time virtual machine access in Azure Security
Center (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time)
This document walks you through how just in time VM access
in Azure Security Center helps you control access to your Azure
virtual machines.

Sachin

Hi Niraj, 
I am interested in learning Azure. I have 12.5 yrs .net exp. What 
is the correct step by step process to learn Azure thru your talks?

Lalit Rawat

Sachin
Hi Niraj, I am interested in learning Azure. I have 12.5 yrs .ne

Start using the azure documentation and ask questions or 
doughts here

Which help us to grow together

Sachin

Where can I get Azure docs for learning

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Yes it is part of security center but can control over your ad e

PIM is part of Azure AD premium! I had sessions in AzureTalk.

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
PIM is part of Azure AD premium! I had sessions in AzureTalk.

Thanks Bhai I have go through it.

Niraj Kumar

Sachin

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
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Hi Niraj, I am interested in learning Azure. I have 12.5 yrs .ne
https://openedx.microsoft.com (https://openedx.microsoft.com) 
This is your single source of truth for Microsoft Azure learning!

Sachin

Thanks buddy will go thru

Shetty Nilesh

Just In Time or JIT is a way to utilize necessary resource in the 
optimal way only when required...its a Japanese concept...this is 
applied to Azure as a part of PIM and some other security 
features as well...the idea is provide access only when required 
and only as much access as required...not less nor more...

Niraj Kumar

Sachin
Thanks buddy will go thru

Yw! Also refer this link https://www.edx.org/course?
search_query=Azure (https://www.edx.org/course?
search_query=Azure)

edX
Courses (https://www.edx.org/course?
search_query=Azure)
edX Azure course search results.

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
Just In Time or JIT is a way to utilize necessary resource in th

Thanks Nilesh Bhai.. I believe that is awesome feature to secure 
the azure subscription or  manage the azure user

Shetty Nilesh

Lalit Rawat
Thanks Nilesh Bhai.. I believe that is awesome feature to secu…

Basu joined group via invite link

Felipe

https://openedx.microsoft.com/
https://www.edx.org/course?search_query=Azure
https://www.edx.org/course?search_query=Azure
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Morning all, @nirajkum Read a bit about SAS with SMB shares 
and bu the looks these are not supported, only the account keys

Correct em if I am wrong

Does anyone know?

Ajit invited Tushar Mishra

Felipe

So the key thing here is to map a file share locally with SAS and 
not the account key (for obvious reasons)

If it cannot be done with SMB, how it is done with REST?

Lalit Rawat

Felipe
If it cannot be done with SMB, how it is done with REST?

I have logged the case with Ms on this couple of days back let me 
check how we will access

Felipe

Ok cool

The only thing I've seen with REST is that you type the URL to 
your file + the SAS and you directly download the file

But not sure how the permissions got applied....

Plus, once you make the desired changes to the file in question, 
do you need to download it?

I see that Azure File Storage in terms of security is very immature 
yet

Lalit Rawat

Felipe
I see that Azure File Storage in terms of security is very immat

Yes

Felipe

So the SAS only get applied on REST API right?

Is there any other service I'd have to deploy for users to uses 
SAS to get authenticated?

Lalit Rawat

As per my understanding SaaS Key will work only for 
development guys who just need to access the code form storage 
useing the Visio .net etc.

Noor Khan
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-

center/security-center-just-in-time)

BL
5:15:01 AM

any script with any one for bulk users creations

Lalit Rawat

Here is one response 1:

tried a repro and got the same result. When trying to access 
the File service SAS URL or Blob service SAS URL, I get the same 
error message as you: “Server failed to authenticate the request. 
Make sure the value of Authorization header is formed correctly 
including the signature.” 

I generated the SAS Token as you did trough the portal. Then I 
also tried to generate them through Storage Explorer, but had the 
same result. Please download storage explorer 
here:http://storageexplorer.com/ (http://storageexplorer.com/) 

  

Then I actually created a file share and within it I uploaded a 
small txt file (screenshot above). Righ-tclicking this file and 
selecting “Get Shared Access Signature” – I generated a SAS 
token only for the file. Calling this in a API Clients worked and the 
file is accessible. 

  

Discussing this inside my team, my colleagues were also not sure 
if the SAS Token will work for the whole file share. 

Therefore my question, if you would only like to access files (as 
this is possible as described below) or the whole file share. Please 
let me know, in order to research further to see if this is possible 
and how.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-
center-just-in-time (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time)

Docs
Just in time virtual machine access in Azure Security
Center (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
http://storageexplorer.com/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
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This document walks you through how just in time VM access
in Azure Security Center helps you control access to your Azure
virtual machines.

Lalit Rawat

Felipe u may find something here here:

Regarding the API error I would ask you to check the below link 
in order to see if these are possible resolutions to bypass the 
error message: 

  

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/kwill/2013/08/27/http-403-
server-failed-to-authenticate-the-request-when-using-shared-
access-signatures/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/kwill/2013/08/27/http-403-
server-failed-to-authenticate-the-request-when-using-shared-
access-signatures/) 

  

Go through the blog above and see if removing ‘StartTime’ from 
the code resolves the problem. Else capture a Fiddler trace for 
further analysis and send me this. Download it from 
here:https://www.telerik.com/download/fiddler 
(https://www.telerik.com/download/fiddler) . But please test out 
the scenarios below as well. 

  

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/25038429/azure-shared-
access-signature-signature-did-not-match 
(http://stackoverflow.com/questions/25038429/azure-shared-
access-signature-signature-did-not-match) 

  

Short Answer: 

Add comp=list&restype=container to your SAS URL and you 
should not get this error. 

Long Answer: 

Essentially from your SAS URL, Azure Storage Service is not able 
to identify if the resource you're trying to access is a blob or a 
container and assumes it's a blob. Since it assumes the 
resource type is blob, it makes use of $root blob container for 
SAS calculation (which you can see from your error 
message). Since SAS was calculated for markblob container, you 

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/kwill/2013/08/27/http-403-server-failed-to-authenticate-the-request-when-using-shared-access-signatures/
https://www.telerik.com/download/fiddler
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/25038429/azure-shared-access-signature-signature-did-not-match


get this Signature Does Not Match error. By 
specifying restype=container you're telling storage service to 
treat the resource as container. comp=list isrequired as per REST 
API specification. 

  

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/18500351/sas-for-blob-write-
access-keeps-causing-403-authentication-error-with-azure-stor 
(http://stackoverflow.com/questions/18500351/sas-for-blob-
write-access-keeps-causing-403-authentication-error-with-azure-
stor) 

Can you please check the sig part of the SAS token? Especially 
look for + sign there. I have seen a similar issue here not too 
long ago where occasionally SAS URL was failing with 403 error. 
It turned out the SAS token has a plus sign in it which is URL 
encoded value for space. Since the SAS token is sent as URL, + 
sign in the token was interpreted as space and resulted in 403 
error. 

  

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/avkashchauhan/2011/06/17/wh
en-using-shared-access-signature-sas-with-windows-azure-it-is-
best-to-use-uri-absoluteuri-instead-of-uri-tostring/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/avkashchauhan/2011/06/17/w
hen-using-shared-access-signature-sas-with-windows-azure-it-is-
best-to-use-uri-absoluteuri-instead-of-uri-tostring/) 

FILE COPY, maintain PERMISSIONS 

  

As you know AZfiles doesn’t support ACLs however a potential 
workaround using Azure Files is to perform a windows backup 
(see WORKAROUND section below) 

The other alternative is to copy the contents of the on-premises 
data into either a single of multiple .VHD files (preserving the file 
permissions) and upload to Azure. 

  

Test AZCopy 

  

  

"C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SDKs\Azure\AzCopy\azcopy" 

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/18500351/sas-for-blob-write-access-keeps-causing-403-authentication-error-with-azure-stor
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/avkashchauhan/2011/06/17/when-using-shared-access-signature-sas-with-windows-azure-it-is-best-to-use-uri-absoluteuri-instead-of-uri-tostring/


/Source (tg://bot_command?command=Source):c:\azurefiles\ 
/Dest (tg://bot_command?
command=Dest):https://azurefs01.file.core.windows.net/downloa
ds/ 
(https://azurefs01.file.core.windows.net/downloads/) /DestKey 
(tg://bot_command?command=DestKey):abcdefgh1234567890 
/S (tg://bot_command?command=S) 

  

  

SOURCE: 

C:\azurefiles\icacls c:\azurefiles\*.* 

  

c:\azurefiles\world-8-ball-pool-rules-rules_2014-001.pdf 
BUILTIN\Administrators:(I)(F) 

NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM:(I)(F) 

BUILTIN\Users:(I)(RX) 

NT AUTHORITY\Authenticated Users:(I)(M) 

  

c:\azurefiles\world-8-ball-pool-rules-rules_2014-003.pdf 
EUROPE\anwill:(F) 

EUROPE\ksymonds:(F) 

BUILTIN\Administrators:(I)(F) 

NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM:(I)(F) 

BUILTIN\Users:(I)(RX) 

NT AUTHORITY\Authenticated Users:(I)(M) 

  

Successfully processed 2 files; Failed processing 0 files 

  

  

DESTINATION: 

tg://bot_command?command=Source
tg://bot_command?command=Dest
https://azurefs01.file.core.windows.net/downloads/
tg://bot_command?command=DestKey
tg://bot_command?command=S


Z:\>icacls *.* 

test No permissions are set. All users have full control. 

world-8-ball-pool-rules-rules_2014-001.pdf No permissions are 
set. All users have full control. 

world-8-ball-pool-rules-rules_2014-003.pdf No permissions are 
set. All users have full control. 

Successfully processed 3 files; Failed processing 0 files 

  

Test ROBOCOPY: 

  

  

Z:\>robocopy c:\azurefiles\ z:\test\ 

  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ROBOCOPY :: Robust File Copy for Windows 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

Started : 15 March 2017 15:23:26 

Source : c:\azurefiles\ 

Dest = z:\test\ 

  

Files : *.* 

  

Options : *.* /DCOPY (tg://bot_command?command=DCOPY):DA 
/COPY (tg://bot_command?command=COPY):DAT /R 
(tg://bot_command?command=R):1000000 /W 
(tg://bot_command?command=W):30 

  

tg://bot_command?command=DCOPY
tg://bot_command?command=COPY
tg://bot_command?command=R
tg://bot_command?command=W


5:16:16 AM

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

2 c:\azurefiles\ 

99% New File 142215 world-8-ball-pool-rules-rules_2014-001.pdf 

99% New File 142215 world-8-ball-pool-rules-r
Windows Azure - Troubleshooting & Debugging
“HTTP 403 Server failed to authenticate the request”
When Using Shared Access Signatures
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/kwill/2013/08/27/http-
403-server-failed-to-authenticate-the-request-when-
using-shared-access-signatures/)
  One of the more common Azure Storage shared access
signature issues I see is “403 Server failed to authenticate the
request. Make sure the value of...

ules_2014-003.pdf 

  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

Total Copied Skipped Mismatch FAILED Extras 

Dirs : 1 0 1 0 0 0 

Files : 2 2 0 0 0 0 

Bytes : 277.7 k 277.7 k 0 0 0 0 

Times : 0:00:01 0:00:01 0:00:00 0:00:00 

  

  

Speed : 263605 Bytes/sec. 

Speed : 15.083 MegaBytes/min. 

Ended : 15 March 2017 15:23:28 

  

  

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/kwill/2013/08/27/http-403-server-failed-to-authenticate-the-request-when-using-shared-access-signatures/


Z:\>icacls z:\test\*.* 

z:\test\world-8-ball-pool-rules-rules_2014-001.pdf No permissions 
are set. All users have full control. 

z:\test\world-8-ball-pool-rules-rules_2014-003.pdf No permissions 
are set. All users have full control. 

Successfully processed 2 files; Failed processing 0 files 

  

Security Descriptors are not 
supported: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/rest/api/storageservices/fileservices/Features-Not-Supported-
By-the-Azure-File-Service?redirectedfrom=MSDN 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/rest/api/storageservices/fileservices/Features-Not-Supported-
By-the-Azure-File-Service?redirectedfrom=MSDN) 

Features Not Supported By the Azure File Service: 

  

·   SMB Multichannel 

·   SMB Direct 

·   SMB Directory Leasing 

·   Volume Shadow Copy Service for SMB file share 

·   Alternate data streams 

·   Extended attributes 

·   Security descriptors 

·   Object identifiers 

·   Hard links 

·   Soft links 

·   Reparse points 

·   Sparse files 

·   Short file names (8.3 alias) 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/fileservices/Features-Not-Supported-By-the-Azure-File-Service?redirectedfrom=MSDN
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·   Compression 

·   Named pipes 

·   Server service 

·   File system transactions (TxF) 

 
Features Not Supported By the Azure File Service
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/rest/api/storageservices/fileservices/Features-Not-
Supported-By-the-Azure-File-Service?
redirectedfrom=MSDN)

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/securi…

Thanks nuno

Felipe

Hi Lalit I manage to fix the REST API issue and was able to 
download the file in question

Once downloaded, not sure that the permission defined within the 
SAS got applied

Even if the did, what the user expected to do after they are able 
to edit the file, upload it again to the file share?

In terms of SAS at the storage level, not sure it is supported

If it's at the file level, that's a nightmare

Lalit Rawat

Felipe
Even if the did, what the user expected to do after they are abl

They can edit the file if they have permission

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/fileservices/Features-Not-Supported-By-the-Azure-File-Service?redirectedfrom=MSDN
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Can u just give the edit permission to your self and try 
downloading then edit we will know how this process works

The will be to upload to the fileshre if they have access to it.

Chandrasekhar G joined group via invite link

Felipe

Talk to you later but File Storage from a security perspective is 
still very immature

We're not going to use it, instead an IaaS file server

Lalit Rawat

Felipe
Talk to you later but File Storage from a security perspective i

That's true even Ms also know

Boikanyo B invited Pieter Neethling

Boikanyo B

Welcome, Pieter!

Renjit Arvind

Thank you Buddies... for the answers... OMS + App insight .. OMs 
itself is combination of more than one tool... did anyone use it 
here to a very detail level ??

Bhanu Sharma joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Thank you Buddies... for the answers... OMS + App insight .. …

Yes it is combination of the more the 10 tools which help you to 
protect monitor backup etc through oms while adding the 
modules

Renjit Arvind

Is it matured enough to replace the other common tools..??

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
Is it matured enough to replace the other common tools..??

What other tools

Renjit Arvind

Commonly used monitoring tools

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
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Commonly used monitoring tools
It good tool for monitoring

Even u can integrate with scom

Renjit Arvind

Plus if I am using ASR (Azure to Azure model)? Do we need to 
install back-up agent ..I am getting confused with DPM agent, 
Back-up agent etc...For a enterprises which one should go with 
ASR?

I don't use SCOM... my customer heavily on Nagios

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
I don't use SCOM... my customer heavily on Nagios

Ok

Renjit Arvind
Plus if I am using ASR (Azure to Azure model)? Do we need t…

I think u need to install backup agent , which will help ,I need to 
work on this, DPM is data protection manager which will help you 
to take the all kind of data backup

U can try and test azure to azure s2s in your lab environment

Renjit Arvind

If OMS .log analytics, app insight etc... we need to define 
everything where as other tools has predefined items...

Lalit Rawat

Yup

They are the services which u are going to integrate with oms

Renjit Arvind

Right... but nothing out of box which we can use it without much 
configuration..

Lalit Rawat

Yup,

Depends on the services and monitoring level your customer 
wants

Renjit Arvind

Ok..

So I assume no-one in this group has implement... I just wanted 
to get a used case..

Lalit Rawat
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Renjit Arvind
So I assume no-one in this group has implement... I just want…

I did and @NAMM81 has done it

@NAMM81  can help us on this

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

You can use the scom to monitor and send the reports to oms

But you need to install the management pack on scom

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
U can try and test azure to azure s2s in your lab environment

Have tested it and it works great. No agent is needed.

Renjit Arvind
So I assume no-one in this group has implement... I just want…

We implemented OMS to complement SCOM. No Nagios

Renjit Arvind
Plus if I am using ASR (Azure to Azure model)? Do we need t…

No agent is required

Renjit Arvind

Regarding ASR... if we failover to a DR site.... How to we fail back 
to the Primary? Will it do automatically as soon as the primary 
comes up

That's really great... if that is the case... what are the common 10 
items which you are showcasing from Log analytics /per 
(tg://bot_command?command=per) tool from OMS with respect 
to your infra...(if you are Using the OMS full set)..

Niraj Kumar

Felipe
Once downloaded, not sure that the permission defined within…

Permission is only applied at access time when you try to 
download over internet. After downloaded it doesn't apply. It 
seems you have to do more study to understand Azure file 
storage. 

Renjit Arvind
Regarding ASR... if we failover to a DR site.... How to we fail

Both are possible. Fail over and failback

Renjit Arvind
That's really great... if that is the case... what are the commo

I don't do engineering or operation so can't tell you. Only worked 
on integration with SCOM

tg://bot_command?command=per
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Preyash Vrat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
AWS 2/2 check takes more than 3 min

In agreement with Mishraji.

Felipe

@nirajkum I may have to,security is pretty much non-existent.I 
am sure you know it all about Azure,I am just a novice myself 

Renjit Arvind

Niraj Kumar

Felipe
@nirajkum I may have to,security is pretty much non-existen…

Yes, until it's integrated with Azure AD. But then you can use 
Azure Right Protection service from EMS

Guys some of members requested dedicated Azure 
devlopment and coding group. I am not a developer or 
coder and looking for volunteer who has expertise in 
coding and can exemplarily lead the group. Please 
volunteer, as I can't provide the same guidance and 
oversight as I do here. Please join the group if you are 
dev or work on Azure coding.

https://t.me/joinchat/BQdXNkRzdsjE2m3bG3mUMQ (tg://join?
invite=BQdXNkRzdsjE2m3bG3mUMQ)

Lalit Rawat

I can help on development for some extend and joined the 
group

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
I can help on development for some extend and joined the g…

Great!!

Lalit Rawat

how to access VMs securily form on-premises and what are 
major criteria we need meet to achive this task.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

can you explain?

Lalit Rawat

I have an client requirement , Where he want to access the 
Azure VM security so how he can achive or What are way to 
protect the VM.

tg://join?invite=BQdXNkRzdsjE2m3bG3mUMQ
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-

center/security-center-disk-encryption)

BL
10:45:51 AM

10:48:56 AM

BL
10:50:36 AM

10:50:40 AM

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you can encript the VM

Lalit Rawat

basically how to protect/Secure the VMs in azure and  how to 
RDP securily over the internet or intranet?

k

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you can active on azure security center

the option encript the VM

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
the option encript the VM

which module ?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-
center-disk-encryption (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/security-center/security-center-disk-encryption)

Docs
Encrypt an Azure Virtual Machine
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-
center/security-center-disk-encryption)
This document helps you to encrypt an Azure Virtual Machine
after receiving an alert from Azure Security Center.

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
basically how to protect/Secure the VMs in azure and how to…

Use Bastion host published by RDS web

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

and you can use now the just in time

on the VM

Husain B.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-disk-encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-disk-encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-disk-encryption
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Renjit Arvind
Plus if I am using ASR (Azure to Azure model)? Do we need t…

Data Protection Mamager (DPM) is not enterprise level Backup 
solution. You should explore other backup products as well-  
Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM), Commvault, others....

Lalit Rawat

1: We can encrypt the VN 2: We can add the lock 3: Configure 
the PIM with JIT 4: Enable the logs with security center

Encrypt the disk and storage accounts

Enable the RDS WEB APP

aprt form that any other steps we need to take?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i think not

Lalit Rawat

k..

Renjit Arvind

Thank you.. checking the commvault

Myname Metallica

azure to Azure site recovery is still in preview

i wonder for how many more months

Lalit Rawat

Thanks  @nirajkum bhai @NAMM81 Just exploring things now 
for security prospects beacuse now most of the customer are 
more worries on Azure Security point of view.

Myname Metallica

evn the ASR replication calculator is only provided for Vmware 
environment s 
Where's the tool for replicating data from GCP or even for taht 
matter from AWS

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Myname Metallica
i wonder for how many more months

Why you don't work on azure stack?

Rukhsar Ahmad

Niraj Kumar
Guys some of members requested dedicated Azure devlopm…
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11:56:44 AM
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(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-
azure-vm/)

12:16:18 PM

1:09:07 PM

1:10:00 PM

1:10:39 PM

I can help also in Azure Development

Niraj Kumar

Myname Metallica
azure to Azure site recovery is still in preview

Nopes! It's GA

Myname Metallica

if it was GA'ed then why do we not see it under Azure Price 
calculator tool ?

you are only showing from On Premise to Azure and viceversa

Lalit Rawat

learn and Share: step-by-step-Azure VM troubleshotings  
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-
azure-vm/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-
azure-vm/)

RCloud
Troubleshooting Azure Vm
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-
azure-vm/)
Troubleshoot Remote Desktop connections to an Azure virtual
machine Reset Remote Desktop configuration & Password .
Check Network Security Group rules...

Niraj Kumar

Myname Metallica
if it was GA'ed then why do we not see it under Azure Price calc

Sorry! I take my words back! Yes it's still not GA.

Rukhsar Ahmad
I can help also in Azure Development

Thank you! Lets have great discussion in the new forum on 
coding and I'll look upto you to provide help and support to 
community members.

Lalit Rawat

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-azure-vm/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-azure-vm/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-azure-vm/
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 (https://github.com/kloudezy)

2:00:45 PM

 (https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script)

2:01:13 PM

Enable the RDS WEB APP
Perfect! You summed it accurately!

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Perfect! You summed it accurately!

Thanks bhai

Myname Metallica

Thanks for confirming @nirajkum

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Why??

AWS is growing faster than Microsoft??

Someone please ping me the Azure Talk github url

Need to upload some files

Niraj Kumar

https://github.com/kloudezy (https://github.com/kloudezy)
GitHub
KloudEzy (Niraj
Kumar)

(https://github.com/kloudezy)
KloudEzy has 3 repositories available. Follow their code on
GitHub.

https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script 
(https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script)

GitHub

https://github.com/kloudezy
https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script
https://github.com/kloudezy
https://github.com/kloudezy
https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script
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KloudEzy/Script (https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script)
Script - Azure Powershell scripts.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Thanks

Niraj Kumar

YW!

Vivek Kumar Mishra

plz provide me upload access

id- cyrusvivek

Niraj Kumar

You have the permission accept the invite first

Vivek Kumar Mishra

ok

Amar Singh

Best Practices for Azure based applications and Workloads  

http://www.dotnetcurry.com/windows-azure/1379/azure-
applications-workloads-best-practices 
(http://www.dotnetcurry.com/windows-azure/1379/azure-
applications-workloads-best-practices)

Dotnetcurry
Best Practices for Azure based applications and
Workloads | DotNetCurry
(http://www.dotnetcurry.com/windows-
azure/1379/azure-applications-workloads-best-
practices)
This article covers some common scenarios for designing Azure
based applications and workloads where you can save costs by
following best practices.

Narasim Murthy joined group via invite link

Amar Singh

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fRKzcU__jY&feature=share 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4fRKzcU__jY&feature=share)

YouTube
Azure Cosmos DB with Scott Hanselman
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4fRKzcU__jY&feature=share)
Kirill Gavrylyuk stops by Azure Friday to talk Cosmos DB with
Scott Hanselman. Watch quick overview of the industry's first
globally distributed multi-model ...

https://github.com/KloudEzy/Script
http://www.dotnetcurry.com/windows-azure/1379/azure-applications-workloads-best-practices
http://www.dotnetcurry.com/windows-azure/1379/azure-applications-workloads-best-practices
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fRKzcU__jY&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fRKzcU__jY&feature=share
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Cosmos DB future of document DB

Niraj sir can you also give me access. my id is amar.singh4

Prity Agnihotri joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

i uploaded file some1 plz confirm able to see or not?

Siva Reddy joined group via invite link

Siva Reddy

Hi All

Can someone's help me on below

Need to create a windows vm and add three network interface 
cards and should get public and private IP address for all the nics

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
i uploaded file some1 plz confirm able to see or not?

able to see

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
able to see

Thanks

Lalit Rawat

in one availability set how many Vms can be add?

Niraj Kumar

Amar Singh
Niraj sir can you also give me access. my id is amar.singh4

I don't find a GitHub account. Please share correct one

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Siva Reddy
Need to create a windows vm and add three network interfac…

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4fRKzcU__jY&feature=share) 14:57

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fRKzcU__jY&feature=share
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/multiple-nics)

3:46:37 PM

3:47:00 PM

3:47:01 PM

3:47:35 PM

3:47:48 PM

Yup

You can

Make sure choose correct type of vm

Which support 3 nic

Siva Reddy

Vivek Kumar Mishra
You can

Can I get the steps or article which refers to it

I am unable to create vm with 3 nics from new azure portal using 
power shell

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/multiple-nics (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/multiple-nics)

Docs
Create and manage Windows VMs in Azure that use
multiple NICs (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/multiple-nics)
Learn how to create and manage a Windows VM that has
multiple NICs attached to it by using Azure PowerShell or
Resource Manager templates.

Siva Reddy
I am unable to create vm with 3 nics from new azure portal u…

Yes using powershell

Siva Reddy

Vivek Kumar Mishra
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/win…

Will try this

Amritendra joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

That is same

Siva Reddy

Vivek Kumar Mishra
That is same

Ok ty

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/multiple-nics
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/multiple-nics
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/multiple-nics
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-

directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial)

9:25:23 PM

9:27:24 PM

RK
9:36:38 PM

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Powershell script same

Siva Reddy
I am unable to create vm with 3 nics from new azure portal u…

Error message??

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

The most important thing is to see if the vm support that nics

Mimi Wewe joined group via invite link

Sree Harsha MS

Any thoughts of possibility..customer question..honestly, didn't 
follow much...

I’m in the process of installing one of our application on AWS and 
would like to leverage ADFS in the Cloud for AD authentication. 
With our O365 tenant in Azure Cloud how do I go about 
extending SSO to my AWS users?

Appreciate guidance..

Niraj Kumar

You can configure your application to make use of Azure AD as 
IDP.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-
directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial)

Docs
Tutorial: Azure Active Directory integration with
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-
directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-
tutorial)
Learn how to configure single sign-on between Azure Active
Directory and Amazon Web Services (AWS).

Any application which uses SAML authentication can be 
configured to make use of Azure AD IDP.

Raj KN

What is the difference between site to site and vnet to vnet?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-saas-amazon-web-service-tutorial
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Mohammed Taqi

Microsoft own chat it looks better than telegram can we move to 
Kaizala?

Siva Reddy

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Error message??

Finally configured vm with multiple nic"s

Ramanujam Raghunathan TX03 joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Mohammed Taqi
Photo

The problem is that we can't access it from desktop or web 
browser

I was seriously considering Microsoft Team but not Kaizala

Prasad Dhage joined group via invite link

Mohammed Taqi

Fair point

Niraj Kumar

Mohammed Taqi
Fair point

Sorry! But we want something which can be accessed over 
laptop as well. We type very heavily in this forum and it won't be 
possible typing from mobile.

https://blog.nicholasrogoff.com/2017/01/12/azure-app-service-
force-redirect-from-http-to-https-the-easy-way/ 
(https://blog.nicholasrogoff.com/2017/01/12/azure-app-service-
force-redirect-from-http-to-https-the-easy-way/)

https://blog.nicholasrogoff.com/2017/01/12/azure-app-service-force-redirect-from-http-to-https-the-easy-way/
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Very good article on how to configure HTTP redirect to 
HTTPS. I implemented it for http://www.kloudezy.com 
(http://www.kloudezy.com)

Shadab Hasan

Any one from Happiest Minds Bangalore, also in interview panel 
on this Saturday 

Niraj Kumar

Shadab Hasan
Any one from Happiest Minds Bangalore, also in interview pa…

Why! Looking for any favor? 

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Siva Reddy
Finally configured vm with multiple nic"s

Gr8

Shadab Hasan

Niraj Kumar
Why! Looking for any favor? 

Yes 

Friday, July 28, 2017

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Getting this error while login in Azure

Using Outlook account

while done some googling come to know "This is an AD 
restriction, you cannot login non-intereractively to Azure using a 
Microsoft Live account"

have anyone also facing this issue?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

First you need to login on azure account

Shetty Nilesh

AFAIK You cannot use the -Credential parameter with live id 
credentials.

https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
https://web.telegram.org/
http://www.kloudezy.com/
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especially in non-interactive mode

Vivek Kumar Mishra

why??

i am trying to do some automation but for this i am stuck 

any other workaround

Shetty Nilesh

its by design...

u should ask why to the product group...or put that in the azure 
wish list...

https://github.com/Azure/azure-powershell/pull/3255 
(https://github.com/Azure/azure-powershell/pull/3255)

GitHub
Improve error message when using MSA with -
Credential parameter by cormacpayne ·...
(https://github.com/Azure/azure-
powershell/pull/3255)
Description 

Fix for issue #3121 
Previously, when a user tried to login with a Microsoft Account
and the -Credential parameter, the following error wo...

guess someone already beat u to it...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Gururaj Mylavarapu

Niraj Kumar
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/activ…

Good one

Rahul joined group via invite link

Preyash Vrat

Hi All,  
Azure Development Group has been created for giving an 

https://github.com/Azure/azure-powershell/pull/3255
https://github.com/Azure/azure-powershell/pull/3255
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opportunity for every one to learn and share your knowledge with 
Azure Development. If you are finding that, this group is going to 
add any value to you then click  below Whatsapp link to join

https://chat.whatsapp.com/4s7GLHIWmxv0uHrQI6ZVSW 
(https://chat.whatsapp.com/4s7GLHIWmxv0uHrQI6ZVSW) 
Please forward this above link to any one who is interested to 
join. 
Thanks, 
Preyash Vrat 
+919886990725

WhatsApp.com
Azure Development Group
(https://chat.whatsapp.com/4s7GLHIWmxv0uHrQI6ZVSW)
WhatsApp Group Invite

Saji John joined group via invite link

Jitendra Singh joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
while done some googling come to know "This is an AD restri…

It's correct

Narender joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
i am trying to do some automation but for this i am stuck 

Use Azure automation

Shetty Nilesh
its by design...

Correct

Preyash Vrat
Hi All, Azure Development Group has been created for giving an

Guru! Use Telegram or you will hit same user limit of 256. I 
created one for you in Telegram own it.

Sree Harsha MS

Niraj Kumar
Any application which uses SAML authentication can be config…

https://chat.whatsapp.com/4s7GLHIWmxv0uHrQI6ZVSW
https://chat.whatsapp.com/4s7GLHIWmxv0uHrQI6ZVSW
https://chat.whatsapp.com/4s7GLHIWmxv0uHrQI6ZVSW
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Thx Niraj

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
AFAIK You cannot use the -Credential parameter with li…

Nilesh, can I use non live id like abc@kloudezy.com 
(mailto:abc@kloudezy.com)? Or I need an enterprise 
account?

Shetty Nilesh

yes u can...this issue is for live ids

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Nilesh, can I use non live id like abc@kloudezy.com? Or I nee…

Only for MS lds like outlook live or hotmail

I have created user in AD and using that account it's working

Laxman Gurav joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
I have created user in AD and using that account it's working

Great!! Onmicrosoft id?

Shetty Nilesh

yes as far as i know...

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
yes u can...this issue is for live ids

Could we use publisher file instead of credentials?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Great!! Onmicrosoft id?

Yes

Niraj Kumar
Could we use publisher file instead of credentials?

It for ASM account for ARM you can ise json file but it's expired 
after 6-7 dayside

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
It for ASM account for ARM you can ise json file but it's …

mailto:abc@kloudezy.com
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Great point!! Mishraji your Azure knowledge is super!! 

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Great point!! Mishraji your Azure knowledge is super!! 

Kaha Sir ji hum to garib h abhi bas sikh rahe hai

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Kaha Sir ji hum to garib h abhi bas sikh rahe hai

English! We have global audience!! 

Ashok Yadav joined group via invite link

Vinay Pawar joined group via invite link

Pramod Gaikwad joined group via invite link

Sree Harsha MS

Niraj Kumar
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/activ…

Does it require Azure AD free one that comes along eith Office 
365 or need to purchase Premium

Niraj Kumar

Sree Harsha MS
Does it require Azure AD free one that comes along eith Offic…

Will work with free

Sree Harsha MS

Thnx Niraj

Niraj Kumar

Any body used certificate based authentication for connecting 
from WebApp to Azure sql or Key vault??

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i create key vault to save the certificate

Lalit Rawat

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-use-
from-web-application (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application)

Docs
Use Azure Key Vault from a Web Application
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-
vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-

vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application)
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Use this tutorial to help you learn how to use Azure Key Vault
from a web application.

Niraj Kumar
Any body used certificate based authentication for connectin…

niraj bhai.. it will help

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Niraj but you are using Paas or Iaas?

i'm using Iaas

Steve joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Paas Webapp to Paas Azure SQL or AKV

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

about that i dont know, sorry

Niraj Kumar

I see it's possible for Azure Key Vault but not sure for Azure SQL. 
I need to do a POC for it.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-use-
from-web-application#authenticate-with-a-certificate-instead-of-
a-client-secret (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-
vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application#authenticate-with-a-
certificate-instead-of-a-client-secret)

Docs
Use Azure Key Vault from a Web Application
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-
vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application)
Use this tutorial to help you learn how to use Azure Key Vault
from a web application.

Vijay

Hi, 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application#authenticate-with-a-certificate-instead-of-a-client-secret
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-use-from-web-application


Greetings from Gavs Technologies...( http://www.gavstech.com/ 
(http://www.gavstech.com/)) 

We have Opening for (Onsite) Infrastructure Project Lead (ITIL, 
Prince 2, Vmware, Exchange) - (12 -20 Yrs) in Oman 

Skill : Infrastructure Project Lead (ITIL, Prince 2, Vmware, 
Exchange) 

Exp : 12+ Yrs 

Location : Oman 

Notice period : Specify your Notice Period 

Offer CTC : OMR/Month (Based on Experience) 

If you are interested in this opening please send your updated 
profile with below details... 

Tot Exp : 

Relevant Exp : 

Current CTC : 

Expected CTC : OMR/Month (Based on Experience) 

Notice period : Specify your Notice Period 

Current Location 

Detailed JD: 

BE/BTech/Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering discipline 
or equivalent 

Minimum 12 years of experience in the IT Operation field (3-5 
years experience in a similar role) & 6 years experience as a 
function lead with proven track record. 

IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL Practitioner v3) and 
implementation experience; 

Communication, mentoring and leadership skills; 

Proven negotiation and organization skills; 

Excellent presentation skills; 

Project management skills and PRINCE2 practitioner certification 

http://www.gavstech.com/


will be advantage. 

A demonstrated focus on customer service excellence; 

Experience developing and documenting desktop engineering 
and support processes and procedures; 

Strong analytical and problem solving skills; 

Strong organizational and planning skills; 

Team player with excellent interpersonal skills; 

Strong communication skills both written and verbal and 
excellent presentation skills. 

Proven track record of Team lead experience; 

Required Certifications: IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL 
Foundations v3); 

Required Secondary Skills: 

o Relevant Certifications: IT Intermediate v3  Service Transition, 
Control and Validation, Service Operation, Operational Support 
and Analysis, Microsoft Certified Solutions Expert (MCSE Desktop 
Infrastructure, MCSE Messaging), Vmware Certified Professional 
(VCP), MCITP: Windows 7 Enterprise Desktop Support 
Technician, MCITP: Windows 7 Enterprise Desktop Administrator 
(MCITP). 

Warm Regards, 

Balaagee.R 

GAVS Technologies 

www.gavstech.com (http://www.gavstech.com)
Gavstech
Global IT Consulting - IT Services and Solutions |
GAVS Technologies (http://www.gavstech.com/)
GAVS enables digital transformation through infrastructure
solutions aligned with strategic technology trends in IT
Operation Analytics, Automation, cloud & DevOps

Deepak Sharma joined group via invite link

Jagdish Mishra joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

http://www.gavstech.com/
http://www.gavstech.com/


edited 2:03:18 PM

(https://gooroo.io/GoorooTHINK/Article/16420/Lets-Encrypt-
Azure-Web-Apps-the-Free-and-Easy-Way/21872)

2:06:18 PM

2:06:24 PM

2:06:37 PM

2:06:52 PM

2:07:21 PM

2:08:05 PM

2:08:58 PM

2:11:36 PM

Anybody used LetsEcnrypt to get free SAN(Subject 
Alternate Name) SSL certificate using manual DNS 
method?

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Anybody used LetsEcnrypt to get free SAN(Subject Alternate …

https://gooroo.io/GoorooTHINK/Article/16420/Lets-Encrypt-Azure-
Web-Apps-the-Free-and-Easy-Way/21872#.WXt8HojyuUk 
(https://gooroo.io/GoorooTHINK/Article/16420/Lets-Encrypt-
Azure-Web-Apps-the-Free-and-Easy-Way/21872#.WXt8HojyuUk)

Gooroo
"Let's Encrypt" Azure Web Apps the Free and Easy Way
| Gooroo
(https://gooroo.io/GoorooTHINK/Article/16420/Lets-
Encrypt-Azure-Web-Apps-the-Free-and-Easy-
Way/21872)
The process of acquiring TLS/SSL certificates has never been
one that I'd call smooth. Its certainly gotten easier and cheaper
over the years - I reme...

will help you

Niraj Kumar

Read it! It is using HTTP method and not DNS method

Lalit Rawat

ok

Niraj Kumar

I want to use DNS method because at time you may not have 
administrative permission over web servers

I scripted to receive Certificate for domain but not with host 
name. For host name I"m unable to use DNS method.

Like I need to request SAN with koudezy.com 
(http://koudezy.com), www.kloudezy.com 
(http://www.kloudezy.com), blog.kloudezy.com 
(http://blog.kloudezy.com) biz.kloudezy.com 
(http://biz.kloudezy.com)

Shetty Nilesh

https://gooroo.io/GoorooTHINK/Article/16420/Lets-Encrypt-Azure-Web-Apps-the-Free-and-Easy-Way/21872
https://gooroo.io/GoorooTHINK/Article/16420/Lets-Encrypt-Azure-Web-Apps-the-Free-and-Easy-Way/21872#.WXt8HojyuUk
https://gooroo.io/GoorooTHINK/Article/16420/Lets-Encrypt-Azure-Web-Apps-the-Free-and-Easy-Way/21872
http://koudezy.com/
http://www.kloudezy.com/
http://blog.kloudezy.com/
http://biz.kloudezy.com/


2:11:46 PM

2:12:09 PM

2:13:01 PM

2:14:02 PM

2:14:09 PM

2:14:56 PM

2:15:07 PM

2:15:09 PM

2:15:54 PM

Has anyone seen this kind of errors when replicating a vm using 
ASR?

this is for disk0 which means c: drive...rest all drives in the said 
server is protected just fine

one thing i see is the c: drive is running low on disk space about 8 
GB free out of 75+ GB...but cant find any other issues...

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
this is for disk0 which means c: drive...rest all drives in the

it can be issue with the bandwith because error is clearly says it  
execeeding the threshold for dsik 0

Shetty Nilesh

u mean network bandwidth?

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
one thing i see is the c: drive is running low on disk space abo

got the point nilesh bhai. that might be the region beacuse while 
proctating it took the space

yes

Shetty Nilesh



2:16:10 PM

2:16:11 PM

2:16:25 PM

2:16:38 PM

2:17:28 PM

2:18:53 PM

2:19:03 PM

2:19:13 PM

2:19:16 PM

2:19:49 PM

2:21:00 PM

2:21:11 PM

2:21:36 PM

2:21:40 PM

2:22:43 PM

2:22:55 PM

that cannot be the case as all other servers in the region and 
even rest of the disks in the same server is protected

no network spike or choke observed

Lalit Rawat

k

than check the disk space issue on this server or process server

Shetty Nilesh

i even restarted process servers

yes thats what remains like i said tue disk space is low on the said 
server...but other than that any idea?

Lalit Rawat

even u can restart the mobility agent services of client system.

Shetty Nilesh

thats done already

no luck

strange thing is disks greater than the one mentioned on the 
same server are replicating fine

Lalit Rawat

can you free up the 20-25 gb disk in C drive and try ? it might 
help to fix the issue

Shetty Nilesh

that error is seen on process server the one i pasted 
above...GetCheckSum

yes thats the plan...but wanted to see if anyone has encountered 
same issue

as its weird

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
yes thats the plan...but wanted to see if anyone has encounte…

it came to me last time while doing this so tried those steps to fix 
, it got fixed, which you have alredy tried .

let google it if i can found something els.



2:23:06 PM

2:23:24 PM

2:24:28 PM

2:24:42 PM

2:24:50 PM

2:25:00 PM

2:25:34 PM

2:27:15 PM

2:27:56 PM

2:28:01 PM

2:28:14 PM

2:28:24 PM

2:28:49 PM

2:54:42 PM

Shetty Nilesh

hmmm

thanks lalit...lets see what resolves my issue

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
thanks lalit...lets see what resolves my issue

anyting nilesh bhai.. hope this issue would resolve.

it's vmware or hyper V server ?

Shetty Nilesh

its vmware

Lalit Rawat

k

Shetty Nilesh

i even updated the mobility agent on the server just to be sure

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
i even updated the mobility agent on the server just to be sure

good , but it seems to look like error with hardware and can u 
check the process server and master server has enough space 
and communicating properly

Shetty Nilesh

yeah...the only thing i see like i said is the low disk space on the 
client...

rest all is fine...

Lalit Rawat

k

Shetty Nilesh

lets see i will try rebooting the process server and then free up 
some space on client

Lalit Rawat

Shetty Nilesh
lets see i will try rebooting the process server and then free u

sure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shetty Nilesh
Photo

I am also working on same



2:54:44 PM

2:55:05 PM

2:55:41 PM

2:56:09 PM

2:56:43 PM

2:57:51 PM

2:58:28 PM

2:58:38 PM

2:58:53 PM

2:59:10 PM

2:59:16 PM

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
I am also working on same

very nice

Vivek Kumar Mishra

But replication going well

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
But replication going well

it will

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yes

This is quite funny

As per event its showing replication stopped

and recovery point updating as per policy define time

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
As per event its showing replication stopped

sometime it will not work



2:59:34 PM

3:00:09 PM

3:00:35 PM

3:00:50 PM

3:01:14 PM

3:02:03 PM

3:02:36 PM

3:02:43 PM

3:03:03 PM

3:03:31 PM

3:07:54 PM

3:08:24 PM

3:08:29 PM

3:09:07 PM

3:09:20 PM

so earler events logs will be there while error came

Vivek Kumar Mishra

this ASR sucks my saturday and sunday

Lalit Rawat
so earler events logs will be there while error came

during error event its working

Lalit Rawat

yup🤣🤣

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Recently update ASR agent and certificate

and form ASR agent 9.7 to 9.10 update done very easy but from 
9.8 its asking uninstall older version

working on this last 7-8 months till now no idea how its work

All i know work around for most of issue

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
All i know work around for most of issue

cool..

Vivek Kumar Mishra

with one of server facing issue App-consistent not updating

last 7 days

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
with one of server facing issue App-consistent not updating

did you check which application are not supporting

or applciation running on the server



3:09:32 PM

3:09:38 PM

3:10:18 PM

3:10:24 PM

3:10:32 PM

3:10:49 PM

3:10:58 PM

3:11:29 PM

3:11:35 PM

3:12:40 PM

3:14:12 PM

BL
3:40:12 PM

3:41:13 PM

3:41:59 PM

3:42:21 PM

3:42:29 PM

3:42:37 PM

Vivek Kumar Mishra

replication working fine

SQL server

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
SQL server

did sql server lincences are valid in azure environment?

sql serve version ?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

read/write operation running very high rates on source server

Dont know

may be its 12

Lalit Rawat

ok.. check it out sometime that could be the issue

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
did sql server lincences are valid in azure environment?

what is dis, plz explain

How come license make issue?

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
How come license make issue?

give me moments

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Why you don't work with Sql always on?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
Why you don't work with Sql always on?

It's standard license not enterprise

Can do always on configuration hybrid mode

One is on onprim and second one is on Azure

Maybe foolish question

But it's possible any way??

Lalit Rawat



3:46:14 PM

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/28/azure-
interview-q-a-part1/)

4:16:14 PM

4:16:59 PM

4:21:28 PM

4:21:40 PM

4:22:19 PM

4:22:33 PM

Start with learning, Azure Fundamentals , 

at Microsoft Partner Network,https://partner.microsoft.com/en-
US/azureskills (https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/azureskills) 

Its free online course with updated syllabus. Completion of course 
with clearing online assessment would earn you digital certificate. 

 
partner.microsoft.com
Azure Skills (https://partner.microsoft.com/en-
US/azureskills)
Let Microsoft Azure help accelerate your business with its cloud
expertise.

Lalit Rawat

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/28/azure-interview-q-
a-part1/ (https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/28/azure-
interview-q-a-part1/)

RCloud
Azure Interview Q & A-part1
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/28/azure-
interview-q-a-part1/)
 What is the advantage to move to cloud? Flexibility : We can
restructure of our Environment is needed and you can create
the an number of services ba...

Just first part of interview question i have prepared, Pleas do let 
me know if there are any improvement needed.

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Start with learning, Azure Fundamentals , at Microsoft Partner

Great resources! But I personally prefer Openedx.microsoft.com 
(http://Openedx.microsoft.com)

Or edx

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Great resources! But I personally prefer Openedx.microsoft.com

Even i will for deep drive of technology

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/28/azure-interview-q-a-part1/
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/azureskills
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/azureskills
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/28/azure-interview-q-a-part1/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/28/azure-interview-q-a-part1/
http://openedx.microsoft.com/


4:22:46 PM

4:22:53 PM

4:23:17 PM

4:23:53 PM

4:23:54 PM

4:24:39 PM

4:24:43 PM

4:25:04 PM

4:25:50 PM

4:27:02 PM

4:27:37 PM

4:28:12 PM

4:29:28 PM

Just first part of interview question i have prepared, Pleas do
Interview 

Niraj Kumar

LOL!!!

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Nailed it

Lalit Rawat
Even i will for deep drive of technology

Joke of Azure talk 🤣🤣🤣

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Interview 

yup.. it's first part.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Bhai apna DC kholega kya ab

You answered most of questions MPB of our group

Lalit Rawat

i thought to share my blog first here to our group will be 
benifited.

Vivek Kumar Mishra
You answered most of questions MPB of our group

that's true. which will help others.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Vivek Kumar Mishra
You answered most of questions MPB of our group

*MVP

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
*MVP

thaks bro..

i am worrying if the same question will be ask to me while 
interview🤣🤣🤣🤣

Vivek Kumar Mishra

@nirajkum Sir as you are group admin give MVP azure talk award 
every month to most active person

Lalit Rawat
i am worrying if the same question will be ask to me while inter



4:30:30 PM

4:34:33 PM

4:39:35 PM

4:40:06 PM

4:40:19 PM

4:40:21 PM

4:40:31 PM

4:40:35 PM

4:40:52 PM

4:41:04 PM

4:41:14 PM

Then reply follow my blog 

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Then reply follow my blog 

will try but it's not a good practice.

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
@nirajkum Sir as you are group admin give MVP azure talk a…

Good Idea!!

Shakti Ranjan

Vivek Kumar Mishra
One is on onprim and second one is on Azure

Yes you can replicate replica to Azure from on-prem.

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
Yes you can replicate replica to Azure from on-prem.

shakti aftet a long time.

Shakti Ranjan

Too busy these days

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Yes you can replicate replica to Azure from on-prem.

It's about active active replication

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
Too busy these days

ohh ok.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shakti Ranjan
Too busy these days

Another joke

Shakti Ranjan

Yes but your SQL should be 2014 or above

Lalit Rawat

i need @mishra ji and Shakti  join the tomorrow session.

Shakti Ranjan

Yes for sure



4:41:23 PM

4:42:06 PM

4:42:36 PM

4:43:05 PM

4:43:12 PM

4:43:54 PM

4:44:39 PM

4:51:21 PM

4:51:28 PM

4:52:20 PM

4:53:14 PM

Lalit Rawat

thanks.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
i need @mishra ji and Shakti join the tomorrow session.

Really sorry please confirm time so that make alarm

Lalit Rawat

it's 5:30 PM IST

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
it's 5:30 PM IST

Gr8

And session about

Lalit Rawat

Niraj will be updating soon.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ok

Niraj Kumar

I forwarded the invite!!

Shakti Ranjan

Yes got Agenda.

Niraj Kumar

If anybody hasn't received the invite, please use the link to join 
the call. And subsequently register at https://www.kloudezy.com 
(https://www.kloudezy.com)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://www.kloudezy.com/


4:54:37 PM

4:54:54 PM

4:56:06 PM

Alarm done 

Niraj Kumar

Dear Subscribers, 

Thank you for showing interest in “AzureTalk-Learning Azure The 
Ezy Way”!  It’s an absolutely free 1-hour weekly recurring session  
to learn Azure! Following is agenda for this week.  

•  Time & Date: July 29th, Saturday 8:00 AM EST, 
Saturday 5:30 PM IST 
•  Place: Online Skype meeting. 
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539 
(https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539)  
•  Guest Speaker: Lalit Rawat
•  Agenda: Azure Networking- Azure DNS, Traffic Manager, 
Application Gateway, Load balancer. 

What is AzureTalk? 
•  Weekly recurring 1 hour session to cover wide array of topics 
on Microsoft Azure.  
•  Session has 3 parts
o  1st part I’ll walk you through “Azure Concept Of The Week” by 
utilizing deck. 
o  2nd part we do a live demo and implement what we discussed 
earlier. 
o  3rd part Q & A session. 
•  These are live sessions and you will get an opportunity to ask 
questions. Make full use of time!  
•  Recorded sessions are published onto our AzureTalk Youtube 
channel.  
•  You could also join our Azure Talk Telegram Group for even 
better experience! Ask questions and get answers from the 
experts. 
•  You can refer all past Azure Talk here.   
Thanks, 
AzureTalk Team! 

................................................................................................

.........................................

Niraj Kumar pinned «Dear Subscribers, Th…»

Rukhsar Ahmad

Yes recived.

Niraj Kumar

Thank to Lalit for accepting my invite to be Guest speaker! Look 
forward to your session tomorrow!! I send the updated agenda 
before 1 hour start of the session!

https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539


4:57:26 PM

4:59:00 PM

4:59:59 PM

5:06:39 PM

5:25:09 PM

5:25:38 PM

5:25:55 PM

LG
5:26:55 PM

5:27:27 PM

5:28:01 PM

LG
5:29:14 PM

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Thank to Lalit for accepting my invite to be Guest speaker! Look

Thank your Niraj for providing me the opportuniti to speak in  
azuretalk session.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Thank your Niraj for providing me the opportuniti to speak in a

Shakti Ranjan

Lalit Rawat
Thank your Niraj for providing me the opportuniti to speak in a

You deserved for it.

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
You deserved for it.

thanks shakti

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
thanks shakti

Seriously you are

If I joined get ready for some stupid question

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
If I joined get ready for some stupid question

always

Laxman Gurav

how can i delete unwanted messages in telegram, i am new to 
telegram

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Laxman Gurav
how can i delete unwanted messages in telegram, i am new t…

Me too but I don't want

Don't know when get the answer of unwanted question

Laxman Gurav

Do we have option to backup messages

Naveen Kollipara joined group via invite link



5:29:43 PM

5:29:52 PM

5:30:17 PM

5:32:40 PM

5:35:35 PM

5:36:37 PM

5:38:51 PM

5:38:59 PM

5:39:19 PM

5:40:02 PM

5:41:49 PM

5:43:04 PM

5:45:41 PM

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yupp

Welcome Naveen

One of best person in my life

Naveen Kollipara

Hi vivek, thanks for the invite

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Naveen Kollipara
Hi vivek, thanks for the invite

Awesome place for Azure

Lalit Rawat

Naveen Kollipara
Hi vivek, thanks for the invite

Welcome Naveen to azureTalk group

Niraj Kumar

Naveen Kollipara
Hi vivek, thanks for the invite

Welcome to the group!!

Shakti Ranjan

Welcome Naveen - Naveen is our ex manager. And more over a 
good person from heart. Me and Misha ji working on Azure just 
because of him. He have extreme knowledge of Cloud.

Naveen Kollipara

Thanks Lalit. Looks like all of you are having fun discussing azure. 
Hope i can learn more from the group.

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
Welcome Naveen - Naveen is our ex manager. And more over…

Thanks for introducing , shakthi .

Naveen Kollipara
Thanks Lalit. Looks like all of you are having fun discussing az

Naveen , I am thinking to learn from you ,I hope your experience 
and guidence  will help us all to understand the things quite in 
easy wsy

Naveen Kollipara

Sure i will try wherever i can.

This is my first time using this app. Does it show all the history 
unlike whatsapp?



5:46:14 PM

5:51:38 PM

5:52:04 PM

5:54:08 PM

5:56:23 PM

6:12:17 PM

6:13:46 PM

6:14:09 PM
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6:16:53 PM

6:17:05 PM

6:17:46 PM

6:17:48 PM

Lalit Rawat

I think yes

Niraj Kumar

Naveen Kollipara
This is my first time using this app. Does it show all the histo

Yes, you can see everything

I also upload the archive every month on to 
Https://www.kloudezy.com (Https://www.kloudezy.com)

Naveen Kollipara

Niraj Kumar
Yes, you can see everything

Shakti Ranjan

Naveen- please go through pinned massage. Niraj conducting 
weekly session for us.

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
Naveen- please go through pinned massage. Niraj conducting …

Shakti! You can forward him the meeting invite and also you can 
refer the Past Azure Talk sessions here. 
https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/niraj-kumar-14b1762b 
(https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/niraj-kumar-14b1762b)

Shakti Ranjan

Yes..I will do.

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
Yes..I will do.

Thanks!!

Vikash Gaurav joined group via invite link

Vikash Gaurav

Hi everyone

If anyone looking for job job

Kindly share it CV at vikashgaurav2225@gmail.com 
(mailto:vikashgaurav2225@gmail.com)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Seriously 🤣🤣🤣

Vikash Gaurav

https://www.kloudezy.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/today/author/niraj-kumar-14b1762b
mailto:vikashgaurav2225@gmail.com
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Azure knowledge should be good

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Please share on Naukri

Vikash Gaurav

We are hiring for L1 and L 3

It would be referral

Vivek Kumar Mishra

We always have friends like Vikas

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
We always have friends like Vikas

yup

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Sir

Ready for backup

I have questions related to police

Lalit Rawat

syre

sure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Seems like Lalit is much ready

Lalit Rawat

yup..

Shakti Ranjan

No Problem Mishra Ji ...Vikash wanted grand entry in group so he 
did .

Vikash Gaurav

I want everyone should have Thier desired job

In Azure specially

Coz we r families

Lalit Rawat
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(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/intunesupport/2017/07/27/known-
issue-device-os-counts-in-the-intune-on-azure-console/)

4:33:04 AM

Now azuretalk family

Anas Benmoussa joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Hey Guys!! If any last minute addition to Azure Talk Session, 
Please register on https://www.kloudezy.com 
(https://www.kloudezy.com)

Niraj Kumar invited Yogi

Yogi

Thanks Neeraj 🏻

Saturday, July 29, 2017

Niraj Kumar

Yogi
Thanks Neeraj 🏻

Yw! Yogi!

Myname Metallica

Done registered @nirajkum 

Kuntal Mukherjee joined group via invite link

Kuntal Mukherjee

Joined thanks Chandan

Kumar joined group via invite link

Pradeep Kumar B. joined group via invite link

Shetty Nilesh

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/intunesupport/2017/07/27/kn
own-issue-device-os-counts-in-the-intune-on-azure-console/ 
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/intunesupport/2017/07/27/k
nown-issue-device-os-counts-in-the-intune-on-azure-console/)

Microsoft Intune Support Team Blog
Known Issue: Device OS Counts in the Intune on Azure
Console
(https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/intunesupport/2017/07/27/known-
issue-device-os-counts-in-the-intune-on-azure-
console/)

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/intunesupport/2017/07/27/known-issue-device-os-counts-in-the-intune-on-azure-console/
https://www.kloudezy.com/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/intunesupport/2017/07/27/known-issue-device-os-counts-in-the-intune-on-azure-console/
https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/intunesupport/2017/07/27/known-issue-device-os-counts-in-the-intune-on-azure-console/


 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/microsoft-azure-leads-the-industry-in-iso-
certifications/)

5:00:37 AM

5:01:20 AM

5:01:45 AM

By Murali Krishna Hosabettu Kamalesha | Sr. PM We’ve heard a
few questions regarding the Enrollment versus Device OS
Distribution. First off – it’s no...

Niraj Kumar

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-leads-
the-industry-in-iso-certifications/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/microsoft-azure-leads-the-industry-in-iso-certifications/)

Microsoft
Microsoft Azure leads the industry in ISO certifications
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-
azure-leads-the-industry-in-iso-certifications/)
We are happy to announce that Microsoft Azure recently
completed a new set of independent third-party ISO and Cloud
Security Alliance (CSA) audits to...

Myname Metallica
Done registered @nirajkum 

I will forward the meeting invite

Niraj Kumar

Niraj Kumar Fri

Dear Subscribers, 

Thank you for showing interest in “AzureTalk-Learning 
Azure The Ezy Way”!  It’s an absolutely free 1-hour 
weekly recurring session  to learn Azure! Following is 
agenda for this week.  

•  Time & Date: July 29th, Saturday 8:00 AM EST, 
Saturday 5:30 PM IST 
•  Place: Online Skype meeting. 
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB53
9 
(https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB5
39)  
•  Guest Speaker: Lalit Rawat
•  Agenda: Azure Networking- Azure DNS, Traffic 
Manager, Application Gateway, Load balancer. 

What is AzureTalk? 
•  Weekly recurring 1 hour session to cover wide array of 
topics on Microsoft Azure.  
•  Session has 3 parts
o  1st part I’ll walk you through “Azure Concept Of The 
Week” by utilizing deck. 
o  2nd part we do a live demo and implement what we 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-leads-the-industry-in-iso-certifications/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-leads-the-industry-in-iso-certifications/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/microsoft-azure-leads-the-industry-in-iso-certifications/
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539
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 (http://adatum.no/operationsmanager/scom-and-

oms-the-agents)

5:29:37 AM

discussed earlier. 
o  3rd part Q & A session. 
•  These are live sessions and you will get an 
opportunity to ask questions. Make full use of time!  
•  Recorded sessions are published onto our AzureTalk 
Youtube channel.  
•  You could also join our Azure Talk Telegram Group for 
even better experience! Ask questions and get answers 
from the experts. 
•  You can refer all past Azure Talk here.   
Thanks, 
AzureTalk Team! 

...................................................................................

......................................................

Vikash Gaurav

I am having an issue with windows 2012 VM. When I install the 
OMS agent it stopped communicating with existing scom

I checked management server name is correct

Any idea

Niraj Kumar

Vikash Gaurav
I am having an issue with windows 2012 VM. When I install t…

So you have SCOM and MMA agent both installed?

Vikash Gaurav

Yes

It should report both

Scom and oms

Niraj Kumar

http://adatum.no/operationsmanager/scom-and-oms-the-agents 
(http://adatum.no/operationsmanager/scom-and-oms-the-agents)

adatum
SCOM and OMS: The agents | adatum
(http://adatum.no/operationsmanager/scom-and-
oms-the-agents)
In the world of SCOM and OMS we have multiple that agents in
some way overlapping each other. In this post i try to look in to
the agent differences.

http://adatum.no/operationsmanager/scom-and-oms-the-agents
http://adatum.no/operationsmanager/scom-and-oms-the-agents
http://adatum.no/operationsmanager/scom-and-oms-the-agents
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-

analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents)

5:38:25 AM

5:38:49 AM

5:39:53 AM

This might help

Vikash Gaurav
It should report both

The MMA agent deleted your SCOM agent.

Vikash Gaurav

I know

But scom management point is there

I pushed this MMA from portal, do I have to install manual

Niraj Kumar

Yes you do. You will download, install the agent, register it to 
OMS workspace.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-
analytics-windows-agents (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents)

Docs
Connect Windows computers to Azure Log Analytics
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-
analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents)
This article shows the steps to connect the Windows computers
in your on-premises infrastructure to the Log Analytics service
by using a customized ve...

Connecting your Windows computers to OMS is straightforward 
using three simple steps:+ 

Download the agent setup file from the OMS portal 

Install the agent using the method you choose 

Configure the agent or add additional workspaces, if necessary

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-windows-agents
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Naveen Kollipara

You can have only one agent and the OMS agent has the builtin 
capability of reporting to both OMS and SCOM

Niraj Kumar

Naveen Kollipara
You can have only one agent and the OMS agent has the built…

Naveen Kollipara

And if you push the agent from azure portal it automatically 
configures the workspace

Niraj Kumar

In case your SCOM is integrated with OMS

Naveen Kollipara

Then scom will take care of pushing the data to oms

Vikash Gaurav

Naveen Kollipara
You can have only one agent and the OMS agent has the built…

But it stopped communicating with SCOM

Niraj Kumar

Naveen Kollipara
You can have only one agent and the OMS agent has th…

Can you configure it to report to both simultaneously? I 
have my own doubts!

Naveen Kollipara

Are you using certificate based auth? If yes maybe you need to 
reinitiate or configure it

Vikash Gaurav

Naveen Kollipara
Are you using certificate based auth? If yes maybe you need t…

Yes
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I tried already, but no luck

Naveen Kollipara

What does the event log indicate?

Vikash Gaurav

Unable to communicate with management server

I can telnet

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

That is because you only choose to communicate to scom or oms

Lalit Rawat

Vikash Gaurav
Unable to communicate with management server

Port might be blocked

Vikash Gaurav

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
That is because you only choose to communicate to scom or …

How to check this

But I can see both connection at  agent property

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Go to machine, control panel and see monitor agent

You open and see the configuration that you have

Vikash Gaurav

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
You open and see the configuration that you have

Scom and OMS both are added

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Try uninstall the both the machine and install the agent oms and 
test if communicate to oms

Vikash Gaurav

I'll try to uninstall agent and try again

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Try so use one agent
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Dhruvin Shah

https://youtu.be/NQ9_2RPiwOM 
(https://youtu.be/NQ9_2RPiwOM)

YouTube
Overview of User Profiles Dashboard in SharePoint
Online and Office365
(https://youtu.be/NQ9_2RPiwOM)
In this video you can learn How one can check User Profiles for
all users? This video is mostly for the beginner who don’t have
any idea how we can check or ...

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Vikash Gaurav
I'll try to uninstall agent and try again

Did work?

Lalit Rawat

Dear Subscribers, 

Thank you for showing interest in “AzureTalk-Learning Azure The 
Ezy Way”!  It’s an absolutely free 1-hour weekly recurring session  
to learn Azure! Following is agenda for this week.  

•  Time & Date: July 29th, Saturday 8:00 AM EST, Saturday 5:30 
PM IST 
•  Place: Online Skype meeting. 
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539 
(https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539)  
•  Guest Speaker: Lalit Rawat 
•  Agenda: Azure Networking- Azure DNS, Traffic Manager, 
Application Gateway, Load balancer. 

What is AzureTalk? 
•  Weekly recurring 1 hour session to cover wide array of topics 
on Microsoft Azure.  
•  Session has 3 parts
o  1st part I’ll walk you through “Azure Concept Of The Week” by 
utilizing deck. 
o  2nd part we do a live demo and implement what we discussed 
earlier. 
o  3rd part Q & A session. 

(https://youtu.be/NQ9_2RPiwOM) 3:10

https://youtu.be/NQ9_2RPiwOM
https://youtu.be/NQ9_2RPiwOM
https://meet.lync.com/kloudezy.com/azuretalk/MKRBB539
https://youtu.be/NQ9_2RPiwOM
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•  These are live sessions and you will get an opportunity to ask 
questions. Make full use of time!  
•  Recorded sessions are published onto our AzureTalk Youtube 
channel.  
•  You could also join our Azure Talk Telegram Group for even 
better experience! Ask questions and get answers from the 
experts. 
•  You can refer all past Azure Talk here.   
Thanks, 
AzureTalk Team!

we will be starting the session in 30 Minitues .

Dhruvin Shah

Waiting  
Sure join

Thanks for reminder

Vikash Gaurav

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
Did work?

Waiting for clients confirmation

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Session is about to Start please join

Rahul Ambhore

unable to patch windows server 2012 r2-error below

any help/idea

this is Azure VM

Shetty Nilesh

its a generic error cannot say much what could have gone wrong 
but check disabling secure boot once

Rahul Ambhore

sure let me give a try

Shetty Nilesh

or try this https://stackoverflow.com/questions/44210130/azure-
classic-vm-how-to-fix-error-we-couldnt-complete-the-updates-
undoing-c (https://stackoverflow.com/questions/44210130/azure-

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/44210130/azure-classic-vm-how-to-fix-error-we-couldnt-complete-the-updates-undoing-c


(https://stackoverflow.com/questions/44210130/azure-classic-
vm-how-to-fix-error-we-couldnt-complete-the-updates-
undoing-c)

BL
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9:25:56 AM

9:26:53 AM

9:51:14 AM

9:52:10 AM

classic-vm-how-to-fix-error-we-couldnt-complete-the-updates-
undoing-c)

Stackoverflow
Azure Classic VM. How to fix Error: "We couldn't
complete the updates. Undoing c...
(https://stackoverflow.com/questions/44210130/azure-
classic-vm-how-to-fix-error-we-couldnt-complete-the-
updates-undoing-c)
An automated Windows update this morning left my Windows
Server 2012 R2 Classic Virtual Machine on Azure in a semi-
crashed state. The VM is a web serv...

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Make a restart of windows server update service

Rahul Ambhore

yup tried restarting server update and installer services

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

did work?

you can use this 
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/Reset-
Windows-Update-Agent-d824badc 
(https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/Reset-
Windows-Update-Agent-d824badc)

Microsoft
Script Reset Windows Update Agent
(https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/Reset-
Windows-Update-Agent-d824badc)
This Script allow reset the Windows Update Agent resolving
issues with Windows Update.

Rahul Ambhore

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
did work?

nope...still searching

Shakti Ranjan

Thank you Lalit and team..had great session.

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/44210130/azure-classic-vm-how-to-fix-error-we-couldnt-complete-the-updates-undoing-c
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/44210130/azure-classic-vm-how-to-fix-error-we-couldnt-complete-the-updates-undoing-c
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/44210130/azure-classic-vm-how-to-fix-error-we-couldnt-complete-the-updates-undoing-c
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/Reset-Windows-Update-Agent-d824badc
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/Reset-Windows-Update-Agent-d824badc
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(https://myignite.microsoft.com/sessions?

f=%5B%7B%22name%22:%22Azure%22,%22facetName%22:%22products%22%7D%5D)
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Rukhsar Ahmad

Much Appreciated!!!

Ayan Chatterjee joined group via invite link

Amit Charungoo

Rahul Ambhore
sure let me give a try

Can you try first stopping the Windows Update service inside the 
VM

Rahul then delete the c:\windows\softwaredistributionfolder

then start the windows update service and BITS service

try this command inside the VM "dism.exe /image 
(tg://bot_command?command=image):C:\ /cleanup 
(tg://bot_command?command=cleanup)-image 
/revertpendingactions (tg://bot_command?
command=revertpendingactions)"

Lalit Rawat

Shakti Ranjan
Thank you Lalit and team..had great session.

Thank you shakthi

Rukhsar Ahmad
Much Appreciated!!!

Thanks ruksar

Rahul Ambhore

Amit Charungoo
try this command inside the VM "dism.exe /image:C:\ /clean…

Thank you ...Let me give a try

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Use the script that I send the url

Myname Metallica

https://myignite.microsoft.com/sessions?f=
[{"name":"Azure","facetName":"products"}] 
(https://myignite.microsoft.com/sessions?
f=%5B%7B%22name%22:%22Azure%22,%22facetName%22:
%22products%22%7D%5D)

myignite.microsoft.com

https://myignite.microsoft.com/sessions?f=%5B%7B%22name%22:%22Azure%22,%22facetName%22:%22products%22%7D%5D
tg://bot_command?command=image
tg://bot_command?command=cleanup
tg://bot_command?command=revertpendingactions
https://myignite.microsoft.com/sessions?f=%5B%7B%22name%22:%22Azure%22,%22facetName%22:%22products%22%7D%5D
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The best way to predict the future is to create it.
Register now and join me Sep 25-29 at #MSIgnite
(https://myignite.microsoft.com/sessions?
f=%5B%7B%22name%22:%22Azure%22,%22facetName%22:%22products%22%7D%5D)
Access deep technical training, discover new tools for
innovation, and connect with the tech community. Customize
your experience and advance your expertise.

Rukhsar Ahmad

https://buildazure.com/2017/03/23/introduction-to-the-azure-
portal/amp/ (https://buildazure.com/2017/03/23/introduction-to-
the-azure-portal/amp/)

Niraj Kumar

Shakti Ranjan
Thank you Lalit and team..had great session.

It was very productive and useful session! Good Job Lalit!!

Sunday, July 30, 2017

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
It was very productive and useful session! Good Job Lalit!!

Thanks Niraj Bhai..

Ajit invited Chandrasekhar Jena

Renjit Arvind

Anyone deployed SCCM Distribution point in Azure successfully..?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

I think at this moment is not possible but you can create a 
template image

Renjit Arvind

It is not a cloud DP (native MS offering as part of SCCM)..?? It is 
normal DP .

Niraj Kumar

Yes 3 components SCCM DP, SCOM Gateway, RH satellite proxy.

Renjit Arvind
It is not a cloud DP (native MS offering as part of SCCM)..?? It

Why don't use Azure patching service

Renjit Arvind

It doesn't have the control like SCCM

https://myignite.microsoft.com/sessions?f=%5B%7B%22name%22:%22Azure%22,%22facetName%22:%22products%22%7D%5D
https://buildazure.com/2017/03/23/introduction-to-the-azure-portal/amp/
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/plan-

design/hierarchy/use-a-cloud-based-distribution-point)

9:16:38 AM
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Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Renjit Arvind
It is not a cloud DP (native MS offering as part of SCCM)..?? It

The policy of MSFT about the SCCM is to workstation

if you want to personalize the image, you need to test on the on 
premises and send to the azure

Renjit Arvind

Still the debate is going on

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

that because the concept of private cloud dont use the SCCM

Renjit Arvind

It is not about the image ... Let me put it in this way...  if I 
wanted to deploy a DP as part of current SCCM infra... is it 
possible..?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

no

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
no

Really??

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/plan-
design/hierarchy/use-a-cloud-based-distribution-point 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/plan-
design/hierarchy/use-a-cloud-based-distribution-point)

Docs
Cloud-based distribution point
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/plan-
design/hierarchy/use-a-cloud-based-distribution-
point)
Learn about configurations and limitations for using a cloud-
based distribution point with System Center Configuration
Manager.

Renjit Arvind

Cloud basedDP s are tgere

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/plan-design/hierarchy/use-a-cloud-based-distribution-point
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/plan-design/hierarchy/use-a-cloud-based-distribution-point
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/plan-design/hierarchy/use-a-cloud-based-distribution-point
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Niraj Kumar

It's for patching and configuration  management

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

but you need some pre requirements

you need to have the CB on SCCM

Renjit Arvind

Yes..it is only patching

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

if you want to patching the servers, you dont the sccm

you can use the oms

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
Yes..it is only patching

Yes you can do it. We have implemented it at our current 
organization

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You
stop doing useful things if you don't learn
you can use the oms

Agree! You can use either SCCM or MOS configuration 
management

Renjit Arvind

Niraj... you did the cloud DP...of SCCM... correct... I stead of that

Can I use normal DP deployment?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

on OMS you have the option of Update Management that is to 
paching the server

Niraj Kumar

Renjit Arvind
Niraj... you did the cloud DP...of SCCM... correct... I stead of

Cloud! https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/sccm/core/servers/deploy/configure/install-cloud-based-
distribution-points-in-microsoft-azure 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/sccm/core/servers/deploy/configure/install-cloud-based-
distribution-points-in-microsoft-azure)

Docs
Install cloud-based distribution points

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/servers/deploy/configure/install-cloud-based-distribution-points-in-microsoft-azure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/servers/deploy/configure/install-cloud-based-distribution-points-in-microsoft-azure


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/sccm/core/servers/deploy/configure/install-cloud-based-
distribution-points-in-microsoft-azure)

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/azure/operations-management-suite/oms-solution-update-
management)
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9:29:33 AM

9:32:04 AM

9:32:07 AM

(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/sccm/core/servers/deploy/configure/install-cloud-
based-distribution-points-in-microsoft-azure)
Learn what you need to do to start using cloud-based
distribution points in Microsoft Azure.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
on OMS you have the option of Update Management that is to…

Yup https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-
management-suite/oms-solution-update-management 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-
management-suite/oms-solution-update-management)

Docs
Update Management solution in OMS
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-
management-suite/oms-solution-update-management)
This article is intended to help you understand how to use this
solution to manage updates for your Windows and Linux
computers.

I personally would recommend oms

The Update Management solution in OMS allows you to 
manage operating system security updates for your Windows and 
Linux computers deployed in Azure, on-premises environments, 
or other cloud providers. You can quickly assess the status of 
available updates on all agent computers and manage the process 
of installing required updates for servers.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the advantage of SCCM is to deploy packages and create a 
personalize image of workstation and servers

on the oms you have less cost that the could DP

why complicate if you can simplify the things

?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/servers/deploy/configure/install-cloud-based-distribution-points-in-microsoft-azure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-management-suite/oms-solution-update-management
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sccm/core/servers/deploy/configure/install-cloud-based-distribution-points-in-microsoft-azure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-management-suite/oms-solution-update-management
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-management-suite/oms-solution-update-management
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-

analytics/log-analytics-sccm)

BL
9:35:23 AM

9:37:22 AM

RA
9:38:27 AM

BL
9:41:02 AM

9:41:24 AM

RA
9:42:00 AM

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
on the oms you have less cost that the could DP

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the azure all the things that you have, you have cost and they are 
not cheap

Niraj Kumar

They may have existing SCCM infrastructure. Could you integrate 
OMS  and SCCM??

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-
analytics-sccm (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-
analytics/log-analytics-sccm)

Docs
Connect Configuration Manager to Log Analytics
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-
analytics/log-analytics-sccm)
This article shows the steps to connect Configuration Manager
to Log Analytics and start analyzing data.

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-anal…

Renjit look at this. You can integrate SCCM in to OMS

Renjit Arvind

I am checking this

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

why you dont create SCCM on the cloud and deploy the package 
on the cloud?

separate the SCCM on premises and SCCM cloud

Renjit Arvind

Scam won't support Task sequence etc

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-sccm
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-sccm
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analytics-sccm
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/what-is-

intune)
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In cloud...OSD is not supported

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

why you dont use intune?

Renjit Arvind

Req is ..server patching and package deployment... no other 
devices now...

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

that a look of intune on azure

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/what-is-intune 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/what-is-intune)

Docs
Introduction to Intune on the Azure portal
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/what-is-
intune)
Get the basics about Intune on the Azure portal, and how it
can help you manage your devices.

maybe that url help you that you need

Bill Wilder joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

We just concluded AzureTalk sessions on Networking! In 14 
sessions we covered Azure IAM and Azure Networking. 
What should I cover next? Thoughts, idea, comments??

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

OMS

SQL always on

Lalit Rawat

Azure subscription management

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
OMS

Nuno r u ready for oms session

We all want to have session in oms.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/what-is-intune
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/what-is-intune
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/what-is-intune
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(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuregov/2017/03/29/microsoft-
azure-iaas-architecture-best-practices-for-arm/)
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HR
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Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn

after the networking sessions, why we dont talk about he 
features of windows server 2016 and after that we go to 
IAAS

or talk about the best pratices of Iaas

Lalit Rawat

Even if we can talk about best practices that is good but would 
need at least 2-3 session I think

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

depends

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuregov/2017/03/29/microso
ft-azure-iaas-architecture-best-practices-for-arm/ 
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuregov/2017/03/29/micros
oft-azure-iaas-architecture-best-practices-for-arm/)

Azure Government Cloud
Microsoft Azure IaaS Architecture Best Practices for
ARM
(https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuregov/2017/03/29/microsoft-
azure-iaas-architecture-best-practices-for-arm/)
How to design and build an enterprise infrastructure in Azure
using the Azure Resource Manager portal Getting started in
Azure is easy to do, and you...

Harish Reddy

Niraj Kumar
We just concluded AzureTalk sessions on Networking! In 14 …

Azure automation

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

azure automation you need to start to talk about the OMS, 
because the automation belongs to automation

what about the configuration on the tenant

to create users on the tenant, create account automation on the 
tenant

Harish Reddy

Then will go with OMS

https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuregov/2017/03/29/microsoft-azure-iaas-architecture-best-practices-for-arm/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuregov/2017/03/29/microsoft-azure-iaas-architecture-best-practices-for-arm/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuregov/2017/03/29/microsoft-azure-iaas-architecture-best-practices-for-arm/
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Rahul Ambhore

Niraj Kumar
We just concluded AzureTalk sessions on Networking! In 14 …

PowerShell

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

powershell is a huge topic because belongs to all the information 
on azure

Rahul Ambhore
PowerShell

have you try to create a VM on powershell?

Harish Reddy

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
powershell is a huge topic because belongs to all the informa…

Correct

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i think we need to start the basic

Rahul Ambhore

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
have you try to create a VM on powershell?

Yup...We use PowerShell for VM provisning

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Rahul Ambhore
Yup...We use PowerShell for VM provisning

Waw🤘🤘🤘

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Rahul Ambhore
Yup...We use PowerShell for VM provisning

you need to know the commands of all configuration of VM, 
networking

did you use the template to create VM?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Without Powershell You cannot use 100% Azure

Rahul Ambhore

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Without Powershell You cannot use 100% Azure
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BL
10:39:55 AM

 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/ps-template)

10:40:37 AM

10:41:41 AM

10:46:21 AM

Agree

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

powershell have information that you with GUI you dont have 
access

Rahul Ambhore

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
did you use the template to create VM?

Nope.. Either PowerShell or service-now

Service-now orchestration

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Rahul Ambhore
Nope.. Either PowerShell or service-now

Niraj provide github location

For powershell scripting

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i use powershell template for create VM

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/ps-template (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/ps-template)

Docs
Create a Windows VM from a template in Azure
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/ps-template)
Use a Resource Manager template and PowerShell to easily
create a new Windows VM.

i follow that template and personalize for the configuration that i 
need

Rahul Ambhore
Nope.. Either PowerShell or service-now

you can use this https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/chef-automation 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/chef-automation)

Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/ps-template
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/ps-template
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/ps-template
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/chef-automation


 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/chef-automation)
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11:51:51 AM
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12:29:16 PM
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Azure virtual machine deployment with Chef
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/chef-automation)
Learn how to use Chef to do automated virtual machine
deployment and configuration on Microsoft Azure

Rahul Ambhore

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
you can use this https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virt…

Cool...Let me have a look

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Azure applies over 50,000 network changes a day which would 
be impossible without automation

Rukhsar Ahmad

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
Azure applies over 50,000 network changes a day which wou…

 such automation!!

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Rukhsar Ahmad
 such automation!!

Once you know the automation

Things are quite simple

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

That information i found on the certification private cloud

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Is there any way to get access Azure hyperv access??

Using service like dedicated host or isolated or something

Shakti Ranjan

Niraj Kumar
We just concluded AzureTalk sessions on Networking! In 14 …

OMS please!

Amit Charungoo

Rahul Ambhore

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/chef-automation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/chef-automation
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 (https://github.com/crpietschmann/Azure-70-532-

Practice-Test)

1:18:07 PM

 (https://azure.microsoft.com/community/training/)

1:19:56 PM

edited 1:20:13 PM

1:45:47 PM

Service-now orchestration
Rahul do you have any good references or study material realated 
to Service Now orchestration...

Ashwin Mendon

Im having 70-532 exam day after tomorrow.. any quick reference 
doc would be very helpful

Rahul Ambhore

Amit Charungoo
Rahul do you have any good references or study material real…

Sure...Let me find for you...will post here tomorrow

Ashwin Mendon
Im having 70-532 exam day after tomorrow.. any quick refere…

Best of luck

Niraj Kumar

Ashwin Mendon
Im having 70-532 exam day after tomorrow.. any quick refere…

https://github.com/crpietschmann/Azure-70-532-Practice-Test 
(https://github.com/crpietschmann/Azure-70-532-Practice-Test)

GitHub
crpietschmann/Azure-70-532-Practice-Test
(https://github.com/crpietschmann/Azure-70-532-
Practice-Test)
Azure-70-532-Practice-Test - Azure 70-532 Developer
Certification Practice Test

https://azure.microsoft.com/community/training/ 
(https://azure.microsoft.com/community/training/)

Microsoft
Training and Certification for Azure | Azure
(https://azure.microsoft.com/community/training/)
Get online training and certification for Azure from Microsoft
experts and partners including Pluralsight and Opsgility.

 Free Azure training on Pluralsight

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Is there any way to get access Azure hyperv access??

https://github.com/crpietschmann/Azure-70-532-Practice-Test
https://azure.microsoft.com/community/training/
https://github.com/crpietschmann/Azure-70-532-Practice-Test
https://github.com/crpietschmann/Azure-70-532-Practice-Test
https://azure.microsoft.com/community/training/
https://azure.microsoft.com/community/training/
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Someone plz answer my question

Lalit Rawat

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Is there any way to get access Azure hyperv access??

Azure dose not support hyper v on in vms but not sure.. if this is 
still there

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Same here lalit as per knowledge it's no, but don't know is there 
any update or not

Lalit Rawat

I don't see any update till now

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Still facing issues with TMG severe

Not able to deploy in Azure

Lalit Rawat

Ohh ok..

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Any ways

Someone expert in TMG forefront firewall??

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Is there any way to get access Azure hyperv access??

No. Microsoft will not allow access. Instead run Azure stack

Naveen Kollipara

You can now install hyper-v on some specific vm type and size. 
This enables nested virtualization.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Vm in azure is hyperv

Naveen Kollipara

I dont think they will ever allow access to hyper-v that is running 
on the base hardware.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

You don't have access to the hardware

That because the azure is iaas
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Vivek Kumar Mishra

Naveen Kollipara
I dont think they will ever allow access to hyper-v that is runn

Yea that is possible

Naveen Kollipara

Nuno not sure i understand what you are trying to say.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

You use azure nested virtualisation but some specific series of vm

Naveen Kollipara

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Yea that is possible

I doubt it, but i would love to know if there is a way

Vivek Kumar Mishra

But I don't have access of that series

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

You don't have access to the hardware because the azure is 
virtualization hardware

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Its E series of Vm

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
You don't have access to the hardware because the azure is vi…

Right but Azure support Nested virtualisation

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

That because the windows server 2016 support nested 
virtualization

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Check this out

https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087 
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)

Channel 9
Azure Compute: New features and roadmap
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)
A can’t-miss session for everyone building in the cloud! We
take a look at some of the newest features and upcoming
capabilities in the Azure Compute...

https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087
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Sorry wrong first one

https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087 
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)

Channel 9
Azure Compute: New features and roadmap
(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)
A can’t-miss session for everyone building in the cloud! We
take a look at some of the newest features and upcoming
capabilities in the Azure Compute...

If you check this video

You come to kt

*know

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

The future is azure stack

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Azure supported nested virtualisation

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

But you need a specific hardware and brand

Vivek Kumar Mishra

No go through video

Corey said that all you need to select specific sku type

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)

(https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087)

https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087
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http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested-
virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/ 
(http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested-
virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/)

Thomas Maurer MVP - Cloud & Virtualization
How to setup Nested Virtualization in Microsoft Azure |
Thomas Maurer
(http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-
setup-nested-virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/?
utm_content=buffer5b6f4&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer)
At the Microsoft Build Conference this year, Microsoft
announced Nested Virtualization for Azure Virtual Machines,
and last week Microsoft announced t...

Naveen Kollipara

My intuition is that Azure might offer complete isolated turnkey 
private cloud solutions in the future, maybe when Azure stack 
becomes more and more mature

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the objective of azure stack is to transfer the configuration that 
you have on azure to on premises

and fix

and send to azure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Azure stack is different and Azure nested virtualisation different

Naveen Kollipara

Nuno thats an interesting perspective

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the nested virtualization is like containers

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Nuno but I case of Azure nested virtualisation no need to connect 
on prim

You can create layers of vm above Azure Vm

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

that features is used on windows server 2016

http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested-virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/?utm_content=buffer5b6f4&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested-virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/
http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested-virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/?utm_content=buffer5b6f4&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/virtualization/hyper-v-on-
windows/user-guide/nested-virtualization 
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/virtualization/hyper-v-on-
windows/user-guide/nested-virtualization)

Nested Virtualization (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/virtualization/hyper-v-on-windows/user-
guide/nested-virtualization)

Vivek Kumar Mishra

You can connect your hyperv

But not install hyperv

And deploy your vm

As for i know

Vivek Kumar Mishra
https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/Build/2017/B8087

But selecting this series you can deploy your cm

*VM

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you need to install the feature hyper-v to active nested 
virtualization

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
you need to install the feature hyper-v to active nested virtual

Have you tried

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

but you need to install the windows server 2016

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/virtualization/hyper-v-on-windows/user-guide/nested-virtualization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/virtualization/hyper-v-on-windows/user-guide/nested-virtualization
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-

center/security-center-just-in-time)

3:41:37 PM
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Vivek Kumar Mishra

To deploy vm above your hyperv on Azure

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested-
virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/ 
(https://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested-
virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/)

Thomas Maurer MVP - Cloud & Virtualization
How to setup Nested Virtualization in Microsoft Azure |
Thomas Maurer
(http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-
setup-nested-virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/?
utm_content=buffer5b6f4&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer)
At the Microsoft Build Conference this year, Microsoft
announced Nested Virtualization for Azure Virtual Machines,
and last week Microsoft announced t...

that a look of that url

the great feature that azure launch is Just in Time

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-
center-just-in-time (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time)

Docs
Just in time virtual machine access in Azure Security
Center (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time)
This document walks you through how just in time VM access
in Azure Security Center helps you control access to your Azure
virtual machines.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested…

Nuno I am not arguing with you but I'll try same today and trying 
to deploy new vm ruining hyperv on running Azure vm

http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested-virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/?utm_content=buffer5b6f4&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
https://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested-virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/
http://www.thomasmaurer.ch/2017/07/how-to-setup-nested-virtualization-in-microsoft-azure/?utm_content=buffer5b6f4&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
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Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

did you use the windows server 2016?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Nope

It's like windows 10

No severe fet

🤣🤣

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

the nested virtualization is support on windows server 2016

Vivek Kumar Mishra

But today I'll try

Vivek Kumar Mishra
No severe fet

Feeling

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

on windows server 2012?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
on windows server 2012?

Yea

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

on windows server 2012 the hyper-v is not supported

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Yea giving me options to connect to hyperv server

But not supported nested virtualisation

I tried with hyperv, vmware and oracle virtualisation

Virtualbox

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn
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mishra that a look of the photo

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You
stop doing useful things if you don't learn
Photo

Today around 6-10 AM IST

Remote session

I tried but not working

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

on azure?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You
stop doing useful things if you don't learn
Photo

For nested virtualisation only 2-3 series supported

For that you need take preview

Access

And all this to up

Amit Charungoo

Vivek Kumar Mishra
For nested virtualisation only 2-3 series supported

Are we talking abt nested Virtualization on Azure ?...

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

is only support on version 3

http://vmblog.com/archive/2017/07/20/microsoft-adds-nested-
virtualization-to-select-azure-virtual-
machines.aspx#.WX42vceGPDc 
(http://vmblog.com/archive/2017/07/20/microsoft-adds-nested-
virtualization-to-select-azure-virtual-
machines.aspx#.WX42vceGPDc)

Vmblog

http://vmblog.com/archive/2017/07/20/microsoft-adds-nested-virtualization-to-select-azure-virtual-machines.aspx#.WX42vceGPDc
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-

us/blog/introducing-the-new-dv3-and-ev3-vm-sizes/)

5:15:04 PM

5:17:59 PM

RA
6:26:48 PM

6:27:10 PM

Vmblog
Microsoft Adds Nested Virtualization to Select Azure
Virtual Machines : @VMblog
(http://vmblog.com/archive/2017/07/20/microsoft-
adds-nested-virtualization-to-select-azure-virtual-
machines.aspx)
Interesting news out of Redmond -- Microsoft users will now be
able to enable nested virtualization (or the ability to run a
virtual machine within an...

Amit Charungoo

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
http://vmblog.com/archive/2017/07/20/microsoft-adds-nested…

Thas y I say this Azure Talk group packs a punch.... Amazing 
share... thanks a lot for sharing this.....

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
the nested virtualization is like containers

Hypervisor gives Host Hardware Virtualization, Container 
gives OS Virtualization. Nested Virtualization is Guest virtual 
hardware Virtualization.

DV3 and EV3 series only support nested Virtualization!! 
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/introducing-the-new-dv3-
and-ev3-vm-sizes/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/blog/introducing-the-new-dv3-and-ev3-vm-sizes/)

Microsoft
Introducing the new Dv3 and Ev3 VM sizes
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/introducing-
the-new-dv3-and-ev3-vm-sizes/)
We are excited to announce the general availability of our new
Dv3 VM sizes. We are also changing the naming for the high
memory D sizes (D11-D14) to...

Anybody explored App Service Environment Isolated 
instance??

Renjit Arvind

In my infra(about SCCM cloud DP/ OMS)... azure infra doesn't 
have any public IP and they don't patch any intranet clients. The 
patches need to deploy only to clients deployed as part of IAAS...

Sorry Internet clients..

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/introducing-the-new-dv3-and-ev3-vm-sizes/
http://vmblog.com/archive/2017/07/20/microsoft-adds-nested-virtualization-to-select-azure-virtual-machines.aspx
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/introducing-the-new-dv3-and-ev3-vm-sizes/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/introducing-the-new-dv3-and-ev3-vm-sizes/
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9:29:51 PM

edited 9:58:05 PM

HR
10:43:22 PM

11:14:13 PM

RD
1:47:48 AM

Niraj Kumar

https://www-forbes-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/20
17/06/05/meet-the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-powerful-
cloud-computing-vendors/amp/ (https://www-forbes-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/20
17/06/05/meet-the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-powerful-
cloud-computing-vendors/amp/)

Forbes
Meet The Cloud Wars Top 10: The World's Most-
Powerful Cloud-Computing Vendors (https://www-
forbes-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/2017/06/05/meet-
the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-powerful-
cloud-computing-vendors/amp/)
Who are the Top 10 cloud-computing vendors, and how are
they ranked? What are they doing right--and what do they
need to do better? See who's tops in...

Niraj Kumar

It's my humble request to everybody, if you think this group 
and AzureTalk  sessions are helpful please spread and 
share words about it. Please please spread the words about 
our AzureTalk.

Harish Reddy

Niraj Kumar
It's my humble request to everybody, if you think this group …

We Will do Niraj Bhai...

Ashwin Mendon

Niraj Kumar
https://github.com/crpietschmann/Azure-70-532-Practice-Test

Thank you Niraj

Monday, July 31, 2017

Prasad Dhage invited Nihar Samal

Rajesh Dhanraj

Hi.. is there any sales certification for azure?

Kabir Singh joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

https://www-forbes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/2017/06/05/meet-the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-powerful-cloud-computing-vendors/amp/
https://www-forbes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/2017/06/05/meet-the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-powerful-cloud-computing-vendors/amp/
https://www-forbes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/2017/06/05/meet-the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-powerful-cloud-computing-vendors/amp/
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Rajesh Dhanraj
Hi.. is there any sales certification for azure?

No certification but If your company is partner with Microsoft, you 
have course for sales team.

Rajesh Dhanraj

Which course.

Niraj Kumar

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-in/training 
(https://partner.microsoft.com/en-in/training)

Office 365 sales training

https://mspartnerlp.partner.microsoft.com/LearningPath# 
(https://mspartnerlp.partner.microsoft.com/LearningPath#)

You need partner credentials to login!!

There are many many sales courses

Niraj Kumar

Ashwin Mendon
Thank you Niraj

YW!!

M.Fareed Khan joined group via invite link

Vinay Kumar invited Kamalesh

Sandeep Kumar

Azure sales training for MS employees?

Niraj Kumar

Sandeep Kumar
Azure sales training for MS employees?

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-in/training
https://mspartnerlp.partner.microsoft.com/LearningPath#


11:42:12 AM

BL
11:45:39 AM

12:08:30 PM

12:10:50 PM

12:14:13 PM

12:14:32 PM

MK
12:14:47 PM

12:15:29 PM

Yes. The same course is available for employees from the same 
portal.

Shetty Nilesh

For employees theres even more trainings available on Infopedia

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

anyone recommend book to learn azure?

Muthu joined group via invite link

Madhu joined group via invite link

vinayraj joined group via invite link

Desh joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
anyone recommend book to learn azure?

https://openedx.microsoft.com (https://openedx.microsoft.com)  
This is your single source of truth for Microsoft Azure learning!

Ritesh Bhardwaj joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Guys!! Congratulation! we are 500 members now. The 
community is strong and growing stronger. 
All new joiners welcome to the group!

Kabir Singh

Hello friends i plan to do AWS certification and would like to if 
anyone is aware of any good coaching centers with good 
knowledgeable trainers in NCR. All help is appreciated.

Thanks Niraj kasa hai bhai

Srikanth SP joined group via invite link

M.Fareed Khan

During sat workshop i could not ask this question. 
If we have setup Iaas & paas in any of the cloud services for eg. 
aws or azure. Is it possible to switch from one cloud to another 
cloud. If yes how difficult or easy? If No, then can we see this 
feature in near future?

Niraj Kumar

Kabir Singh

https://openedx.microsoft.com/
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-

recovery/site-recovery-migrate-aws-to-azure)

12:17:10 PM

MK
12:17:44 PM

12:23:14 PM

12:23:37 PM

Hello friends i plan to do AWS certification and would like to i
Sorry Kabir, it's Azure Talk and we discuss Azure 

Kabir Singh

Ok

Niraj Kumar

Kabir Singh
Thanks Niraj kasa hai bhai

I'm good! How about you Kabir.

M.Fareed Khan
During sat workshop i could not ask this question. If we have…

Yes you can migrate from AWS to Azure and there are tools 
available to make that happen.

M.Fareed Khan

Niraj Kumar
Yes you can migrate from AWS to Azure and there are tools …

Ok great. Thank you niraj

Niraj Kumar

You can use Azure Site recovery for it. 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-
recovery-migrate-aws-to-azure (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-aws-to-azure)

Docs
Migrate VMs from AWS to Azure
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-
recovery/site-recovery-migrate-aws-to-azure)
This article describes how to migrate virtual machines running
in Amazon Web Services (AWS) to Azure using Azure Site
Recovery.

M.Fareed Khan

Thanks

Datta sai krishna joined group via invite link

Kabir Singh

Toh bhai Azure ke liye bata do

I want start somewhere with cloud

Niraj Kumar

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-aws-to-azure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-aws-to-azure
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/site-recovery/site-recovery-migrate-aws-to-azure
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Kabir Singh
Toh bhai Azure ke liye bata do

https://openedx.microsoft.com (https://openedx.microsoft.com)  
This is your single source of truth for Microsoft Azure learning! 
Absolutely free by Microsoft!

Kabir Singh

Ok

Any study or something to start with

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Kabir Singh
Any study or something to start with

Microsoft virtual acdmy

Kabir Singh

Niraj pls share ur no with me

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Or pulr site

Niraj Kumar
https://openedx.microsoft.com This is your single source of tru

You can use this

Every week we are going Azure session you can join that session 
and improve your knowledge towards Azure

*doing

Naresh joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Waw 500+🤘🤘🤘🤘

Niraj Kumar

Kabir Singh
Any study or something to start with

I'd not distract myself with so many other free learning 
resources and would restrict to OpenEdx. Get going from 
there. I personally use it and find it more helpful. Once you 
become expert then you can branch off to other learning 
resources like: PluralSight, Opsgility, Linux Academy, 
Microsoft virtual academy and many more!

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
Guys!! Congratulation! we are 500 members now. The comm…

https://openedx.microsoft.com/
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Conguratulation Niraj Bhai and all the azurtalk mambers to make 
it possible.. Very soon we will be reaching to 1000 mambers and 
i am sure about it

Udhay joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Conguratulation Niraj Bhai and all the azurtalk mambers to m…

Definitely

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Conguratulation Niraj Bhai and all the azurtalk mambers to m…

Super Awesome! Will reach there soon!!

Hemant Rai joined group via invite link

Amar Singh

Kabir Singh
Hello friends i plan to do AWS certification and would like to i

Share your email id. I will share you complete traning material

Dhruvin Shah

WebPART + Branding SharePoint 
Promoted Link Web part 
Try it..

https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak (https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak)
YouTube
Promoted Links WebPart In SharePoint
(https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak)
In this video we will learn how we can configure Promoted
Links web part in SharePoint. Promoted links webpart is a new
list webpart and a way of adding item...

Sahasra Boina joined group via invite link

Anuj Rana

Kabir Singh
Hello friends i plan to do AWS certification and would like to i

(https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak) 5:11

https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak
https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak
https://youtu.be/7lXgLOWFaak
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 (https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/build-apps-

faster-with-azure-serverless/)

1:46:09 PM

PK
1:49:14 PM

1:54:02 PM

Go for Azure instead. Not immediate but soon Azure will rule 
cloud world.

Shanmukha M joined group via invite link

sampath joined group via invite link

Ashish Gopal Sharma

Its a long discussion on AWS vs Azure

Niraj Kumar

Ashish Gopal Sharma
Its a long discussion on AWS vs Azure

Yes, let's focus on Azure here!

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

this is group to talk about azure not aws

Niraj Kumar

Yup

https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/build-apps-faster-with-azure-
serverless/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/build-apps-faster-
with-azure-serverless/)

Microsoft
Build apps faster with Azure Serverless
(https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/build-apps-faster-
with-azure-serverless/)
Azure’s Serverless offerings allow developers to build and
deploy elastic-scale applications faster than ever. Serverless
technology allows developers...

Pawan Kumar

Plz upload Saturday session recording

Rishikesh Nikam joined group via invite link

Lalit Rawat

Anuj Rana
Go for Azure instead. Not immediate but soon Azure will rule clo

That's true Anuj Bhai..

Pravin T joined group via invite link

Mahsam Iftikhar joined group via invite link

https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/build-apps-faster-with-azure-serverless/
https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/build-apps-faster-with-azure-serverless/
https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/build-apps-faster-with-azure-serverless/
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 (https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)
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BL
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3:48:56 PM

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-
azure-vm/)

3:48:57 PM

Niraj Kumar

Pawan Kumar
Plz upload Saturday session recording

Sorry for the delay, I will upload it to night and share the link.

Lalit Rawat

5500+ Hits in  Just 35 Days... Thanks you all for make this 
possible.

Thanks for your support and help for my Blog Rcloudweb Blog 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)) . 
Within 35 Days, Rcloudweb Blog revived 5500+ Hits.

RCloud

(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/)
learning will never Ends

Now Special Thanks goes to @nirajkum for your support and 
motivation.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

i use that blog for some search

this topic is very important

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-
azure-vm/ 
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-
azure-vm/)

RCloud
Troubleshooting Azure Vm
(https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-
azure-vm/)
Troubleshoot Remote Desktop connections to an Azure virtual
machine Reset Remote Desktop configuration & Password .
Check Network Security Group rules...

https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-azure-vm/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/blog/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-azure-vm/
https://rcloudweb.wordpress.com/2017/07/27/troubleshooting-azure-vm/
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Vijay Nagpal

Hi friends - can you suggest if TXT record is required one time for 
verification or every time that TXT record is required for 
verification

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
i use that blog for some search

Thanks your ..

Vijay Nagpal
Hi friends - can you suggest if TXT record is required one time

It will be onetime verification.

Vijay Nagpal

Lalit Rawat
It will be onetime verification.

Thanks..I have split DNS zone (Public and Internal zone) for my 
domain...I have to create one txt record in my domain for one 
vendor for verification purpose..do I need to create txt record just 
in public DNS or in internal DNS zone as well ?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

The best solution is create a separate dns is to not communicate 
external with internal

Vijay Nagpal

Separate DNS ?

Niraj Kumar

Vijay Nagpal
Thanks..I have split DNS zone (Public and Internal zone) for my

Hi Vijay! We need to understand why we create TXT record. The 
domain that you have on public domain needs to have ownership 
confirmed before Microsoft lets you use it because it's in public 
domain, however in case of Private DNS zone Microsoft doesn't 
have any concern. So if you read it carefully you will get the 
answer.

TXT record is only needed to confirm the Domain ownership of 
Public DNS zone and not Private DNS zone

Anantha Dommeti

Kabir Singh
Hello friends i plan to do AWS certification and would like to i

Use online training for aws...I used acloud.guru 
(http://acloud.guru) for associate level...Linux academy, 

http://acloud.guru/
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jayendrapatil.com (http://jayendrapatil.com) and all labs in 
qwiklabs along with lot of deployments in my own aws account 
for professional level certification

Lalit Rawat

need help on this:

Lalit Rawat

I am getting this error in site recovery

Nilesh  and mishraji, Did you face this kind of issue ?

not able to installe the mobility agent and start replication.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Try to see the configuration server

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
Try to see the configuration server

it's looks good can you tell me what need to check ?

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Try to ping the source server to configuration server

Lalit Rawat

ok..

do you want me to the telnet for some specif port as well

Niraj Kumar

http://blog.kloudezy.com/2017/07/31/azuretalk-network-azure-
dns-application-gateway-traffic-manager-load-balancer/ 

http://jayendrapatil.com/
http://blog.kloudezy.com/2017/07/31/azuretalk-network-azure-dns-application-gateway-traffic-manager-load-balancer/
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network-azure-dns-application-gateway-traffic-manager-load-
balancer/)
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(http://blog.kloudezy.com/2017/07/31/azuretalk-network-azure-
dns-application-gateway-traffic-manager-load-balancer/)

KloudEzy, Shaping Cloud!
AzureTalk-Network: Azure DNS, Application gateway,
Traffic Manager, Load balancer.
(http://blog.kloudezy.com/2017/07/31/azuretalk-
network-azure-dns-application-gateway-traffic-
manager-load-balancer/)
Dear Readers, I conducted an online session in a series of
sessions as part of AzureTalk and  invited Lalit Rawat , Cloud
Solution Specialist as guest...

 Azure Talk from Saturdy is published! Thanks to Lalit who 
took out time to give us a talk on Azure DNS, Application 
Gateway, Traffic manager and Load balancer.

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
 Azure Talk from Saturdy is published! Thanks to Lalit w…

Thanks @nirajkum for your support and guidence.

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Thanks @nirajkum for your support and guidence.

It was a wonderful session!! You did a fantastic job!!

Lalit Rawat

Niraj Kumar
It was a wonderful session!! You did a fantastic job!!

Thanks @nirajkum bhai.

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

The configuration server reach to anyserver?

Lalit Rawat

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
The configuration server reach to anyserver?

k

Niraj Kumar

Lalit Rawat
Photo

http://blog.kloudezy.com/2017/07/31/azuretalk-network-azure-dns-application-gateway-traffic-manager-load-balancer/
http://blog.kloudezy.com/2017/07/31/azuretalk-network-azure-dns-application-gateway-traffic-manager-load-balancer/
http://blog.kloudezy.com/2017/07/31/azuretalk-network-azure-dns-application-gateway-traffic-manager-load-balancer/


 (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/build-

apps-faster-with-azure-serverless/)
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Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

Build apps faster with Azure Serverless | Blog | Microsoft Azure 
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/build-apps-faster-with-
azure-serverless/ (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/build-
apps-faster-with-azure-serverless/)

Microsoft
Build apps faster with Azure Serverless
(https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/build-apps-
faster-with-azure-serverless/)
Azure’s Serverless offerings allow developers to build and
deploy elastic-scale applications faster than ever. Serverless
technology allows developers...

Virtual Classes 
https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs/VirtualClass#page=1&so
rt=Newest 
(https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs/VirtualClass#page=1&s
ort=Newest)

Renjit Arvind

 4... 500 count && Lalit for training

Lalit Rawat

Renjit Arvind
 4... 500 count && Lalit for training

Thanks Ranjit.

Niraj Kumar

Thanks Bhai..

Renjit Arvind

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Lalit Rawat
Photo

Install agent manual on that server then enable protection

M.Fareed Khan

Any link to learn powershell for azure

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/build-apps-faster-with-azure-serverless/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/build-apps-faster-with-azure-serverless/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/build-apps-faster-with-azure-serverless/
https://www.microsoft.com/handsonlabs/VirtualClass#page=1&sort=Newest
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 (https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-

courses/getting-started-with-microsoft-powershell-8276?
l=r54IrOWy_2304984382)

9:00:31 PM

9:01:06 PM

9:16:09 PM

M.Fareed Khan
Any link to learn powershell for azure

https://mva.microsoft.com (https://mva.microsoft.com)
Microsoft Virtual
Academy
Microsoft Virtual
Academy – Free
Online Training for
Developers, IT Professional...
(https://mva.microsoft.com/)
Build your skills and advance your career. Microsoft Virtual
Academy (MVA) offers free IT training for Developers, IT Pros,
Data Scientists, and students.

Select powershell bignr course

M.Fareed Khan

Ok thanks

Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/getting-
started-with-microsoft-powershell-8276?l=r54IrOWy_2304984382 
(https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/getting-
started-with-microsoft-powershell-8276?
l=r54IrOWy_2304984382)

Microsoft Virtual Academy
Microsoft PowerShell Tutorial & Training Course –
Microsoft Virtual Academy
(https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-
courses/getting-started-with-microsoft-powershell-
8276?l=r54IrOWy_2304984382)
Come learn Microsoft PowerShell from experts in the industry!
Take this free course detailing how to make it work best for
you.

And you can search many courses related to Azure ps

Niraj Kumar

M.Fareed Khan
Any link to learn powershell for azure

M.Fareed use Openedx course. 
https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-
v1:Microsoft+AZURE210x+2017_T3/about 
(https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-
v1:Microsoft+AZURE210x+2017_T3/about)

Microsoft

https://mva.microsoft.com/
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/getting-started-with-microsoft-powershell-8276?l=r54IrOWy_2304984382
https://mva.microsoft.com/
https://mva.microsoft.com/
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/getting-started-with-microsoft-powershell-8276?l=r54IrOWy_2304984382
https://mva.microsoft.com/en-US/training-courses/getting-started-with-microsoft-powershell-8276?l=r54IrOWy_2304984382
https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-v1:Microsoft+AZURE210x+2017_T3/about
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 (http://www.expta.com/2017/07/be-aware-your-

companys-aad-connect-may.html)

9:22:56 PM

9:23:00 PM

Automating Azure Workloads
(https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-
v1:Microsoft+AZURE210x+2017_T3/about)
Azure Automation is an Azure service that provides a way for
users to automate the manual, long-running, error-prone, and
frequently repeated tasks th...

 Finish above course then move on to  following 
course!

https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-
v1:Microsoft+DEVOPS200.2x+2017_T3/about 
(https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-
v1:Microsoft+DEVOPS200.2x+2017_T3/about)

Microsoft
Infrastructure as Code
(https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-
v1:Microsoft+DEVOPS200.2x+2017_T3/about)
This course will cover: 

1. Azure Automation 
2. Desired State Configuration (DSC) 
3. ARM Templates 
4. IaaS and PaaS, Environment Configuration and Deployment,
and Optimization

M.Fareed Khan

Niraj Kumar
 Finish above course then move on to  following c…

Sure. Thanks

Saakar

http://www.expta.com/2017/07/be-aware-your-companys-aad-
connect-may.html (http://www.expta.com/2017/07/be-aware-
your-companys-aad-connect-may.html)

Expta
Be Aware: Your company's AAD Connect may Auto-
Upgrade (http://www.expta.com/2017/07/be-aware-
your-companys-aad-connect-may.html)
A blog with tips, tricks and gotchas about Microsoft products -
Primarily Exchange, Office 365, Skype for Business, and
Windows Server.

Shetty Nilesh

Lalit Rawat
Photo

Try installing mobility agent manually on the client

http://www.expta.com/2017/07/be-aware-your-companys-aad-connect-may.html
https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-v1:Microsoft+AZURE210x+2017_T3/about
https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-v1:Microsoft+DEVOPS200.2x+2017_T3/about
https://openedx.microsoft.com/courses/course-v1:Microsoft+DEVOPS200.2x+2017_T3/about
http://www.expta.com/2017/07/be-aware-your-companys-aad-connect-may.html
http://www.expta.com/2017/07/be-aware-your-companys-aad-connect-may.html
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(https://blog.sierrasystems.com/2016/08/05/microsoft-
gartner-leader-cloud-computing-iaas-paas-saas/)

9:53:00 PM

and restart both the config servet as well as client once...

Niraj Kumar

Anybody in new York area, there is Azure App Service and 
Logic Apps Hackfest. being organized by Microsoft in Times 
Square. Please PM me if you are interested in joining. Will share 
details on personal basis.

Saakar

Check out @Azure's Tweet: 
https://twitter.com/Azure/status/892151636759588864?s=09 
(https://twitter.com/Azure/status/892151636759588864?s=09)

Twitter
Microsoft Azure
(https://twitter.com/Azure/status/892151636759588864?
s=09)
Microsoft introduced #AzureContainerInstances
(https://twitter.com/hashtag/AzureContainerInstances) a new
cutting-edge #cloud (https://twitter.com/hashtag/cloud)
service which charges by the second. https://t.co/2aetTPrX8y
(https://t.co/2aetTPrX8y)

Niraj Kumar

Look at the Gartner magic quadrant and decide your Azure 
learning path. 
https://blog.sierrasystems.com/2016/08/05/microsoft-gartner-
leader-cloud-computing-iaas-paas-saas/ 
(https://blog.sierrasystems.com/2016/08/05/microsoft-gartner-
leader-cloud-computing-iaas-paas-saas/)

Sierra Systems
Microsoft a Gartner Leader in Cloud Computing (IaaS,
PaaS, and SaaS)
(https://blog.sierrasystems.com/2016/08/05/microsoft-
gartner-leader-cloud-computing-iaas-paas-saas/)
IDC considers 70% of CIOs to be embracing a cloud strategy
this year, and recently Gartner named Microsoft Azure as a
leader in its Magic Quadrant for...

https://blog.sierrasystems.com/2016/08/05/microsoft-gartner-leader-cloud-computing-iaas-paas-saas/
https://twitter.com/Azure/status/892151636759588864?s=09
https://twitter.com/Azure/status/892151636759588864?s=09
https://twitter.com/hashtag/AzureContainerInstances
https://twitter.com/hashtag/cloud
https://t.co/2aetTPrX8y
https://blog.sierrasystems.com/2016/08/05/microsoft-gartner-leader-cloud-computing-iaas-paas-saas/
https://blog.sierrasystems.com/2016/08/05/microsoft-gartner-leader-cloud-computing-iaas-paas-saas/
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Microsoft leader in 18 segments leading all competitors by big 
numbers!!

Vivek Kumar Mishra

But AWS instance performs is good compared to Azure

I used t2.micro and A1

T2micro is much better than Azure

As previously someone said it's long discussion

Niraj Kumar

Their IaaS and S3 are great and only those products that is why 
they always promote lift and shift.

Lift and shift is bad approach for every solution. In long run 
it's expensive approach and many customers already 
complaining of high cost whether it's Azure or AWS.

PaaS and SaaS is way to go forward. Build cloud native 
and born in the cloud application.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Lift and shift is bad approach for every solution. In long run i

For that AWS provide solutions to purchase RI 🤣🤣🤣🤣

For2-3 years

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
For that AWS provide solutions to purchase RI 🤣🤣…

Still expensive!! Azure has similar discount for enterprise 
customers. You get up to 40% discount

Rukhsar Ahmad

Niraj Kumar
PaaS and SaaS is way to go forward. Build cloud native and …
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 yes there are some service on VM in our case also. we are 
trying to host on PasS. it is difficult to scale on demnad and DR 
& multi-region deployment. or move customer deployment from 
one region to others.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Still expensive!! Azure has similar discount for enterprise cust

For enterprise its 25% rights??

Niraj Kumar

Vivek Kumar Mishra
For enterprise its 25% rights??

Up to 40% depends on annual commitment

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
Up to 40% depends on annual commitment

Ok thanks never worked on billing part

Niraj Kumar
Up to 40% depends on annual commitment

How to calculate discount its on overall billing or depending on 
services?

Niraj Kumar

Rukhsar Ahmad
 yes there are some service on VM in our case also. …

You nailed it. Any architect designing solution with IaaS 
and traditional mindset will be building a white elephant 
and setting the organization for failure. Architects 
need to take fresh perspective and build cloud native 
application and not traditional on prem 3 tier architecture

Vivek Kumar Mishra
How to calculate discount its on overall billing or depending on

It gets reflected in billing. Also the discount is mentioned in 
contract signed by customer with Microsoft.

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Niraj Kumar
It gets reflected in billing. Also the discount is mentioned in

Thanks

Niraj Kumar

Microservice oriented, loosely coupled, distributed, 
reusable, auto scalable and self healing are some of the 
traits of cloud native application! And you can achieve in most 
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cost effective way by only using PaaS JIT provisioning 
capabilities.

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Thanks

Niraj Kumar

https://calculator.unigma.com/#/instances 
(https://calculator.unigma.com/#/instances)

Unigma
Cloud Cost Comparison Calculator for AWS, Azure and
Google Cloud (https://calculator.unigma.com/)
Compare costs for IaaS clouds for AWS, Microsoft Azure and
Google clouds

Public Cloud Cost Comparison Calculator

Shetty Nilesh

Ran into an interesting issue a while back that puzzled even MS 
guys...fortunately i was able to do some quick and dirty 
workaround to fix the issue...will share it later today with all of 
you...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shetty Nilesh
Ran into an interesting issue a while back that puzzled even …

You make us curious please tell

Sameed Shaikh joined group via invite link

Niraj Kumar

Shetty Nilesh
Ran into an interesting issue a while back that puzzled even …

Sir jee! Atleast give us Problem Statement

Next week AzureTalk online Session will be on Azure 
Storage. If you have not already registered please do so 
by going to https://www.kloudezy.com 
(https://www.kloudezy.com)

Shetty Nilesh

https://calculator.unigma.com/#/instances
https://calculator.unigma.com/
https://www.kloudezy.com/
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Vivek Kumar Mishra

Shetty Nilesh
Photo

Trying to deploy vm using existing disk??

Shetty Nilesh

Rcvd this error during a migration...and the issue i talked about 
is related to this...

not trying to deploy...this is ASR migration from vmware on 
prem to azure

will share the details later today...got to go...tired to the core...

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Ok

ezhil a joined group via invite link

Rukhsar Ahmad

Cloud Wars

https://www-forbes-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/2
017/06/05/meet-the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-
powerful-cloud-computing-vendors/amp/ (https://www-forbes-

https://www-forbes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/2017/06/05/meet-the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-powerful-cloud-computing-vendors/amp/


(https://www-forbes-

com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/2017/06/05/meet-
the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-powerful-cloud-computing-vendors/amp/)
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com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/2
017/06/05/meet-the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-
powerful-cloud-computing-vendors/amp/)

Forbes
Meet The Cloud Wars Top 10: The World's Most-
Powerful Cloud-Computing Vendors (https://www-
forbes-
com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/2017/06/05/meet-
the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-powerful-
cloud-computing-vendors/amp/)
Who are the Top 10 cloud-computing vendors, and how are
they ranked? What are they doing right--and what do they
need to do better? See who's tops in...

Tuesday, August 1, 2017

Renjit Arvind

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Trying to deploy vm using existing disk??

We shouldn't have left you to sleep.. you made 511 members to 
wait to hear from you... ...

Alberto joined group via invite link

Kadecha Vishal

https://www-forbes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.forbes.com/sites/bobevans1/2017/06/05/meet-the-cloud-wars-top-10-the-worlds-most-powerful-cloud-computing-vendors/amp/
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Book I found

Anoop 408 B1 W A

Any book on 70-534?

Vijay

Hello All. 
As I have already mentioned , I am a MCT having training 
experience of 18 years , specialized in Azure, SCCM, Exchange 
server, Windows Server , CEH, PMP, ITIL, VCP, RHCA. Trained 
top MNCs in India, UK, UAE, Qatar, Cambodia, Singapore, 
Thailand. 
Had a discussion with Niraj, will like to have a session on Skype 
for becoming a MCT and benefits of MCT. 
Kindly suggest the time on Saturday if more people can join. 
At the same time  starting a batch on second Saturday of this 
month online for Azure 70-533. 
Please feel free to contact for both.

Kadecha Vishal
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Noor Khan

kadecha do u have pdf for office 365 both exam

Ritesh Bhardwaj

Kadecha Vishal
Building Web Services with Microsoft Azure.pdf

Thanks for sharing all study materials

Hemant Rathore joined group via invite link

Rukhsar Ahmad

Welcome to the Azure Talk Family. Hemant...having expertise in 
BizTalk.

Abhishek joined group via invite link

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Start/Stop VM in Parallel

Kadecha Vishal

I have the that I have share with u

Book

Salman

Guys, do we know any tricky idea how can we verify firewall ports 
in bulk if already open as or not.. doing telnet one by one is very 
tedious job .. may be any tool you have used before ??

Jenzus

Hi, does anyone know whether Azure will scan the files/blob for 
vulnerability/malware before it uploads to Azure storage?

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Salman
Guys, do we know any tricky idea how can we verify firewall p…

Os level or in NSG??

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

you can verify with NSG

R P joined group via invite link
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 (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-

machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-server-
storage-configuration)
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Vivek Kumar Mishra

https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk 
(https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk)

GitHub

KloudEzy/AzureTalk
(https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk)
AzureTalk related scripts and documents.

Our Github url

For doc n script

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-server-
storage-configuration (https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-
windows-sql-server-storage-configuration)

Docs
Storage configuration for SQL Server VMs
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-
machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-
server-storage-configuration)
This topic describes how Azure configures storage for SQL
Server VMs during provisioning (Resource Manager deployment
model). It also explains how you...

Shakti Ranjan

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/win…

Pawan Kumar

Hi Niraj..plz add my ID in github "pawank007"

Ritesh Bhardwaj invited Archana Prajapati

Salman

Vivek Kumar Mishra
Os level or in NSG??

https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-server-storage-configuration
https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk
https://github.com/KloudEzy/AzureTalk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-server-storage-configuration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/sql/virtual-machines-windows-sql-server-storage-configuration
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OS level bro

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

in my project i have FW (Fortigate) and use NSG to protect the 
VM to protect

Ashwin Mendon

Hello all im glad to say that i have 70-532,533 exam and achieved 
MCSE certification on Cloud Platform

Sorry MCSA

Shakti Ranjan

Ashwin Mendon
Hello all im glad to say that i have 70-532,533 exam and achi…

Lalit Rawat

Ashwin Mendon
Hello all im glad to say that i have 70-532,533 exam and achi…

Congratulations @ashwin

Rukhsar Ahmad

Ashwin Mendon
Hello all im glad to say that i have 70-532,533 exam and achi…

Ashwin Mendon

Thank you
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 congrats
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Congratulation

Shakti Ranjan

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop
doing useful things if you don't learn
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/win…

It looks good no need to do striping of disks.. it will done by MS 
team.
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Hi, does anyone know whether Azure will scan the files/blob for
anyone able to shed some light on this? :)

Be passionate and bold. Always keep learning. You stop doing
useful things if you don't learn

is difficult to answer that question

Vivek Kumar Mishra

Jenzus
anyone able to shed some light on this? :)

Azure don't scan you data it will scan your traffic

Niraj Kumar

Salman
Guys, do we know any tricky idea how can we verify firewall p…

Use Portqry.exe tool from Microsoft
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Congratulation! Three cheers to your success! 


